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Dedication

This book is for the chronically ill.
For the people who fight every single day for relief, belief, and a cure.

This book is to fear.
Fear that drives us to keep fighting whether we know the outcome or not.

This book is for anybody who feels they aren’t heard, seen, or believed. I
hear you, see you, and believe you.

Oh, and to Aliana, who said she’ll stab anyone who tries claiming Kaiden.



Playlist

PLAYLIST
In My Blood – Shawn Mendes

Nobody’s Home – Avril Lavigne
You Are My Sunshine – Elizabeth Mitchell

i hate u, i love you – Gnash
Late Thoughts – Hanx

Team – Noah Cyrus & Max
How You Remind Me – Nickelback

Goodbyes – Post Malone ft. Young Thug
My Immortal – Evanescence

Soon You’ll Get Better – Taylor Swift



Prologue

Mama’s eyes are golden when she cries. Not like mine, which are a murky
shade of dirty pool water—not fully green or brown, but a mixture of the two.
Though when I was just shy of ten years old and saying goodbye to my sister,
Mama told me that my glassy gaze was speckled with emeralds just like
Daddy’s.

But Daddy wasn’t at Lo’s funeral. Not when the pastor spoke the eulogy
to the half-empty church, or when the slow toll of cars paced the streets to the
cemetery, or even when they lowered the kid-sized white coffin into the
ground. Mama and I watched every step of the way. Her eyes trained on the
half of her heart sinking into the dark soil, never to be seen again, while mine
stared off into the distance waiting for Daddy’s familiar face to appear.

Looking back now, Lo had suspected the end of our parent’s marriage
long before Daddy packed his things and left. She always knew it’d end that
way.

I wondered what else she knew.
Mama wipes a stray tear from her eye, hoping I won’t notice how they

glisten in the fluorescent lighting of the drab white room. I want to tell her
I’m all right, that everything will be fine. But the weak attempts of comfort
would roll off her tense shoulders in disbelief.

When Lo was diagnosed with lupus it was too late to save her. The
disease had eaten away at every piece of her—body, skin, and organs. No
matter how hard Mama tried controlling the disease, it couldn’t be fought.

Logan died in her sleep.
Everything was different now. Mama is cautious, always keeping a close

eye on the things she blamed herself for missing in the past—the sunburns,
constant napping, and aches. Despite Grandma telling her not to feel guilty
over the unknown, Mama’s eyes dull into empty pits every time they swipe
over a picture of Logan.

They do the same thing when she looks at me, because Logan Olivia
Matterson was my twin. Every feature on our fair faces were identical, down
to the button nose and full lips. We shared the same silver-blonde hair and
green eyes that we got from Mama, although I always thought Lo’s were



prettier.
Mama tries being strong for me, but I see her break apart a little more

each day since that sunny August afternoon we laid Lo to rest. There were no
clouds or gray skies to match the mood of the moment. No rain or thunder to
match the hammering of our broken hearts. It was beautiful. Peaceful. Birds
were quiet, the breeze was light, and the sun kissed our skin in comforting
caresses. There’d been a bright rainbow in the distance, and I knew it was
Lo’s last gift to me because it hadn’t rained in days.

Mama’s wavering composure next to me makes the too-clean room we sit
in much smaller. She holds my hand, squeezing it as the doctor with salt and
pepper hair explains the results from the labs they ran last week.

Counting the little brown freckles speckled across Mama’s hand, I take a
deep breath.

The doctor’s words fade until silence greets the room. “Do you
understand what I’m saying, Emery?” His voice is deep and a mixture of soft
sympathy and firm curiosity, trying to pinpoint my level of recognition.

I just wish he’d call me Em. I prefer it over my full name, just like Logan
liked Lo. But the doctor keeps calling me Emery and Mama Mrs. Matterson
even though she changed her name after Daddy left. She’s Ms. Keller now.

Does the doctor see a scared little girl when he studies me? Or does he
see what’s behind the mask I wear—the one I wear every day. The very mask
I wear when I’m at home with Mama and Grandma wanting Mama to look at
me without being sad. The one that covers my features as I take another
frame of Logan from the mantle to ease Mama’s heartbreak a little more. All
the pictures of Lo litter the room I once shared with my twin, stuffed away in
my closet, hidden under my bed, covering the bookshelf, anywhere she won’t
see them.

I doubt the doctor sees that girl at all though. So, I lie and tell him I
understand. He can interpret my bleak distance any way he wants. I just stare
at Mama, watching a second tear slide down her flushed cheek at my reply.

It’ll be okay, Mama.
I don’t dare breathe the words.



Chapter One

There’s a dead clump of caramel hair resting in the palm of my porcelain
hand. I run my chipped yellow nails over the once-silky strands and stare
long and hard like I can somehow reattach them.

Two months ago, I tried dyeing it. The evidence of my failed attempt
rests in my hand, a mixture of brown and blonde undertones. It was a
summertime project that Mama told me not to bother with. She insisted my
hair was too brittle.

Like always, Mama was right.
Like always, I was too stubborn to listen.
Not only did my tender scalp burn from the dye, but my hair fell out

minutes after applying the color. It left my blonde strands in patches that
Mama helped me rinse out.

Wrapping the evidence of my abnormality tight in my grasp, I stare at my
reflection in the large mirror that hangs over the vanity. I see paleness.
Baggy, glassy green-brown eyes. Narrowed cheekbones tinted pink but not
from the expensive blush like Mama wore once upon time. Mine is from my
body’s internal war on itself.

I’ve filled out since starting new medication last month. The doctor told
me it should help regulate my system, so I stop losing weight. My
cheekbones aren’t as prominent anymore, nowhere near as hollow and sickly.
Instead of the three pills I was taking before leaving Bakersfield, I take nine.
It’s worth it, I suppose, to not look so skeletal.

Usually I keep my head down while I go about my morning routine. It’s
easier than seeing the way my collarbones stick out and hair thinly frames my
face. I hate seeing my reflection because I don’t recognize the girl staring
back.

Today I force myself to look. Dropping my fallen hair onto the granite
countertop, I study what the mirror shows from the waist up. A sliver of my
lean stomach peaks out from the blue tank top I sleep in. Travelling my gaze
upward, I notice slim arms, narrow shoulders, all the way up to thin, chapped
lips. Nothing about me is particularly beautiful, yet I still see Mama in my
frailty.



For the longest time, she wouldn’t look at me for more than a few
seconds. Her eyes would find mine as she told me good morning or wished
me a good day at school, but then they would quickly go anywhere else.
Grandma would pat my hand and tell me not to let it get to me. It wasn’t that
easy though.

When Mama looked at me, she saw Logan and the possibility of another
early funeral. I was always going to be a reminder that one of her daughters
was dead, and for all she knew, I was mere steps behind.

So, I called Dad.
Grandma told me I didn’t have to move, but I knew it was for the best. I

didn’t want to know that Mama’s eyes turned gold when she cried. They
were always golden when I was around.

The mirror in front of me is bigger than the one in my old house. Unlike
that old stained beige bathroom with chipped tiles, this one is light gray with
hardwood floors and all new fixtures. Instead of a walk-in shower, I’ve got a
large bathtub that could fit two sets of twins in it if necessary, and the amount
of shelf space would have made Lo jealous.

A knock at my bedroom door pulls me away from my assessment.
Brushing the loose hair into the white garbage can by the counter, I walk into
the main room and hear Dad’s voice on the other side of the door.

“Are you up, Emery?” His voice is gravelly and hesitant, a tone he’s held
since he helped unpack what little I brought with me from Mama’s house to
this one across the state.

Truthfully, I’m not sure why either he or Mama agreed. I only ever heard
from him on my birthday and Christmas and the conversation never lasted
more than ten minutes if he could help it. He’s remarried with a gorgeous
wife who’s the exact opposite of Mama in both looks and personality, and a
stepson who’s broody and evasive no matter how hard I try getting to know
him.

His life here was perfect.
Until me.
I open the door and give him a sleepy smile, which he returns easily. He

tries to make me comfortable. His wife, Cam, has been nothing but sweet and
her son Kaiden, despite his typical avoidance, could be worse. They’ve been
welcoming since I arrived a month and a half ago, giving me anything I
needed. A new doctor, a chance to decorate my room how I want, and space.
Lots of space.



Dad works at a pharmaceutical company now. I don’t remember much of
him from when I was little, just the suits he wore and the way he would give
Mama a chaste kiss if we were around or a simple nod if he thought we
weren’t looking. I never realized how unhappy they both looked then.

This man doesn’t look like the one I remember. His dark brown hair is
peppered with gray, especially around the ears, and his hairline is receding.
The natural tan skin I’ve always been jealous of is slightly wrinkled, and his
eyes have a dull to them that I don’t recall seeing in the past. Is that from age
or circumstance?

“Cam has breakfast cooking.” He rubs his arm, covered by a navy blazer,
and gives me a weary look. “If you aren’t up to going today…”

Today. The first day at a new school. It’s my junior year even though I
should be a senior like Kaiden. After missing too many classes from hospital
admissions, I was held back.

“I’ll be fine.” It’s a weak reassurance that neither of us truly believes. It
isn’t a lie though. I won’t be walking into a shark cage bleeding, so there are
worse things to experience.

His gaze lingers, his eyes a light shade of brown with the same specks of
emerald Mama told me I have. I don’t see it when I look in the mirror though.

“Emery…”
I stand there, gripping the doorknob in my hand until my fingers hurt,

waiting for him to say something.
He clears his throat. “Happy birthday.”
Today. My eighteenth birthday.
The way Dad looks at me is like he’s trying to see someone else. Maybe

he wonders if Logan would have looked the same. It’s been nine years since
she passed, ten since he left.

What does he remember of her?
Instead of asking, I swallow my inquiry and force a tight-lipped smile.

“Thank you.”
I told him I didn’t want a party or even a special dinner. When I was

younger, he and Mama would ask what we wanted for our birthdays—the
meal was always our choice. Lo would always ask to go out, while I always
asked to stay in. The cake was the same. Red velvet with white buttercream
frosting. Honestly, there was nothing I wanted from Dad now besides
temporary shelter.

No homecooked meal.



No red velvet cake.
Part of me feels like wanting anything from Dad is somehow cheating on

Mama. Like forgiving him means I don’t care that he left or hurt her or us.
No matter what, he abandoned us when we needed him. When Lo needed
him.

He tips his head, pauses, and then turns toward the downstairs. Kaiden’s
room is down the hall from mine, but he doesn’t bother him. I wonder if he’s
already up and ready, an early riser. Sometimes I’ll hear him leave his room
late at night and watch him sneak out of the house.

I wonder where he goes. Or if Cam knows. Or if Dad does. It isn’t my
place to ask, so I leave it be.

It takes me fifteen minutes to throw on a pair of blue jeans with one of the
knees ripped out and an oversized black sweater that falls off my shoulder.
Running a brush through my tangled hair and leaving it loose, I note that it’s
finally passing my shoulders again. Mama would probably be happy to hear
that, she always loved when Lo and I kept our hair long.

Slipping into a beige pair of Toms that have pineapples all over them, I
grab my new black and white checkered backpack and head downstairs. Dad
is finishing up his breakfast because he has to leave for work, but Cam and
Kaiden are both still working on theirs.

Cam greets me with a gentle smile, Kaiden doesn’t look at me at all, and
Dad gives me a head bob before getting up and rinsing his plate off in the
large stainless steel sink.

Their house is huge—two stories, plus a fully-finished basement that’s
mostly used for storage. The outside is painted white, the windowsills on the
bottom floor all have flowerpots attached with pink and purple plants, and the
backyard stretches far enough to have a fire pit, garden, and grill area.

It isn’t anything like the house I grew up in, especially inside. There’s so
much space to walk around in without tripping over furniture or people.
Everything smells floral and fresh, and the modern matching style throughout
every room differs from the rustic thrift store finds that litters Mama’s house.

But I like Mama’s house more.
It may have been small, but it made things more intimate. We could joke

about tripping over the coffee table, which all of us had at some point. There
was a bright green coat rack by the door that stuck out like a sore thumb
against the pale yellow wallpaper that had little white and yellow stripes
decorating the bottom half, and an orange bowl that keys, receipts, and other



odds and ends always found their way in.
Mama’s house is colorful, quaint.
Dad’s house is…normal.
I never understood normal.
I’m playing with the scrambled eggs and bacon on my plate when Dad

kisses Cam goodbye and tells Kaiden and I to have a good first day of school.
Since I’m without a car, Kaiden is supposed to drive us and show me where
the office is since Dad couldn’t get time off to bring me to the school early
and show me himself.

Cam tried getting Kaiden to take me last week to familiarize myself with
the campus layout, but I didn’t want him to feel obligated, so I lied and told
her it was fine. Truth is, my heart is pounding so hard in my chest from
nerves that I worry I’ll die from a heart attack long before my disease does
me in. If the room gets any quieter, they’d probably hear it drum an uneven
tune.

I’m halfway done with my breakfast before I glance at the clock and then
at Cam. She knows my worries and gives me a small smile before passing me
a granola bar, money for lunch, and a signed piece of paper with Dad’s name
on the bottom.

For school records, she tells me.
Slipping everything into my bag, I ask Kaiden if he’s ready. His response

is nothing more than a grunt before he pushes away from the table, grabs his
bag and car keys, and then gestures toward the front door.

He doesn’t tell Cam goodbye.
She doesn’t wish us a good day.
She just smiles sadly as we leave.
I want to ask Kaiden why he’s so angry and won’t talk. Cam seems like a

nice woman, so I don’t get why he acts so dismissive around her. I know
better than to pry in other people’s business. Then they’d have a right to pry
into mine.

When we get to the school, I follow Kaiden inside from the student
parking lot already packed with cars. He simply points in the direction of the
office and shoots me a sarcastic good luck over his shoulder before
disappearing into a crowd of people who slap his back and greet him with big
smiles while completely ignoring my existence.

Happy birthday to me.



There’s a decorative brick wall behind the principal’s desk that matches the
exterior of the building. It doesn’t necessarily match the white walls or rest of
the classy decor, though I haven’t had time to explore yet.

The dark-haired man sitting in front of me is young and burly, probably
late thirties, and doesn’t seem to be particularly organized based on the way
he searches through papers for my file. He seems flustered. I’m sure if I
looked hard enough I’d see sweat dot his brow.

He gives me an apologetic smile before rifling through a different stack.
“The guidance counselor usually handles this.”

I’m not sure why he tells me that, so I just nod. I could ask him on the
counselor’s whereabouts, but I’m not sure I care. If Mama were here she’d
keep conversation going easily by asking about the school’s history or why
Exeter High is home of the Wildcats and not something more fitting of the
purple and gold colors.

She’s not here though.
Neither is the counselor.
Neither is Logan.
Principal Richman, according to the nasally secretary who guided me to

his chaotic workspace, finally lifts a manila folder off his desk and looks at
me triumphantly.

“Emery Matterson.”
At this rate I won’t make it to class until third period. Participation in

Government, or PIG as my last school referred to the civics course, isn’t
exactly what I want to start my day with, but it’s better than math. I’ll miss
first period Geometry and second period Phys Ed. Nothing to cry over, that’s
for sure.

His dark eyes scan the contents of my file before tugging on the collar of
his white button-down. Clearing his throat, he reads over the paper I gave
him with my father’s signature.

“Right.” He nods, setting down the papers and giving me a quick
onceover. “Well, Ms. Matterson, it looks like you were mailed the schedule
and school policies already, and you’ll receive textbooks in your classes
today. Your schedule should list your locker number, which you’ll get the
lock and combination to from the Phys Ed teacher. Your father mentioned
setting you up with weekly check-ins with our guidance counselor and nurse.
Our counselor won’t be back until next week, but I can take you to Ms. Gilly
in the nurse’s office before I have someone show you to your locker.”



Wait a minute. “Why would I do weekly check-ins with the counselor and
nurse?”

He hesitates, brows furrowing for a moment before locking his hands
together on his desk. “Typically, we have transfers meet the counselor about
the transition to ensure they’re comfortable during the first few weeks. Most
students have been in the district their entire lives, so they know the
whereabouts. We understand new schools, especially for later admitted
students, can be difficult to adjust to.”

My jaw ticks. “And the nurse?”
He shifts uncomfortably in his chair until it creaks under his weight. “I

assumed your father would have spoken to you about it. Students with
extensive medical problems tend to build relationships with nursing staff
early on. It’s our understanding that you’ve had some issues in the past…”

Issues. What exactly has my father told the school? I’m sure the file
transferred from my old one says plenty about me without his influence. My
twin died, I missed too many days because of the same disease that killed her,
and now I’m here. But did Dad emphasize that I’m better than I was in their
apparent conversation about me?

My spine straightens. “My father must have forgotten to mention it to me.
But it’s not something I need to do, so—”

“All due respect, Ms. Matterson—”
“It’s Emery or Em.”
He nods once. “Emery,” he corrects, “I agree with your father that it’s of

the utmost importance you get comfortable with the nurse here. Things
happen despite medication and self care. If there’s an emergency, it’s best
Ms. Gilly knows what to do.”

Like call 911?
Biting back the retort, I force myself to nod because arguing with the

principal doesn’t seem like a smart thing to do. I’ve never gotten in trouble
before and don’t plan to start now.

“If you don’t mind me saying, the guidance counselor also does sessions
for those who grieve the loss of loved ones. Perhaps you’ll find a friend in
her as well.”

I’m sure he means well by the suggestion, but it doesn’t sit well with me.
“Principal Richman, my sister died nine years ago. I may never move on
from that, but I have learned to cope all on my own by now.”

He flattens his already pristine shirt. “I won’t force you into anything,



then. Come on, I’ll show you to the nurse’s office.”
Before we make it to his door, the nasally secretary with box dyed blonde

hair and thick glasses calls out his name. “The new high school English
teacher is here for your meeting.” The way she eyes me has me narrowing
mine before glancing at the half empty hallway.

Principal Richman sighs and gives me an indecisive stare. Shifting from
one foot to the other, I grip the strap hanging on my shoulder. “I can find my
way. I brought the map that came with the schedule.”

There’s still time to make it before second period, so I’m thankful when
his expression turns from reluctance to relief over my suggestion. I’m sure he
doesn’t want to give the new student a tour anyway.

“The high school classrooms are all on the eastern wing of the second
floor, separated from the new middle school wing, just up the spiral staircase
down the hall. I’m sure if need be, we can get your stepbrother to show you
around.” He clears his throat for what seems to be the thirtieth time. “Kaiden
Monroe, if memory serves, correct?”

I nod.
He purses his lips. “Well then, you best be off. Welcome to Exeter High,

Ms. Matterson. We’re happy to have you.”
I don’t bother correcting him on my name.
Logan would have.



Chapter Two

There’s a freckle on my wrist that keeps my full attention during last period.
It’s been a quiet, uneventful day and I’m glad. Minimal staring, no trouble
getting a table at lunch, and nobody to ask me to recite fun facts about
myself.

I’ve made mental notes to myself throughout the day. There’s no time to
stop by your locker in between the morning periods, so just carry your bag.
The lunchroom is like a mosh pit scattered with rectangular and circular
tables, with no particular cliques like the high schools in movies. UGG boots
are making a comeback.

Personally, I’m not sure how I feel about any of those things. My
shoulder aches from carrying my backpack on it all morning, the lunchroom
was too loud from the chatter, and UGG boots have always been hideous.
Then again, my pineapple Toms get just as much judgmental glances.

What strikes the most interest to me is watching Kaiden interact with his
peers—boys in letterman jackets and girls who twirl their hair and bat their
lashes at them. He’s popular here, an entirely new person. He talks and jokes
and argues. People seem to love him despite equally seeming to envy him.

I wonder why he isn’t that way at home. Does his mother know how he
acts at school? I heard a pink-haired girl tell her friend at lunch that he’s
going to take the lacrosse team to the national championship this year. She
said it’ll be his farewell, his sendoff before graduation. Does Cam go to his
games? Dad mentioned he played, but never said if they attended any events.

Brushing the thoughts off, I focus back on my surroundings. Ninth
period. Two twenty-five. There’s twenty-three minutes left until my first day
at Exeter is complete. Only two hundred and sixty-nine more to go until
junior year is over.

Advanced English drags. Between exhaustion seeping into my bones
from first day jitters, to the noise level of the packed classroom, it puts me on
edge and keeps me glancing up at the black clock on the wall off to the side. I
swear barely five seconds pass each time. I can feel a flare forming, which
hopefully a nap before dinner will ease before it gets worse.

Instead of focusing on the mindless conversations Mr. Nichols, a young



twenty-something fresh out of grad school, lets us have after he explains class
expectations at the beginning of the period, I look at the artwork littering the
colorful walls. They’re scenes from books, I realize. By the looks of it, each
wall is a different novel ranging from To Kill a Mockingbird to The Hunger
Games.

Someone drops into the seat beside me, scraping the metals legs against
the tile floor. I peel my gaze off the walls to see Kaiden staring at me with
indifference. The redheaded boy that occupied the chair before is now across
the room, staring wide-eyed in our direction.

“What are you doing here?” A few onlookers are invested in the
exchange between us, peering back and forth between me and him.

“I’m in this class.”
Advanced English for juniors must mean regular English for seniors. I

was stuck in an Advanced Biology class full of freshman last year and felt
like the dumbest kid in class.

I don’t answer him. I’m not sure how I didn’t notice him when I came in.
When I saw how swamped it was, my main focus was on finding an empty
seat, not examining who was occupying the others. When Mr. Nichols did
roll call, I obviously didn’t pay attention to names until I heard mine.

My eyes go back to the wall and focus on the mixture of greens and
blues. I wish I could paint. Mama used to spend a lot of time in the spare
room painting pretty pictures of still lives and landscapes. Sometimes, she
would paint Lo and I. After Lo…she stopped painting altogether.

“They did a vote on what books to put on the walls a few years back,” he
explains, catching me off guard. “People were miffed that the majority choice
didn’t make it because of some bullshit that happened in the book.”

My nose scrunches. “What book?”
“Hell if I remember.”
The brunette girl sitting in front of me turns around after dutifully

ignoring me the entire period. “It was the Jodi Picoult book about the sick girl
who needed a transplant to survive.”

Wetting my bottom lip, I nod. My Sister’s Keeper was one of Lo’s
favorite movies to watch because the ending didn’t match the book. It was
sad because the sick girl didn’t survive, but happy because her pain no longer
made her suffer.

“Anyway, the student counsel nixed it because there was a girl who was
going through the same thing and they wanted to be considerate of her



feelings,” the girl explains, flipping her brown hair over her shoulder.
I blink in disbelief. “That’s why they didn’t go through with it?”
She shrugs. “Plus, it’s sad.”
One of my brows twitches. “The Hunger Games is literally about kids

killing other kids for sport. How is that not sad?”
Kaiden snorts as the girl rolls her eyes at me like I’m the one being

ridiculous. “That isn’t real. Duh.”
Not sure what to say, I shake my head and stare back at the wall. People

hate realistic stories like Picoult’s because they could happen to anyone.
People die—of cancer, accidents, there’s no discrimination in death. I guess
wearing rose-colored glasses is easier than dark shades.

The girl goes to speak, but Kaiden cuts her off. “You might want to stop
talking, Rach. You’re not coming off very intelligent. Plus, you know what I
told everyone.”

I gape at his blunt statement.
Rach, presumably Rachel, glares. Giving me a quick once over, she rolls

her eyes before glancing back at him. “You don’t have to be a dick, Kaid. I’m
just telling her what happened.”

He leans forward. “Funny, you didn’t seem to mind me being a dick
earlier when you begged me to screw you in the locker room.”

Her cheeks turn pink.
…and so do mine.
Clearing my throat, I sink into my seat and pull out a notebook to doodle

in until the bell rings. Kaiden and Rachel leave me alone, though their staring
contest doesn’t go unnoticed by me because Rachel looks like she wants to
stab him with the pen she’s holding.

When the bell chimes, I stuff my belongings back in my backpack and
stand up. Everyone files out of the room in fifteen seconds flat, ready to leave
for the day until they’re forced back tomorrow. Kaiden hangs behind, which
seems suspicious to me. Reluctantly, I walk over to where he stands by the
door with crossed arms.

“Your shoes are hideous,” he states.
Glancing down at my Toms, I click my heels together. After a few

seconds, I lock eyes with him again. “So is your attitude.”
He grins. “Ready?”
His lack of denial is semi-endearing. At least he knows it, accepts it, and

doesn’t pretend he has manners. Although, it may be nice not to be on the



receiving end of his insults.
He nudges my shoulder as we walk down the hall. “Don’t look so sad.

I’m like this with everyone. Can’t play favorites just because your dad is
boning my mom.”

I stop and stare at him.
“What?”
“You’re…blunt.”
“What’s the point of bullshitting?”
I’m not sure.
“Way I see it, we’re stuck together. I’m not going to hold back what I

think to save you from getting your feelings hurt.” He starts walking, causing
me to follow close behind. “If it makes you feel better, I told your dad the
same thing. He’s not my biggest fan.”

“Seems mutual,” I murmur.
He grins again. “Doesn’t seem like you’re his biggest fan either from

what I’ve seen.”
I don’t answer.
“Daddy issues can be hot.”
My eyes narrow. “Stop talking.”
He chuckles and shoves the front doors open, not bothering to hold them

for me as I quicken my pace to catch up to his long strides.
The students that hang around talking and joking in the lot don’t spare us

a glance. It’s like outside the high school doors, Kaiden is a different person
and everyone knows it. And me? I’m no one.

Our ride home is in blissful silence.
When we get there, he ignores everyone.
The week goes by in welcome monotony. Most people wouldn’t like

living the same routine, but I find it peaceful. There were too many days in
my past that I couldn’t predict.

Would I be able to get out of bed?
Could I go to school?
Would I be able to make it throughout an entire day without tearing up

because my body aches so brutally?
Chronic illness gives little wiggle room for peace of mind. Having

“good” days doesn’t mean the pain isn’t there, it just means that it’s not as
noticeable—like a limb that’s sort of falling asleep but still functioning. Days
where I have energy can end abruptly for no reason other than fate playing



games with me.
Like oncoming hip pain that feels like you continuously slammed your

hipbone into a wall. Or finger pain that feels like you’ve shut your fingers
into a door until they’re so swollen you can’t straighten them. I’ve nodded off
in the middle of a class more times than I can count, not because the material
is dry, but because my body is tired of fighting its own cells. Inside the sad
shell of my agonizing existence is a battlefield, and I’m on both sides holding
trigger-ready guns waiting for the bullets to leave the barrels.

Yet, I feel lucky. I’m still breathing.
There are a few girls who sit by me at lunch that also share classes with

me throughout the day. Sometimes they’ll ask me questions, but usually they
leave me alone and talk about the teachers and classmates, like Mr. Nichols
and Kaiden. Thankfully, I don’t think they know who I am to Kaiden. I’m
sure they’ve seen me get out of his car, even sure I’ve seen a few guys stare
and make jokes when Kaiden leaves me behind as soon as the ignition is off.

Nobody says a thing about it.
Knowing that people view him as Exeter High royalty, thanks to one of

the lunch table inhabitants, makes it better that they don’t associate us. Then
again, it’s a smaller school. Dad told me it only has a little over eight hundred
students total, which means that it’s not much bigger than my old district in
Bakersfield. We may live in an urban area, but it’s not big enough to keep
secrets for long. Not when Kaiden is involved.

Like when one of the girls gives me the briefest looks before leaning into
her friends and mentioning some person named Riley. I don’t know who he
is, but apparently he no longer attends Exeter. Why they look at me in
relation to him, I have no interest in asking. If they wanted me to know, they
would have included me in their conversation.

On Friday afternoon, Mr. Nichols asks me to stay behind while everyone
else leaves the room. Mentally, I go through a list of possible reasons. I
turned in homework, did the readings, and even participated twice in class.
I’ve done nothing warranting trouble.

Unlike Monday, Kaiden doesn’t wait up for me at the door. He’s been
hanging out in the parking lot with his buddies, who I learn are on the
lacrosse team with him. They’ll joke around and shove each other and hit on
the girls that linger until I make it out of the front doors. Kaiden always shoos
them away, and like loyal followers, they obey without complaint.

Mr. Nichols smiles from where he sits behind his desk. I can see why



girls always giggle and gossip about him. His face still screams youth, which
isn’t a surprise. He told us on the first day that he only just graduated with his
Master’s, putting him somewhere in his mid-twenties. His eyes are a
chocolate brown, his hair a dirty blond and chopped short, and his body is in
physically good shape highlighted by the button-up shirts he wears with
sleeves rolled up to his elbows, and pressed dress pants that seem to
emphasize long legs. It’s hard not to notice a cute teacher like him.

“I won’t keep you long, I’m sure you’re eager to start the weekend like
everyone else,” he promises lightly.

Shrugging, I readjust my bag strap over my shoulder. “It isn’t like I have
any exciting plans. Did I do something wrong?”

He straightens. “Not at all. I’m sorry if I worried you. I actually wanted to
talk to you about the paper you turned in.”

On the second day of class, he assigned a short paper for us to write about
our favorite novels. It made most people groan to have an assignment so soon
in the semester, but I didn’t mind. During my worst days, I’d stay in bed with
a book by my side. There’s always two on my nightstand waiting to be loved.

When he told us that we had to explain why we chose the specific book, it
seemed like an easy assignment. It was informal and we got to talk about
literature in a way that’s personal to us. Yet, I learned based on the muttered
complaints and protests that reading isn’t a common hobby among my peers.
Another reason why I have yet to make any friends here.

He rests his hands on his desk. “I noticed that you didn’t just choose one
book. You like reading, don’t you? The ones you talked about said as much.”

Wetting my lips, I manage a nervous head nod. Maybe I should have just
chosen one, but he never said we couldn’t write on more than that.

“The ones you chose,” he says, “they all seem to have a common theme.
I’m curious as to why you selected them.”

He knows about my condition. School policy states that teachers must be
made aware of all students with chronic illnesses that can impact their
attendance and performance in school. Personally, I think it’s an invasion of
privacy. Dad and Cam think it’s a good idea though.

You’ll have people in your corner, Dad told me in comfort.
I wanted to say, Like you?
Hostility gets us nowhere though.
“You told us to pick our favorite,” is my reply. It’s quiet and unsure, like

I’m not sure what he wants me to say.



“And those are?”
Another nod.
He studies me for a long moment. “They all seem to question mortality. I

wonder if it’s a reflection on personal matters. We tend to hold onto stories
when we relate to them.”

I shift on my aching feet. “If you’re going to suggest I see a counselor, I
already turned down the idea when Principal Richman insisted.”

Despite Dad telling me I had no choice, I never made an appointment
with either the counselor or nurse. When I told him that setting aside a free
period just to tell the counselor that school is fine is a waste of time, he saw
my point. The nurse…not so much. He’s insistent that Ms. Gilly will be a
handy ally here.

I told him I didn’t need an ally.
Nichols’ smile widens, making him look even more boyish. “I was

actually going to suggest joining Book Club.”
Taken by surprise, my lips part. I didn’t even know there was a book club

here. It’s not on the school’s list of activities students can join. Cam
convinced Dad I should consider looking into different options to make
friends faster. I only looked to get them off my back.

He takes my silence as consideration of his suggestion. “We meet every
Thursday after school, usually around three thirty. It’s held in the library,
although sometimes it’s moved to the classroom.”

“We?”
“I’m the faculty supervisor.”
Oh.
He feels the need to explain when I make no move to say I’ll come. “The

last English teacher was responsible for it, so I agreed to take over for her
when I met with her before the year started. It seemed like a passion project
of hers that she wanted to see remain. It’s small, the list is only about ten
people long. You should consider joining if you love to discuss books.
They’re seeing if it’ll last past this semester, and if it does—” He shrugs. “—
then great.”

Pressing my lips together, I glance down at my shoes. Another pair of
Toms, except these are light purple cloth with a big brown button off to the
side. They look handmade according to Cam. Maybe that’s why I like them
so much, they’re unique like me.

Mr. Nichols brings my attention back to him. “Just think about it, okay?



Your paper was very well written, and I think you’d make a great addition to
the club.”

I give him a timid smile and start to turn to the door. He calls my name
before I make it, causing me to glance at him once more.

His head tilts. “Which of the ones you spoke of is your favorite? I
couldn’t tell.”

“My Sister’s Keeper.” He doesn’t ask why, yet I find myself explaining
anyway. “I find that the books with the saddest endings are the best because it
makes us feel. We don’t always get a happily ever after no matter how hard
we work for it.”

I think Lo always knew that.
His smile is genuine. “Have a great weekend, Emery.”
I murmur a you too before grabbing my jacket from my locker. It’s been

raining on and off throughout the week, nothing unusual for upstate New
York’s early fall season. With summer fading into the distance, the transition
from sunshine and warmth to clouds and cold hasn’t been a fun one.
Especially not with my sensitivity to abrupt weather shifts that has me
hunkering down in layers.

Dad put a small electric space heater in my room when the sixty-
something temperature turned into fifty-something with the nonstop rain
showers. My fingertips turned blue until I’d have to walk around with winter
gloves on. Cam would frown and ask if I want the heat turned up, but nobody
else has the same problem as me so I always tell her no.

The heater is a peace offering, a way to tell me that it’s okay to ask for
help. I think it was Cam’s idea, though Dad must have thought it was a good
one since I watched him set it up and show me the different controls on the
tiny remote. When Kaiden saw it in the corner of my room, he stared with
furrowed brows before leaving without a word.

When I walk outside, jacket zipped up all the way and shoes hitting the
tiny puddles, I see Kaiden all alone leaning against his car. It’s new, probably
made in the past few years, and a polished black. Dad mentioned he’d look
into getting me my own if I wanted since Kaiden will start going to practices
soon. Lacrosse doesn’t start until the spring, but he trains for the season with
his friends. Dad tells me it’ll be easier if I don’t have to depend on Kaiden for
rides.

Kaiden pushes off the car as I approach him. I note the empty parking lot
before walking toward the passenger side of his Audi A6. Until a few days



ago, I didn’t know what it was. Just that it had to cost a pretty penny. One of
his jock friends, the one with moppy brown hair like Kaiden’s, was begging
to take it out for a spin with his leggy girlfriend. Kaiden’s response was the
usual bluntness, something about not wanting to get it back with a stained
back seat. I stopped listening to the conversation after that.

Just as I’m opening the door, he taps on the top of the car. “You can’t
screw Nichols, you know.”

Halting with the door half-open, I stare wide-eyed at him. His expression
gives nothing away, as if stating something like that is no big deal, much less
offensive.

“Excuse me?”
I think he shrugs, but the car hides his body from my view because of the

height difference between us. He’s at least six foot to my five-four. Between
that and the car separating us, all I see is his indifferent features.

“All the girls at school seem to think they can stay after class and flirt
their way into his attention,” he replies casually. “The guy seems smart
enough to not fall for their tricks. I’m just saying, he won’t sleep with you.”

I’m gaping, trying to gather a reply. There’s a lot I could say, could call
him, but nothing gets past my lips besides a squeaky noise that he laughs at.

“I think I’ll call you Mouse.”
“M-Mouse?”
He grins. “You’re quiet like one.”
Stunned speechless, is more like it.
“Mouse,” he repeats, nodding. He taps the hood of the car again and

gestures toward the interior. “Get in, I want to go home. Got shit to do,
people to see.”

Climbing in after he does, I drop my bag on the floor by my feet and
buckle up. “Doesn’t seem like you like it there.”

“Doesn’t seem like that’s your business.”
I glance out the window as he pulls out of the parking space and toward

the exit. “Your mom seems nice. I like her.”
No response.
“You should talk more at home.”
“Mouse isn’t a fitting nickname if you insist on talking,” he informs me,

turning onto the road heading home.
My jaw ticks.
He sighs. “Cam and I have an understanding that you wouldn’t get.”



I shift toward him. “You call your mom Cam?”
He grunts.
“But she’s your mom.”
He looks at me. “You call Henry, Dad, yet I can tell you don’t want to. It

bothers you to label him for what he is. That’s where you and I are different.
I don’t have to call Cam anything that I don’t want to.”

Why is on the tip of my tongue, but I swallow the question. He won’t
answer it. And if he does, it’ll lead to some snarky remark that I don’t have
the energy to dissect, so what’s the point?

The ride home is quiet. I watch the scenery pass, the patches of
evergreens and sycamores changing into developments that look identical to
each other. Lo and I used to want to live in houses just like these right next to
each other. Mama would tell us that it’d change when we got older because
we’d be two different people, but neither of us believed it.

Mama probably wishes she could see us live out that old dream. Identical
twins living in identical houses, raising families together and being happy.
Coffee dates on Sundays. Our children on swings in a park somewhere. Lots
of smiling and laughter.

She hasn’t called since I moved. Sometimes she’ll text me and ask how I
am but when I respond, I’ll only ever get a one-word reply back. Even
through the screen I can feel her sadness. It seeps into the words and I picture
her typing each letter with glassy, golden eyes.

I don’t realize we’re home until Kaiden asks if I’m getting out. He
doesn’t say it in a rude way, but I grab my bag and slip out of the car without
so much as looking at his expression which I only assume is unreadable as
ever. Sometimes it would be nice to have someone close by who gets me like
Lo used to.

That’s asking too much now.
Nobody could get me like Lo did.



Chapter Three

Saturday is quiet. Dad and Cam went to a farmer’s market in the morning. I
pretended to sleep so they wouldn’t ask me to go, and then listened to them
leave before pulling out a book and curling under my warm blankets.

Kaiden left a little before noon, not saying a word when he saw me
making a sandwich in the kitchen. He grabbed an apple and stared at the
pajama shorts I wore before grabbing his keys and leaving. I went back to
making lunch before closing myself in my bedroom and cranking up the
heater.

Glancing at all the furniture in the room has me comparing everything to
my old one. Here everything is white and gray. The bedding is white and
fluffy and warm, the sheets a deep gray, the pillows a mixture of the two that
match the patterned curtains. In the corner is a full-length mirror trimmed
with white with dangling lights in shapes of stars. I keep them on at night in
case I need to get up, that way I don’t trip on the shoes I kick off in the
middle of the floor.

When I saw the stars, I immediately thought of when Lo and I begged
Dad to take us out to watch the night sky. He told us once that he and Mama
went stargazing on their first date. Did he put them there to remind me that he
thinks about it too? How we all laughed and pointed and made up names for
the constellations because none of us knew what they were called?

The room is huge, and almost everything is new. It’s the exact opposite of
the one I shared with my sister. Cam said she had a lot of fun decorating it by
adding canvas art on the walls with quotes and images—flowers, animals,
people. Dad said she always wanted a daughter.

By midday, my body starts aching. It begins in my wrists, a telltale sign
for more to come. I struggle holding my book, so I decide to rest after taking
some Motrin. An hour nap only settles the pain in my elbows and shoulders,
and when I try getting up for some water I cringe at the dull pang in my hips.

Pushing past the feeling, I force myself to walk out to the living room.
Both Dad’s and Cam’s cars are in the driveway and I hear them talking from
the backyard. When I glance out the window, I notice them in the garden
together.



Since when does Dad garden?
Cam laughs and brushes dirt off Dad’s face, only smearing it worse. He

smiles and says something before looking up and noticing me. Cam glances
too, waving at me with a bulky beige glove covering her hand.

I open the glass door and stand at the doorway. My feet are bare, my legs
exposed by my sleep shorts, and my body still sore from the oncoming flare.
Instead of showing them, I give a tiny wave back.

Dad helps Cam up and helps brush dirt off her pants. He gives my attire a
once-over, clearly wanting to say something. They walk to me, Cam ditching
her glove and putting it on the picnic table. When they stop in front of me,
Dad lets go of her hand.

He frowns at my pajamas. “Don’t you want to change into actual clothes?
It’s a bit late to be wearing those.”

Instead of frowning like I want to, I tug on the hem of my tee. “I’ve just
been lounging. Why bother dirtying regular clothes if I’m going to stay in all
day?”

Cam pats my arm and I try not to wince at the ache radiating from my
joints and muscles as she does it. “Your father and I were thinking about
taking the family out to dinner tonight. How about we all get cleaned up and
get ready?”

Shifting my weight, I debate on telling them I’d rather stay in. If I do that,
they’ll ask questions. Dad will shove pain relievers in my hand, Cam will ask
if I need to go to the hospital, and Kaiden will glower like I’m an
inconvenience—like his mother’s attention toward me is pathetic.

I wonder what Cam’s eyes look like when she cries.
“Kaiden isn’t here,” is my weak attempt to back out of the dinner. Going

out when I don’t feel well is too much of a hassle. Pretending to be okay for
the sake of others is a draining act to an already underpaid show.

Cam waves her hand in dismissal. “He’ll meet us there. Let’s go inside.
The Cantina isn’t a formal restaurant, so jeans and a blouse will be fine to
wear.”

The Cantina sounds an awful lot like it serves Mexican food. Considering
Dad said he did some research on my disease, something tells me dietary
habits isn’t something he google searched.

I don’t say anything. Cam seems excited and Dad seems happy because
Cam is, so I walk into my room and slip into a pair of black leggings and
slide on a loose long sleeve shirt. Slipping into the pineapple Toms that



Kaiden called ugly, I make my way back out to the living area.
Dad is cleaned up and wearing a new pair of jeans and a black button-

down, like his version of casual only half exists. Cam is in a sundress with
her dirty blonde hair pulled back and she looks a lot like Kaiden. Same tan
complexion, same round eyes, and same plump lips. Their hair and eye color
are different though, and where her features are soft and inviting, his are hard
and repellant. It makes me wonder if he got his brown hair and eyes and
rough personality from his father. Where is he?

Cam grabs her purse from the counter. “I know you’ll love the food,
Emery. They have the best nachos. In fact, they make everything from
scratch! How many places can say they do that?”

Not many, I admit. Still, the idea of fried, spicy food has my stomach
churning already. It doesn’t sound appealing, and I doubt this place has many
salad options that aren’t coated in the type of stuff that’ll trigger a bigger
flare.

Internally sighing, I get into the back of their car and pull out my cell
from where it’s tucked under my leg. No text messages. No calls. Nothing
from Mama.

I stare out my window in silence.
Grandma put a lot of money into getting me seen by dieticians to

formulate a special diet that would limit any food inflammations. Honestly,
it’s not a plan I follow as closely as I should. I limit the amount of dairy and
gluten I eat, but cheese pizza is my weakness just like any other person, and
carbs are my one true soulmate.

Mama used to make me bland meals with no taste and high iron and
protein because that’s what the dietician told her to do. But I know Mama
hated the food as much as me, and her on again off again employment made
it hard to keep buying the type of foods that were better for me. She lost her
fulltime job as a pediatric nurse because she was taking too much time off
bringing me to appointments and tending to my every need.

It’s why I told her I didn’t need special organic brands or gluten free
snacks or lactose free alternatives. I think she believed me because she was
desperate to see the truth in it. She didn’t want to let her unemployment
impact me any more than it had, but she didn’t understand my guilt over her
situation.

She struggled because of me.
She hurt because of me.



Pain comes in countless forms. The worst is seeing what your suffering
does to everyone around you. Mama is my biggest victim.

But I’m also hers.
When we arrive at the restaurant, I paint a bright smile on my face.

Maybe I’m an artist after all. The Picasso of the modern era.

The restaurant is dimly lit and playing soft instrumental music from the
speakers. It’s a cute little eat-in that’s small and intimate. People talk amongst
themselves, some louder than others, and the servers come over donning big
smiles and warm welcomes.

Everything is dark wood, like the color of espresso—the chairs, the
tables, the booths. There’s no cloth or cushions to soften the seats, which
makes my tailbone hurt. Every time I shift, the seat creaks and Dad and Cam
stare at me like I’m weird for fidgeting so much.

Kaiden hasn’t shown up yet. Cam insists she knows what he’ll want, so
Dad waves over our waitress and they start ordering. I’ve been staring at the
menu for fifteen minutes, stalling by ordering water and sending them away
to decide between the lightest options. At this point, a taco salad is the best I
can do.

A few minutes after we order, Dad and Cam talk about work and school.
They ask me how I like my classes, if I made any friends, and if I’ve heard
from Mama.

Dad cringes when Cam brings Mama up. I don’t see why, it’s been a
decade since he had to deal with her. Maybe he feels bad for me, like digging
up my departure will hurt my feelings. I don’t think that’s it though.

Thankfully, Kaiden arrives just before I’m forced to answer. I don’t want
to talk about Mama with any of them, especially Dad. He left us and couldn’t
even bother to care when Lo got sick. He never checked in when I told him
how Mama acted or how bad Lo was getting.

Dad doesn’t deserve to know anything.
Cam’s eyes bulge when she sees Kaiden drop into the only seat available

next to me. At first, I don’t know why she looks so freaked. Then I turn and
notice Kaiden’s eye is all red and puffy, and his cheek is colored an off blue.
It makes the usual tan tone even darker, and his eyes hold a type of smoke in
them from a fire he clearly extinguished. Except he did so with his fists based
on their puffy nature.

His signature don’t-give-a-shit smirk returns despite his mother’s reaction



to the shiner he’s sporting. “What’d I miss?”
Dad clears his throat. “Emery was just about to fill us in on how things

are going. How is your mother doing?”
My lips part. Are they really going to ignore his face like they don’t see

anything wrong?
I won’t. “What happened to you?”
Cam makes an audible noise.
Kaiden’s smirk vanishes and jaw ticks like he can’t believe I asked. If our

parents won’t, someone should. I’m not exactly used to this commonality if
it’s nothing out of the ordinary. Unlike them, I need answers.

Apparently, so does he. “I wouldn’t want to keep Daddy Dearest waiting
on that answer. Tell us, Emery, how is your mother doing?”

My nostrils flare.
His lips twitch upward as if he enjoys my reaction, so I push my emotions

away. “I don’t think that matters when you show up bruised after being gone
all day.”

He leans forward, crowding my space with his confidence. “Aw, what’s
wrong, Mouse? Did you miss me?”

Dad murmurs a questioning, “Mouse?” before glancing between Kaiden
and me. Neither of us offers an explanation on the nickname.

“Your eye,” I repeat.
“Had an accident,” he says plainly.
Something tells me it was no accident at all. Fists must have been

involved based on the mark it left behind. Part of me wonders what the other
guy looks like.

Cam tries drawing us back together, but the smile she offers is distant. “I
ordered your favorite, Kaiden. I even asked them to put hot sauce on the side
for the fajitas.”

Kaiden peels his gaze from me to his mother, lips pinched. “I wish you’d
stop assuming I like the food here. Did you even ask Emery if she liked
Mexican?”

While I appreciate his point, I don’t like being used as a means to
verbally attack his mother. She’s trying. “It’s really—”

His eyes cut to mine. “Do you?”
Dad intervenes. “Emery loves Mexican food. She used to demand it all

the time when she was little.”
My heart cracks when I realize he’s talking about Logan. She used to



demand we order Mexican food. It was her who always wanted tacos for
dinner and nachos for dessert.

“That was Lo,” I say quietly.
Kaiden snorts. “Who the hell is Lo, and what kind of ridiculous name is

that?”
The crack in my heart expands a little wider. “Who’s…?” My eyes slowly

lift to Dad’s in question, like I misheard Kaiden’s rude question regarding the
existence of my other half.

Cam gasps. “Kaiden!”
“Dad?” I whisper brokenly.
His shoulders tense. “Emery…”
“Don’t you talk about her?”
“Em—”
“Why doesn’t it surprise me that you wouldn’t say anything about her?”

Pushing back against the table, I go to stand right as Kaiden opens his big
mouth again.

“What’s crawled up your ass?”
Cam covers her mouth with her palm and tears prick my eyes. Jerking the

chair so it scrapes loudly against the floor and causes people to stare, I stand
up.

Dad mimics me. “Sit down, Emery.”
“Don’t bother to start telling me what to do now just because your image

looks bad. I mean, that’s probably why you left. Right? You were afraid what
having a sick kid would do to the squeaky clean family-man reputation you
have going on.”

“Emery,” Dad warns under his breath.
Cam reaches out. “Henry—”
I grab my phone from the table. “It must really suck that you weren’t

happy stuck in an imperfect family. I wonder what your old coworkers
thought when they found out Lo died. Did they know she was sick? You
never took time off when the doctor appointments started. Mama told you
something was wrong, and you always said you had to work like having a
career meant more than having a daughter.”

Kaiden swears.
Anger bubbles through me. “You want to know how Mama is doing,

Dad? She’s terrible. She hasn’t verbally spoken one word to me since I
moved, which isn’t much different than how it was when I lived with her and



Grandma. She wasn’t the same when we buried Logan. Whenever she sees
me…”

She sees a dead girl.
Tears threaten to spill, so I shake my head and walk around my chair.
“Where are you going?” Dad calls out.
Yet, he doesn’t move to stop me.
I laugh sardonically but don’t answer.
I’m halfway down the street when I hear tires slowing down behind me.

Part of me is shocked Dad would chase me down. I remember all the times I
was younger and he never made an effort. He’d miss dance recitals and
family dinners and everything in between because of work. His coworkers
never met us, especially not when Lo started acting funny, and Mama never
went out with him to work functions. He was ashamed of us. Maybe still is.

When a car stops beside me, it isn’t Dad’s. My steps falter when I see
Kaiden leaning down to see me from the open passenger window. He pushes
on the door.

“Get in.”
I blink. A car honks from behind him before passing, visibly irritated as

they give us the finger like Kaiden isn’t pulled off to the side of the road.
“Emery, get in the fucking car.”
Glancing back at the faded restaurant behind us, I wonder if Dad and

Cam are cancelling our food or waiting for it to go. Are they even going to
come out? To go home? To search? It’s doubtful.

Not knowing what else to do, I slip into his car and close the door.
Walking home would cause me twice as much pain. There’s no way I’d be
able to get out of bed tomorrow.

He tells me to buckle up before pulling away, not even giving me one
look. It’s fine by me, because I’d prefer staring out the window so he can’t
see the tears dampening my cheeks. Wiping them away is no use because the
more I replay what just happened, the more that fall.

Dad never told them about Lo.
About his dead daughter.
Maybe I should give him the benefit of the doubt like Grandma told me to

give Mama. I know that everyone grieves differently, but Dad acts like
nothing even happened. How could he pretend as though Lo never existed?

When we get closer to the house, he doesn’t take the turn. Instead, he
goes straight and stays on the main road leading out of the small city. There’s



no music, only the sound of the wind against the car and the distant sound of
traffic filling the silence.

“Where are we going?”
“Not home.” He pauses. “Yet.”
I want to tell him that’s a bad idea, but maybe it isn’t. Maybe it’s exactly

what we need. At least me. I’m still not sure what Kaiden needs, and I think
he likes staying mysterious.

I watch as the buildings and houses fade into the tree lines the further we
drive away. Dad came this way when he brought me into Exeter. On the
outskirts is a large cemetery on a hill and not much else other than various
trees and fields.

It’s a strange mixture of urban and rural here. We’re not near the big city,
but not too far away. It’s almost like the area can’t decide if it’s trying to
evolve or stay the way it’s been for decades.

In a way, it’s comforting. Seeing fields, hills, and trees reminds me of
home. Lo and I would go exploring in the woods behind our childhood house,
the one Grandma had to move into after Dad left before we lost it to the bank.
We’d spend hours climbing trees and playing hide and seek. Lo always won.

To my surprise, Kaiden turns onto a narrow road leading into the
cemetery. It should probably scare me, make me nervous, something, but it
doesn’t. After all, he saved me from walking back to a home that doesn’t feel
like home at all.

We get to a large fenced-off clearing and he puts the car in park and shuts
it off. Shoving open his door, he gestures for me to follow him out.
Hesitantly, I obey, unbuckling and stepping out onto the paved path we’re
pulled off to the side of. He starts walking past the fence, jumping over it like
it’s nothing, but waiting expectedly for me to do the same.

Blinking, I stare between him and the chain fence separating us, noting
the rust on the top and the odd and end holes throughout the rest of it. There
isn’t an opening big enough for me to crawl through.

“Well?” He crosses his arms.
I blush. “I can’t jump that high.”
He sighs like I’m a burden despite bringing me here on his own free will.

“Can you climb and get at least on leg over?”
Swallowing, I study the fence. I used to be part of the cheer squad at my

old school. Flexibility and strength never used to be a problem for me until
the past couple of years. But, I’m curious about where he wants to take me.



Nodding, I pull myself up on the fence. It hurts my tender palms and
arms, and my hip pops loudly when I swing my leg over, but I pretend it
doesn’t bother me when I balance on top.

I yelp when I feel two strong hands on my waist, lifting me up and setting
me down on the ground like I’m a toddler and not eighteen.

“You really should have eaten dinner,” he notes, giving my body a
thorough once-over with narrow eyes before shrugging and walking away.

I catch up with him and tug my shirt closer to my body when the wind
starts picking up. Without any buildings, there’s nothing to block the assault
of cool air against us. I refuse to use Kaiden as a wall because I think he’d
snark if I even tried getting closer.

We walk for what feels like forever until I see a large sycamore tree in the
middle of a field of purple flowers. It seems out of place, yet perfectly set at
the same time.

Kaiden walks over to it and sits down, leaning his back against the thick
trunk. He seems at peace, which is a new look for him. His body is eased as
he stretches his long legs out without a care in the world.

I stare. Not just at him, but at the tree. It’s huge with its long branches and
bright green leaves transitioning into yellow and orange and red that give the
space a beautiful kind of life. Lo would have loved this spot. She would have
dragged me out and stayed here until Mama called our names in frantic
worry. Lo always wanted to be free, out in the open, surrounded by trees and
plants and animals.

Suddenly, the tears that had finally stopped falling on the way over begin
building again until everything blurs. Bottom lip trembling, I hear Kaiden’s
heavy sigh.

“What’s wrong now?”
I answer silently what my emotions won’t let me speak aloud.
Lo was buried under a sycamore tree.



Chapter Four

Kaiden’s eyes burn my face as I feebly attempt to contain my tears. Closing
my eyes and palming my lids with the heels of my hands, I suck in a deep
breath and think positive things to distract my mind from Lo’s image. No
matter how hard I try thinking of sunshine, good weather, and how pretty the
purple flowers beneath my feet are, all I see is Lo’s headstone.

The last time I went to visit her, there’d been bird droppings and grass
shavings all over her stone. I cried and worked hard under the punishing sun
until it was spotless and shiny. Then I’d fallen asleep in the shade beneath the
sycamore, pretending Lo was right beside me.

It was Grandma who’d found me. Not Mama. When she got me in her
car, I asked where Mama was. She told me she was resting. Part of me was
glad I hadn’t worried her. Another part of me hated her for not noticing I’d
left to begin with.

“You need to breathe, Mouse.”
His gruff words pull me out of my memories. Cracking my eyes open, I

see his blurry image where it still rests against the tree. Despite the buildup of
tears, I see his frown perfectly clear. Even seemingly angry, he looks
gorgeous.

“Why do you look mad?” Blinking rapidly to dry my eyes, I force myself
forward until I’m next to him. He doesn’t invite me to sit or make any move,
just stares up at me with pursed lips.

“Don’t do well with crying.”
Most men don’t. Like when Mr. Wilson, the man who acted like a father

figure to us after Dad left, looked uncomfortable at Lo’s funeral. His face was
pale as he stared at her coffin and he left before the service was over.

I sit beside Kaiden, drawing my knees to my chest. Resting my chin
against the top of them, I blow out a long breath until the ache in my chest
lightens. Suddenly, breathing doesn’t seem so hard, so I close my eyes and let
the wind and shade caress me into calmness.

“Your father is an asshole,” he says.
I don’t argue with him.
“Sorry about … shit, you know.”



My lips twitch upward. I guess he doesn’t do well with apologies either.
“She was my best friend,” I tell him.

I’m not sure he cares, but I need to tell someone about her. If not today,
someday. Not talking about Lo would do her memory injustice.

I lean against the tree trunk and exhale a slow breath when I feel the
scratchiness against my back. The discomfort eases me into a familiarity of
summer afternoons with Lo in the woods. “Did my Dad really not say
anything?”

He clears his throat. “No.”
Pressing my lips together, I nod.
What I said back in the restaurant is probably true. I’ve thought about all

the reasons he left, theorized what made him stay away, and hated him a little
more each day for it. Normally I wouldn’t say a thing, but it’s been years of
bottling up every thought and feeling toward the man who couldn’t even
support us when Lo died.

“I’m not sure why he took me in.”
The doubt is making sure its presence is known and it’s justified. Dad

couldn’t waste more than mere minutes on me before now, so I have no clue
why he bothered picking up the phone when I reached out for a very last
minute unexpected third call of the year. I never thought he’d say yes to
moving in with him.

Finally, I glance over at Kaiden. He watches me with something sparking
in his eyes. I’m not sure if it’s good or bad because he gives nothing away.

Swallowing, I shake my head. “I found out he was remarried through a
friend of the family. This older woman was gossiping at the grocery store
when I went to pick up paper plates.” I surprise myself by laughing. “Weird
that I remember what I was getting, huh? I was in the aisle trying to choose
between the off brand or name brand with little blue flowers on the edges of
both. Then I heard Mrs. Wallaby tell someone in the next aisle that she heard
about Dad getting married to a ‘pretty young woman with a son of her own.’
She said it must be nice to get a fresh start and new chance at a family.”

My lips pull down at the corners. Mrs. Wallaby turned the corner and saw
me staring with tears flooding my cheeks. She didn’t try to apologize, just
stood frozen and guilty when she realized I must have heard.

Kaiden shifts next to me, visibly uncomfortable by my story. “I don’t
usually come here to talk.”

What does he do then?



Thinking of the possibilities, my cheeks tint at the probable answers.
“Oh.”

He chuckles. “I come here to think.”
Double oh.
I can see why he’d come here for that. It’s quiet, isolated. The perfect

spot for someone to sort through their thoughts if they needed to.
The conversation isn’t the best one to have with him anyway. I’m not

angry at him. I’m angry at Dad. Plus, Kaiden didn’t ask for me to invade his
space. I bulldozed my way into their home—the home they’ve been building
for years just the three of them.

“What really happened to your eye?” I ask in a soft voice.
His tongue clicks. “Got into a fight with someone over some shit talking.

No big deal.”
Knowing it’s all I’ll get from him for now, I nod. “Who’s Riley?”
His entire body freezes. “Where did you hear that name?”
His voice is rough, like it’s a subject I shouldn’t have changed to. Cursing

myself, I nibble my bottom lip. “Some girls were talking about him at lunch.
It just seemed like something had happened, because I’ve heard his name a
lot lately.”

In the halls on the way to class.
In the cafeteria.
Riley is a hot topic.
“Riley is a girl,” he murmurs after a stretch of time that I figured he’d use

to talk his way out of answering. “She doesn’t go here anymore. Left after
some rumors spread.”

I frown. “What rumors?”
His jaw ticks. “People kept giving her shit about her body type. Had an

eating disorder or something and got caught throwing up in the bathrooms.
Rumors got pretty bad. She … it doesn’t matter. She doesn’t go here
anymore.”

“So she transferred out?”
He hums.
I think about all the times people glance at me before saying her name,

like we’re connected somehow. But I don’t ask Kaiden about it anymore
because he’s clearly shutting down. I’m shocked I got as much as I did as is.

Kaiden draws one leg up, so it’s bent at the knee. He drapes his arm over
it and looks at me with distant eyes. “I am curious about something.”



I hold my breath.
He grins. “Which paper plates did you buy?”
A relieved laugh bubbles from my lips.
“I didn’t buy either.”
We fall back into silence.

At some point I fall asleep. I only know this because I’m pressed against a
warm wall of hard muscle that smells faintly like cedar and cinnamon.
Christmas trees and cookies. Kaiden grumbles as we near his car, but I can’t
make out the words. I’m tired—too tired to tell him to put me down. I close
my eyes and nuzzle into the warmth, feeling him tense.

The next time I come to, we’re passing street lights. The yellow color
casts shadows on Kaiden’s tight expression, which I get a perfect view of
from where he put me in the back seat. His jaw is hard, but the way it moves
is like he’s grinding his teeth.

My head feels too weak to pick up, so I lay there and watch him. The
radio is playing a rap song I’m unfamiliar with, but I listen to the lyrics and
try to stop staring at Kaiden like a weirdo.

He glances back when the car slows for a stop sign, seeing my tired eyes
on his. “Would have been nice if you’d woken up before I had to carry you.”

How did he get over the fence at the cemetery? I ask him as much and he
grumbles and starts driving again.

“Had to walk the long way around.”
“Oh.” My voice is tiny.
He doesn’t say anything for a long moment. We just sit there until the

song ends and a new one begins. “We’re almost home.”
I force myself to sit up, yearning to cry over how my body reacts to the

movement. Dizziness sweeps over my vision and everything around me blurs
until I almost fall down.

Kaiden, unfortunately, notices. “Have you eaten anything today?”
Thinking back, I realize the last thing I ate was a sandwich late this

morning. It’s going on nine o’clock now. “Not since you saw me making
something earlier.”

He curses and pulls into the driveway. I frown when he turns to me with
an irritated expression on his face. “You have to eat, Mouse. You’re too
skinny as it is.”

My jaw ticks at the comment. “What has my father told you about me?”



Silence.
I scoff. “Let’s just go inside.”
He sighs and gets out, surprising me by opening the back door. “What?

Do you have an eating disorder or some shit? You could be prettier if you just
gained some fucking weight.”

Not wanting him to see me cry, I slide out of the car and storm to the
front door. Maybe the Riley conversation triggered something beyond my
knowledge, but it’s no reason for him to treat me like trash.

There aren’t any lights on, but the front door is unlocked. As soon as
we’re inside, Kaiden stops me from going anywhere.

Biting my lip to contain the yelp of his grip on my wrist, I glare at him.
“Let go of me, Kaiden.”

He does. “Go to the kitchen.”
“Don’t tell me—”
“Christ, Emery. I’ll make you dinner.”
I’m speechless at his words. This is only the second time he’s used my

name. And the sound of it rolling off his tongue…
I swallow. “I’m sure they brought back the food they ordered. I’ll eat

that.”
He crosses his arms on his chest, causing his shirt sleeves to hug the

biceps I shouldn’t be staring at. “You don’t even like Mexican food.”
“I ordered a salad.”
“You need protein.”
“I’m sure there are beans on it.”
He scoffs. “Just get your ass into the kitchen. I’ll make you eggs or

something.”
My brows rise.
“Don’t let it go to your head,” he informs me coolly. “I want an omelet,

so I’ll make you something too. I won’t be your bitch boy again.”
For some reason, I follow him into the kitchen and sit at the island. The

stools are cushioned, so I’m not uncomfortable as I watch him pull things out
of the fridge.

“What do you want?”
“Scrambled is fine.”
He gapes. “You need more than scrambled eggs. Will you eat bacon if I

make it? Toast? Cheese, for the little Mouse?”
“Stop calling me that.”



He waits for an answer.
“Fine. Yes, I’ll eat those too.”
He smiles victoriously.
While he gets to work, I peer around the empty kitchen. The fridge is

littered with pictures and random magnets, there’s a calendar with dates
circled and bill payments in sharpie on it, and the dishtowels are all the same
shade of blue that match the placemats on the table.

There’s no noise, but I know Dad and Cam are here. Their cars are in the
driveway indicating as much.

“Where are our parents?”
“They know to leave me alone when I leave for a while,” is his terse

reply.
I play with an orange from the fruit bowl placed strategically in the center

of the counter. Everything about how Cam decorated the home is with a plan
—the exact opposite of Mama’s house. There, nothing matched. It was
organized chaos.

“They don’t know that about me.”
He shrugs. “You were with me.”
“How could they know that?”
“Because I told them I’d get you.”
Nothing but the butter sizzling in the pan fills the silence. He cooks

effortlessly, like he cooks his own meals all the time. He’s rarely at dinner,
but almost always eats breakfast with us.

By the time he’s finished, he sets a steaming plate full of eggs sprinkled
with cheese, bacon, and a slice of buttered toast down in front of me. My
mouth waters at the sight and smell as he passes me silverware.

He cleans up his mess, hands me a bottle of water from the fridge, and
leaves the room.

He never made himself an omelet.



Chapter Five

I’m out of school Monday after waking up Sunday in my worst flare yet.
When Cam found me in bed with swollen arms and a tear-stained face, she
made Dad call my rheumatologist. Since I refused to go to the emergency
room, the doctor suggested staying in bed and resting.

I nearly laughed when he also advised me to try avoiding stress. Life is
stressful. While I attempt to minimize putting myself in situations that can
cause flareups, they happen. Since moving in with Dad, new stresses have
presented themselves—his actions toward me, Mama’s silence…

Early Tuesday morning, I’m sporting fuzzy yellow pajama bottoms and a
sunflower tee when Kaiden shows up in my room. He doesn’t knock before
opening up, so I’m thankful that I’m just curled up with a book beside me.

He takes one look at me and frowns. “I take it you’re not going to school
again?”

I shake my head. The exhaustion is still bone deep, but the pain is
nowhere near as bad. Besides a migraine I’ve been battling since yesterday
afternoon, everything else has been tolerable to deal with. Yet, the judgment
in his tone doesn’t make me want to continue the conversation.

He gestures toward my pajamas. “Aren’t you hot in those? It’s like eighty
outside and probably just as warm in here.” Walking over to the space heater,
he shakes his head at the setting I have it on.

I heard him ask Cam yesterday why I’ve been in bed. It’s one of the few
conversations I’ve heard him have with her. The others usually end in a fight
with him storming out and her clamming up. I want to feel bad for Cam, but
I’m still not over how dinner went down over the weekend.

From what I overheard, Cam never told Kaiden what’s wrong with me. In
a way, I’m grateful for that. When people hear you’re sick, they have three
reactions—they either pity you, refuse to come near you, or don’t believe you
at all. None of those situations are worth my time, not the fake sympathy of
people who pretend they understand what I go through, not the people who
think I’m contagious and stay ten feet away, and certainly not the people who
refuse to accept invisible diseases are a thing.

I’ll always remember the doctor appointment that led to me breaking



down in the passenger seat of Mama’s car. As soon as the doctor walked in
and realized I was the patient, his mind was set. I was “too young” to be sick.
I was like any other young girl who liked to “exaggerate” for attention.

My tears had streamed silent down my cheeks, but Mama was no fool.
She pulled over and coaxed me into looking at her. What she saw, I’m not
sure. Probably someone flawed and broken—someone utterly defeated.

It didn’t matter that there was a family history of medical problems. If
doctors can’t find one single element that stands out the most physically, they
think you’re overreacting because that’s what young people are known for.

As if children don’t die from cancer.
As if Logan didn’t die from lupus.
He must have seen the note in my file.
Sister: deceased
Cause: systemic lupus, kidney failure
He didn’t care. None of them did. I wasn’t showing any physical

symptoms. I was in pain. I was tired. I was…young. Just young.
Nowadays, there’s no denying I’m sick. Just like Lo, you wouldn’t have

thought anything was wrong at first. I wasn’t rail thin, my hair wasn’t falling
out, and I looked healthy. Inside, my immune system was waging war against
itself until every part of me was drained from the fight.

I’m glad Kaiden doesn’t look at me any differently than before. Cam
never mentioned that what I have is lifelong, or that I could suffer the same
fate as Logan. Since I barely said anything about her the day he took me to
the sycamore, I haven’t divulged any further information about my best
friend.

Sometimes I’ll find little post-its of pictures in different places though.
Pictures of paper plates with blue flowers, and trees with endless green
leaves. I save every single one I find in places only I would be.

The way he watches me with eyes full of irritation doesn’t put me at ease.
While I don’t want his pity, I also don’t want his unwarranted hatred either.
Sometimes, I wonder if coming here was a mistake. Like moving in was an
act against him for space and attention. Although, he doesn’t seem like he
wants any attention when he’s here.

He gets his fill at school.
“Are you going tomorrow?”
I sit up so my back is against the frame of my bed. It is white metal bent

into an intricate design that I don’t get. But it’s pretty, prettier than the boring



wood frames that Lo and I had in our old bedroom.
“I plan to,” I answer quietly.
He nods once but doesn’t move. I’m not sure what he’s thinking, but he

acts like he wants to say something. Instead, he shakes his head and leaves,
almost angry. I’m reeling as to what I said or did to make his lips pinch that
way before he slams my door closed behind him.

Realizing it isn’t worth my time, I curl up on my side and open my
newest book. Dad checked on me before leaving for work. He’s been going
earlier the past few days, probably so he doesn’t have to deal with me. I can
tell my illness makes him uncomfortable, like he doesn’t know how to deal
with or treat me.

I don’t either, but I can’t tell him that because then we’ll have common
ground. I’m not sure I want to have any with him. I don’t hate him, but in
many ways, I don’t love him either. We’re stuck at an impasse—a merry-go-
round of unspoken feelings and questions.

Why did you leave?
Why did you barely call?
Why didn’t you love us?
Forcing the thoughts out of my head, I lose myself in my novel. It’s better

than thinking about reality. Reality is ugly and painful and full of the kind of
heartache that some books help you forget exist for a short period. I get to fall
in love thousands of times over, a feat I’m afraid I’ll never accomplish if my
illness brings me to Lo instead of my future husband.

I fall asleep wondering if Lo is watching over me.

When Lo and I were young, Mama always sang You Are My Sunshine to us
when she was in a good mood. I remember days in the kitchen when she’d
sing and make chocolate chip cookies, our favorite, splitting up some dough
for us to share while she baked the rest.

To this day, I love the song. It reminds me of Mama when she was happy.
When I saw the rainbow at Lo’s funeral, it made me think of the tune. I even
started humming it until Mama walked away from us. Grandma told me it
was okay, but I still feel guilty.

The song is one that I play on my bad days. It gets me thinking about all
the good times I had growing up. My childhood wasn’t sad, not until Lo
passed. Mama and Dad would take us on long rides every Sunday where
we’d stop for snacks and sodas. They’d take us to waterparks where we’d



ride every single ride until we were sunburnt and sore. Dad leaving was only
step one into the roller coaster of hell, but up until that point we were fine.

When I get out of bed to an empty house, I’m reminded that it’s no longer
like that for us. The family outings I used to look forward to are nothing but
distant memories. When Dad and Cam leave, they don’t always ask if Kaiden
or I want to go. They assume we won’t want to, and it makes me want to ask
if he remembers the Sunday rides and little vacations like I do.

School tomorrow will be a nice distraction from here. I can bury myself
in homework instead of thinking about what once was. Staying in the past
means halting the future. I may not get one, so I want to at least try making
the most of the present.

After pouring myself a bowl of cereal, I sit on the couch in the living
room and turn on the television. It isn’t often I watch anything because Dad
and Cam like to watch the news at night after work, so I leave them to the
depressing reports on twenty-first century racism, sexism, and shootings. The
few times I do watch TV, I indulge on my two guilty pleasures—soap operas
thanks to Grandma and reality shows thanks to Mama.

It’s ironic, really. Mama would always tell Grandma how ridiculous soap
operas are because they’re not real. Yet, any reality show I’ve watched is the
same. It’s all fake drama focused on one-upping people in extravagant ways,
highlighting the type of lives that people like us fantasize about having.
Mama likes getting lost in a life she doesn’t live, just like Grandma loves
losing herself in drama that isn’t her own.

They just have different motives. Mama doesn’t want to think about Lo.
Grandma doesn’t want to think about Mama’s denial.

And me? I just like the posed fights.
I’m surprised when three o’clock rolls around and the front door opens.

I’m still binging episodes of The Bachelor with my bare feet perched on the
couch when Kaiden strolls in. A few feet behind him is Rachel.

Her high pitch giggle makes me cringe as Kaiden closes the door behind
her. She’s got a huge pink purse dangling from her elbow as she brushes
against Kaiden’s arm. I feel awkward staring, but it doesn’t seem to faze her.

Kaiden notices what I’m watching and makes a face. “You actually watch
this shit?”

I blush. “I used to watch it with Mama.”
Rachel glances at the screen. “Oh! I love this show. This season has been

amazing.”



Kaiden snickers. “See, you I’m not surprised over.”
The insult seemingly goes right over her head, because she smiles at him

like he just complimented her. I stifle a giggle and cover it with a cough.
Kaiden catches on, grinning at me from beside her.

“Aren’t we going to your room, Kaid?” Rachel practically purrs the
words at him. Suddenly, I feel awkward for being here and blush over what I
may hear if they do disappear behind closed doors.

My eyes widen when he grabs her bag and pulls something out. “We
brought you some homework. Figured you’d want to catch up on some shit
before tomorrow.”

Hesitantly, I accept the papers.
Rachel whines. “Kaiden—”
“Head up. You know where it is.”
When she turns, he smacks her butt. My cheeks burn. Trying to play it

off, I glance over the homework to see what I’ve missed.
“Thanks for getting this.”
He doesn’t answer.
I look up at him. He’s watching me with a tilted head and curved lips.

“You might want to put some music on. Rach gets loud.”
My jaw drops as he winks and heads for the stairs. Not knowing what to

do with that, I grab my phone, earbuds, and backpack, before heading
outside. It’s nice out, not too hot or cold, and settle at the picnic table with
my schoolwork.

When You Are My Sunshine pops up on the screen at random shuffle, I
get the answer to my question earlier.

“I love you, Lo,” I whisper to the wind.



Chapter Six

During lunch on Wednesday, I choose the furthest empty table from the
others and pick through my salad. A dull headache still resides in my
temples, which does nothing for my appetite. I force myself to nibble on
some lettuce since I skipped breakfast this morning despite Cam’s insistence
on eating my eggs.

The morning flew by. I handed in my late assignments and caught up on
class notes. Teachers told me I could see them during free period if I need
help, but I have no intention of doing that. Once I get home, I’ll close myself
in my room and go through what I missed. Thankfully, nobody bothers me
there, so there’s no excuse as to why I can’t study.

I’m playing with a crouton when a chair across from me is pulled back,
the legs scraping noisily against the tile floor. Wincing at the noise, I glance
up to find Kaiden there. Brows arched, I sit in silence waiting for him to tell
me why he’s graced me with his presence.

As weird as I find our lack of communication during school hours, I’ve
gone along with it. If he doesn’t want to engage with me in the halls or before
class, fine. It isn’t like we have much to say anyway.

He eyes my salad. “You should really eat something more than that.
They’ve got other stuff to choose from.”

They have a buffet of inedible looking food choices, none which looked
half as appetizing as the limp lettuce mix. At least I knew what the contents
were, because the chicken they offered looked more like meatloaf.

“I like salad.”
“Doesn’t look like it.”
I’ve barely eaten more than a few leaves of lettuce. Most of it rests

untouched in the plastic container I bought it in. When I get headaches, the
nausea makes my stomach churn. The smell of whatever they’re
overcharging for doesn’t help.

“I’m just saying, you need to eat more.”
My teeth grind. “Stop telling me what to do. Just because everyone else at

this school blindly follows you doesn’t mean I will.”
The tables around us get quiet. Biting the inside of my lip and glancing at



the stares I warrant from the simple statement, I realize I just made a big
mistake. People don’t say anything about what Kaiden does to people who
talk back, because nobody is dumb enough to do it.

Shrinking down, I stare at my lunch.
“You know,” he replies casually, “the reason why people do what I say

around here isn’t some power play. It’s all about tactic.”
My eyes lift to meet his. He reaches over and plucks a crouton from my

salad, rolling it in his fingers before popping it in his mouth with a crunch to
fill the short lived silence.

Wiping his hands, he crosses his arms on his chest. “They know I don’t
come from a powerful family. My mother is just some love struck fool who
married a man that, as far as I’m concerned, is more pathetic than any other
human I know, and my father is a deadbeat who isn’t worth my time. The
people here know who to follow because it benefits them. They want
popularity? They make me happy. They want to be left alone? They stay out
of my way. And you know something, Mouse?”

I’m silent.
“They do what I tell them to.” The threat is there, but my gut tells me it’s

an empty one. I don’t believe he’d make them do anything to me. After all,
it’s been a week since I arrived and not one person has bothered me. Though
if they didn’t know about my involvement in their leader’s life, they probably
do now. The possibility of their fake interest after this leaves me a little
uneasy.

He grabs my salad and tosses it behind him, letting the contents scatter
across the floor. My lips part in shock when I see my lunch laying wasted in
between the tables of peers surrounding us.

I will not cry.
Locking my jaw to keep me from saying a word, I watch him reach into

his pocket and throw five dollars down on the center of the table. He stands
up and gives me a displeased once over before shaking his head.

Ignoring the mess he made, he turns around and calls out, “Go buy some
fucking pizza,” before leaving the room.

Refusing to meet people’s stares, I stand up and leave the five-dollar bill
behind before exiting through the glass side door. Maybe someone else could
use it to buy lunch.

When the sun hits my face, I wish I had my sunglasses to protect my
sensitive eyes. They’re in my backpack which is stuffed in my locker. Sitting



in the shade beneath a sad looking oak tree in the courtyard, I listen the
distant chatter of students who are probably talking about the little cafeteria
showdown that just occurred.

Frowning, all I can think is, screw you, Kaiden Monroe.

Shortly before my diagnosis, I’d dropped twenty-five pounds without
meaning to. Besides cheer, I didn’t do much else for exercise. Sometimes the
squad ran the track at school or used the weight room, but I ate more than any
of them. They always envied how tiny I stayed.

Weight has been a sore subject since. One of the doctors I went to made
Mama step out of the room before telling me it was a safe space to admit
what I was doing. He thought I wouldn’t say I had an eating disorder if she
were around. He didn’t believe me, just like the string of other doctors that
didn’t.

Mama wrapped me in her arms as soon as we had gotten home. She was
worried and sad for me, and angry at the doctor. That was before she shut
down, grieving for Lo too much to care about anyone else.

After being diagnosed with lupus, it was like Mama gave up on me
because she thought there was nothing left to do. I suppose I gave up on her
just as much, pushing her away on the rare occasion she did reach out. When
Grandma calls and asks how I’m doing, I’ll always divert the conversation
back to Mama.

Tell her I’m not dead yet is how I ended our last conversation when she
told me Mama would come around in her own time.

Someone sits beside me on the ground and drops a five-dollar bill in my
lap. Looking up expecting to see Kaiden glaring, I’m surprised by the long
locks of chestnut brown hair instead.

Rachel isn’t looking at me. “I think we both know it isn’t a good idea to
ignore him. At least pretend you bought something with it.”

I stare down at the crisp bill. “Why are you talking to me?”
“Because Kaiden’s an idiot.”
My eyes widen.
She sighs. “He only did that because Danny Walsh from the lacrosse team

commented on how tiny you are and then got the guys talking about what
they’d do to your body. One guy said he could wrap one hand around your
waist while he screws you from behind.”

My cheeks prickle with heat as I look to the ground. “I don’t see why he



felt the need to cause a scene like that all because boys were talking about
me. That’s just…”

“It’s what Kaiden does.” She says it in an exasperated tone. “He
threatened the guys in the locker room and then made a point in the cafeteria
that he’s the only one allowed to mess with you.”

Am I supposed to be thankful?
She shakes her head. “He just gave you his protection. You should be

glad.”
High schoolers shouldn’t need protection from each other. Then again,

look at Riley. Nobody has said anything more about her since Kaiden told me
what happened, so I wonder if their silence was another royal decree.

I extend my legs out in front of me. “I’m not sure why you’re telling me
any of this. What’s in it for you?”

Her laugh is airy. “I know everyone thinks I’m a total moron, but you
know what? It’s easier to be a fly on the wall when people don’t think you’re
capable of listening in.”

I blink in surprise.
She grins at me. “I like Kaiden. He and I have been on and off for a long

time. The more popular he gets the more girls want him. But he keeps me
around.”

“He insults you.”
“He’s Kaiden.”
If that’s supposed to justify how he talks to her, I’m not sure what to say.

I don’t know Rachel, but anyone deserves better than that. Even if he has his
own methods of keeping control of people, it isn’t right.

“Anyway,” she disregards, “I don’t have to worry about those girls. He
isn’t interested in them. And, frankly, I’d like to think he isn’t into you, but I
can’t be too sure.”

I gape at her. “Our parents are married.”
She rolls her eyes. “Don’t you get it? If anyone gets what they want no

matter the situation, it’s Kaiden. He could feed you to the sharks if he wants
to, but he hasn’t yet.”

Yet. Wonderful.
“So, I’ll play nice. For now.” She shrugs casually, like there’s no threat

behind her words. I’m not sure what she’d do if she thought I was somehow
in her way.

“I don’t like Kaiden,” I state firmly.



She stands up and glances down at me with a smile painted on her face. “I
believe you, Emery. However, Kaiden has a way of getting under people’s
skin one way or another. And, unfortunately, he’s willing to take on an entire
sports team for you.”

“So?”
She flips her hair over her shoulder. “I guess we’ll just see how long it

takes before things change. He wouldn’t even sleep with me when I came
over the other day. I was bored out of my mind.” Pointing toward the money
next to me, she adds, “You might want to go to the vending machine or
something. He won’t care if it’s not pizza you get as long as you eat.”

When she starts walking away, I call out her name. “You never really said
why you’re talking to me. I get that you like Kaiden, but if he wants everyone
to leave me alone, then why warn me about him?”

She adjusts her purse on her arm. “If Kaiden likes you that means you’re
competition.”

It won’t matter what I say to her about what I am to him. She already
thinks I’m someone to look out for because of him standing up for me. If it
means having enemies over, I’ll be sure to tell him to throw me to the sharks.
I’d rather go down on my own terms anyway.

Rachel leaves without another word, and from the hallway window, I see
Kaiden staring. He doesn’t look angry. He looks…amused. I’m afraid to find
out what’s so funny.

When I meet him at his car at the end of the day, I get in, buckle up, and
drop the five-dollar bill onto his lap.

He stares at me.
“I wanted my salad.”



Chapter Seven

Thursday Book Club is small and intimate, a circle of upholstered armchairs
setup in the quiet section of the library. Most of the seats are occupied by
girls, and when I see them ogling an oblivious Mr. Nichols, I shake my head
and take one of the last chairs.

At three-thirty, Mr. Nichols welcomes all of us and explains the general
idea behind the afterschool club. It’s seems obvious that reading and
discussing books is the reason we’re here, but then I’m reminded by the Little
Mermaid wannabe next to me that’s not true when she asks silly questions to
get Nichols’ attention.

For the duration of the meeting, we talk about selecting different novels
for the year. I’m interested when he pulls out a glass bowl, small pieces of
paper, and a handful of pens from his bag. He tells us we’ll each write a book
down on the paper, fold it, and put it in the bowl. He’ll write down the order
of books we’ll read and discuss throughout the term as they’re pulled out by
us.

I’m eager to write down mine but can tell the others aren’t as interested.
A brown-haired girl with pretty caramel highlights raises her hand and calls
Nichols over, asking him questions about how to choose a book. He’s nice in
his reply, as any teacher should be, but I can tell even he is exasperated by
their lack of understanding of something simple.

I stifle a giggle when I see him shake his head on the way back to his own
seat. My eyes widen when he looks up knowingly at me, giving me a soft
smile as if he gets my humor.

Maybe he’s not oblivious after all.
It takes the girls fifteen minutes to write a title down, and I wouldn’t be

surprised if Twilight pops up more than once. I saw the blonde with huge
eyes glancing at the shelf next to her like she was just going to write down
the first title she saw. Then again, half the books are ones I haven’t read yet
so I wouldn’t mind.

Mr. Nichols mixes up the folded papers before passing me the bowl.
“Choose one, Emery.”

I reach in and pluck one out, reading it off so he can jot down the title and



author into his notebook. Admittingly, I’ve never heard of the book before.
As we go around the room, I struggle to keep quiet when Twilight pops

up twice. Mr. Nichols suggests us choosing a different book in replace of one
of them, but nobody speaks up.

Until Nichols calls on me. “Emery, why don’t you think of something? I
know you’ve got an arsenal of ideas.”

Little Mermaid glances at me with a scrunched nose before turning to
Nichols. “How come she gets to choose?”

“Nobody else spoke up, Aria.”
Aria. Ariel. Same difference.
Clearing my throat, I shift until I’m angled toward the girls. “If you want

something similar to Twilight, we can read a John Green book. He writes
young adult literature.”

The blonde tilts her head. “Isn’t he the one who wrote about the dying
chick? I think I saw the movie with my ex-boyfriend.”

I wonder if she threw in the ex for Mr. Nichols as if he’s supposed to
care. “Um, sort of. He has other books that aren’t as well-known as that one.”

“Who wants to read about dying kids?” The brunette scoffs. “That sounds
depressing.”

“She finds love,” the blonde defends.
Nichols intervenes. “It can be a group decision for next time. Until then,

we’ve got the title to our first book, which we’ll discuss starting next week.
Be sure to have a copy before then.”

After he dismisses us, I gather my things and get ready to go before
Nichols calls my name. A few girls glance back at us, whispering amongst
themselves, before turning around and heading out of the library.

“You were quiet,” he notes, packing up his own belongings. “Those girls
aren’t exactly here to have deep conversations about literature. I have a
feeling you’ll pull a bulk of the load.”

My lips twitch. “You don’t say?”
He chuckles, zipping his messenger bag and draping it over his shoulder.

“This club has the potential if we have the right people in it.”
“And you think that’s me?”
“And Annabel.”
Annabel…
“She was the other quiet one,” he muses.
Oh. There was a black-haired girl he called Anna. I vaguely remember



her from one of my classes—Global Studies, not English. I think she
suggested we read Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. Someone
mentioned how morbid that was, and Anna didn’t say a word. I should have
told her I was excited to read it.

He gestures toward the doors, so I follow him out of the library. “I’ve
always been interested in literature. I love reading it, talking about it,
everything. You remind me of me.”

My brows raise as we walk side by side toward the spiral staircase that
leads toward the front doors of the school. “Because we like books?”

He lets me go down the staircase first because of the narrow structure.
“Because we like them more than reality. It’s easier to lose yourself in
fiction, right?”

We stop at the end of the stairs. There’s noise coming from the high
school gym down the hall—practice for some sport maybe. It helps lessen the
awkwardness of standing here next to my English teacher while he waits for
my response.

He smiles at me. “We all have something we want to escape from. That
doesn’t mean some of us aren’t still in tune with reality even when it’s…”

“Shitty,” I murmur. My eyes widen over what I said, shooting up at his
amused features. I’ve never sworn in front of a teacher. “I’m sorry, Mr.
Nichols—”

He laughs. “School is over, Emery. I can’t hold you accountable for what
you say. I also can’t say I agree with you.” Readjusting the strap of his bag,
he tips his head and begins walking away. “Can’t say I disagree with you
either.”

Waving goodbye, he tells me he’ll see me tomorrow and then leaves. I
stand there for a minute before genuinely smiling. Gripping my bag and
slipping it on my back, I turn to head to the side exit.

Kaiden told me he wouldn’t wait for me. I didn’t want to complain, so I
just nodded. There’s a late bus that boards by the loading dock off the middle
school wing at five. I can wait another thirty minutes.

After fifteen, I go outside and sit on the brick half wall. My legs dangle
over and the sun hits my face mixed with a gentle breeze. There’s a book in
my backpack I want to read, and I’m about to pull it out when a car pulls up.

Not just any car.
“Want to go to the sycamore?”
Kaiden.



I wet my lips. I should tell him no…
“Sure.”

I tell Kaiden about the song—our song. Mama’s, Logan’s, and mine. He
stares at me blankly as I admit how many times I listen to it a day. It plays in
my head on repeat, a tune that never gets old.

He tells me it’s stupid. But his eyes tell an entirely different story. In the
depths of their jaded tone, there’s an understanding.

What’s your song, Kaiden?
“She wasn’t just my sister.” My voice is quiet as I pick blades of grass

out of the ground and examine them in my hand. “She was my twin, my other
half.”

My better half, I don’t add.
Where she was outgoing and confident, I was an introvert and self-

conscious. She loved to be part of everything while I watched from the
sidelines. The only things we did together since we were little were cheer and
dance, and that was only because she begged me to. I liked it … until I
couldn’t do it anymore. Not just because I wasn’t physically able to, but
because everything I did reminded me of her.

“Lo was better than me in every way.”
“Doubt that,” he murmurs.
I look over at him. He’s watching me, his gaze intent on studying my

distant features. I want to believe that opening up to him will somehow make
him reciprocate. He’s angry, I just don’t know at who.

Who am I angry at?
“You didn’t know Lo,” I argue. “You would have liked her way more

than me. Everybody did. Mama always said she loved us equally, and I think
she meant it. But there was this…I don’t know, glow about Logan.”

I used to think there was two of us because one wasn’t made right. Never
once did I think the faulty edition was Lo, but me.

He’s quiet for a minute. “Technically, I wouldn’t have ever met either of
you if she hadn’t died.”

Sucking in a breath, I let his blunt statement soak into my chest. He either
doesn’t know how to use his filter or doesn’t care. I think it’s the latter.

Sighing, he shifts slightly. “That was fucked up even for me.”
I shrug. “Not untrue, though.”
“Tell me about your mom,” he prods.



My brows shoot up. “What?”
He remains quiet.
“Uh…” I shake off my surprise and hug my knees to my chest. “She was

a great person, a loving mother to Lo and me. When we were little, she used
to let us help her cook dinner almost every night even though we were in her
way more times than not. She’d find reasons to laugh when we messed up
simple recipes, but it was fun.”

Smiling, I remember how Mama taught Lo and I fractions through
baking. Whenever she would make brownies or cupcakes for school bake
sales, she would make sure we understood measurements and how to add and
subtract the right amount of ingredients. It was the same for spelling. When
everything was in the oven, she’d have us play with the magnet letters on the
refrigerator, making silly sentences that didn’t make much sense but used
new words we’d learned.

Mama cared about us. I never doubted that for a second when we were
younger. She would sing to us and play with us in the backyard. Even after a
long day of work, she would read stories that we’d heard hundreds of times.
She never hesitated.

Until … she did.
“She still is,” I correct, though I’m not as confident in saying so. It’s hard

when I live so far away from her and Grandma now.
“You sure about that?”
“What about you?”
One of his brows lifts.
“What’s your dad like?”
“An asshole.”
“Must be where you get it from.”
He glares. I smile. It feels good to get a reaction from him instead of the

other way around. Still, the joy doesn’t last.
“So?”
“So, what?”
“Your dad.”
His jaw ticks. “The guy ditched. I’m not sure there’s anything to say. Not

everything can be clean cut or rainbows and fucking unicorns.”
Is he implying that’s what my life is? “I don’t think anybody lives with

that perception. Not even people who haven’t experienced loss.”
He snorts. “Think again, Mouse. People want to believe the world is this



beautiful place. Some of us just aren’t as stupid.”
I know he’s only making his point to divert my attention away from his

lack of answer. He doesn’t think I’ll notice—maybe he doesn’t believe I’ll
push. After all, mice are known for being quiet.

They’re also known for being sneaky.
“Maybe you’re right,” I murmur. “Not all of us are capable of talking

about our feelings. My Dad is like that. I’m not sure if you’ve noticed, but he
avoids tough topics at all costs. You know, like the one at the restaurant.”

Nothing.
I shrug, sighing lightly. “Mama used to tell Logan and I that men found it

hard to express themselves because society told them it wasn’t okay to feel.
Even before Dad left, I had this preconceived notion that men had it worse
than women because they weren’t allowed to grieve or cry or do anything
women could so freely. When I pictured Dad in that situation, I felt bad for
him. Then he left and I wasn’t sure what to think, and then Lo died and…”

I wet my bottom lip. “And I stopped feeling bad for him and started
blaming him instead. Mama never talked about how hard it was for men to
express themselves after that, but I could tell she still believed it. Maybe
you’re upset with your father too, but you’re afraid to tell anyone.”

He doesn’t make a single sound, so I turn slightly to him and see his
sharp jaw tick. “I know we don’t really know each other, but I know how
hard it is to feel like you have nobody to express yourself to. If you want, I
can be that person for you. You don’t have to bottle everything up, Kaiden.”

His shoulders go back when I say his name, and ever so slowly he turns
his head to meet my eyes. When his gaze locks on my face, I pipe down
when I see how dark his expression is.

Reaching out, he gently tugs my face closer to his, leaning in ever so
slightly until I can feel his breath on my cheek. My heart is going into
overdrive as he brushes the pad of his thumb over my soft skin, leaving a trail
of fire scorching the surface.

Suddenly, his caress stops. The darkness in his tight lips meld into morbid
humor as they tug upwards at the corners. “That’s just the thing, Mouse. I
never wanted a sister. Least of all someone as damaged as you.”

My lips part as he drops his hand and leans back, eyes distant like he
didn’t just insult me. Resting back against the tree trunk, he looks out at the
field.

Shaking my head, I stand up. “I don’t want a new sibling. That feels like



I’m cheating on Logan. All I want is a friend while I’m here, because like it
or not you’re stuck with me.”

He scoffs in disbelief. “You can run back to your mom anytime you want.
From what I hear, you chose to leave her. Not the other way around.”

He sounds bitter about it. Is that what his problem is? “Not everything is
so black and white. My choice to leave wasn’t an easy one to make.”

“You still left.”
My eye twitches. “It was for the best.”
“For who?” He finally looks at me, challenge flaring in his eyes. “You

spew bullshit about men struggling with grief and their feelings, but what
about your mom? You left her behind when she’s at her weakest. You have a
place to live, someone who needs you, and you fucking left her.”

My fists clench at my sides. “I want to go home, Kaiden.”
Nothing.
“Kaiden—”
He bolts up and gets in my face, causing me to flinch back. A headache

builds, radiating in my skull and making its presence known. “I could leave
you here if I wanted. You know that, right? You have no friends. You have
nobody to rescue you.”

Because you told everyone at school not to associate with me! I want to
scream at him.

If there was even one person who would give me the time of day while
we’re trapped in desks with the smell of dry erase markers permeating the air,
it would make things easier. Even him, the very asshole who cemented my
isolation, I would appreciate a simple smile from where others could see.

“Your point?” I whisper.
“I’m sure you had someone before.”
Before Exeter.
“I did.”
I had Lo.
“Then go back to them.”
If only it were that easy…
“I can’t.”
Hesitation. “Sucks to be you.”
At first, I think he’s going to leave me. He pulls his keys from his pockets

and starts walking back up toward the car parked in the distance without a
word.



Then he slows, and without another glance back at me says, “Are you
coming or not? I don’t have all day.”

Kaiden can pretend he doesn’t care.
That he doesn’t want anyone.
But I’ll change his mind.



Chapter Eight

I dream of Logan. I can’t see her, but I can sense her presence and hear her
laughter. At one point, I think I can feel her. Like when she’d grab my hand
and lead us into the woods.

Then it all changes. My sister is nowhere to be seen, but Mama is. Her
eyes are golden as she reaches out to me, but she doesn’t call me Emery. She
tries holding my hand, but there’s nothing to latch onto. It makes her cry
harder when she realizes Logan is untouchable.

I wake up with tears streaming down my cheeks. Furiously, I wipe them
away and feel the heaviness settle in my chest. Glancing at the clock, I frown
and realize I have time before I need to be up for school.

I think about what Kaiden said to me regarding Mama. I know how sad
she is over Lo, so I thought leaving was for the best. Seeing me made her
worse, and I wanted her to feel better and figure out her life without me
burdening it more. Maybe I should have stayed, endured the torture that
seeing me brought her like Grandma suggested.

Then again, Kaiden is no expert. He can’t deal with his own problems, so
what makes him entitled to judge me and mine? He deflected his own issues
with his father on me, and like always, I let him.

I’ll always feel bad for seeing Mama cry, but I shouldn’t have to carry the
weight of burdening her with my absence or I’m damned either way. Plus,
Kaiden doesn’t know the whole story. He never asked how Logan died and I
never offered the information. He doesn’t know I’m sick or how Mama
reacted when I got the official diagnosis.

Kaiden Monroe can pretend he knows everything about people, but he’s
the biggest fool of us all. Unlike his blind followers at school, I won’t be so
easily convinced he’s who I want influencing my choices. Too many other
things already do, so I need what little control I do have to stay in my own
hands.

Slipping out of bed, I stretch my stiff muscles and go to the bay window
that I have yet to make into a reading nook. I used to tell Mama that I always
wanted one, so I could put pillows and blankets on it and read while enjoying
the view. Unfortunately, the view is nothing more than a paved driveway,



stone pathway, and a few perfectly trimmed flower bushes between the street
and sidewalk. The only time sitting here is worthwhile is when I see Kaiden
sneaking in and out.

Sometimes he’ll come back looking angry, sometimes looking happier
than when he stormed away. Does he go to the tree? Or does he go
somewhere else? Does he meet up with Rachel or another girl? He hasn’t
come back with any more shiners, and the one on his face is nothing more
than a faded yellow bruise. Soon it’ll be like it never existed.

Pushing off the wall, I crack open my bedroom door. It’s quiet, since it’s
not even five in the morning. There’s no light except for the tiny one
illuminating over the sink in the kitchen. I gravitate toward it, wanting a glass
of water to quench my dry throat.

When I turn around, I’m startled by Dad standing in the doorway in a pair
of dark pajamas bottoms and a t-shirt. He looks tired, but more surprised than
anything.

“I thought I heard someone up.”
I just nod.
He clears his throat. “Figured it’d be Kaiden, to be honest.” Walking over

to the cupboard, he grabs a glass and fills it with water just like me. “Can’t
sleep?”

It feels weird to be having a conversation with him like the restaurant
never happened. I can avoid bringing it up, pretend it doesn’t matter, but it
does.

“I had a dream about Logan and Mama.”
He’s quiet for a moment. Then, “Do you want to talk about it?”
It’s a painful question, like he’s silently begging me to say no. I take pity

on him. “It isn’t anything I can’t handle. I’ve been doing that for a while—
dealing with things on my own.”

I feel no guilt when he winces slightly at the statement. “I deserve that.
We should probably talk about what happened.”

I want to ask him when. When I was little? At the restaurant? All of it?
Instead, I stay quiet and follow him toward the table.

He pulls out a seat and sits, so I do the same at my usual spot. We’re
surrounded by silence for a moment, nothing but the soft hum of the
refrigerator filling the open space.

“Cam knows,” is what he begins with. “I have always been upfront about
you girls and your mother with her.”



How relieving. Not. “Did you leave us for her? Or were you too afraid of
us falling apart and ruining your reputation?”

I never knew what happened. I’m not sure I want to know now, after
spending years coming up with my own theories … accepting that it doesn’t
really matter in the grand scheme of things. Maybe it does though, because
time feeds the bitterness festering under my skin.

He unwraps his fingers from the glass and slowly nods. “I know it
seemed like I loved my work more than you girls, but—”

“Don’t lie,” I cut him off. “I deserve answers after all these years, don’t
you agree? I don’t want you to bullshit me like you did Mama.”

“Emery,” he warns firmly. “If there is one person that I’ve always been
honest with, it’s your mother.”

I’m silent, unsure of what to say in return. Mama never told me that Dad
lied, but she never told me why he left. He was just gone one morning and
never returned. Lo and I thought of plenty of reasons why he went away, but
Mama never confirmed or denied any of them.

“Why?” I whisper.
“We fell out of love.”
No response.
He leans forward, resting his elbows on the edge of the table. Mama used

to scold all of us for doing that when we lived together. “I know it’s hard to
understand, but people don’t always stay in love like in the books you read.
The fairytale ending is just fiction, it’s not real life. Your mother and I
weren’t good together, and we didn’t want to subject you girls to it.”

Life isn’t a fairytale? I scoff. “Do you think I’m a total idiot or just
naïve?”

His lips part.
Crossing my arms on my chest, I glare at him. “Don’t you think I know

what life is really like? I had to watch my twin sister die, Dad. I watched her
deteriorate right in front of me. I had to see Mama break down and never
fully recover, and then I had to go to a funeral and accept that my own dad
wasn’t going to be there when I needed him.”

He tries to answer, but I hold up my hand. “If you fell out of love with
Mama, then fine. But somewhere along the way you fell out of love with
your surviving daughter, and I won’t ever understand that no matter how you
spin it. I’m still alive, Dad.”

His body tenses as his gaze goes to the table. Like Mama, he can’t look at



me. I realize in that moment that Kaiden is the only one who’s looked at me
since leaving Bakersfield. Really looked at me. He doesn’t see Logan, Mama,
or my past. He sees me in all my flawed frailty.

“Does Kaiden know?”
It’s a loaded question. Obviously Kaiden knows Lo died. I’m pretty sure

there isn’t anyone who was at the Cantina that night that doesn’t. There’s
always more to a story though, and I wonder how much Kaiden’s invested.

“No,” Dad says quietly, “he doesn’t.”
“About anything?”
He shakes his head.
Kaiden doesn’t know I’m sick. I don’t take him for an idiot, so he won’t

be in the dark for long. I’ve already had one flare, and there’s always more to
come. Worse ones. Tolerable ones. As long as the new medication cocktail
I’m on keeps working, hopefully he won’t catch on until later.

Much later.
After all, he said he never wanted a sibling. Despite being hyperaware of

Lo’s symptoms, no two cases are identical. Not even for twins. Her demise
may not be mine, but the endless possibilities of fatality with lupus keeps me
on edge.

Does it worry Dad?
“Lo and I would pretend you were on an extended business trip for

work,” I admit with no emotion lingering in my tone. He finally looks up at
me, his eyes pained and distant. “I would think about all the cool things you
were doing on your trip and act like you’d bring us back presents. Lo would
sometimes say that you were probably on one of those cruises where they
take you to the Bahamas. She always wanted to go on one, you know. When
she got sick…”

I force myself to breathe past the sudden nausea taking over me. It’s not
the typical kind my system is graced with when the pain becomes intense, but
a bone deep nausea of acknowledgment when it sinks in that Lo is nowhere
on this planet as a breathing entity.

When she got sick, she would tell me that everything would be okay. She
promised Dad would come home and Mama would stop obsessing and we’d
be a happy family again. No matter what the circumstance, she remained
optimistic.

Then she got worse.
Dad never came home.



Mama became manic.
The night before Lo passed away in her sleep, I held her hand as we

curled up in her little bed. She told me I should pretend she’s going away for
an extended vacation.

I’m finally going to the tropics, Em.
That was when I knew what she’d known all along. Dad wasn’t coming

home, Mama probably wouldn’t be all right, and she wasn’t going to make it
through the night.

I wonder if Lo is finally able to enjoy the sun without it hurting her.
“Emery…”
Maybe for the first time since arriving, I see how much Dad’s truly aged.

His eyes are wrinkled at the corners and his forehead is creased with lines I
don’t remember from before. He’s not even fifty yet, but he looks older.

I push up from the chair. “When Logan got sick, she was so strong. She’s
always going to be the strongest person I know. Unlike you, who’s a coward.
We had to pretend you were coming back to make sense of what you and
Mama couldn’t just explain to us. And what makes it worse is that you
couldn’t just own up to your own mistakes long enough to say a final
goodbye to your dead daughter.”

“Emery—”
I walk away from the table. “Did you enjoy it, Dad?”
A pause. “Enjoy what?”
“The trip.”
Nothing.
My teeth grind. “I bet Lo is loving hers.”
I pass Kaiden in the hall who’s still dressed in yesterday’s clothes, which

means he probably just got in. He stares at me with arched brows and I
wonder how much he heard.

We don’t say a word to each other as I pass him, but my shoulder smacks
into his without any pain radiating from the petty contact. I’m angry at a lot
of things—Logan leaving me, Mama checking out, Dad’s idiocy. Kaiden sees
me but doesn’t see me. At least that’s what he pretends.

When I wake up the next morning, there’s a torn piece of notebook paper
on my door with Dad’s messy handwriting on it.

Sorry, Emery.
I don’t want Dad’s apology.
I don’t know what I want from him.



Chapter Nine

I’ve only cried once since my diagnosis. It wasn’t when the doctor told me
my immune system was compromised or when I saw Mama break down. It
wasn’t when I decided to leave and had Grandma try convincing me to stay,
or even when I called Dad and asked to move in with him.

It was when I couldn’t wrap my fingers around the doorknob to leave for
school. My arms ached, my legs ached, my heart ached, and my swollen
fingers wouldn’t straighten as I backed away from the door in defeat. I
remember staring at the white wood until it blurred in front of me, then
dropped onto the couch and realized I couldn’t even open a door by myself.

My body failed me in such a mundane way, I knew everything was about
to change.

Grandma came into the room and saw my tear-stricken eyes, and when
she asked if I was okay, I broke. I soaked the knit pillow she made until she
pulled me in her arms so I could soak her shirt instead. I cried and she held
me and told me it was okay, then she called the school and said I wouldn’t be
in.

That was the start of the end.
The swelling in my fingers shifted upward to my arms, and I was

bedridden for three days with Mama or Grandma bringing food to me or
helping me in and out of the bathroom. I felt like nothing—incompetent and
useless.

I cried a lot during that period, wondering if Lo ever felt so helpless. She
never cried. Mama would dote on her the best she could, but Logan hated it.
She would tell Mama she was fine, and we always believed her.

Because she could still climb trees.
Because she could run around the yard.
Because she could open doors.
Lo was always the stronger one of us.
No matter how bad I want to cry now, I won’t. The stress of Dad not

understanding how much his words hurt, or how little he seems to care about
my disease, can’t deter me from being strong. Lo would tell me to smile and
then force me to do something fun to distract myself from Mama or anything



that upset me.
Now’s no different.
I busy myself with school, homework, and books. A few times a week, I

even leave and explore the different stores within walking distance. Most of
them are café corporations instead of the homey, retro kind that I’m used to
going to with Mama and Grandma. It took me walking into Starbucks once to
realize I prefer the isolation of rural nowhere.

Sometimes I miss Mama, but the old version of her. The one who loved
smiling with her non-golden eyes. She was the person I looked up to, but I
can’t find myself doing the same now. Not because I don’t love her, but
because I can’t hate her like I wish I did. It would make the guilt go away
faster.

Being here makes it easier to forget about how Mama reacted. Dad acts
like he doesn’t care, Kaiden doesn’t know, and Cam plays dumb. At first, I
hated them for pretending everything is okay when I know it isn’t. The more
I think about it, the more I realize it’s a blessing in disguise. I don’t have to
be that girl—the sick one.

I can be Emery.
Book nerd.
Teacher’s pet.
Weird shoe lover.
Realistically, though, I know it can’t last.
It didn’t for Logan.

Rachel joins me for lunch on Thursday. We spend most of the time not
saying anything, just eating while people stare. Since Kaiden’s show of
dominance, nobody dares even sit at the same table as me. Much to Rachel’s
dismay, Kaiden pays us no attention from where he sits with his teammates
which I’m sure is why she disobeyed his wishes to leave me alone.

I want to ask her about herself, pretend to care. For some reason, I can’t
muster the energy to. Usually, I can put on an act. Smile and play nice like
Mama taught me. I don’t have to be that person here, so I don’t waste my
time.

Rachel doesn’t seem to mind.
She rambled on about some fight between a few basketball players. I

think it had to do with one of them getting caught with pot in their locker
which ended in a game suspension, but I don’t know. I only half listen



because I don’t want anyone to think I’m feeding into her game.
She can use me to make Kaiden jealous, but it won’t work. At school, he

and I have nothing to do with each other. At home, we only exchange a few
small conversations here and there. There’s nothing she can gain from
hanging around me.

After lunch, Kaiden falls into step with me as I head to my next class.
People catch notice and watch us, making me uncomfortable.

“Have a good time with Rach?”
“Jealous?”
He laughs. “Definitely not.”
Figured.
I stop at my locker. “She has it in her mind that getting close to me will

somehow cement your relationship.”
He leans his shoulder against the neighboring locker. It makes the black t-

shirt he’s wearing stretch across his taut muscles that some girls ogle in
passing. “We’re not in a relationship. Never have been.”

Grabbing my afternoon books, I turn to him with a raised brow. “You
might want to let her know that.”

“She knows.”
I say nothing.
Pushing himself off the locker, he shoves his hands in his pockets.

“Things at home have been weird. We should go to the cemetery after
school.”

Weird how? We go home and go our separate ways. Sometimes he’ll
comment on English class or complain about the homework. Occasionally
he’ll show up at my bedroom door and ask if I want to go to the tree. Nothing
seems out of the ordinary or strange, save our parent’s façade of normalcy.

I’m used to parents acting though. My parents could win an Oscar for
most believable roles in the movie called life.

“I can’t.”
He waits for me to explain why.
I sigh. “I’ve got Book Club.”
“Skip it.”
“Why?”
“Let’s be honest,” he says, “the only reason people go to that is because

of Nichols.”
Refraining from rolling my eyes, I shake my head in disagreement.



“Some of us like to read, Kaiden.”
He knows my love for books because on the rare occasions he’s in a

teasing mood, he’ll mention the book stack next to my bed. And if Dad can
take notice to the so-called fairytales I escape into, there’s no doubt Kaiden
acknowledges I’m in Book Club because it’s my only happy place.

It’s my freedom here.
When his lips tip into a crooked, devious grin, I know something bad is

about to happen. “I know for a fact that isn’t true. I’ve seen the girls in that
group, Mouse. Let me tell you a little secret—a reminder of an old
conversation we’ve had. You can’t fuck Mr. Nichols.”

A few giggles sound from around us, followed by a deep clearing throat.
When I look off to the side, I see Mr. Nichols looking uncomfortable and
shifting his weight from one foot to the other by the water fountain across the
hall.

Kaiden winks at me before strolling away to wherever Satan likes to
hangout. Probably the boiler room downstairs.

Not able to meet Mr. Nichols eyes when he calls my name, I quickly walk
to my next class and try thinking about how I can get out of English. I could
pretend I’m sick, it shouldn’t be hard to pull off. Then again, the chances of
me needing actual sick days means I need to reserve my absences.

Maybe I should have built a friendship with Ms. Gilly in the nurse’s
office. She could have given me free passes out of pity. Too late now.

Silently cursing Kaiden’s name, I force myself to pretend it never
happened. In two periods, I’ll go to English and just play it off.

But when last period comes around, sweat dots my brow. Keeping my
head down as I walk into the room, I can feel a pair of eyes on me that I
know belong to the teacher. I don’t look up, instead, I focus on preparing for
class.

Notebook.
Pen.
Book.
He doesn’t call on me throughout the class, and I don’t offer any answers.

It isn’t unusual for me to stay quiet, but never silent. Anyone could chalk it
up to not having anything to say. Maybe they think I didn’t do the reading.

Kaiden smirks when he catches my eye.
I glare.
After class, Mr. Nichols does what I should have known he would. He



asks me to stay behind. What does surprise me is him asking Kaiden the same
thing.

We remain in our seats, Kaiden looking bored and me looking nervous.
Mr. Nichols waits until the hallway is cleared enough before turning his
attention on us.

“I don’t like when students say things that could cause problems for me,”
he says directly to Kaiden. I’ve never heard him sound stern before, but it
seems like the perfect moment to be. “I am aware that my age puts me in a
difficult spot with teenagers, but that doesn’t mean anybody should speak to
their teachers, or peers for that matter, in the way you did earlier.”

Kaiden doesn’t look the least bit guilty over being scolded. In fact, he
smirks like he couldn’t care less. Me on the other hand? I gape. I’ve never
heard a teacher talk to Kaiden like that, and I’m sure plenty have witnessed
how he treats the other students. I assumed it had to do with his spot on the
lacrosse team because every school seems to give free passes to the boys who
fill the trophy cases.

Mr. Nichols leans back in his seat. “I want you to apologize to Emery.”
Kaiden laughs abruptly. “I don’t apologize to anyone.”
“Now’s a good time to start then.”
I squirm. “Um, Mr. Nichols, I don’t—”
Mr. Nichols puts his hand up. “Let me put it to you this way, Mr.

Monroe. I was warned about you on my first day. While other teachers may
be hesitant to say anything, I’m not. I want to see my students treat each other
with respect. Given your circumstances with Ms. Matterson, one would think
you’d want to treat her with more respect than anybody here.”

Sinking into my chair, I let my hair shield my face. The headache I was
glad to be rid of is coming back, taunting me. It’s the slightest drum of pain, a
dull pound of a bass beat where my spine meets my skull. Stress induced, for
sure.

Part of me wants to cut in and tell them to forget about it. I don’t need
this right now. I don’t think either would listen. Mr. Nichols seems intent on
making a point, and Kaiden seems intent on ignoring it.

“Emery doesn’t mean anything to me just because we live under the same
roof,” Kaiden states dryly, sparing me no look.

His words sting. I wish they didn’t because it isn’t a surprise to me. He’s
shown me indifference ninety percent of the time. It isn’t like he’s put in an
effort that proves otherwise.



Mr. Nichols reaches for something. “I suppose you’ll have time to
consider how you treat people in detention tomorrow after school. If you miss
that, you’ll go to in school suspension on Monday.”

My lips part in shock.
Kaiden’s jaw ticks. “Fine.”
Mr. Nichols jots something down on a pad of paper before ripping a piece

off and setting it on the edge of the desk. “You may be excused, Mr.
Monroe.”

Kaiden gets up and grabs the paper before heading out of the room. I toy
with my notebook before finally meeting Mr. Nichols eyes.

“Like I said, Emery. You and I are similar. However, as I get older, I
realize how important it is to stand up for myself. You can’t let people walk
over you like that.”

How sad. My only true friend at Exeter High is my English teacher.
The headache starts to worsen, burning my eyes, and I don’t have any

Motrin in my backpack.
“I’m not feeling well,” I tell him quietly. Standing up, I slip my

belongings in my backpack before sliding the strap over my shoulder. “I
think I’m going home.”

“Emery—”
“Thank you, Mr. Nichols.”
Noticing Kaiden’s car missing in the lot, I start the walk home. By the

time I make it to the front door, everything hurts.
At least I can turn the knob this time.



Chapter Ten

On Saturday morning, I wake up to see a missed call from Mama. It
jumpstarts my heart until I realize there’s no voicemail. She called at three in
the morning.

She found Lo at three in the morning.
Today marks the official nine-year anniversary of Logan’s death. When

realization hits, my heart plummets into the pit of my stomach like it’s made
of cement. Mama reached out to me because of Lo.

And I didn’t pick up.
Why didn’t I hear it ring?
It’s on silent.
Feeling tears build in my eyes, I blink them away and rub the back of my

wrists against my closed eyelids. I won’t cry. Mama could have left a
message and told me to call her back. She could have texted me saying she
loved me or that she missed Logan.

She never once told me she missed her with words.
Throwing the blankets off my overheated body, I head to the bathroom

and splash cold water on my face. My eyes are puffy and bloodshot, and my
lips are chapped and bleeding. The girl in the glass looks pathetic, and I’m
sick of looking at her.

Sometimes I wish I could break the glass—put my fist right through it
without risking cuts and infections. Maybe I’ll tack a sheet over it so I don’t
have to see the reminder of who I’m forced to be.

Jaw ticking, I turn away from the mirror and grab my hairbrush from
where it sits on the counter. When I run it through my brittle hair, I don’t
expect to see the mass of strands fall onto the countertop in front of me.

My hairbrush stills.
My hands shake.
My breath stops.
Slowly, I reach out and pick up the large chunk. Blowing out a rough

breath, I force my gaze upwards to see a section of hair that’s thinner than
ever.

When I turn my head, I see my scalp. Burning hot tears well in my eyes



as I stare. “Oh my God.”
The brush drops onto the floor with a loud crash, the plastic clattering

against the hard floor. I don’t care. Instead, I focus on my head and how thin
my hair has gotten. I’ve noticed more and more meet my shower drain, but
usually ignore it. Women lose around fifty to one hundred strands per day. I
looked it up.

I’ve had to unclog my drain once a week, to clean off my pillow with the
countless strands that greet me in an unwelcome way every morning. I tell
myself it’s no big deal.

It’s just hair. But hair is everything. It’s a way to express myself, to hide,
to feel pretty. Without it, who am I?

Stepping away, I drop the hair onto the counter and carefully play with
what remains on my head. My scalp hurts today. Usually it’s a dull pain that I
can tolerate as long as I don’t play too much with it. Today is different, like
I’ve slept with my hair in a tight ponytail all night. Eyes watering all over
again, I try hiding the bald spot, but nothing I do seems to work.

Cam calls my name from outside my bedroom. Did I lock my door? I
never do. Will she come in? She never has.

The knob turns.
“Emery?” Cam says again.
Do I pretend I’m not here? I swallow my pain and brush away my tears

and take a deep breath. “B-bathroom.”
I’m not sure why I say it. Maybe if I said nothing she would have walked

out. Part of me needs her though.
Needs a maternal figure.
Because mine didn’t leave a message on the anniversary of my sister’s

death.
Cam’s knuckles wrap against the open door before she peeks her head in.

Her eyes note the hairbrush on the floor, which she bends down and picks up
before seeing the hair on the counter.

“Emery?” Her voice is quiet.
I meet her gaze with tear-filled eyes.
“Oh, sweetie.” She reaches out and takes my hand, brushing her thumb

against my skin. I don’t pull away or wince, because I need her warmth and
comfort right now.

“I don’t know how to fix it…” My voice cracks when I turn and show her
what I mean. She gently brushes hair over the spot before realizing what I’ve



already concluded.
She gives me a soft smile. “How about you and I go to my favorite salon?

The girls there can try giving us advice on how to cover it. Maybe you could
do a new style.”

Us not me.
Cam wants to do this together.
It causes a tear to slip through the blockade I try trapping it behind. She

wipes it away with her thumb and pulls me in for a gentle hug, rubbing my
back in circular motions.

When I was little, Mama used to run her fingers through my hair. It
soothed me anytime I had a fever or cold and needed Mama’s touch. My
body would ease into hers as she sang to me. She wouldn’t stop playing with
my hair until I fell asleep, and she wouldn’t move an inch even when I was
sure her arms had gone numb.

I want that Mama back.
I want someone to play with my hair without it hurting or falling out.
But for now, I’ve got Cam.
At least I have that.
“Okay,” I whisper, sniffing back tears and pulling away.
She squeezes my upper arm. “I know things have been tough for you,

especially since moving here, but I want you to know that I’ll be there for
you in any way I can. There are reasons your father hasn’t told Kaiden about
his past, and it’s not because he’s ashamed.”

“Then why?”
“How about we talk about it later?”
Her eyes go to the door, as if she’s afraid of who might hear. So, I nod

and silently hold her to it. I know better than to pry in people’s past, but if
she’s offering answers that Kaiden won’t, I won’t turn down the information.

She lets me finish getting ready while she makes a call to the salon. I
slide into a pair of bootcut jeans and a plain white tee, then shrug on a yellow
zip up hoodie and slide into my favorite pair of pineapple Toms. I used to get
teased at my old school for my weird style. Whereas most people preferred
tighter, shorter outfits, I liked baggier ones. When your skin is so sensitive
and it’s practically paper thin, any piece of clothing that hugs it feels like
sandpaper in comparison. Nobody understands that a single touch can hurt,
that cashmere is brutal, or that my so-called weird style is more necessity
than personal choice. My shoes were always out of the ordinary, but the only



things I could really choose for myself for their style, and I owned way more
yellow than most other humans, but it always reminds me of sunshine and
Logan and how happy she was.

Heading out to the kitchen, I’m surprised when I see Kaiden and Dad
eating breakfast.

“The girls can see you in an hour,” Cam tells me happily. “I think we
should make a day of it. We can get breakfast on the way if you’d like, and
maybe do some shopping at the mall afterwards. It’ll be fun.”

I haven’t had a girl’s day in a long time. Grandma took me with her
shortly before I moved to pick out some new clothes, but I only left with a
new pair of shoes and some books. It was more about spending time with her
than getting anything, and I know she didn’t have a lot of money to spare
since starting to help Mama pay the bills.

I smile and tell Cam I’d like that. It’s not a lie, either. Knowing that Dad
talked to Cam about his past, about us, makes me like her a little more than
after the blowout. She’s done nothing but show me kindness, so there’s no
reason not to like her.

Kaiden eyes me and then his mom, his lips twitching like he wants to say
something. To my surprise, he doesn’t. Instead, he stuffs more food into his
mouth and ignores me completely. I don’t miss the way his jaw ticks like he’s
pissed.

We leave shortly after. Dad gives me money for the mall, which I have no
intention of spending. I never like taking handouts, especially from him. It
already feels like I’m doing that daily by living in his home. Taking his
money for anything I want seems like pushing things too far.

After we pick up some breakfast from the McDonald’s drive through, I
turn to Cam and pick at my hash brown. “What did you mean earlier when
you said Dad didn’t tell Kaiden about the past for a specific reason?”

Cam lets out a soft sigh. “Kaiden is a tough boy to understand because he
puts up walls to protect himself. He gets that from his father, I suppose.”

I’m quiet as I wait for her to continue.
Her grip on the wheel tightens. “My ex-husband’s name was Adam. He

was the type of man who bottled everything inside until it destroyed him. No
matter how much I tried helping him or understanding what he was going
through, he wouldn’t let me. Adam had multiple health conditions. He
struggled with pain and depression which made him irritable. Inevitably,
that’s what broke us up. He hated people helping him like he was…”



“Useless?”
She glances at me. “Yes. In his mind, he wasn’t the picture-perfect man.

He struggled keeping up with work because of his chronic pain, he had brain
fog which made remembering things difficult, and during depressive
episodes, he’d lash out. He got fired from multiple jobs, which left us
financially disadvantaged. We had to file for bankruptcy when he couldn’t
find new work because my job could only pay so much.

“Through all of this, he put being a husband and father behind everything
else. He stewed in his misery. He neglected Kaiden no matter how hard
Kaiden tried getting his father’s attention, and it was heartbreaking to watch.
Eventually, Adam became emotionally, and at times physically, abusive
because he couldn’t deal with how things had turned out. He’d always prided
himself in being the breadwinner, in being strong. His illness took that away
from him until he lost everything he thought he should be.

“Kaiden had trouble understanding why his father did the things he did,”
she explains, slowing for a stoplight. “He was young when his father started
turning into a different man. He always looked up to Adam, and it was
heartbreaking to see the way Adam would treat him as though he couldn’t
stand the attention Kaiden gave him. When I filed for divorce, Adam didn’t
fight me on it. He didn’t even want Kaiden around, even though Kaiden
begged to stay with Adam when I started packing our things. I couldn’t let
him do that. Adam wasn’t taking care of himself. He refused to see a doctor
or forgo any type of treatment for his pain. No matter how much research I
did, he wouldn’t accept that he could get better.

“About three months after I moved into a new place with Kaiden, I got a
call from a local hospital that Adam had gotten into an accident. I was still his
emergency contact, so I had my mother watch Kaiden so I could drive to see
him. The doctor said they found a tumor that was putting pressure on his
brainstem. It was causing an array of symptoms, mostly neurological but also
misfiring the pain receptors throughout his body. His original fibromyalgia
diagnosis wasn’t technically wrong, it just wasn’t the reason he was truly
sick. By the time they found it, it was inoperable. The only solace we got was
a final explanation over why the man I fell in love with changed so
drastically. He couldn’t control how he felt because his brain wasn’t working
the way it needed to. He refused to see Kaiden because he didn’t want Kaiden
seeing him like that. Withering away in a hospital room.

“Sometimes, I wish I had brought Kaiden anyway. I know he’s angry



with me for keeping him from his father. He knew he was sick, but he
never…” She lets out a shaky breath. “I never told him about the tumor. I
should have, but he was still young, and I didn’t think he’d understand. But
the boy I raised who loved life and looked up to his father became so much
like his dad before Adam’s death. I worry that I messed up having a
relationship with him all because I kept the truth from him. Now he won’t
look at me, he’ll barely speak to me…”

My chest aches for Cam. She fights off a frown but loses the battle. Her
lips weigh downward as she watches the road. “You could always tell him
now.”

She nods slowly. “I could. I want to. Adam was always the type of man
who worried about his appearance. Not just physically, but people’s
perception of him. He didn’t want anyone to know how sick he was,
especially Kaiden.”

I cringe, knowing what I said to Dad at the restaurant must have hurt Cam
in ways I never intended.

“Even after all these years without Adam, I feel like telling Kaiden will
break the promise I made to him. I want Kaiden to remember his father in a
good way, but I just don’t want to lose him. When I told your father about
this, he felt like telling Kaiden about your illness, about your sister’s, may
bring up too many memories.”

My lips twitch. “Don’t you think he’ll figure it out eventually? I’m not
going to get better, Cam. I may be out of the house by the time things
progress, but there’s still a lot that doctors don’t know about lupus. I’m not
guaranteed to be this functional months from now.”

She presses her lips together and stays quiet, absorbing the truth in my
words. “You’re right. Your father is just protective of me. He knows how
much I want Kaiden to heal from what happened.”

“Does…” I hesitate. “Kaiden knows that his father is dead, right?”
She turns to me in surprise. “Of course. Why do you ask?”
I shake my head, not wanting her to know that Kaiden acts like his dad

lives somewhere else. The way he talked about him at school made it seem
like he up and left them to be with another family or something. Maybe it’s
his way of coping, but it won’t get him anywhere.

“He’ll be angrier if he finds out we’ve kept it from him,” I say instead.
“The thing about chronic illness is that you never know what you’re going to
feel like when you wake up every day. It’s a new battle, because the good



days don’t mean that you don’t hurt, they just mean that you can tolerate the
pain better. I could wake up tomorrow and struggle to get out of bed. I could
miss more days of school. He’s not stupid, Cam.”

“I know he’s not.”
“You need to tell him then.”
She pauses. “I know.”
I wet my lips. “Cam?”
“Hmm?”
“I’m sorry about Adam.”
She reaches out and squeezes my hand.



Chapter Eleven

I ask Cam how she dealt with Adam’s death. She told me it was about
realizing he was at peace now. It’s how I accept Lo’s death too, so I nod
along in genuine understanding.

“We never truly get over losses,” Cam tells me, walking us to the salon’s
glass entrance. The windows stretch from floor to ceiling, with two wide
doors centered in the middle that have white words on them with store hours.
“We just absorb them until they mold us into someone new. Like any
creation, it takes time.”

“What does?”
“Creating a masterpiece.” She holds the door open for me. “It isn’t the

same for parents who lose their children. You have to understand, Emery.
We’re not supposed to outlive you. If I ever lost Kaiden…”

“Even though he doesn’t talk to you?” I wince at the blunt statement, but
Cam doesn’t seem to mind.

She gives me a small smile and nods as she walks me into the overly
white reception area. It smells like expensive shampoo, and the music playing
softly in the background is on a pop station. Everything is white, black, and
silver—modern and sleek. It’s not like any place Mama ever took Lo or me to
get our haircuts.

“Especially then,” she whispers, writing my name on the sign-in sheet.
“Why?”
She turns to me. “Kaiden is my son. He’s still here, even if Adam isn’t.

That means I have time. Hope. I’ll never stop loving him even if he finds a
way to stop loving me. The truth is, we never stop loving our children even if
we lose them. I know things with your mother are difficult now, but she
needs time.”

“To mend?”
A single nod.
What if Mama doesn’t become a masterpiece? There are pieces of art far

less desired that take just as much time to create. If she becomes a canvas
wasting away to dust…

A woman with platinum blonde hair walks over with a big smile on her



face. She’s probably around Cam’s age but looks closer to mine with flawless
skin and shining eyes and perfect teeth. I never used to envy people as much
as I do now, simply for looking healthy.

She hugs Cam and turns to me. “You must be Emery.”
“Em,” I murmur, feeling bad for thinking badly of her just because she’s

pretty.
“Ready?”
For some reason, I look to Cam for guidance. It’s something I used to do

with Mama when I was unsure. Like when I was little, and the doctor asked
me simple questions that I couldn’t find the words for.

When Cam nods in encouragement, my throat thickens. Mama did the
same thing. Maybe it’s maternal, like a switch that’s flipped after having a
baby. Maybe Cam’s just a good person.

It makes me angry at Kaiden for being such a hypocrite. He can pretend
like I’m horrible for leaving Mama, but he’s doing the same thing. Just
because he lives under the same roof as her doesn’t mean he’s not
emotionally here. If anything, he’s worse than me.

Mama shut down because she struggled with Lo’s death and my
diagnosis. Cam is the opposite—she wants to embrace him, and he pushes
her away.

Everyone grieves differently, Grandma would tell me.
I don’t think Kaiden is grieving though.
Pushing the thought away, I let the hairstylist, Jess, guide me to the sinks.

I used to love getting my hair done—feeling the stylist massage the shampoo
into my scalp. It relaxed me. Sometimes it even put me to sleep. Now all I
can feel are the pinpricks of pain radiating across my skull as gentle fingers
work my frail strands. It’s why I don’t get my hair cut often, because the
small gasps as chunks come out into the sink despite me telling them it could
happen never stops my face from heating.

But Jess just reassures me. She doesn’t make a sound, even when I’m
sure the drain is becoming well acquainted with my hair. She hums along to a
song and then asks me how school is.

What year are you?
What’s your favorite subject?
What are your future plans?
Junior.
English.



Not to die.
I don’t tell her the last one. Instead, I say that I haven’t decided yet and

get the generic you have time response. But do I?
There are lots of quotes about time.
Time is fleeting.
Time is valuable.
Time shouldn’t be wasted.
The trouble with time is that we only think we have it. It’s an illusion—an

excuse to linger in existence. Some people use it to be reckless, others use it
to hold themselves back.

The kids stamping YOLO on their foreheads have no idea what they’re
bartering with when they tempt death. They think they’re invincible. And
me? I have to watch healthy people with thousands of chances live like
they’re not afraid of death at all.

Time is a luxury we can’t all afford.



Chapter Twelve

The tips of my blonde hair kiss the top of my shoulders. I’m not used to the
style—side bangs and choppy layers, but it’s cute. Different. It also manages
to hide my thinner sections without much hassle.

Looking in the mirror now, I see Mama. I see her round green eyes and
her tiny nose, and how her top lip is a little thinner than her bottom. I was
always told I looked like a perfect mixture of both my parents, but in the
moment I don’t see Dad at all.

Carefully, I run my fingers through my hair. To my surprise, barely any
falls out. Jess told me everything she used, including some special shampoo
for people with brittle hair. Cam insists on buying some before we leave, and
I feel bad knowing it costs a pretty penny.

She says she doesn’t mind.
She says she wants to help.
Following her out the door, we enter her vehicle in silence. The wind

catching the back of my neck is foreign and makes goosebumps appear on
my arms, but I don’t mind it. It’s warm today, so the breeze feels nice even if
it’s a reminder of the necessary new style.

Cam looks at me and smiles. “You look beautiful, Em.”
Em. Not Emery. My heart warms to this woman even more. The woman

who’s not my mother, but the very one who’s given me more chances than
my own back in Bakersfield. I want to feel guilty for liking her, for even
considering her better, but I can’t. I see why Dad loves her so much.

We spend two hours at the mall going through each store. I want to tell
her after an hour that I need to sit down, my hips hurt and I feel my knees
start to buckle. They nearly do when we get to the Shoe Depot. I sit down on
a black leather cushion right as my legs give out, weakness settling into the
joints in brutal bluntness, but Cam is too busy looking at the wall of purses to
notice.

I smile faintly when she glances over at me and tell her the purple one
she’s looking at is my favorite. It’s not. It’s the yellow one to the right with
the gold chain and zipper.

Thankfully, she doesn’t mind me sitting while she looks around. It gives



me time to relax and glance around the shoe displays. They have a section for
Toms right in front of me, but I know I don’t need any more.

Still…
“Those are cute,” Cam says from behind me. I startle and pull away from

the black and white checkered pair.
Lo would have loved them. It reminds me of the matching dresses Mama

bought us for kindergarten. The teachers couldn’t tell us apart despite the
bow in my hair being yellow and hers being pink. After that, we weren’t
allowed to be in the same class.

Sitting back, I say, “They are.”
“Aren’t you going to try them on?”
Wetting my bottom lip, I shake my head and clear my throat. “No, I have

plenty of shoes. I’m actually pretty tired. Do you think we could go home?”
I could use at least an hour nap, which will probably lead to sleeping

away the rest of my Saturday. My body tires on days I’m always on my feet.
Tomorrow I’ll probably be worse, which means I need to double my normal
medication to make sure I can move. I also know that means risking being
twice as tired since one of my meds knocked me out during the first week and
a half of being on it. Doubling it, though recommended by my doctor, could
mean sleeping for thirteen hours straight and still waking up groggy.

Goodbye weekend.
Internally sighing, I stand up.
After paying and leaving the store, my eye catches a yellow beaded

bracelet from a small kiosk by the mall entrance. There are scarves, hats, and
sunglasses all hanging colorfully from the sides. It’s not those I focus on, but
the bracelet in all its simplicity.

Walking over, I examine the little sunflower charms mixed into the plain
beads. My fingertip runs over the words.

You are my sunshine.
Trying to swallow past the swell of emotion in my throat, I blink back

sudden tears and shake my head. I’ve never believed in signs until Lo passed
away and now they’re everywhere—in the sunshine, my music playlist, and
in the sky after a rainstorm.

Cam notices what I’m looking at and gently rubs my back. “How much?”
she asks the older woman manning the booth.

“Five dollars.”
Cam pulls out her wallet and I don’t stop her. I used some of the money



Dad gave me on new sweaters and a movie I’ve wanted to see because Cam
kept insisting I treat myself.

I take the bracelet from its hook and grasp it in my palm like I’m afraid
it’ll disappear. I’ve broken beaded bracelets like this so easily in the past. I
don’t want to harm it.

Cam helps me put it on, clicking the clasp in place and smiling at me.
“It’s perfect.”

Yeah, I want to say. Perfect.

Dad asks if I had fun. Cam insists I show him my purchases, and he tries to
act interested as I hold everything up. I can tell he isn’t, even though he nods
along.

When Cam points to my bracelet, his lips flatten just long enough for me
to notice. I don’t need to tell him the importance. He must know it was
Mama’s song for Lo and me.

Kaiden comes into the kitchen with an empty glass and notices what Dad
is looking at. His eyes train on the little letters, his body language stilling in
the middle of the room before he goes about his business. From the corner of
my eye, I see his lips twitch before going neutral again.

I want to be angry with him, especially when he glances at Cam without a
word. Part of me wants to yell, to throw something at him. He needs to stop
being an ass and accept that his father is gone and not coming back, but his
mother is here and living and willing to love him unconditionally. Doesn’t he
get that unconditional love is hard to come by?

Instead, I watch him walk out of the room with a single head nod toward
Cam. That’s all she gets. A nod.

My teeth grind.
“I’ll go put these in the washer,” she tells me quietly, collecting my

clothes. I want to stop her and say I’ll worry about it later. Dad just shakes
his head at me like he knows what I’m thinking.

Cam needs space.
Cam leaves.
Dad tips his chin toward my bracelet. “I like it. It’s…fitting.”
I want to ask him how. Would he answer if I did? He could just be

making polite conversation. It’s foreign for us, but he’s trying. At least he’s
doing what Kaiden can’t.

I swallow. “I love it.”



I love her.
“I know you do,” he whispers.
I shift on my feet.
“Your hair looks good.” His compliment surprises me. “It makes you

look older.”
Does he think I look like Mama too?
“Thank you.”
My voice is quiet as I toy with my shirt sleeve, unsure of what to say. We

haven’t talked, really talked, at all. We would exchange tiny conversations
and basic pleasantries like I’m his coworker rather than his daughter.

I never minded it.
Maybe I should.
“Do you do stuff with Kaiden?”
His brows arch wide on his forehead.
Clearing my throat, I rub my wrist. “I think it might be good for him.

Cam and I had fun and it didn’t take much. Maybe you and him…”
I have no suggestions. I don’t know what Dad likes or what Kaiden does.

In fact, I’m sure they share no common interests. But maybe what Kaiden
needs is somebody to fill a void. Dad is by no means a model of the perfect
father figure, but he could be.

He could…change.
Maybe.
“I haven’t considered it.”
“Why?”
He’s at a loss for words.
Not surprising.
“I think he needs…” Someone. I blow out a tiny breath and shrug. “Never

mind. I’m not sure what he needs.”
Dad sits back and looks like he’s considering what I’m saying. “You two

could be good for each other. I know he’s not your sister…” My heart stops.
“…but he’s the same age. I’m sure you share more common interests than he
and I do.”

Is he suggesting I hang out with him? I’m not sure he understands where
I’m coming from. Either that, or he doesn’t want to play the father figure to
anyone.

Jaw ticking with irritation, I avoid eye contact. “Everyone needs a parent
to be in their corner. I’m not saying Cam isn’t, but maybe he’ll be more apt if



someone else is until he gets over whatever it is he’s—”
A door slamming startles me from finishing.
Kaiden.
My shoulders tense. “Forget about it.”
He stands when I begin turning. “I’m not dismissing what you’re saying,

Emery. I just think it’s important to know that you two get along. You’re not
actually siblings, but you both could find comfort from the past.”

The past.
In order for Kaiden to seek comfort, he has to accept he lost someone. I

know Lo is dead and not coming back, no matter what I need to tell myself to
cement that she’s better off than she was. Kaiden isn’t that strong. He’s
latching on to a could have been situation that doesn’t even exist.

He’s delusional.
“He gave up his room, you know.”
His words stop me again from walking further away. I want to go to my

room, change into my pajamas, and go to sleep.
“What do you mean?” I ask instead.
Dad walks over to me. “When Cam and I told him you were moving here,

he moved into the spare bedroom. It’s smaller than the one you have and
doesn’t come with its own bathroom.”

My lips part in shock. The room’s colors are mild enough to fit Kaiden.
All dark tones. I’ve seen his bedroom before to know he’s got all black
bedding and sheets, posters of people I don’t know on his walls, and dark
furniture. I wouldn’t have guessed my room ever housed him, much less that
he’d be willing to give it up for someone he dislikes so much.

“Kaiden is troubled,” he tells me when I make no move to answer. “But
there is far more to him than any of us gives him credit for. We try giving
him space thinking it’ll help, but I know we might be giving him too much. I
don’t think he’d accept me trying to build a bond with him at this point. But
you…”

He gave up his room for me?
“I can’t offer him anything.”
“That isn’t true.” His tone is firm, confident in the statement I’m sure is

false. “If there is anyone in this world who can break past his shell, it’s you.
You’re strong, Em. Stronger than me and your mother combined.”

I don’t say anything.
I go to my room.



Or…not my room.
Kaiden’s room.
But before I can enter, I’m pulled back and pushed against the wall. I’m

too startled to make a noise and freeze in the grip Kaiden has on my upper
arm. My elbow aches despite his palm barely squeezing me, but my joints are
tender, and he isn’t exactly being gentle either.

“You don’t know shit about me,” he hisses so low I almost miss it. His
hot breath hits my face and makes me wince further into the wall behind me.
“Don’t talk to your father about me, and don’t assume you know what’s best.
You don’t and you never will.”

Holding my breath when he lets go of my arm, I count to five before
letting it out. The area he grabbed me stings, but I push it away. “I know you
gave up your room for me.”

Nothing.
“And I know your father passed away.”
Still nothing.
“I’m—”
“Don’t,” he warns.
“—sorry.”
His nostrils flare as he steps back. “I don’t want your fucking sympathy.”
“Then what do you want?”
“For you to go home.”
I frown.
“Your mother needs you,” he states.
My eyes narrow. “Funny,” I retort. “So does yours.”
He looks like he wants to say something but chooses to smack the wall

before turning back to his room. His door slams again, leaving me standing
abandoned in the hallway.

I look at my arm.
It’s already starting to bruise.
I need more iron pills.



Chapter Thirteen

Annabel from Book Club tells me about what I missed, which was a whole
lot of nothing. It’s nice though, even if Mr. Nichols told her to catch me up.
She didn’t have to.

I tell her I like her shirt. It has the Superman emblem on the pocket. Lo
and I would sometimes catch Mama watching Smallville, but neither of us
followed what was happening. We’d go outside and play instead.

Annabel and I don’t talk much after that. It isn’t like I expect her to keep
the conversation flowing. I’ve never really had friends before. I used to think
it was because nobody knew how to deal with the sick girl or the girl who
lost her twin, but no one here knows any of that.

Maybe it’s me. Maybe it’s better. Kaiden is doing me a favor by making
sure everyone leaves me alone.

When I’m changing in gym, one of the girls whispers when she sees the
light purple bruise on my arm. Nobody can tell it’s a palm print, but it wraps
around the skin like one.

I never bruised so easily before. Once I fell out of a tree Lo and I were
climbing and only got a little scratch. Now it takes someone accidently
bumping into me in the halls for little ones to pop up on my body. The first
time I noticed them was a few weeks before moving in with Dad. I bumped
my hip into the wall and noticed a large blue and purple mark that night.
Grandma playfully swatted me with her crossword puzzle one time. An ugly
brown bruise formed.

Frowning, I tug on my sleeve until it’s hidden. The last thing I need are
rumors spreading about some sort of abuse at home. There was a boy at my
old school who lied about his mother hitting him and when Child Protective
Services got involved, a lot of bad things happened.

I may not be happy where I am, but I’m content. Sometimes that’s better
than nothing.

The gym teacher has us do four laps around the room. I’m out of breath
by the first one, while everyone speeds past me. Girls laugh in their groups
over unknown gossip, boys joke about the girls. They mostly ignore me other
than to move around my turtle-pace form.



I walk the last two despite everyone else moving on to the lesson. My last
gym teacher wouldn’t have allowed that, but I’m grateful they pay my red
face and heaving body no attention. I could get a note and excuse myself
from even bothering with this class, but I don’t want to.

I want to be normal.
Even if normal is being laughed at for being slow, or missing the

basketball hoop, or only doing one sit-up, I’m okay with that. Most of the
time people do their own things and talk with their friends, so it isn’t like I
have to worry about being the butt of everyone’s jokes.

But that’s probably not because they don’t want me to be. It’s because of
—

“Mr. Monroe,” Mr. Jefferson says.
My head snaps up to see Kaiden standing at the side entrance of the

gymnasium. He’s watching me, facial expression seemingly angrier than
usual.

“I need to speak with Emery.”
Mr. Jefferson glances at me before turning back to Kaiden. “Regarding?”
“Family emergency.”
My heart races as I quickly walk over to him. The teacher waves us off as

we head toward a side hallway rather than the main office across the hall.
Is Cam okay? Dad? The last time this happened, Mama showed up tear

stricken with Grandma. They signed me out and took me to the hospital
where the school had sent Logan after an episode she had during class. I
didn’t feel anything—no twin telepathy or tugging. I felt like I failed her that
day.

I can taste my anxiety. It’s choking me as Kaiden leads us down the
corridor leading to empty classrooms and janitor closets. He stops when we
get to a little alcove beneath the back stairwell leading to the second story
high school wing.

“Kaiden—”
He lifts my arm with surprising gentleness and raises the sleeve. Sucking

in a small breath he examines the bruise, careful not to touch it or bend my
elbow a certain way.

I swallow. “Is everything okay at home?”
His eyes meet mine. They’re hollow. “I lied. There’s no family

emergency.”
I’m crossed with a mixture of relief and anger. Just because he doesn’t



know my circumstances doesn’t mean lying about a family emergency is any
less awful. I don’t bother bringing that up though, because his jaw moves like
he’s grinding his teeth as he stares at the bruise. It has faded considerably
since he gave it to me, but that doesn’t seem to ease the tension built in his
shoulders.

“I didn’t mean to hurt you.” His voice is uncharacteristically soft.
Clearing his throat, he lets go of my arm and watches as I adjust the sleeve.

“I know you didn’t.” I cross my arms over my chest. “It happens. I bruise
easily.”

He watches me, then his gaze dips to my bracelet. “Seems like a good
thing that you went with my mother, huh?”

His fingertips graze the beads, causing goosebumps to pebble my arms.
“Yeah.” I know he doesn’t want to talk about her, but that doesn’t mean I’m
going to remain silent. “About what you overheard—”

“No.” He turns to leave.
Instead of letting him, I grab his wrist. “I know you’re hurting, Kaiden.

But you need to understand that Cam loves you. There’s no reason why you
should blame her for losing your father. It’s not her fault. He was sick.”

His eye twitches.
“Sickness isn’t pretty,” I whisper. “It makes the person you love more

than anything in the world into somebody different. It isn’t just a physical
transformation, but a mental and emotional one. When it takes over, there’s
very little in their control they can do. Whether you want to give Cam the
time of day or not, you need to know that your father didn’t want you seeing
him like that. And you know what?” I take a deep breath and shake my head.
“It’s ugly. Watching someone you love die from illness is hideous and
heartbreaking and so many other things.

“Think what you want of your mother, but she was just doing what your
father asked. The people who have to witness watching the people they look
up to die so brutally are never the same. Cam saved you from that. So did
your father.”

He’s quiet. His gaze isn’t hard or soft, but somewhere in between. I like
to think he’s considering what I’ve said, like maybe he’s accepting that I
know what I’m talking about.

And I do.
Disease is the monster in the dark. It lingers, waiting for the perfect

moment to strike. It veers its ugly head and takes what it wants, when it



wants.
Yet, there’s one disease that is worse than any kind of invisible illness in

existence and it is something the world is plagued with.
Indifference.
When Kaiden drives us home, he doesn’t leave right away. Instead, he

gives Cam a barely-there smile before disappearing into his room.



Chapter Fourteen

The next few weeks are peacefully mundane. I go to all my classes and don’t
miss another Book Club. My headaches come and go, and so do the aches
and pains. For the most part, everything is tolerable.

Tolerable is contentment.
Kaiden doesn’t actively seek out Cam, but he hasn’t completely ignored

her either. Sometimes he’ll answer her about school or thank her for
breakfast. It’s strange how so little could mean so much to a person, but I can
tell Cam is over the moon whenever he tells her goodbye before school or
goodnight before bed.

He won’t talk about his father.
He won’t even talk about himself.
It’s a step in the right direction though.
One night when Cam and Dad announce they have to go to a work

function for Dad’s company, Kaiden asks if I want to go to the cemetery. It’s
cooler out, so I’d have to bundle in layers, but going to the tree sounds like
the perfect way to end the night.

When we get there, I’m surprised when he pulls out a thick blanket from
the back. He gives me a small shrug before guiding us to the spot and resting
the blanket on the cold grass.

The sun is setting, the crickets are singing, and everything around us is
tranquil. It helps me ease into the blanket and close my eyes, not caring what
Cam or Dad are doing, or what’s going through Kaiden’s mind beside me.

“Do you miss her?”
One of my lids pops open. “Who?”
“Your sister.”
“Every single day.”
He’s quiet for a moment. “Does it get any easier?”
I could lie to him. “No,” I answer honestly. “No matter what, she’s still

gone. That part doesn’t really get any better. It’s just about figuring out how
to move on from it.”

My attention turns to his fidgeting, like he wants to ask how but refuses
to. I sigh, knowing he’s too stubborn for his own good.



Drawing my knees up, I tug on the oversized sweatshirt I put on. “You
need to find something to take your mind off it. I like to read. I’m sure sports
will help.”

“He loved lacrosse.”
“Your dad?”
A head nod.
Surprise flickers across my features, but I try masking it. “Did you guys

practice together?”
I swear his lips tilt upward, but when I blink there’s no evidence of a

smile. “Yeah. He used to play when he was my age, so that’s how I got into
it. Sometimes he would take me to the batting cages too because he was a big
baseball person.”

“Are you?”
“Nah.” He clears his throat. “I just went because it made him happy.”
We fall to silence.
The wind picks up and shuffles my hair in my face. It’s easier to do now

that it’s shorter. It hasn’t grown any, but also hasn’t fallen out since taking
extra vitamins and using the fancy shampoo Cam got me. It’s a win, I guess.

“I wish I could visit Lo.” It’s probably random, but I can tell he isn’t
interested in offering up any more information about his dad.

“You could.”
“It’s a long drive.”
“I could…” He trails off.
I stare at him.
He grumbles. “I could take you.”
A smile cracks across my lips. “I appreciate that, but it’s okay. Maybe I’ll

see if Dad could drop me off during school break. I think it’ll be good if I see
Mama and Grandma.”

He stretches his long legs out. “Don’t you regret coming here? Your
family is hours away from here, you don’t have any friends, and you don’t
really do anything but read when you’re at home.”

I consider my answer. “No, I don’t regret it. You wouldn’t understand,
Kaiden. Mama was really struggling to cope and me being there wasn’t what
was best. I don’t fault her for it…” Anymore. “Because I know that it must be
hard.”

“It’d be hard for anyone.”
“Like Cam?”



He sighs. “Yeah, like my mom.”
At least he accepts that.
“Break is coming up,” he notes.
“Yep.”
“So…are you going to leave?”
I laugh. “You sound sad.”
“You sound surprised,” he counters.
“You don’t exactly like me, Kaiden.”
His eyes pierce mine. “I don’t dislike you either, Mouse.”
The nickname has become oddly endearing, and I’m not sure what that

means. It’s a sign though—a good one. Like maybe Dad could be right about
Kaiden and me being there for one another.

“Are you saying I’m tolerable?”
He grunts. “Not if you keep fishing for compliments. You sound like

Rachel.”
I fake gasp. Rachel hasn’t bothered me in a while, and I wonder if it’s

because Kaiden has ignored me. Sometimes she’ll glance at me in English or
if we pass by each other in the hall.

“I think you like me Kaiden Monroe.”
He doesn’t say anything.
He doesn’t deny it either.
“You know it’s your fault,” I say.
His eyebrow quirks.
I run my hands across the rough material of the blanket. “People are

probably scared to talk to me because they think King Kaiden will do
something to them.”

“It’s for—”
“You don’t want me being bullied,” I cut him off. “Fine, I appreciate the

concern you won’t admit to having for me. But you can’t keep reminding me
that I have nobody here because you’re the reason for it.”

Crickets chirp in the distance.
“You have someone,” he murmurs.
My brows pinch.
He glances at my face. “You have me.”

When we get home later that night to find our parents already in bed. Kaiden
and I go to our rooms, but before I can even change into my pajamas, Kaiden



is at my door.
He looks around the room, his hands tucked away in the pockets of his

jeans.
“What’s up?”
I want to ask him why he gave me his room, but I don’t. It seems like

there are limits as to how much he’s willing to reveal. Baby steps.
“Want to watch a movie?”
A movie?
Glancing at the time on my alarm clock, I give him a curious look.

“Usually you’re…”
A small smirk quirks his lips. “Gone?”
Blushing, I say, “Yeah.”
It isn’t like I actively wait to catch him sneaking out, but I can’t help it

when insomnia plagues me after a long day of napping from fatigue. It’s
better than watching the neighbor’s cat lick itself in their lawn, or the stray
dog down the road sniff around for food.

“Don’t feel like going out.”
I just nod.
“So?” He pushes off the frame. “Movie?”
Surprisingly, I’m not tired. The headache that likes to grace me with its

presence hasn’t bugged me in almost two days, and besides a little hip pain, I
feel decent.

“Can I change first?” I don’t feel like watching a movie in my scratchy
jeans, and even though I’m toasty warm in my sweatshirt, the drawstrings
will probably choke me to death if I fall asleep in it.

He tells me he’ll grab his laptop while I change, so I quickly grab a pair
of gray Hollister sweatpants and a long sleeve white shirt before washing up
and getting ready for bed. Not bothering to run a brush through my staticky
hair, I give myself a quick onceover in the mirror to make sure my face isn’t
too red. It isn’t like I care what Kaiden thinks but having someone close to
you with a lupus rash on your cheeks and nose is like them getting to see
your acne breakout close up. It’s embarrassing.

Noticing some blood on the toilet paper after finishing my business, I
realize I must have somehow forgotten my birth control pill at some point
this week. Grandma took me to get the pill two years ago to regulate my
period and I take it religiously along with my other meds, so it’s odd to have
forgotten after all this time. Hoping I won’t get a second period for the month



since they like to trigger flares, I finish up and head back into my room.
Kaiden has made himself comfortable on my bed. His black shorts look

more like exercise wear than something to sleep in, but he looks comfortable,
and the tight blue tank shows off muscular arms I didn’t quite know he had. It
shouldn’t surprise me. I hear Rachel and her posse drone on about how much
time the jocks spend in the weight room after school.

“What do you want to watch?”
I’m hesitant to climb onto the empty spot beside him. He’s already

sprawled across the usual side I sleep on, and he looks like he has no plans on
moving any time soon. He’s scrolling through Netflix and waiting for a reply,
which has yet to come as I stare.

“Well, Mouse?”
“Can you not call me that?”
“It’s fitting. Plus, you like it.”
I do. “Not really,” I murmur.
He pats the bed. “Come on, I could call you far worse. I’m sure you have

plenty of nicknames for me.”
My face heats over some of the choice words my mind conjures. He

snickers when he sees me, knowing exactly what I’m thinking. It doesn’t
seem to bother him, so I force myself on the bed and sit cross legged.

“None of that Disney shit,” he warns, passing me the laptop.
It looks old. The letters are worn down, some of them not even visible

anymore on the keys. There are scratches on the screen, an area on the
bottom right that looks like held a few different stickers, and a missing key
off to the side of the board.

“I’ve had it for a while.” My eyes meet his, but his are trained on the
laptop that I have draped on my lap.

My fingers run across the sticker residue. It looks like it’s shaped a
certain way, so it can’t be the branding the company uses on display models.

Kaiden clears his throat. “Used to have Power Rangers stickers on there.
Like I said, it’s fucking old.”

“Why not get a new one?”
He pauses. “My dad got it for me.”
“Oh.” Instead of dwelling, I start searching through the different

categories. It always takes longer to find something to watch than it does to
actually watch it.

I point toward a comedy. “What about this one? It has Adam Sandler in



it.”
I’m not sure what he likes, but he didn’t specify about preference. He just

nods and has me start it, then rests it between us and angles the worn screen
so there’s no glare.

For the first twenty minutes, I’m fine staying seated with my legs crossed.
After thirty passes by, I can’t feel either ankle and need to stretch out my
legs.

Kaiden cusses and moves the laptop out of the way before turning his
attention to me. “I can’t keep watching you fidget. It’s distracting me from
this borderline awful movie.”

“You could pick something else.”
“I’m invested now.”
Rolling my eyes, I wince as my stiff knees crack and extend out. They

feel better once straightened, so I stack a couple pillows behind me and scoot
back against them.

“Are you finally comfortable?”
“Not when you’re in here,” I mutter, not really meaning to say the words

out loud.
He chuckles. “Don’t worry, Mouse. I don’t do virgins.”
I gape at him. “Wh…how…you can’t just say stuff like that! And what

does that even mean? That’s the stupidest thing I’ve ever heard.”
Now he’s full on laughing, leaning back and shaking the mattress with his

rumbles.
I smack his chest. “You’re going to wake up our parents. Be quiet.”
“What?” he muses, grinning. “Are you afraid they’re going to find us

alone in your room together? What will Daddy Dearest think?”
He’s making fun of me.
I reach for his laptop and start to close it, but he stops me with a heavy

sigh. “Would you relax? They don’t care. It isn’t like I’m some random guy
in your bed.”

My brows go up to say, aren’t you?
He bumps my arm with his elbow. “I already told you, I’m not going to

ravish you. You’re not my type, Mouse.”
My eye twitches. “I’m sure.”
Restarting the movie, I go to focus solely on that when he pauses it again.

“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“What?”



“You look pissed.”
“I’m not—”
“Don’t bullshit me.”
I sigh loudly. “All I’m saying is that I’ve heard the rumors at school.

You’re the man whore sports star who can get any girl he wants. I’m not
surprised I’m not that kind of girl.”

“Because…?”
Is he kidding me? “For one, I’m your stepsister. For another, I don’t look

anything like the girls I see you flirting with. Oh, and regardless of you
insisting you don’t hate me, you’re not the friendliest person to me either.”

He shifts his body toward me. “Firstly, I don’t really do the label thing, so
don’t call yourself my stepsister, Cinderella. Secondly, you’re right. You
need to gain at least thirty pounds to look like the girls I hang around, and
thirdly, I’m not friendly toward anyone.”

I guess he has a point about his demeaner toward people, so there’s no
point in arguing it. Before I can even try, he’s tilting my chin up with two of
his fingers and grinning wickedly. I hate the tingly feeling I get in the pit of
my stomach from the contact, or how my heart goes into overdrive when I
see his dark eyes lighten when they’re up to no good.

I tell myself it’s because I’m not used to people touching me like this—
being close. I’d react this way to anybody who would do the same thing. Yet,
my brain tells me otherwise. I could meet someone tomorrow who would
dare to defy Kaiden’s instructions just to speak to me, and I wouldn’t feel
airy and light and nervous and numb all at the same time with them.

“Frankly,” Kaiden murmurs in a tone so low it caresses my skin, “the
only reason I’m not going to fuck you senseless is because I’ve seen what
one little touch does. Imagine what I’d do to your body if I got between those
pretty little legs of yours.”

I stop breathing.
“I’d ruin you, Em.”
My eyes widen.
Then I blink.
I’d ruin you first.



Chapter Fifteen

Kaiden leaves shortly after his brazen remark. It leaves me bothered in a lot
more ways than I anticipate, so I brush it off by picking up a book and
reading until I fall asleep.

Unfortunately, I dream of Kaiden. And not in a friendly or brotherly way.
I dream about him like I’d dream of one of my many book boyfriends who
want to devour and claim me and love me in ways Kaiden certainly doesn’t.

And that’s…well, that’s a problem.
A big problem.
Because he may not do labels, but I do.
Like stepbrother.
And stepmother.
And fatal.
Fatal attraction.
Fatal affection.
Fatal disease.
He thinks he’ll ruin me, but he has no idea what unstoppable forces are in

my arsenal. I’m my own weapon, a nightmare that lives in reality. It isn’t
something I can control, and he has no idea. I don’t think getting close to him
will do any good, whether it’s friendly or not.

If he still struggles with his father’s death, what would mine do to him?
I’m not sure I want to find out.
For once, I wish I was seeing Mama’s teary golden eyes instead of

Kaiden Monroe. I wish I was listening to Lo’s playful laughter instead of
Kaiden’s husky words. Wishes don’t come true though, because this isn’t
some fairytale.

It’s reality.
And reality is a mean bitch.



Chapter Sixteen

Tomorrow is the day before October break and everyone is loud and eager to
have a week off. I already heard at least half the senior class mention
skipping tomorrow and starting early, especially because Halloween is on
Saturday. Apparently parties are common for the holiday, costume or not,
and I even heard one guy mention going out after midnight redecorating
people’s houses with toilet paper and who knows what else.

When Mr. Nichols realizes he doesn’t have everyone’s attention at Book
Club, he reminds us to start reading the next book for the week after break
and then lets us go. Considering it’s my selection, I probably won’t spend a
lot of time gathering quotes and ideas for discussion, especially since Dad
agreed to take me to Mama’s for the week.

Honestly, I’m nervous. I called Grandma asking if she thought it’d be
okay, and she seemed excited. That doesn’t mean Mama will feel the same,
and I’m not sure how she’ll react when she sees me.

It’ll be good. That’s what I keep telling myself. It gives me time back
home to visit with everyone, especially Logan. Plus, it gives me a chance to
breathe. Things with Dad haven’t been bad, but that doesn’t extend to
Kaiden.

Ever since our impromptu movie night, he finds ways to make me blush
—winks, hand brushes, crude comments. Usually, he doesn’t pay me much
attention if we’re both home. He does his thing and I do mine. Once in a
while he’ll barge into my room while I’m doing homework and ask me
pointless questions, pestering me because he can.

It makes Cam smile.
You’re like siblings, she told me.
I haven’t gone to the tree since that day either. For the past couple of

weeks, I’ve gone to school with him, drove home with him, and locked
myself away in my room. It never stops him if he wants my attention, and I
can’t help but wonder what the point of it is.

When the late bus drops me off in front of the house, I’m tired and ready
to change into my sweatpants for the evening. To my surprise, the front door
is locked and the key on my chain is missing. Strange. Thankfully, I vaguely



remember Dad telling me that there was a spare key hidden somewhere.
It takes a long moment to search through the fogginess of my memory

before I’m looking under the rim of the flowerpot he mentioned it being
under.

Nothing.
I check another one.
Nothing again.
Sighing, I turn and knock on the door. Kaiden’s car is here, so he must

have gotten done in the weight room early. I wait a minute before knocking
louder until my knuckles hurt. The doorbell doesn’t work. Cam keeps saying
she’ll get it fixed, but never calls anyone.

I back up and glance at the windows, trying to see if there’s a light on.
There doesn’t seem to be, so I go around the back to check the glass door
leading to the kitchen.

Someone locked the fence door.
I don’t remember it ever being locked.
My phone died twenty minutes ago, so I can’t call anyone. I’m not even

sure what the home number is here, because I never hear it ring. I’m pretty
sure the landline is there for decoration only, because I see Dad and Cam on
their cell phones more than not.

They’ll come home soon and rescue me from the chilly air that’s beating
against my skin. My fall jacket is nothing more than a protection against a
subtle breeze, but it does nothing against the nip of air that’s getting colder as
the minutes pass.

I sit on the front steps and tuck my knees against my chest for warmth.
Five minutes pass.
Ten.
Fifteen.
The tips of my fingers are starting to go numb, and I notice the

discoloration of a few. They’re turning blue. Lo had something like this when
it got too cold. Her circulation wouldn’t work right, and her fingers and toes
would turn a deep purple until she got them warm again.

I try sitting on them to heat them up, but wince at how tender the joints
are. Sharp pain shoots down my wrists and settles into my elbows, causing
me to tear up. My jaw quivers as the breeze hits me, and there’s nothing
blocking it from hitting where I sit in front of the door.

After what feels like forever, Dad pulls in. He seems stunned I’m sitting



there, and quickly gets out with his work bag and a small frown on his face.
“Emery?” When he gets closer, his eyes widen at my shaking form. I

can’t sit still. My nose is numb, my cheeks sting, and my hands are now
swollen and blue despite sitting on them for over half the time I’ve waited for
somebody.

He cusses under his breath and quickly drops his things to peel off his
coat. It’s thicker than mine and feels like heaven when he drapes it over my
shoulders.

“I g-got l-locked out,” I stutter, forcing myself to stand. The cold already
settled into my joints, causing both my knees to lock up and make it difficult
to get out of his way to unlock the door.

He looks at me with concern lingering in his eyes, and it warms a part of
my chest that I didn’t think a glance from him could. “Isn’t Kaiden home?
Did you forget the spare?”

I shake my head, too cold to answer. As he pushes the door open, I hear
music and giggling and something crash. Dad swears as he guides me in,
putting an arm around my shoulder and rubbing my arm for friction.

“What the hell is going on here?” Dad has never sounded so angry before,
and the bite to his tone even has me wincing.

Not as much as when I look at Kaiden and Rachel in the kitchen. He’s
covered in flour, she’s sitting on the island, and it looks like whatever they
were trying to bake has more ingredients on the floor than the bowl or pan.

The music playing is coming from a distance, the basement by the sounds
of it. Rachel brushes hair behind her ear and glances down, like she can’t
meet Dad’s eye.

Kaiden looks at me. “What’s up with you?” He glances at the clock and
makes a face like he’s surprised at something. “Aren’t you usually home
earlier?”

Rachel slides off the counter. “I should probably get going. It was fun,
Kaid.” She kisses his cheek and gives me a once over before gliding past us
toward the door.

Dad’s grip on me becomes protective. “I have a lot of things I’d like to
say to you right now, but Cam isn’t home. What I’m concerned about is the
fact Emery was locked outside, half-freezing, while you made…brownies?”
He eyes the mess, jaw tight. “You better clean up this mess now and
apologize to Emery.”

“D-Dad—”



Dad turns to me. “You need to go take a hot shower and warm up.” His
eyes catch something on the side table by the kitchen entrance. Keys. Two of
them. One of them has a little pink protector on the top that matches the
missing one from my keychain. “Why the hell are the keys to the front door
inside?”

My lips part.
Did Kaiden purposefully lock me out?
My nostrils flare and for once I do what Dad tells me to without much

thought. Leaving them to argue, which Dad quickly starts doing as soon as
I’m out of view, I close myself in my room. It takes a bit for my muscle and
joints to cooperate enough to peel my clothes off, but once my body hits the
hot water and steam in the shower, I finally start to ease.

Until I realize what Kaiden did.
Then anger settles where the stiffness did.
As the water cascades over me, the shakes turn into something entirely

different. I’m sore, bitter, and emotional. I thought Kaiden and I were
becoming friends, if not something close to that.

I don’t realize I’m crying until I let the water hit my back and feel the
teardrops slide down my cheeks. Brushing them away, I run my fingers
through my hair and wince at the way my shoulders tighten from the
movement.

Resting my arms to the sides, I notice what’s wrapped around a few of
my fingers.

Hair.
Lots of it.
More tears.
More anger.
Not just at Kaiden.
At life.

He’s there when I step out of the bathroom, wet hair, sweatpants, oversized
sweatshirt, and all. No longer is he sporting his dirty clothes, but something
new as he sits on the edge of the bed with his elbows on his jean-clad thighs.

I don’t say a word.
“Are you okay?”
I want to ask him why he cares.
I don’t grace him with anything.



“You look a little better.”
I scoff.
If he only knew how triggering those words really are. I’ve heard people

talk about my image for too many years. On days when you feel closer to
death than ever they’re a blow to the gut. It’s always about looks. You either
don’t look sick enough for anyone to believe you, or you look so sick people
feel the need to point it out.

For his sake, he’s probably right. My fingers aren’t blue and I can feel my
extremities. Before leaving the bathroom, I noticed my cheeks and nose were
a little red, but nothing unusual because of the scalding water I’d stood under
for longer than I probably should have.

“Emery—”
“You should go.”
I want to lay down with a book or watch something on my laptop. Maybe

go to bed early. Anything that means him going away.
“I didn’t—”
“Kaiden,” I cut him off, “I don’t want to talk to you. I don’t want you in

my room. I don’t want…” I shake my head. “I just don’t want to deal with
this right now.”

“This was my room first,” he points out.
I put my hands on my hips. “If you want it back so bad then fine. You can

switch our stuff when I’m gone next week.”
His lips twitch. “It’s just a room.” Before I go to reply, he adds, “You’re

getting quite the backbone. Maybe I shouldn’t call you Mouse anymore.”
“Mice are courageous,” I argue, not that it really matters. “For something

so tiny, they risk a lot around people who want them gone.”
“They usually get killed.”
I think about the one time Lo and I had a mouse in our room. Mama

swore putting peanut butter on the trap would lure it in and get rid of it, but
the mouse was smart. Somehow, it licked the peanut butter off without
getting harmed.

“Not all of them.”
We’re silent.
“I didn’t know you were out there.”
“Doesn’t matter.”
“The hell it doesn’t.” He stands, combing his fingers through his hair. “If

I’d known, I would have opened the damn door. Rachel and I were listening



to music downstairs and—”
I hold my hand up. “I don’t want to know what you two were doing. In

fact, I’d like to think about anything but those possibilities. If you don’t
mind, I’ve got things to do.”

He snorts. “Like what? More homework? Got another book to read? Is
this one about a cowboy or army vet?”

Blushing, I throw back my blankets. I remember Mama reading books
with guys like that on the cover of them, but not so much me. I don’t feel like
correcting him though.

“I’m tired.”
“It’s not even six thirty.”
“The cold does that to me,” I snap, eyeing him as I slide my feet under

the comforter.
He’s silent, teeth grinding.
I want to tell him that the cold does a lot more to me. It causes me bone

deep pain that leaves me uncomfortable for days, makes me so fatigued I
sleep for fourteen hours straight, and irritates my already sensitive skin.
Instead of giving him those details, I lay on my side with my back facing
him.

It hurts my shoulder and hip, but I don’t care. For once, I want to hurt
him. I want to stop feeding into the way he treats me like I deserve it. For
once, I just want someone to feel the pain I do so maybe then they’ll truly
understand.

“You at least need to eat.”
“Not hungry,” I murmur.
I think he cusses under his breath, but sleep draws me away. I hear the

door close behind him and I drift off.
When I wake up a couple hours later, it’s to the smell of something salty.

When I sit up and rub my eyes as they adjust to the dim-lit room, I see a plate
on the nightstand with a thermos and a post-it.

The thermos has soup.
The post-it has a picture of a mouse.



Chapter Seventeen

Grandma greets me first outside the house. It seems so different to me now.
It’s stupid, because nothing has changed. The front door is still painted white,
the light blue siding is still chipped, and the walkway leading up to the main
door still has moss growing between the stones.

The grass on the front lawn is a little longer than I’m used to, like
someone hasn’t cut it for a little while but still tries to keep it up. The kiddy
pool that used to rest off to the side by the lilac bushes is upside down and
grimy from dirt, mud, and who knows what else. And the tire swing Lo was
adamant on having is hanging unloved, with the rope fraying on one side
from the weather.

How long have I been gone?
Grandma pulls me into a tight hug while Dad sets my bag down beside

me. He gives Grandma a smile and kisses my cheek. My heart sings a little
from the tiny gesture. He used to kiss our cheeks goodbye before work.

“Call me if you need me, okay?”
The ride here was long and quiet. He would sometimes ask me questions

out of obligation more than curiosity. Like what music I like to listen to, so
he could drown the silence. I remember his. Class rock—70s and 80s grunge
bands with big hair and bigger voices. Dad used to play guitar in a garage
band that went nowhere, because Mama said they weren’t any good.

I told him country was fine.
He liked that too.
“I will,” is my response, despite being positive I won’t pick up the phone

once while I’m here.
Grandma thanks him for driving me before taking my bag and guiding me

toward the house. I hold my breath as we walk in, unsure of what or who I’ll
find.

Pictures still litter the walls in the entryway, though noticeably fewer of
Lo and me. I wonder if Mama ever found the hoard of them in my old room. I
never moved them when I packed up, because Mama rarely stepped foot
inside the tiny space.

Grandma notices my gaze and gently squeezes my hand. “Don’t think



about it, darling girl. You’re here to enjoy yourself.”
Am I?
I focus on the thin layer of dust coating the shelf off to the side. I can tell

something is missing from it, but I can’t remember what. A bowl? A vase?
Wracking my mind comes up empty, so I let Grandma walk me through the
house.

It’s clean, not that I’m totally surprised. Mama would go into cleaning
frenzies all the time. I just assumed she stopped once she didn’t have to
worry about anything triggering our flares.

“It looks the same,” I murmur, feeling guilty over assuming the worst.
I keep doing that, thinking their life here would have gone up in ruins as

soon as I left. Deep down, I know it’s the opposite. Their lives were
unpredictable when I was here, waiting for the other shoe to drop before
needing to stop what they were doing to help me out.

You left to give them some peace.
Grandma laughs softly. “Your mother has been keeping busy at her new

job. She doesn’t have time to obsess over cleaning and reorganizing like she
used to. Did she mention it to you?”

New job? I make a face, wondering if Mama has been telling Grandma
that we’ve spoken. It’s been too long since we’ve exchanged words, and
something tells me Grandma isn’t aware.

She sighs. “Emmy…”
I press my lips together. “Where does she work?”
Grandma walks over to the couch and pats the cushion next to her.

Without hesitation, I drop down on the familiar worn seat, sinking into the
material and remembering all the times I’d snuggle with Mama here.

“She works as a nurse for the local high school.” Grandma’s hand rests
on my knee, giving it a tiny pat. “She used to love working in pediatrics, but
the way she left made them hesitant to hire her back.”

I start to let the guilt consume me when Grandma shakes her head. “Don’t
you dare blame yourself, Emery. Truth be told, I don’t think your mother
could handle going back there and seeing sick kids. Not when she still
pictures Logan so little. Where she is now is a great first step for her, and it
gives her time to work and heal until she finds something else. I promise you,
she’s doing better.”

I’m quiet.
Mama would sometimes have to work the floor on Saturdays at the clinic.



After Dad left, she would bring Lo and I with her to play in the little area the
hospital set up for the kids. There was a big plastic toy house that Lo, me, and
some other children would play in until they had to go to their appointments.

Before Dad made his grand exit, he would visit us in between whatever
job priorities he had on summer days when we were at the hospital with
Mama. He’d take us to the ground floor where there was a long tunnel
connecting the two different buildings from underground. He’d take us to the
vending machines down there and let us run around to burn off the sugar.

I visited the tunnels shortly before leaving for Dad’s. It wasn’t as magical
as I remember. The food in the vending machines was overpriced, and half
the time when you’d click on one candy bar, a different one would fall out.
Lo wouldn’t care if she got a Mounds or Almond Joy because she ate
anything.

But I cared way more than I should because it’s not what I wanted.
It’s not what I wanted.
“Emmy?”
I break away from my train of thought, blushing over zoning out. “Sorry.

Does she…is she okay? You know, with everything?”
Her shoulders draw back a little. “Your mother is stronger than even she

believes.”
Why don’t I believe that?

We order pizza for dinner. Hawaiian for Mama, and pepperoni, sausage,
broccoli, and onions for me and Grandma. We could have easily gotten a
cheese and split it between us, but Grandma says Mama likes bringing
leftovers to work.

When I hear the car pull up in the driveway, my body tenses on the
couch. The pizza is in the kitchen, waiting to be served, and the television is
on some soap opera rerun on a channel I’ve never heard of.

The door opens.
I hold my breath.
Is it possible to swallow your heart? It feels like it’s lodged in my throat,

choking me. All because of the woman turning the door handle.
Grandma gives me a reassuring smile from the armchair she’s sitting in.

She’s into the soap opera, I’m too in my head to figure out if the man really
slept with his brother’s wife. It seems likely.

The door fully opens and Mama steps in, seemingly not realizing I’m now



standing in the middle of the living room. My heart hammers rapidly and I
hold my breath until she looks up from the purse she holds.

She’s in scrubs.
Her silver-blonde hair is a mess.
But it’s Mama.
“Hi,” I whisper, too afraid to step forward. I take in the little yellow ducks

on her blue shirt. It’s the kind of top she’d wear at the hospital. The school
probably doesn’t require them, but she’s got a closet full to choose from.

She remains by the door, her eyes sliding over me and then traveling back
up to my hair. I wonder what she thinks of it. The style has grown on me, and
Cam plans to take me every six weeks when she gets her hair trimmed to
keep mine up.

I’m terrified when her lips part. I tell myself it’s been long enough—she
won’t make the same mistakes she did when she was stuck in grief.

“Hi, Sunshine.” Relief floods my chest when I hear those soft words until
I’m practically running toward her. She wraps me in a tight hug and I soak in
the sweet smell of vanilla and lavender, her two favorite scents.

I pull back and stare at her face. She looks tired, like she’s somehow
aged, but I notice something vital that allows me to breathe.

Mama’s eyes aren’t golden.



Chapter Eighteen

Mama and I spend the night talking about her new job and hobbies. She
seems happy, lighter than I remember. The relief knowing she’s doing okay
is short lived because of my conscience telling me she was only hurting
because of me.

But you knew that.
Knowing Mama likes her new job and joined a crafts club at the

Community Center makes everything easier to handle. She needed to find
herself. To get through the loss of Lo, and in many ways, the loss of me.

I almost forgot what Mama’s smile looks like. It’s the same type of
foreign anomaly as her laugh—airy and eager like bells. I want to tell her
how much I love the sound, but I’m afraid it’ll make her stop.

Before Grandma comes back, Mama notices my bracelet. Her smile
doesn’t falter. That’s how I allow myself hope, like we can be like how we
were.

Emery and Mama.
Sunshine and blue skies.
You’re my sunshine, baby girl.
Then you’re my blue skies, Mama.
Logan would always be the rainbow, colorful and happy and effortless no

matter the storm.
I want to play the song, but I’m afraid.
I want to ask about Lo, but I’m afraid.
I want to be there for Mama, but…
I’m terrified.
I’m terrified that talking to her about anything other than our lives as they

are now will break her. Will she shut down again? Cry? Freeze? Go silent?
Will she stop seeing me as Emery and start calling me Logan again?

I want to know about her job and what she has for breakfast and what she
does with her spare time. But I also want to know if she visits Lo and talks to
Grandma and sees a grief counselor like everyone has suggested.

But I can’t.
Because Mama’s smiling.



Because Mama’s eyes are green.
Because I love her too much to hurt her.
In my head, I sing the song.
In my head, Mama sings with me.
Instead, she touches my bracelet, stares at the letters, and then kisses my

cheek before going to bed. It’s early, but not as early as she usually went to
sleep. I wonder if she still takes sleeping pills.

Grandma doesn’t come back right away, so I clean up the kitchen and
living room before heading back to the place I hold the most memories. My
bag rests on my old bed—the new white and blue comforter set on it is one I
haven’t seen before. It’s tucked in and folded at the corners like you’d see at
a hotel, and I know it’s Grandma’s doing because she used to be a
housekeeper.

The room is exactly as I remember it. By the nightstand is a dent in the
wall from the time Lo and I were jumping on my bed and I knocked over the
lamp in the process. It smashed against the drywall before shattering on the
ground. It was Mama’s favorite.

It hasn’t been repainted, the off white I remember it once being now
looks more cream. The entire house could use some upgrades like Dad
always told Mama he would start when we were little. She wanted a new
apple-themed kitchen, something red and bright and welcoming.

Pushing the thought away, I examine the bookshelf. I had books galore
covering every inch, along with hidden picture of Lo in between books I
knew Mama didn’t want to read. The ones I left behind aren’t on the shelf
anymore, which makes me walk over to the closet.

It’s empty.
Heart hammering, I look under both the beds for any of the frames I’d

taken down for Mama’s sanity. They used to haunt me while I slept, guilt
seeping into my bones worse than the aches did. Now they’re gone, the space
under my bed dust free like someone cleaned it special for me.

I vaguely hear the front door open and Grandma call our names. Panic
buries itself in my chest as I open dresser drawers and plastic storage bins to
see what happened to Lo. Every memory taken of her is missing, and I need
to see them. I need to know they’re there.

“Emmy?” Grandma’s voice is closer, but I struggle to hear it. My chest is
so tight I think I might be dying from suffocation.

Someone shakes me.



Someone calls my name.
“Breathe,” a soft voice commands.
Not Grandma’s.
Mama’s.
I’m crying into her chest while she sits next to me on the floor, rubbing

my back and hushing me like she used to a long time ago. She was humming.
It wasn’t our song.

It wasn’t our song.
It feels like forever by the time I’m able to pull away, and I only do when

she somehow produces a tissue and wipes down my face. It makes me want
to cry harder because I never liked being this way with Mama, even if I
dreamed of her comfort.

Where were you then, Mama?
I needed you.
I choke down the words because they mean nothing now. Not when

Mama is here and holding me and comforting me and being the woman I
want her to be. I left her like Kaiden said, but only because she needed me
gone.

Kaiden is wrong though.
I need Mama more than she needs me.
“I don’t want to forget.” I hiccup and glance at all the empty space in the

room. “I don’t want to forget her, Mama.”
Her eyes glisten and the familiar tone of gold breaks through. There’s

anguish and something more, something deeper. Guilt.
“You will never forget her,” she whispers, brushing the pad of her thumb

across my cheek.
Grandma walks back in holding a large leather book. She passes it to

Mama who opens it slowly and smiles at the contents. When she turns it to
me, my heart dances.

It’s a photo album of Lo.
Of all the pictures…
I look at Mama and wonder how I got to the conclusion that has made me

doubt her so much. When I think of her, I think of her sadness, reclusion, and
brokenness. I don’t see the woman who sang to me or baked me cookies
because I was sad or told me how much she loved me because she could.

I’ve judged her.
Criticized her.



Wondered why she let me leave.
She knew you’d be better off…
“You put them in an album,” is my quiet response. It isn’t a question, just

a surprised statement.
Did Mama know how I felt about her?
Another tear falls.
“Baby,” she whispers.
I close my eyes.
Mama falls asleep next to me in my bed that night, holding me and

combing her fingers through my hair. The notion hurts, but I don’t tell her
that my scalp aches or that I wince every time her nails get caught and tugs. I
try to remember what it felt like before the pain. It comforted me. Lulled me.
Eased me.

When we wake up in the morning, she sees the hair on my pillow first.
Her lips part.
Her eyes widen.
She whispers, “Not again.”
She chokes on tears and fear and worry as she sits up and stares at the

chunk of hair resting beside me on the cotton pillowcase. Her eyes can’t
travel anywhere else.

“Not again, Logan.”
And I know the truth.
I’m going to wreck Mama.
But not as Emery …
Because Emery doesn’t exist.



Chapter Nineteen

I skip breakfast and escape to the one place I can find peace. Grandma tries to
stop me and tell me to at least take a granola bar, but my appetite is
diminished by the truth embedded in the walls that surround me.

It isn’t like the concept of pain is foreign to me, pain is a constant in my
life—the one thing my body is used to. But the feeling in my chest is deeper
than anything my disease can cause, despite it being the very reason for the
ache in the first place. Nobody wants to break their Mama’s heart…

When I see Lo’s grave, my heart gives into the hurt. The stone is clean,
not a speck of grass, dirt, or bird poop on it like last time. The area around it
is kept up unlike the lawn surrounding the house. Someone has been here,
maybe even Mama.

Dropping on the uneven ground, I run my fingertips over the edge of the
smooth marble before tracing the letters of her name. They’re rougher, the
indentations causing my skin discomfort, but I pay it no attention.

Logan Olivia Matterson.
Beloved daughter, sister, and friend.
I drop my hands into my lap and just stare at the stone like something will

happen. Maybe if I believe hard enough, I’ll see Logan. It can be like one of
the books I’ve read where the loved ones get a second chance with the
deceased.

“This isn’t a book,” I whisper to myself.
The breeze picks up and causes me to wrap my coat tighter around me.

There hasn’t been any snowfall yet, which seems odd for early November. At
least here. Dad told me that they don’t get nearly as much snow in Exeter.

I settle on my butt, crossing my legs under me and stuffing my hands in
my coat pockets. “I’m sorry I haven’t been here for a while. I decided to live
with Dad for the rest of junior and senior year.”

Shifting on the ground, I chip at a stain on my jeans. “I know you’re
probably wondering why I’d want to do that after what he did, but…” I shake
my head. “Actually, you’re probably not. You’ve always been forgiving of
people. I guess it doesn’t really matter, huh?”

I’m not sure why I pause like she can respond. Sighing, I glance at my



ragged nails from my constant picking and biting. “Dad tries, so I can’t really
fault him for anything. You would have told me it isn’t worth holding a
grudge over. Anyway, he’s got a new wife and stepson and they’re … nice.”

The wind blows a little harder, then dies down completely until nothing
but bitter air remains as usual. I wonder if that’s Lo telling me to keep
talking.

Licking my lips, I say, “Our stepmom’s name is Cameron, but she goes
by Cam. Dad really seems to love her. I don’t think I ever saw him look at
Mama the same way. She cares, Lo. She knows about us, about you, and she
wants to help however she can. She even took me to get my hair cut.”

I drag in a deep breath. The air hurts my lungs, but I suck it up.
“Sometimes I wish that Mama would come visit me there, or call more, or…
just be there like Cam is. She misses you so much, Logan. She’s hurting and I
can’t fix her. It takes one little reminder that I’m sick for her to spiral, and I
know that means being here won’t do her any good.

“Kaiden, Cam’s son, made me wonder if I was being selfish by going
away, but I realize now I’m not. Hopefully you can forgive me. I know I
promised I wouldn’t leave you, but you would have too if you saw Mama.”

There’s no wind.
No subtle breeze.
I hold my breath.
Selfish people don’t put anybody first.
Selfish people don’t sacrifice everything.
They never come second.
They never feel torment.
My torment is in a five-foot-five form with blonde hair streaked with

silver and mossy green eyes filled with sadness in every crevice. I want to
believe facing the torment means building my strength, when really it tears
me down a little more each day.

Because Mama is selfish.
“Mama is selfish, Logan.”
Once the words are uttered, my body reacts. It’s like an anvil is about to

crush me before someone saves me in the last second. It’s a weight I don’t
need burying me under everything else that’s already trying to put me in a
grave next to Lo.

I stare at the ground.
At the grass.



At the dirt.
“I don’t want to die,” I whisper.
My family has never been religious, never even gone to church. Mama

said when she was little she’d been dragged every Sunday and hated it. Dad
never went a day in his life. They told us we could decide when we were
older if it’s something we wanted to do, but it seems pointless.

What good comes out of praying to someone nobody truly knows exists?
Faith shouldn’t be blind if it’s meant to be followed. Where’s reason?
Where’s proof that believing in God actually makes death any less terrifying?

Maybe you’ll see Lo.
Maybe…
It’s not enough though.
Doubt creeps into the cracks that one day may allow me to see Lo. Doubt

is Fear’s best friend—the little demon I’m well acquainted with that rests on
my shoulder and whispers everything I have to be afraid of in my ear.

What if death is death?
What if I never see Lo?
What if Mama loses it completely?
What if.
What if.
What if.
I’m fed every insecurity and internal dread that can beat me down. One

day, I may not get up. I may not survive it. It could end me.
Exhaustion swipes over me as I stare blurry-eyed at Lo’s headstone. I

want to reach out and touch her name like I’m touching her hand, her hair,
her face. I want to hug her just one more time.

Just one more.
I curl up on my side on the ground, right over her grave, and pretend

she’s right here with me like I’ve done in the summertime.
Sometime later…I fall asleep.

There’s cursing. Cursing and shivering.
Why am I so cold?
Suddenly I’m being cradled in warmth, floating in air. Everything hurts.

My limbs. My face. My muscles. I think my teeth are chattering but I’m too
numb to know for sure.

Forcing my gaze over the muscular shoulder of the person holding me, I



see Lo’s headstone fading away. I squirm, cry out, and plead for the person to
set me down.

“Lo!” My voice is hoarse as I reach out behind me.
“Stop, Emery,” a familiar voice demands. The grip on me tightens,

keeping me in place against him. “Dammit, Mouse. What the hell were you
doing sleeping out here? It’s fucking forty degrees.”

Mouse.
Slowly, my gaze lifts up to meet his face. He isn’t looking at me though.

He’s facing forward with a locked jaw that’s popping in anger. If he looks
down, I bet his eyes will be dark, hard—full of judgment.

“W-wanted…L-Lo.”
He scoffs, walking the path in front of him like he’s done it thousands of

times. When my shaking becomes too much, he swears again and holds me
closer, his breath warming the tip of my nose as he picks up the pace.

“You would have been with her for good if you stayed out here any
longer,” he murmurs, shaking his head.

I want to laugh. If he’d known what I’d been thinking of before I fell
asleep, he would see the dry humor in that too. Or maybe he would tell me
I’m an idiot.

Burying my face in the crook of his neck, I feel him tense. I want to ask
him if he believes in the afterlife or heaven or hell. Does he think he’s going
to one or the other? Does he not believe at all?

I bet Cam took him to church.
Instead of asking him anything, I absorb the heat his body offers me.

We’re silent, though I’m sure he has lots to say to me. I’m grateful he doesn’t
say any of the things he’s probably dying to toss at me—to yell, to call me
out on.

When he makes it to the front door, a loud gasp sounds. Grandma. She
ushers him in and tells him to put me in my room. He stumbles and stops and
glances around until Grandma points him in the right direction. Momentarily,
I wonder if the hair is still on the pillow. I didn’t move it. I couldn’t.

Before he rests me on the mattress, I notice there’s nothing on the case.
Releasing a silent breath of relief, I flutter my chilly eyelids until I’m
watching his grim features.

He isn’t looking around the room.
He isn’t snooping through my stuff.
He’s staring at me. Watching.



He’s…worried.
“W-What are y-you doing here?”
Grandma comes in before he can answer, ushering him out. “I need to get

her out of these cold clothes. I’ll let you back in when she’s changed.”
She closes the door on him just as he steps over the threshold into the

hall. Grandma scolds me under her breath as she peels off my coat and shoes,
then carefully helps me slide out of my jeans and socks, and slipping off my
shirt. Beside her on the nightstand is a wet washcloth, and my body eases into
the warmth of it when she starts carefully pressing it against my skin.

“Don’t ever do that again, Emmy.” Her voice cracks and for the first time,
I realize just how much she’s gone through.

I’ve always worried about Mama.
But so has she.
Only she’s had the burden to worry about me too, and that was never fair

to her. She shouldn’t have to concern herself over two generations of broken
women.

I swallow. “I miss Logan.”
She pauses what she’s doing, setting the washcloth down and blotting me

with a dry cotton towel. “I know. We all do.”
“I miss Mama, too.”
She grabs my pajama pants and helps me put them on. The fuzzy material

feels perfect against my skin. The long sleeve top she chose matches the
floral bottoms, and she makes quick to put the blanket over me once I’m fully
dressed, tucking the edges under my body.

“I think your mother misses herself too.”



Chapter Twenty

I wake up in a haze. Something feels off. Blinking my eyes to adjust to the
dim lighting, I attempt to move only to find something holding me down.

Pressing my lips together, I slowly gaze downward at the toned arm
draped around my midsection. Eyes widening, I try remembering what
happened before I fell asleep. Grandma had brought me grilled cheese and
tomato soup, Kaiden told me tomato soup was gross, and—

Kaiden.
Just as I’m about to wiggle my way out of his grip, he tightens it. “It’s too

fucking early,” he mumbles, voice muffled by sleepiness.
“What are you doing?” I hiss, trying to get out of bed.
He won’t let me. “I’m trying to sleep, but you’re being annoying.”
Scoffing, I try prying his arm off me again. “I can’t believe you’re in my

bed. You do know there’s one right over there if you wanted to sleep!”
He grumbles and pulls me against his body. Being pressed against him is

like having my own personal heater, which I normally wouldn’t complain
about. My back is against his solid front, and I wonder how much time he
puts into working out. When his lips brush my ear, I freeze in his hold. “Do
you really want me on that bed, Mouse?”

I’m about to tell him off when I realize he probably doesn’t mean it in the
way I think. His voice isn’t cocky or slimy, it’s knowing. Closing my mouth,
I glance at Lo’s made bed. It isn’t even the same one she slept on. The one
she passed away in was taken away a few days after the funeral. I’m
surprised they even put a new mattress in the room. It’s not like anyone
would need it.

“That’s what I thought,” he says, letting out a tiny breath that tickles my
cheek. “You were shivering, so I thought this might help warm you up. Now
stop talking.”

He makes himself comfortable, his nose nuzzling in the crook of my neck
and causing my arms to pimple with goosebumps. I wish I were
uncomfortable, but there’s not even a lick of pain I could use to get him
away. As if he knows that, his arm hugs me to him, molding my body to his.

Oh my God.



Is this spooning?
My heart is going haywire in my chest. I’ve never cuddled with a boy

before, much less slept next to one. The fact he’s so content only makes my
anxiety worse.

“Kaiden?”
“Go to sleep.”
“What are you doing here?”
I jerk when I feel his teeth nip the top of my shoulder. “I thought we

established that. I’m—”
I wiggle away from him only to press my butt against something hard. “In

my hometown, Kaiden.”
He groans and holds my hips still. “I need you to stop moving around

unless you’re willing to help me out.”
Brows pinched, I consider his words in silence while his breathing evens

out. When I put two and two together, my throat thickens and I carefully
scoot away until I’m on the edge of the already tiny bed. Gripping the
mattress, I stare at the carpet and wait for him to answer.

“I was bored.”
“Most people watch television or, I don’t know, hang out with friends.”

Trying to get comfortable leaves me struggling for balance, and I almost fall
on the floor until Kaiden hooks his arm around me and yanks me over to him.

Body heating when he moves to hover over me, I try looking at anything
but him. His large frame takes over my senses though as he cages me in. All I
see is how his red cotton shirt drapes from the collar just enough to see the
sculpted body underneath. His natural woodsy scent reminds me of the trees I
climbed once upon a time. But it’s his eyes, dark and penetrating, that get me
the most. Once I lock my gaze on them I’m stuck there.

Licking my dry lips, I murmur, “It isn’t like you don’t have a following
of minions you could force to hang out with you. If you were that bored, you
could have asked Rachel. I doubt it would take much.”

His lips curve. “That sounds oddly like jealousy, Mouse. For the record,
I’m still pissed at Rachel for pulling what she did. I didn’t know she took
your key at school or grabbed the one outside.”

We stare for a moment.
Then I shrug.
I vaguely remember Rachel bumping into me at school. I dropped my

things and watched as she picked a few of them up. Silly me for thinking she



was being nice.
He flicks my chin. “Rach and I used to be close when we were younger.

Honestly, she annoys the shit out of me now.”
I hesitate to reply. “So why do you hang out with her?”
He doesn’t answer.
“Kaiden.”
His smirk is wide. “Have to say, Em, I like my name on that mouth of

yours.”
I suck in a breath when he dips down, thinking he’s about to kiss me. I

don’t want my first kiss to be on my old bed in the room my sister died in.
And I shouldn’t want it to be with Kaiden.

Instead, his lips brush the right side of my mouth, then trail to my ear.
“Nostalgia.”

I blink.
He pushes himself back up. “Rachel reminds me of what it was like

before I let everything get to me. Before your dad came into the picture,
Mom was always on my ass about my feelings and shit. It was…” He paused.
“Rachel helped me forget about it all.”

Frowning over his response, I soak in the way his features softened. He
likes Rachel, respects her maybe. Yet, it seems like whatever they have going
on is on two different levels of understanding.

“I don’t like your father,” he continues, brushing his knuckles across my
jaw. “But I don’t hate him either. He distracts my mom.”

Swallowing is hard with my heart lodged in my throat. “You talk to her
more. That must mean you want something from her. She loves you so
much.”

His touches stop, his knuckles lingering against the edge of my chin. He
doesn’t make eye contact with me, but his gaze drifts across every piece of
my face like he’s looking for something, searching.

“I do it for you,” he hums under his breath.
Without another word, he settles on his side and draws me into him. My

shoulder presses against his chest, and I don’t bother fighting him when he
repositions us so we’re both laying on our sides. This time we’re facing each
other, but I can’t look at his expression.

I focus on his shirt, the way his chests rises and falls, and I exhale slowly.
“Why did you bother coming here? Be honest.”

His hand finds mine between us. He guides my palms to his chest and



leaves them there, curling one of his arms around me until our bodies have no
room left between us. Without mobility of my hands, I can’t push him away.

Do I want to?
We spend a while listening to each other’s breathing. After enough time

passes, I settle into the bed, letting one hand drape around his side and the
other fall onto the mattress.

“You didn’t say goodbye,” he whispers.
I close my eyes and breathe in his scent.
“I was coming back.”
His silence tells me what I already know.
He doesn’t do well with goodbyes either.
The longer we lay in silence, the more my body settles back into comfort

until my lids get heavy. I’m half asleep when I feel his hand go to my hair
and brush some behind my ear. I’m too tired to worry about what his touch
will do to the fragile strands.

He leans toward me. “I was worried about you, Em. That’s why.”
His voice fades.
The room fades.
But his warmth lulls me to sleep.



Chapter Twenty-One

I wake up alone by the time the sun is finally up. It takes me a while to get
my stiff limbs to cooperate enough to stretch and climb out of bed. After
changing into leggings and a sweatshirt, I head to the kitchen where I smell
bacon.

To my surprise, Kaiden is at the table with a plate of pancakes in front of
him. Grandma smiles at me when I walk in and transfers a few of the fluffy
cakes on a plate for me, along with some fruit on the side. Glancing at the
empty seat next to Kaiden and the one at the opposite end that Mama usually
sits in, I weigh my options.

I sit in Mama’s seat.
“How did you sleep, Emmy?” Grandma finishes cooking before turning

off the burners and joining us at the table. She sits between Kaiden and I,
poking at the eggs on her plate.

“Um…” I clear my throat, not making eye contact with Kaiden. “Good. I
slept good.” I stab a strawberry and pop it into my mouth, looking over my
shoulder at Mama’s open bedroom door. “Where is Mama?”

Grandma hesitates. “She left for work already. She mentioned something
about an early meeting with the school.”

I press my lips together and nod.
I focus on my pancakes, when Grandma adds, “Tomorrow is the last day

before break for them, so she’ll be home the rest of the week.”
There’s so much hope in her voice, and I wonder if she believes

everything will be okay. Mama has always been great at avoiding me when
she wants to, and I doubt now is any different than when I lived here.

My voice is quiet. “Good.”
Kaiden sees right through my false brevity. When I glance up, his head is

tilted to the side as he studies me. His plate is already half empty, so I wonder
how long he’s been up.

I fidget in my chair. “What are your plans today, Grandma? Do you still
see Betty across the street?”

She smiles. “The two of us planned on doing some shopping later today.
If you’re interested in tagging along, I’m sure she’d love to hear all about



your new school.” She gives Kaiden a small nod. “You’re welcome too, of
course.”

To my surprise, he smiles back. It looks weird on his face, considering
there’s usually a scowl in its place. “Em actually told me she’d show me
around town.”

Grandma’s sculpted white brows arch before she looks at me. “Did she
now?”

Kaiden’s lips waver. “Yeah, she told me she’d show me her favorite
spots. I’ve been looking forward to it since she said something last night.”

Closing my eyes, I internally sigh. I don’t go anywhere besides the
bookstore, and that’s been closed for a month now according to their website.

Grandma hums out a non-committal reply, amusement spattered on her
face. The corners of her lips are crinkled in a barely-there smile, but I know
she knows.

I cut my pancakes. “These are good.”
“You say that a lot,” Kaiden responds.
I peek up at him. “Say what?”
“Good.”
“What’s wrong with good?”
“It’s a lie.”
Grandma laughs. “You two are interesting together, I’ll give you that.”

She scrapes her chair backwards, grabbing her plate and standing. “I’ll leave
you to it, then.”

Together? “Grandma—”
She gently pats my shoulder before walking out of the room.
Kaiden is grinning from across the table.
“What?” I grumble, picking at my food.
“So, you slept well, huh?”
I’m silent.
“Didn’t wake up at all?” he presses.
My shoulders drop. “Why did you tell her I was showing you around?

She knows that you’re lying.”
He seems genuinely surprised. “How would she know I’m lying?”
Shaking my head, I push around the fruit before setting my fork down. “I

never got out much when I lived here, okay?”
He snorts. “Did you ever have a life? You don’t do anything in Exeter

either.”



My nostrils flare. “There are reasons.”
His fork clinks against the glass plate, causing me to stare at his waiting

expression. “I have all day, Mouse. What aren’t you telling me?”
Narrowing my eyes, I scoff. “What aren’t you asking, Kaiden? You’re so

worked up over your own bullshit that you don’t ask anyone about
themselves. You assume.”

“That isn’t—”
“Don’t lie,” I cut him off. “You make stupid assumptions about

everybody and everything. You shut down when things don’t go your way
and you blow up when people try to help. Yet, you never ask anybody about
anything that’s relevant because you’re trapped in your own little world.”

His lips part, but nothing escapes them.
Taking a deep breath, I focus on finishing breakfast before tackling the

rest of the day. I don’t want to go shopping with Grandma and Betty, but I
also don’t want to chauffer Kaiden around. He’ll complain about how little
there is to do here or give me crap about my only true happy place being a
musty old bookstore that has more dust than books on the shelves.

When I’m finished, I take my plate to the kitchen and start washing it off.
Kaiden nudges me out of the way and drops his plate in the sink before
grabbing the sponge from me and taking over. I gape as I watch him scrub
down and rinse off our stuff, before placing them strategically in the plastic
drainer.

“You act like you’ve never seen a guy do dishes before,” he grumbles,
turning the water off and drying his hands with the dish towel.

Dad would sometimes do dishes when we were little, but mostly it was up
to Mama or Logan and I. Especially when Mama would give us treats or
coins for helping.

“I just didn’t expect you to do them,” I murmur, shrugging.
He doesn’t respond right away. Then he turns to me, resting his hip

against the counter. “I prefer keeping out of people’s business if I don’t think
I belong in it.”

I snort unattractively. “Really? If memory serves, you think it’s necessary
to rule the school like you’re the king. Kings are in everybody’s business. I
can’t even eat a salad in peace without you making a scene.”

“That’s different.”
“How?”
His tongue clicks. “High school is a nasty place, especially Exeter. There



was a guy that graduated about a year ago who held my position. Everybody
knew him, respected him, and listened to what he wanted. You know what
that was? For everyone to get along.”

I roll my eyes. “Not everybody is going to get along all the time. So
what? High school is just four years—a blimp in the grand scheme of things.
You’re wasting time trying to get everyone on the same page.”

He looks away.
I contemplate telling him my own experiences from the only other school

I’ve known. “Logan and I have always been opposites. Everyone loved her
because she was outgoing and fearless. I was picked on because I hated
interacting with people. I’ve always preferred being buried in a book where
nobody can bother me. But even on the days when people teased me and gave
me crap, I got through it.”

He still doesn’t look at me.
“There are worse things in life than being picked on. It’s draining to try

fitting in. Lo and I were different, but I loved us because we were who we
were. People may not have understood that, but only our opinion mattered.”

“So what?” he finally asks, crossing his arms on his chest. “Would you
like me to let them talk shit about you? Do you want guys to hit on you,
catcall you in the halls, or worse?”

Worse? “What…?”
“You don’t want to know.”
My eyes widen.
“Exeter High is a hunting ground,” he says quietly, stepping closer. His

tone drops. “I’ve seen bad things happen to people like you all the time. I do
what I can to keep the predators away, but they’re around and they love fresh
meat.”

I swallow.
He flicks a strand of my hair. “You’re not wrong though,” he adds,

shrugging. “It’s tiring to give a shit about what people do and think. It’s
necessary though.”

One of my brows arches. “And what would people like me be?”
He smirks. “The mice. The quiet ones who don’t bother anyone. That’s

who they go after, you know.”
I blink and whisper, “I can take care of myself, Kaiden.”
He glances around the room, lips pressing together, and then nods. “Yeah,

Mouse. I can see that now.”



Chapter Twenty-Two

Kaiden Monroe loves frozen yogurt. Like smiling, it seems odd for someone
as intense as him. He’s content as he spoons some of the cake batter froyo
from the bowl, picking through the gummies he added to the top. Gummy
bears!

The girl working the register keeps looking over at our table. Kaiden is
oblivious, but I roll my eyes. I vaguely remember seeing her in a study hall
held by one of my old math teachers a few years ago. She graduated, I do
know that much.

Kaiden notices my barely touched dessert and points toward it with the
neon pink spoon. Considering the other option was purple, it makes me
giggle. “You going to eat or what?”

I’m not sure why he cares. I insisted on paying, so it isn’t like he’s out
any money if I decide to throw it away.

His eyes narrow. “What’s your deal?”
I shake my head, raising the spoon of chocolate fudge flavored yogurt to

my lips to appease him. He grins and starts eating again, having over half his
gone before I even eat a third of mine. It hasn’t even been three hours since
we ate breakfast, so I’m not hungry.

Grandma insisted we take her car and ride around, so I showed him the
old bookstore and we walked around the small strip mall. There are only a
few stores and a tiny theater but considering the stores in town barely stay in
business long, it gets a lot of people. Otherwise, everyone would need to
travel two hours to go shopping.

We spent most of the morning in silence. Sometimes he’d make a
comment, or criticism in his case, over something we saw in passing. More
times than not, he just matches my pace and walks beside me without a word
to say.

Yet, it’s…peaceful.
The cashier looks our way again.
Kaiden chuckles. “Friend of yours?”
He’s known the whole time? “No.”
He gives her a quick once over, in which she blushes and wiggles her



fingers, before looking back at me with no interest in his features. “It’s a
small area. You probably know everyone.”

I eat more of my yogurt. “Is that your way of asking for an introduction?
Sadly, I don’t know her name.”

That’s not true. It’s Marigold. I remember now because her hair is the
color of one, and her sisters are all named after flowers. Rose, Lily, and
Marigold. Mama said her parents are hippies or something.

He chuckles and pushes his empty bowl away from him. “No need to be
jealous, Mouse. I’m all yours.”

“What if I don’t want you?”
He shrugs.
That’s it.
Ignoring him, I eat about half my dessert before I’m full. Blotting my lips

with a napkin, I ball it up and throw it into what’s left of my dish.
“You’re seriously not eating it all?”
“I’m full.”
“You barely eat.”
“You barely shut up,” I counter.
His head tips back in a loud laugh that makes his chest shake.
Marigold glares at me.
I hold her gaze.
She goes in the back.
Brushing hair behind my ear, I wet my bottom lip and study the little

crumbs on the tabletop. “I thought I’d like being home. I even thought maybe
Mama…” I swallow my words and toy with the spoon in my dish.

Taking a deep breath, I close my eyes. “I thought Mama was okay. Or
better. Something. I don’t think she’ll ever be okay, Kaiden.”

“She seems a bit off,” he agrees quietly.
I lift my gaze. “You met her?”
He leans back in his seat. “After you fell asleep, she came in to check on

you. She wouldn’t walk in the room. I told her I’d leave you two alone,
but…”

“But what?”
He doesn’t say.
“But. What?” I enunciate my words clearly, an almost-growl.
“She said she couldn’t be what you needed right now,” he answers dryly.

“Not sure what the hell that means, but she wouldn’t even fucking look at



you when she said it. She kept looking at the other bed.”
“Lo’s bed.”
He grunts.
“Now do you get it?” I ask.
Do you get why it’s better?
Do you get why I had to leave?
Do you see I’m killing Mama?
“Yeah, Mouse,” he murmurs. “I get it.”

This time when we visit Lo’s grave, Kaiden sits beside me like I’m going to
try falling asleep again. It’s colder now. I don’t want to stay long, much less
curl up on the cold, hard ground.

Legs crossed under me, I tuck my bare hands in the soft lining of my
jacket pockets. “I used to love coming here and talking to Logan about my
day. If our old friends did something that annoyed me, I’d vent to her about
it. After she died, everyone just moved on like it was no big deal. It seemed
like I was the only one who really missed her.”

One of Lo’s closest friends was part of the cheer squad with us. Ria
Chaplin. I always thought she was annoying, but Lo loved her. Sometimes I
think more than me. I even remember Lo ditching our plans after school to
hang out at Ria’s house with some of the other girls from the squad. They
never invited me, but Lo would always tell me about the silly games they’d
play and gossip they’d hear from Ria’s older sister after Mama brought her
home.

Ria used to tell Logan she thought I was holding her back. I overheard
them talking after practice one day about me not being as talented. I never
wanted to join the team, I did it for Lo. She begged me to do it with her.
There was no denying that my passion for cheer didn’t come close to
matching hers.

I shake my head, running my tongue over my top teeth. “This one girl
went to the funeral with her mother, but she wouldn’t even come over and
talk to me. Some of the girls from the squad were in the back and all they
talked about was how they wanted to leave.”

Kaiden shifts, resting an arm over his knee. “Maybe they weren’t
handling it well.”

My jaw ticks. “They handled it just fine. Ria mentioned wanting to go to
McDonald’s to get a shake before they all went home. I couldn’t eat for a



month, and she wanted to go get a shake.”
He’s quiet.
My eyes graze over Lo’s grave before slowly making their way back to

Kaiden. He’s watching me with no clear emotion on his face. At least there
isn’t pity.

“Do you visit your dad?”
His eyes cast downward. “Yeah.”
I nod.
“Maybe you’re right.” I sigh. “Maybe the girls just didn’t know how to

cope and I’ve been irritated with them since. Does it make me a bad person to
like bad mouthing them to Lo? She thought Ria and them were great.”

He chuckles. “Nah, there’s worse you could say about people.”
“Like?”
He simply shrugs again.
I pull my knees up to my chest and rest my chin on them. “I think Logan

is around sometimes. Like when I’m having a bad day or something, it’s like
I feel her. In the wind. The sun. In music.” I angle my body toward him
slightly. “Do you ever feel that?”

His eyes are unblinking. “No.”
I can’t tell if he’s lying or not. I wish there was a telltale sign, like a

twitching eyebrow or a lingering gaze. It’s almost like he’s mastered the skill
—like he’s had years of practice. How long as he lied to himself?

My head tips back up to the sky. “I read an article about people coming
back as other things. This one time, a woman was doing a maternity
photoshoot and a ladybug landed on her. The photographer snapped a picture
when the woman explained her late mother loved ladybugs. Then, during the
baby’s cake smashing photoshoot over a year later, a ladybug landed on his
overalls. They got a picture of that too.”

He scoffs in disbelief. “You can’t honestly believe the woman’s mother
was the ladybug, can you?”

“Why can’t I?” I challenge, staring only at Lo’s grave. “Sometimes we
need those types of beliefs to get us through the day. Like when I see a
rainbow, especially without any rain, I like to think it’s Logan.”

“That’s impossible.”
I question a lot of things—God, the afterlife, what comes after death.

Everything about never existing anymore terrifies me. What if we take our
last breaths and then that’s it? What then?



I scoot forward and put my hand on the cold marble stone in front of me.
My fingers curl over the top, as though I’m holding Lo’s hand. “Maybe it is,”
I agree softly. “But maybe it isn’t. Who’s to say what’s out there and what
isn’t? None of us really know.”

So we pretend.
We pretend our loved ones are still close to us.
We pretend we’re okay.
It’s not denial.
It’s coping.
It’s reassurance.
It’s how we get through another day.
My hand is cold. “Ready to go inside? Grandma is probably going to be

gone for a little while longer, which means we have the TV to ourselves.”
His head tilts. “You want to watch TV?”
“What else would we do?”
His lips quirk in a devious smirk. “I can think of a lot of different things,

Mouse. A house to ourselves can get us into a lot of trouble.”
My heart does a little jig in my chest, but I silently tell it to stop. I stand

up, brushing my leggings off. “I guess it’s a good thing I was never a
troublemaker then, huh?”

Amusement lingers on his face as he joins me, standing a little too close.
Then again, we literally slept pressed against each other, so I suppose the
minimal distance between us now is welcoming.

“Admit it, Mouse.”
My brows pinch. “What?”
He leans in, his lips grazing my ear until the warmth of his breath causes

me to shiver. “I think you want to know what trouble tastes like.”
I allow myself to close my eyes for a split second and absorb the moment

before turning my head toward where his lips linger. If I move ever so
slightly, our lips will touch. It could be my first kiss, and I bet it would be a
good one. Kaiden seems like he knows what he’s doing, not that I want to
think about him doing this with other girls.

How many people does he travel to see on school break? He already
admitted he doesn’t usually take people to his special spot at the sycamore.
Yet, for me, he does.

I let my heart absorb the win.
Then I bury it deep, deep down.



His breath caresses my mouth, invites me in. My nose nuzzles his cheek
as I take in his masculine scent.

I exhale. “Pass.”
Then I walk away.



Chapter Twenty-Three

At some point during America’s Funniest Home Videos reruns, I fall asleep
next to Kaiden on the couch. I don’t remember curling up or using Kaiden’s
thigh as a pillow, but it’s how I wake up. His arm is draped over me casually,
his breathing even.

I hear Grandma from the kitchen, talking and rattling around dishes, and
realize she’s speaking to Kaiden. Pretending to still be asleep, I flutter my
lids closed and try not to think about the hard muscle under my cheek.

“I think it’ll be good for them,” Grandma says quietly, her footsteps
nearing. “I want nothing more than to see them get along like they used to.
It’s been…tough.”

Kaiden doesn’t seem to buy it. His arm around me tightens gently. “And
whose fault do you think that is?”

There’s a pregnant pause. “I’m not dismissing my daughter’s actions,
young man. What I’m saying is that I want them to find happiness again.”

I feel eyes on me, so I force myself to remain still. The sweet smell of
cinnamon wraps around me like an invisible blanket, causing my muscles to
ease into him despite the tense conversation.

“I’ve made dinner reservations for the four of us tonight.” Something
ruffles and then I see Grandma’s navy blue orthopedic shoes come into view
through the narrow slits of my eyes. “It’s their favorite restaurant, and I’m
sure you’ll find something you like as well.”

She kisses my forehead lightly.
“I love them both,” she tells him softly, her hand gently brushing my hair.

I fight back a grimace from the way my scalp reacts. “I just don’t know how
to fix them.”

Kaiden’s thumb brushes the bare skin of my stomach where my shirt
must have ridden up during my nap. I bite back making a noise, but the
slightest jerk of my body in his hand causes him to press down knowingly.

“Do you think forcing them to eat dinner across from each other will
really help?” he doubts.

“What else can I do?”
“Sometimes we can’t do anything.”



Grandma moves away, her touch disappearing along with the cherry
blossom scent from her lotion. “I don’t believe that. When you love people as
much I love these two, you find ways to help heal them.”

“What if the damage is too much?”
Grandma’s steps stop. “Healing doesn’t mean the damage never existed.

It just means that it can no longer control our lives. I sincerely hope you
remember that. I know a hurt soul when I see one, boy. You and Emery are
one in the same, which means you’re also tough. It doesn’t matter what battle
you’re fighting, it only matters that you’re willing to fight.”

“And what is Emery fighting?”
Grandma doesn’t answer right away. “I suppose if you don’t already

know, it’s not my place to tell you. You came here for her. You care. Give
her time to tell you herself.”

I swallow and try to calm my pounding heartbeat. Can Kaiden feel it?
Hear it? My anxiety over him knowing the truth drums the beat louder until
my ears thump along.

Grandma leaves the room and I remain still. My eyes open to a muted
television screen. The show on now is one I don’t recognize. The time on the
clock says it’s almost four thirty.

“You can get up now,” he says.
I lick my lips and sit up, sneaking a peek at him through my lashes. “I

didn’t mean to fall asleep on you.”
His arms go to his chest. “Your grandmother seems to think we’re the

same person. Not sure if I should take that as a compliment or not.”
I frown. “Am I that bad?”
He levels with me. “You’re holding something back from me.”
His accusation makes me roll my eyes, which he doesn’t find amusing.

“Just because I don’t tell you everything doesn’t mean I’m holding it back.
There’s a lot we don’t know about each other, Kaiden.”

His lips twitch. It’s almost like he’s weighing his response options. He
can’t disagree with me because I’m not wrong. But that won’t stop him from
commenting something snarky back, because that’s his defense mechanism.

“I suppose this is where we exchange boring facts about ourselves?” he
guesses, deadpan. “Am I supposed to tell you that my favorite color is black
and that I listen to emo music and self-loathe in the darkness of my
bedroom?”

My brows go up and I stifle a giggle. “I don’t know. Do you?”



He eyes me.
I smile and shrug. “You’re probably the kind of guy who loves the color

gray even though it’s boring. Heather gray, not light. And you don’t listen to
emo music, whatever that is, you listen to rap. Probably R&B too. I bet you
loathe country music based on the principle alone, and that the only thing you
do in the darkness of your room is—” I stop myself and blush. “Uh, well, you
know.”

“I don’t know.” Leaning in close to me, he whispers, “What do I do in the
darkness of my room, Mouse?”

His breath tickles my nose, causing me to wiggle it. “What every guy
probably does.”

“Which is…?”
My eyes widen. “You can’t honestly expect me to say it. My grandma is

in the house somewhere.”
His eyes dance with mischief. “Tell me what I do in my room.”
I swallow. “Sleep.”
“And?”
I try glancing away, but he won’t let me. He turns my head to face him,

our eyes locking. His fingers remain on my chin so I won’t look anywhere
else.

“Watch movies?”
He smirks. “Wrong.”
“Do homework?”
“Try again.”
My whole face heats up.
“Say it, Mouse.”
“T-Touch yourself?”
His whole face lights up. I try moving away, but he keeps me locked in

place. “Tell me something. Do you touch yourself?”
My jaw drops.
There’s no way he just asked me that.
Except…he’s Kaiden.
“I’m not answering that.”
He let’s go of my chin. “That’s a yes, then.”
“What? No, I—”
He winks. Winks. “We all do it. The fact that you’re too embarrassed to

say you get yourself off just confirms it.”



My neck tingles.
Not wanting to egg him on, I swing my legs over and plant my feet on the

floor. “I should probably see if Grandma needs help with anything. So—”
He tugs me back down onto the couch when I’m halfway to standing,

causing me to flinch. I draw my arm back and rub it, causing him to study
me. “It’s your turn.”

My…?
“You’re not a girly girl, so it’s safe to say pink isn’t your favorite color.

My best guess is that yellow is since you wear it most often. I know you’re
obsessed with that happy-go-lucky song about sunshine and shit, so you’re
probably into indie rock and country too. You’re a nerd, so I know you spend
most of your time in your bedroom doing homework and reading. When
you’re not touching yourself, of course.”

I grab a pillow and smack him in the chest with it. “Would you stop? I do
not touch myself!”

Grandma walks in at the exact moment, her lips turning upward.
“Interesting conversation to walk into. Emmy, your mother just called. She’s
going to meet us at Le Sal’s restaurant in half an hour.”

Trying to pretend Grandma didn’t just hear me tell Kaiden about what I
do or don’t do in the confines of my bedroom, I nod. “That sounds like fun.
I’ve been craving their chocolate mousse for a while.”

She grabs her car keys. “I’ll warm up the car. If you want to change, I
think we’ll leave in about fifteen minutes. We need to beat traffic.”

I nod and watch her button her coat before leaving Kaiden and me alone
again. He’s still clutching the pillow I hit him with, so I grab another one and
smack him again. “You’re a jackass.”

He just smiles.
I sigh and throw the pillow back onto the couch beside me. “For the

record, I love most music. I grew up on classic rock though. It’s a preference
of mine.”

His eyes scan over my face. “I can probably guess a lot more about you.”
Please don’t, I silently groan.
I know asking him not to will only make him want to torture me more.
“You’ve never been kissed.”
My eyes bulge.
He scoots closer. “You’ve never slept with anyone before.”
His knee brushes my leg.



“You haven’t lived yet, Em.”
Pressing my lips together, I lean back to put a little distance between us.

“And that stuff is supposed to help me live?”
His lips quirk. “They’re a start.”
“Technically,” I point out, “I did sleep with you, so that scratches one of

those items off the list.”
His eyes spark. “Is that an invitation to help you scratch off more?”
“Dream on, buddy.”
He taps my nose. “I’m sure you’ll be a welcoming feature in them

tonight. Especially if you press your ass against my—”
The front door opens and I death glare Kaiden into silence. His smirk tells

me he’s saving this conversation for later, something I don’t look forward to.
Grandma glances at us as she peels off her coat, not saying a word. I’m

not sure she needs to, because her eyes dance with as much amusement as
Kaiden’s does. Standing up, I flatten my shirt down and inspect my outfit.
Too lazy to change, I head into my room and put on a pair of socks and shoes
before grabbing a scarf and my jacket.

Kaiden and Grandma are talking, but stop when I show back up.
Grandma smiles.
Kaiden winks.



Chapter Twenty-Four

Le Sal’s is the town’s best-known restaurant. It doesn’t have any limitations,
they serve everything from pizza and wings on game days in their bar area, to
lobster in the main dining room. In the summer, the patio is full of people
surrounding the glass tables, under cover from the sun’s rays using the beige
umbrellas as they talk amongst themselves.

Even Dad loved coming here. He’d always order the steak and potatoes
no matter how much Lo would tell him to try something new. She was never
better. Her and I always got chicken tenders and fries, though sometimes
instead of honey mustard she would ask for ranch.

It’s busy when we arrive, so Grandma says she’s glad she made
reservations. As we wait to see the hostess, I glance around the room with
Kaiden nearly pressed against my back. The noise is overwhelming in the
front dining area, the main one, so I hope we get put in the back. Mama
usually hates it there. She thinks the waitresses forget us, but it’s all I hope
for to avoid getting another headache.

Kaiden dips down behind me. “Swanky place for such a small town.”
I giggle. “Did you just use the word swanky?”
He grins in return.
We step closer to the hostess station. “I used to love coming here. We’d

make it a tradition to come at least once a week. Thursdays always worked
best because it wasn’t as crowded.”

When the hostess asks us if we have a reservation, she searches our name
and tells us Mama is waiting. I’m relieved when we’re guided to the back
dining room, where Mama is tucked away in the corner.

As soon as she sees us, her lips twitch into a tiny smile. It doesn’t last
very long, and I wonder what she’s thinking.

Do you really want to know?
The hostess gives us menus and makes sure we all have silverware at our

seats before telling us our waitress will be right with us. Before I can put
much thought into where to sit, Kaiden pulls out the chair next to me and
gestures for me to take it. Grandma sits next to Mama, so I shrug off my scarf
and jacket and drape them both over the back of the chair before sitting.



We’re quiet while we scan the menu for drinks and food, and in no time
we all have our orders in by a bubbly brunette who keeps smiling at Kaiden
like he’s the only one at the table. When she scribbles down my chicken
tenders and fries, I’m not even sure if she hears what kind of dipping sauce I
want because she’s batting her lashes at him.

The bitter feeling returns to my chest, and I want to grumble it away. I
know what it is, I just don’t want to accept it.

Jealousy.
When she’s gone, the quiet continues. Kaiden looks at me and then

Mama, not saying a word. Maybe he’s expecting her to start the conversation.
I play with the wrapper from my straw, folding it like an accordion before

flattening it back out.
Grandma starts the conversation. “So, how was everybody’s day? Kids,

you should tell Joanne about where all you went.”
I squirm in my seat and toy with my napkin. “I just took Kaiden to the

mall and we got some froyo after.”
Mama nods, seemingly interested. “Did you buy anything?”
I shake my head.
There were a few books I considered getting at a tiny book boutique we

went into. Kaiden even offered to buy them, but they were way too much
money. I dragged him out before he could go back for them.

Kaiden sinks into his seat, and his comfort tells me he’s getting ready to
settle into a conversation I don’t want him to begin. “Why didn’t you call
her?”

I tense.
Mama lips part slightly.
He reaches out and sips his water. “Just seems strange that you’d let a

man who left his family let his daughter move in with him without a fight.”
I kick him under the table, but he doesn’t even flinch.
He sets his glass down. “I acknowledge that it’s none of my business, but

your daughter does live with me now. Since you don’t seem to care,
somebody has to.”

“Kaiden,” I warn.
He won’t look anywhere but Mama.
She blinks rapidly, and when her head moves I see the slight shine to her

teary eyes. I close mine, not wanting to see the color change.
“You’re right,” she says softly.



My eyes snap open.
She’s looking at him, not me. “I can’t sit here and pretend like I’ve been a

good mother to Emery.”
Surprise colors my face.
Her eyes shift to mine. “Sunshine, I need to get better. I need…you to get

better.” I hold my breath, praying she doesn’t say more on the topic. She
gives me the smallest, saddest smile. “I signed up for a support group a while
ago. One of my coworkers left a brochure on my desk and I couldn’t throw it
out. I know I should have gone a long time ago, but…”

But what?
But you were scared?
But you were in denial?
But you thought you were fine?
“It’s been helping. They suggested I put Logan’s pictures in an album and

change up your old bedroom for something new. I…I visit her grave a few
times a week. They made me accept that I’ve treated everything since her
death so poorly, and I can’t apologize enough to you for that. I don’t know
how to fix it, which is why I thought you seeing your father would be best.
You and him…he deserves to have you back in his life, Sunshine.

“Having you here means the world to me, and I haven’t shown it,” she
continues, reaching out to me. “Maybe once I get more of the help I should
have accepted years ago, we can try this again. I need—” She closes her eyes
and squeezes my hand, and I accept the pain—both hers and my own. “I just
need more time. You’ve given me years and so much love, so I hate to ask
for more. But it’s what I need.”

Time.
Time is my greatest enemy.
Doesn’t she understand that?
But then I look at her. Really look.
I see the features I notice on my face when I chance a look in the mirror. I

see heartache and pain and unspoken emotion in the bags beneath her eyes.
Her cheeks aren’t damp and people aren’t staring and there’s nothing out of
the ordinary about us.

We’re a family having dinner.
We’re a family with problems. We’re riddled with imperfections and

flaws and struggles like anyone else in the room.
We’re just buried in years worth of pent up frustration and anger and guilt



over it.
She wants time.
I’ll give her time.
One more hand squeeze and we’re both settled back in our chairs.
We eat dinner in peace—in necessary silence.
Kaiden looks at me.
I don’t look back.

When we get back to the house, Kaiden pulls me away from Mama and
Grandma. He grabs the blanket from the back of his car and tugs me toward
Lo’s grave. I don’t protest and ask why he’s doing this. I just let his hand
envelope mine until he let’s go to get the blanket situated on the ground.

It is way too cold to stay out here for long, but I somehow welcome the
uncomfortable chill. We get too used to finding comfort in things we
shouldn’t—accepting what is instead of questioning it. So, I hug my knees to
my chest and stare at Lo’s grave.

It’s already getting dark, which means the temperature will only get
colder. Since Kaiden likes to scold me for being outside, I’m sure the
sycamore and grave outings won’t last once winter officially greats us. The
snow will ruin our chances to escape our family, and I wonder if he’s as sad
as me about it.

I don’t ask.
I sit.
I stare.
I sulk.
Closing my eyes, I rest my cheek on my knee. The warmth from my

leggings soaks into my cold skin, and I wrap my arms a little tighter around
my shins.

“What did she mean?” he asks, breaking the silence after a few minutes.
I open my eyes to see him watching me.
“She said you needed to get better.”
I press my lips together.
“Emery,” he all but growls.
I sigh, knowing it was only a matter of time before this happened. The

sick girl can’t live dormant forever, not even in the eyes of someone who
doesn’t want to see a problem.

He treats me like anyone else.



He messes with me.
He’s rude.
He’s cruel.
Oddly, I don’t want that to end.
“Does it matter?” is my reply.
His eyes narrow.
I scoot closer to him. For warmth, for comfort, for anything but the truth

he seeks. “I get angry with you a lot for the stuff you do. It’s like you don’t
care about hurting anybody’s feelings—Cam, Rachel, me.”

My head rests against his shoulder, which tenses for a moment before
relaxing. His arm lifts and wraps around my waist, tugging me closer into
him. I sigh when I feel his body heat wrap around me.

We both see our breaths.
My nose tingles and numbs.
I bite my lip before letting it loose. “I decided that it’s better than people

pretending to be good though. There are a lot of fake people in the world,
Kaiden Monroe. You may be a jackass, but at least you’re real.”

His chuckle fills the night air.
I tip my chin up, looking through my lashes at him. His dips to meet my

eyes, and we stay like that. Close but not close enough. Distant but not distant
enough.

He knows more than I want him to.
But he doesn’t know what matters.
I swallow. “Kaiden?”
“Hmm?”
I lean closer, one of my hands pressing against his toned stomach.

There’s nothing soft about him. He always looks like he’s ready to pounce, to
fight.

I’m not sure what to say.
I can’t ask for what I want because I’m not sure want is the right word.
I need it.
His warmth.
His distraction.
“You remember when I said pass before?” I whisper, slowly rising to my

knees so our faces are at the same level.
His eyes darken.
“Can I take that back?”



His nostrils flare as his palm cups my jaw, light but fiery. The
anticipation rises in the air between us, setting a fire to the chill.

“What if I’m not any good?” I whisper.
He chuckles. “Then we’ll practice.”
That’s all he says before his lips are on mine, much softer than I expect.

They brush mine once, twice, a third time. He distances himself just enough
to tease my lips with his breath, angling my head to the side before kissing
me again.

This time harder.
Hungrier.
Needier.
I quickly figure out what to do and follow his lead, pressing my fingers

into his sides and causing him to jerk. I let go and bunch his shirt in my
hands, holding on while he parts my lips with his and drags the tip of his
tongue along my bottom lip before his tongue tastes mine.

I gasp when his hands drag down my sides, gripping my hips tightly and
then loosening up. He tastes like marinara and lemon water, and smells like
the woods, and everything about the moment consumes me.

One of his hands goes to my hair.
One of mine goes to his face.
His other hand goes to the small of my back.
Mine goes to his bicep.
I’m not sure where to touch him or not, but he doesn’t let me stay in my

head long enough to begin doubting my lack of experience. He presses on my
lower back until he’s pushing me into his lap, positioning my legs on either
side of him. My hip pops and makes me wince, but I force myself to focus
solely on Kaiden. A startled noise escapes me when I sink onto him and feel
something hard press against my inner thigh.

He draws back, but only to begin kissing my jaw until his lips work their
way down my neck. I shiver, but not from the cold. My body is overheating
as his teeth graze the skin of my neck, before suckling just above my pulse. It
feels good, too good the way he nips and sucks and licks the same spot.

“K-Kaiden.” I press a hand against the back of his head, wanting him to
keep going. He groans when my hips involuntarily move on his lap and his
teeth bite into my flesh.

It stings, but then he licks the pain away.
His hands go to my hips, pressing down on them to get our bodies as



close together as possible. He doesn’t know my hips are a trigger point of
pain, but I don’t bother stopping this to tell him. I just endure the sharp
feeling because there’s a new kind of heat burning between my legs, one that
gets more and more intense as his nipping becomes rougher and his hands
become more demanding. I can deal with this kind of pain.

I move against him, needing friction. He growls and helps me build a
rhythm, sliding his body against mine as he rocks into me. His mouth works
its way to the base of my beck before my scarf gets in the way.

He doesn’t move it.
He doesn’t undo my coat.
He just focuses on me.
My warmth.
My need.
My silent pleas.
Our mouths meet again, and his kisses are lighter, but just as needy as

mine. My tongue dances with his, my hips becoming jerky, and suddenly I’m
panting and gripping his shoulders, and leaning my forehead against his.

I almost come undone when I feel his hand reach between us and begin
rubbing me over my leggings. Nobody has ever touched me there, and the
added sensation feels amazing. I move against his palm until he’s pressing
into me so hard I tip my head back and let the orgasm take over.

“Fuck, Em,” he groans as I ride out the sensation against his hand. He
kisses my cheek, my jaw, and then pecks my lips when my movement creeps
to a stop.

Swallowing as I catch my breath, I pull away from him. His eyes are
dark, his face flushed, and his chest raises and falls as quickly as mine.

“I’ve never…” I blush hard, shaking my head and glancing down at
where our bodies meet. The admission burns my body. “I’ve never had one
from someone else before.”

He grins.
It’s devious.
All knowing.
It’s…Kaiden.
“Just wait until it’s my cock, Mouse.”
My eyes widen.
He laughs…and then guides me inside like it’s just another night.



Chapter Twenty-Five

The bathroom mirror shows me a new kind of flush to my cheeks. Not one
caused by disease or cold air, but by Kaiden. Maybe I could have pretended it
was early winter’s caress when I came in to peel off my scarf and coat, but
my swollen lips said something else.

That’s why Kaiden is on the couch, with the pillow and blanket Mama
gave him. At first, my face burned when she chanced us both a look before
passing him things to use for tonight, but then I smiled.

Because Mama noticed.
Mama saw me.
Flushed cheeks, swollen lips, and all.
Now I’m curled in my room, touching my lips that are nothing

extraordinary since hours have passed. I kept squirming on the couch when I
agreed to watch TV with everyone, because Kaiden kept finding ways to
nudge me with his knee or brush my arm with his hand, so I opted to change
and go to bed. Mama and Grandma followed suit, telling me goodnight
before we closed ourselves in our rooms.

My phone’s reading app is up, but I’ve been rereading the same page for
the past five minutes. I’m distracted, my brain replaying what happened
outside over and over until my heart is racing like it did before.

Not even my favorite romance books can get me to stop thinking about
what happened.

My first kiss.
With Kaiden.
I’m sure by typical standards, I should have been kissed by anybody else

—a band geek, a drama nerd, an outcast. Not my stepbrother. Not the person
who’s isolated me since moving, going hot and cold in an instant like the
broken faucet in the kitchen downstairs.

I try focusing back on the book.
Two sentences in, my bedroom door quietly opens.
I hold my breath.
“I shouldn’t be surprised you’re reading,” he muses, creeping in the room

after shutting the door with a soft click.



I sit up in bed. “You shouldn’t be in here. There’s a reason you were
given stuff for the couch.”

He grins, not stopping until he’s leaning over me. “Maybe I’m just
making sure you’re all tucked in for the night. Hmm? That would simply
make me a concerned family member.”

I blanch. “Don’t refer to yourself as my family member. Not after…”
Waving my hand around, I shake my head and avoid his gaze.

He sits on the edge of my bed, picking up my phone and glancing at the
screen, making a disappointed face. “I’m surprised you’re not reading
something smutty. I hear people love reading all about different sexual
positions and calling it research.” He tosses the phone back onto the mattress.
“Is that why you read, Mouse?”

I roll my eyes. “I read because I love books. Get your mind out of the
gutter.”

“Can’t. It’s a permanent residence.”
I flatten the comforter around me. “Well, as you can see, I am already all

tucked in. Your job here is done.”
His head tilts. Without a word, he turns himself around and practically

forces me to skootch over. By the time he’s settled in, he’s taking up most of
my bed, one arm bent behind his head in support, and another opened as if
he’s inviting me to use him as a pillow.

“What are you doing?” I whisper, having deja vu from last night. My eyes
go to the door, worried someone will notice he isn’t on the couch. Usually
Mama is the one who will get up in the middle of the night, especially if she
doesn’t take her sleeping pills.

Instead of waiting for me to move over, he pulls me into his body. I’m
practically laying over half of him by the time he wiggles his way into the
mattress and drapes an arm around me.

“Seriously?”
He looks over. “Don’t act like you hate this. Can you honestly say you

were restless last night? Do I make you uncomfortable? Or did you sleep
better than you have in a while because you were too comfortable?”

I don’t answer.
He turns his head so it’s facing the ceiling. His breathing is even, calm. “I

hear you tossing and turning at night at home. You don’t sleep throughout it
very often, do you?”

How does he know that?



I don’t have to ask, because I realize he’s always sneaking in and out of
the house. He’d have to pass my room, and Mama always told me I was noisy
when I got restless. I guess it’s only gotten worse.

Quietly, I admit, “I get nightmares.”
To my surprise, he doesn’t reply right away. His hold on me tightens a

little, almost like a comforting squeeze. It’s his version of a hug—telling me
he’s here.

“And last night?”
I lick my lips. “I didn’t have one.”
“Do they happen every night?”
Pausing, I debate on lying. If he knows I get them almost every night,

he’ll ask what they’re about. Anyone would be curious over what haunts a
person’s thoughts so often.

“Not every night,” I settle on.
He knows enough to slowly nod. “I’ll stay for a while. Should probably

slip out before your grandma or mom finds me in here.”
I hum out my agreement.
We’re silent for a long while, just listening to each other’s breathing,

heartbeats, and other old house noises. I can hear the freezer running as it
produces ice, and if I focused hard enough I’d hear the slightest drip coming
from the bathroom sink.

Deciding to break the silence first, I rest my cheek on his chest and let out
a tiny sigh. “I don’t know why you’re being so nice to me, or as nice as you
can get, but thank you.”

His chest starts moving, and I’m confused until it registers that he’s
laughing at me. Peeling myself off him, I glance down with pinched brows.

“I assure you,” he murmurs, voice low and eyes dark, “my intentions
aren’t nice, Mouse. But if you want to thank me for being your first kiss, then
you’re welcome. It’s unfortunate though.”

He thinks kissing me was unfortunate?
Tensing, I lay back down and don’t say a word. He must sense something

is wrong, because he draws me away until I’m staring back down at him
again.

“Don’t get self-conscious on me.”
My jaw ticks. “You just told me that—”
“Other guys aren’t going to get you off like I did, Emery.” His words

silence me. “They will take, take, take, but they won’t give. Any other guy



will be ruined for you because of me.”
Maybe he thinks I’ll swoon or kiss him or thank him again. I don’t do any

of those things. Instead, I fight off the laugh that wants to bubble from my
lips.

His eyes narrow.
I shake my head and pat his chest. “I’m sure you’re right, Kaiden. But

I’ve read that very line in like forty different books. The truth may be the
same, but the delivery could get worked on for the full effect.”

Now he’s silent.
Then his chest starts shaking again.
I fall asleep shortly after he pulls me back to him, not bothering to worry

about his warning.
It won’t matter anyway, because Kaiden is…Kaiden. My Kaiden. The

very person I need in my life to put things in perspective.
Nobody compares.
Nobody will get a chance to.



Chapter Twenty-Six

Kaiden slips into my bedroom almost every night since break. There are no
expectations, just dreamless sleep and the occasional fondling that I’m sure
isn’t accidental. It’s nice, welcoming even, when I hear the door crack open
and bed dip beside me. Sometimes I’ll wake up to trailing kisses or hand
holding. Other times to soft snoring that makes me giggle.

December has hit in full force, with winter snowfall coating everything in
white. I never liked the season, even when I was little. Lo would always drag
me outside to build snowmen and snow forts, but I’d protest every time until
Mama said it’s good to get out.

Now I loathe the cold weather for justifiable reasons, not that anyone
truly gets it. When the temperature drops, my joints become so stiff I can’t
move them for at least an hour after waking up, and there’s always a dull
ache that lasts throughout the day unless I wear gloves and try to keep warm.
Wearing gloves during classes isn’t an option though, so I endure the struggle
of holding a pen while jotting down notes.

Even my space heater doesn’t do as much as Kaiden’s warm body
wrapped around me does. I go to bed wearing layers, sometimes even
sleeping in my fluffy bathrobe for extra comfort. But it doesn’t always help.
The single digit temperatures do my body in, and it reminds me of the days
Lo struggled to get out of bed because her body was so swollen and locked
up that she had to be tended to from our room.

School has become a ready distraction from the aches and pains and late
night rendezvous with Kaiden. Most girls would probably be irritated over
being ignored by him in the halls, but I prefer it. Nobody sees him for who he
is here. He let’s down his walls for me at home, sharing silly stories about our
pasts that mean more than he could ever know.

During Thursday Book Club, Annabel sits by me instead of her usual
seat. She kept looking at me in history, but never said a word. I was almost
tempted to ask her to sit by me at lunch, but I’ve gotten used to the empty
table that graces me for forty minutes.

Annabel brushes hair behind her ear as she settles into her seat. “I don’t
think the others like our book choices.”



Three of the girls stopped showing up almost two months ago.
Apparently staring at Mr. Nichols wasn’t worth the effort of reading and
talking about the books.

After break, we discussed Jodi Picoult’s My Sister’s Keeper, which one of
the girls protested because of its content. Both Mr. Nichols and Annabel
defended my choice by arguing it should be discussed regardless of what
happens to the characters.

Nobody wants to read about reality.
Mr. Nichols had asked Little Mermaid why she thought so, which she

scoffed at. She doesn’t want to talk about books or why she doesn’t like
reading them. But I know the answer she won’t verbalize.

People are afraid of the truth. They don’t want to accept that bad things
happen to good people every single day. People struggle. People die. It’s life.

Little Mermaid called me morbid.
I called her naïve.
Mr. Nichols told us to be respectful.
The more we talked about the book, the more heated it got. It stopped

being about the content and about why authors write about realistic topics.
Fiction is the perfect platform to talk about the things nobody wants to

have conversations of in real life. When you’re reading about a character’s
struggles, you find ways to relate from a distance. It doesn’t always hurt as
much, but that doesn’t mean it doesn’t hurt at all.

Chronic illness is real.
Death is real.
People don’t like to read about those things because they know it could

happen to them. Distance or not, you put yourself in the shoes of every
character you read.

Denial doesn’t make the fear go away.
It expands it.
Feeds it.
Makes it impossible to fight.
Annabel pulls out her book choice, Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s

Tale, and wiggles until she’s settled comfortably in her chair.
I give her a small smile. “The others don’t like living in a world that’s

beyond creepy vampires that watch women sleep and kids that get put in an
arena to slaughter each other. They’ll get over it.”

She giggles. “We’re doing them a favor, if you think about. Hitting them



with reality before reality can.”
I grin back at her.
Mr. Nichols walks in and smiles at us. We’re the only two in here so far,

but a couple girls are lingering at the computers across the room. They’re
giggling and joking and probably looking up something they shouldn’t be
online. I see people do it all the time, hacking through the firewall the school
places on social media sites.

“Ready for another group read?” he asks, setting his messenger bag down
on the table in front of his chair.

Annabel rolls her eyes. “Do you mean argue with the girls about tasteful
literature? Yes. I’m prepared.”

Amusement flickers across Nichols face, but he doesn’t buy into the
remark. “I’ve considered adding this book to the curriculum for next year. I’d
like to see what discussion we come up with based on first opinions.”

Annabel makes a face. “It’s the kind of book you’d need students to do
research on. It isn’t like Emery’s book last month. Atwood uses political
influence in this.”

Nichols sits down, taking out his own copy that has multicolored tabs
marking the pages. Something tells me he’s already done extensive research
on the book, especially if he’s interested in teaching it.

Annabel must realize the same thing, because she looks apologetic. “Why
would you want to teach this anyway? It gets a lot of backlash and most
students will just watch the television show instead of reading it.”

He chuckles softly over her disbelief in his reasoning. “Emery made a
good point. Literature isn’t always going to give us the content we desire. It’s
important to change up what’s expected of the student’s, including how
political and personal experiences impact people in everyday life.”

I can’t help but notice how he looks at me while he delivers the last part.
When it’s time to start, only a few of the girls join us. It seems like Book

Club won’t exist past Christmas break at the rate it’s deteriorating. I know it
was going to be tested through the semester, but I’d hoped more people
would join.

Halfway through our conversation on first thoughts of what we were
assigned to read, my vision grows fuzzy. Blinking past the blurriness as I
stare at the girl whose name I can never seem to remember, I take a few deep
breaths and sway slightly in my chair. From the not so far distance of my
conscience, a headache forms heavy and unforgiving.



It’s been a couple weeks since one settled into my temples. I thought I
was finally getting relief, but maybe Cam’s suggestion on seeing a
neurologist will give me answers. She’s on medicine for chronic migraines,
so she’s willing to set up a new patient appointment for me.

Rubbing at my eyes, I try to focus on what Mr. Nichols is responding
with. He’s talking about feminism and the main character’s forced
submission to her commander.

Survival mode.
I know it well.
Why am I so nauseous all of a sudden?
I try to distract myself, thinking about how to add my commentary in. I

could talk about how the women pitted themselves against each other as a
new form of feminism. Survival of the fittest and all that.

The idea of opening my mouth right now doesn’t seem like the best idea,
so I swallow the temptation to throw up and start collecting my belongings
with shaky hands.

Nichols mentions the color theme.
Red for the Handmaids.
Blue for the Wives.
Green for the Marthas.
I’m turning green right now.
Annabel stares.
Mr. Nichols says my name.
I bolt out of the library on unsteady legs. Dizziness greets my every step

as I run towards the nearest trash can I see in the hall.
My name is being called.
It’s getting louder.
I’m getting sicker.
I vomit as my hair is pulled back.
Not by Annabel.
By Mr. Nichols.
I’d swear if I could.
Instead, I empty my stomach and pray that I pass out to avoid further

humiliation.
Be careful what you wish for.



Chapter Twenty-Seven

I shoot Dad daggers with my eyes from the backseat of the car while Mama
tries collecting herself in the phone pressed to my ear. Despite insisting I was
fine, Dad and Cam dragged me to the hospital for a second opinion where he
called Mama as a grouchy old nurse checked my vitals.

The doctor on call looked at my records, checked my temperature, gave
me pain and nausea medicine, and referred me to the hospital’s neurology
department like I told Dad he would. I’ve spent a lot of time in hospitals, so I
know the visit wasn’t worth the two hundred and fifty dollar copay my father
was charged with for his overreaction.

He told me I didn’t understand.
It’s a parent thing.
I’d be laughing over the ironic statement if Mama hadn’t called me crying

as we walked out of the emergency room exit. Cam rubbed my back and told
me she’d make me an appointment with neurology for as soon as they had an
opening, and Dad had the nerve to look apologetic when I answered the
phone.

At least Mama called.
After twenty minutes of her panicked worry, I finally get her to believe

that I’m okay. I tell her my head hurts less, my abdominal muscles aren’t as
cramped, and that my nausea has simmered.

Lo wasn’t like this, Mama.
Somehow, that point calms her. If Lo didn’t suffer from it, it must be

unrelated. I believe it to be true anyway, so it isn’t like I’m giving her false
information. The doctor even said migraines are common occurrence, nothing
to worry about.

Doctors also thought you were anorexic.
I shove the thought away.
When Grandma tells me that she’ll take care of Mama, I disconnect the

call and stare into the night. The roads are coated with a dusting of snow that
the streetlights make glisten, and the wind whistles against the ice-ridden tree
limbs. The heat controls for the back are on full blast, and I’m sitting on my
hands as the seat warmer toasts them.



“You shouldn’t have called her.”
For a split second, I don’t think either of them will reply. Cam glances at

me before looking at Dad for guidance. His shoulders tense before he loosens
a sigh.

“She’s your mother, Emery.”
She’s your mother.
It’s a parent thing.
I shake my head. “You wasted money that could have gone toward the

holidays. I told you I was fine.”
The car slows for a light. “We needed to be sure. You never know—”
“That’s right,” I cut him off. “You never know, Dad. I’ve spent years

figuring out how to read my body. Grandma used to get such bad migraines
she’d puke and then feel better. Out of everything that’s wrong with me, that
much is normal.”

The car is silent as he continues down the road. As the house nears, he
chances a look at me in the rearview mirror. I don’t expect to see sadness in
his eyes. Maybe if I look hard enough at the dulled color, I’ll see the speckle
of emerald Mama always told me about.

Dad doesn’t say a word and neither does Cam. I remain silent as he turns
on the blinker and pulls into the driveway. None of us unbuckle once the car
is parked, we just sit there with nothing but the heat and low hum of the radio
filling the air around us.

Locking eyes with his in the mirror, I swallow past the sudden onset of
emotion building in my throat. Dad is worried about me, maybe even guilty
for not worrying more.

His eyes tell me he’s sorry—not for calling Mama, but for not being
there. He’s making it up to me, making the most of what he can now.

I’m not making it easy for him.
My lips feel dry, so I wet them. “If it’s a parent’s job to worry, then I

guess it’s a kid’s job to be annoyed by it.”
It’s my peace offering—an extended hand. Thankfully, he takes it and

gives me a tiny nod before turning off the car and guiding us all inside.
Kaiden is waiting in my room, looking none too pleased. Cam said she

texted him to let him know where we were, but he never got back to her. I
figured he was out doing who knows what with his teammates.

He rises from the mattress and gives me a furious gaze, lips pressed into a
straight line. Appraising me, I wonder what he sees. The medicine they gave



me to ease the nausea and pain have helped immensely, but I probably look
as tired as I feel.

“Don’t start right now,” I tell him, toeing out of my shoes and grabbing
my sweatpants and a sweatshirt from my dresser.

He holds his hand out. “Give me your phone.”
My brows pinch. “Uh, why?”
His steely voice tells me his patience has worn down hours ago, so I dig

out my phone from my back pocket and place it in his palm. He fingers the
keyboard, getting past the lock in ways I don’t want to know, and then passes
it back to me without one ounce of emotion other than anger on his face.

“Use my fucking number.”
That’s all he says before he walks out.
I stare at my phone screen, the new contact set as the number two speed

dial next to my voicemail system. He moved Mama and Grandma to third
and fourth, making sure his name was the first I’d see.

Looking over my shoulder at the open door, I shake my head, shut it, and
change. After washing up for bed and brushing my teeth, I curl under the
blankets and nuzzle the pillow.

My door cracks open sometime later, but the mattress doesn’t dip right
away. Without turning, I assume Dad or Cam is checking in on me. I
appeased them earlier by eating a couple pieces of dry toast from the hospital
cafeteria while we waited for me to be discharged. I didn’t bother eating more
when I got home, nor did I feel like arguing with them on the matter.

According to the hospital scale, I’m a few pounds heavier. It took me by
surprise considering my lack of appetite these days, but the ten pound
difference was shown on two different scales when I mentioned my doubt.

Cam said it was my clothes, since I wear more layers this time of year
and Dad seemed happy that I was gaining weight. After dropping too much to
be considered healthy without really trying, I suppose it shows that I’m
finally turning in the right direction.

When the bed dips after what feels like forever, the comforter is pulled
out from around me until a warm body is nestled against my back.

Kaiden’s arm wraps around my stomach, and his breath tickles the back
of my head. “Are you feeling any better?”

I wiggle into his hold, resting my back against his front like usual. “A
little. I’ve just been getting headaches, that’s all.”

He makes a disbelieving sound.



We’re quiet for a while. “Kaiden?”
“Hmm?”
I let out a tiny breath. “I’m sorry I worried you.”
His hold tightens. “You didn’t.”
Rolling my eyes, I say, “It’s okay to be worried, you know. I won’t tell

anyone. It can be our little secret.”
I yelp quietly when he yanks me until I’m on my back and he’s hovering

over me. “I can think of other secrets to keep between us that are a lot more
fun.”

Biting my bottom lip, my hands go to his sides and hold onto his loose
shirt. “I doubt you want anything right now. I got sick today, remember? Not
very attractive.”

He lowers his bottom half onto me, his erection disproving my words.
“Trust me, Mouse. I want you.”

I swallow. He smirks.
“What if I didn’t brush my teeth?”
“I can smell the mint toothpaste.”
He leans down slowly.
“What if I tell you no?”
“Then I’ll stop.”
His lips are so close to mine.
Our breaths mingle. “What if I told you that I’m sick?”
“Headaches, right?”
No. Yes…
Gripping his shirt, I meet his lips halfway in a soft touch. He doesn’t push

or act as animalistic as we did before. Our lips graze each other’s a few times
before he presses down so his hardness is settled between my legs.

I wince when one of his hands grips my hip, but the pressure of him
squeezing it makes me cry out. “Wait. Stop.”

Pushing up on his arms, he rolls off me and studies my face. “Em?”
I shake my head, feeling my whole face heat with embarrassment. “I’m

sorry. I just…”
He lies down, opening his arm up for me to cuddle in like he doesn’t

mind me telling him to stop. He told me he would, and I have no reason to
think he’d go against his word when he’s been uncharacteristically nice to
me.

Well, for the most part.



“My sister died of an incurable autoimmune disease,” I whisper against
his chest. Closing my eyes, I picture Logan. “She never showed it, but I know
she was in a lot of pain, especially the months leading up to her death.”

His hand rubs my upper arm. “Is that like a twin thing? You sensed her
pain?”

It’s hard to breathe suddenly. “No.”
He keeps rubbing my arm.
“I have the same disease, Kaiden.”
His palm freezes.



Chapter Twenty-Eight

I’m not sure what to expect, but it’s not this.
Kaiden gets off my bed like it’s on fire, and I worry that he’s one of the

many uneducated people who think he’ll somehow catch my disease like it’s
contagious. Except it’s not concern or disgust on his face, it’s something far
darker. It’s a mixture of anger and betrayal and a third emotion I’m not sure
should be mixed with the others.

Slowly sitting up, I wince when the loud sound of my hip and elbow
popping echoes in the silence between us. His eyes go to the sound, then to
my face, before he studies the rest of me.

“Kaiden—”
“Don’t.” His voice is too sharp to disobey.
Zipping my lips, I watch as he searches for something across my features.

His gaze dips downward, sliding over my body. There are advanced cases of
some diseases that show just how much they impact people externally, but
most times it’s an invisible internal battle.

People think sickness has a face.
They think disease is an ugly word.
I used to be embarrassed by it—maybe I still am. Nobody in their right

mind thinks disease is a pretty thing. Most people associate it with things that
could be controlled, as if it’s my fault I’m sick.

I can walk, talk, and go to school.
I must be fine.
“You’re not going to find anything,” I finally say, brushing my sweaty

palms down my thighs.
He finally meets my gaze again.
Then he swears. Loudly.
Throwing the door open to my room, it slams against the wall and leaves

a hole where the knob strikes. Cringing, I scurry off the bed and follow him
into the hall.

“Kaiden, come on. It’s—”
He stops halfway down the stairs. “Why the fuck didn’t you tell me?”
There’s no way our parents won’t hear this. Not only is he yelling, but it’s



echoing around us as a reminder of what I knew would happen. They should
have warned him before I even moved in.

I won’t let him blame me though. “When have you asked me?”
He scoffs, walking up three steps so we’re eye level. “Was I supposed to

guess that you’re sick, Emery? That you’re dying or some shit? I’m not a
goddamn mind reader.”

My jaw ticks. “I’m not dying. And you knew my sister passed away! Did
you ever think to ask how? Did you ever stop sulking from your own pity
party of one to consider anyone but yourself? No!”

The light downstairs flicks on and both Dad and Cam appear at the end of
the staircase. They both stare up at us in confusion, Dad’s arm around Cam’s
shoulder as his brows pinch.

He asks, “What is going on?”
Kaiden ignores them and narrows his eyes into slits at me. “You could

have offered up the information. It isn’t like you haven’t had ample
opportunity since you moved here.”

I throw my hands up. “You. Didn’t. Ask!”
Cam steps up. “Kaiden, honey—”
He whirls around. “Did you know she was sick? Was this all a big fuck

you to me while being left in the dark? I bet she was at the hospital for other
reasons and you’re all lying to me about it.”

Cam reaches out. “Kaid—”
He stays out of reach. “This is no different than what you did with Dad.

Guess what, Cam? I’m eighteen. I can handle the shit life throws at me.”
“Really?” I doubt from behind him, practically scoffing like he did.

“From where I’m standing, I don’t think that’s accurate. You’re so consumed
by your anger that you’re not even considering anybody else in the matter.
Least of all me, who was trying to be honest with you.”

He spins so quickly I nearly fall over but catch myself on the wall. “After
you lived here for months. Don’t spin this around on me like you’re
innocent.”

My teeth grind to the point they hurt.
Dad’s voice cuts in. “We all need to take a step back and try calming

down.”
Kaiden laughs, but it’s maniacal. “I suppose you’re going to tell me that

you’re any better? How long have you known you had a sick daughter? One
who has the same disease that took your other daughter’s life? This is why



you took her in, right? You pity her.”
That’s a blow to the gut I feel personally, flinching over what part of me

has suspected for a while. Whether it’s true or not doesn’t matter, the thought
lingers. And regardless of that being the reason, I think it is at least a driving
force in why I’m here.

Cam shakes her head at him. “I’ve let you talk down to him for long
enough. This matter doesn’t concern you. It wasn’t information you needed
to know.”

I swear he growls as he barrels down the stairs, shouldering past both our
parents. He grabs his jacket and I hear the faint rattle of keys before he storms
toward the door.

“Kaiden!” Cam calls out, following him.
Dad looks at me.
I don’t know what to say.
He doesn’t deny what Kaiden accuses him of, and I don’t question it.

Does it really matter at this point? Words hurt. It’s a good thing I have a high
pain tolerance.

Something crashes in the foyer before the door slams shut.
Dad and I make our way downstairs to see a vase shattered on the floor,

with Cam staring at all the little pieces. He squeezes her arm and says he’ll
grab the broom. I don’t know what to tell her, so I count all the shards—eight
bigger pieces and twenty-six little ones. I remember her mentioning it was
her great grandma’s.

Priceless.
The pain medicine from earlier has long worn off, and a headache teases

the confines of my temples. I blink away the tears of frustration as the back
of my eyes pulse in sharp irritation. I know the likely culprit is stress,
something I’ve become accustomed to here when things don’t go King
Kaiden’s way.

I don’t regret telling him.
I regret believing he could handle it.
People like him will never be as strong as people like us. They get a

choice in how to feel, live, and think.
We never will.
We’re forced to fight.
And sometimes…we don’t want to.



Chapter Twenty-Nine

Strength doesn’t come without a price. If there’s anything I’ve learned over
the past few years, it’s that you’re forced to fight when you don’t have the
energy, and have no chance at surrendering even at your worst. Strength
doesn’t have a definition.

We all have it. We just might not all think we do because it’s buried
under layers of pain and depression and anxiety. The truth is, you never know
how strong you are until being strong is the only choice you have.

So, I lock my door after going back upstairs and settle under the warm
blankets. Only a faint lingering scent of pine and cedar remain on the empty
side of the bed, so I turn my back on it and close my eyes.

I rarely lock my door.
I could fall and nobody could get in.
I could struggle getting out of bed.
That’s not the real truth though.
I didn’t want to stop Kaiden, and knowing how he acted makes me hate

myself for getting attached to any form of possibility with him. Friend or not,
stepbrother or not, I was starting to like him—trust him.

Go figure it was a waste of time.
The tears dry before they fall, giving me one more ounce of strength I

didn’t know I could conjure with my chest hurting the same way my head
does.

When I wake up in the morning, a familiar scent is kissing my skin from
close behind. A nose presses against the back of my neck, with a warm breath
tickling my skin and making me hyperaware of who’s spooning me right now
like last night was a dream.

I squirm out of his hold, but he tightens his arm around me and drags me
back against his chest. “I want you to meet my father.”



Chapter Thirty

Based on the time on the dashboard, there’s a silent understanding between
us that we won’t make it to school today. I’d already planned on skipping,
hoping by Monday morning nobody remembers my little mishap from
Thursday.

I’m not sure why I agreed to come with him, but before my conscience
could get me to rethink things, I was bundled in layers and following him
outside. Not before noticing my bedroom door was perfectly intact, making
me think Kaiden’s skills stretch to picking locks.

Not that it surprises me.
What does surprise me is when Kaiden pulls into the cemetery we’ve

spent so much time in. He doesn’t take the normal path that leads to the
fenced off clearing, but one that takes us to a huge gathering of stones.

Considering there was a chain covering two of the three entrances to the
cemetery, I’m fairly certain we’re not supposed to be here. Snow covers the
pavement, but not enough to get stuck. The walkways aren’t cleared off and
most of the stones are surrounded by snowdrifts that would make it difficult
to get to.

Kaiden shuts the car off and stares out his window without a word.
I blink, glancing at the line of stones he’s staring at. “Your father is

buried here?”
He nods once.
Running my tongue across my bottom lip, I study the area around us.

“You visit him a lot, don’t you?”
He hesitates. “It’s how I found the tree. I would come here all the time

and yell at the asshole until I needed to take a walk. One night, I climbed the
fence and found the spot. It’s my favorite place to go.”

“Because you’re close to him?”
He doesn’t deny it.
Unbuckling and opening the door, he leaves me to walk through the

packed snow. It crunches under his boots. I can hear as much from where I sit
watching him.

Giving him a moment, I see him kneel in front of a stone in the middle of



the lineup. He brushes his bare hand against the front, dusting off the snow
sticking to it. After a few moments, I finally get out of the car, adjusting my
hat over my ears and walking over to him.

I notice slightly filled in footprints from the other side of the stone, like
someone else was here. Does Cam visit him too? It dawns on me when I
notice the prints are identical to the fresh ones he made. There was no new
snowfall since yesterday afternoon.

“You came here last night,” I whisper.
He stands, brushing off excess snow from his hands. “He grounds me in

ways nobody else can. There’s no way he can judge me for anything.”
“He just listens,” I say for him.
He hums in agreement.
Like me with Lo, he talks to his father. I thought he ignored everything

about the man, but he probably spends more time here than he does his own
bedroom.

Especially since he sleeps in mine.
Rubbing my arms, I study the engraving under his name. It’s a generic

loving husband and father, which Kaiden must know I’m staring at.
He laughs dryly. “Funny, right? Cam ordered the stone for him. They

weren’t even married by then. The whole thing is a joke.”
I stare at him, wondering if he’s joking or not. He doesn’t look bemused

though. He’s deflecting.
“Stop calling her that.”
“That’s her name,” he deadpans.
“She’s your mom.”
No reply.
I sigh. “You saw how me and my mother are, Kaiden. We don’t have a

perfect relationship. We’ve been through a lot because of what happened to
Logan and, yes, what’s happening to me. Because like it or not, I am sick.
She hasn’t taken it well but that doesn’t mean I take it out on her.”

“Maybe you should.”
Shrugging, I tuck my hands in my pockets and watch my breath in front

of me. “I don’t see the point. We can’t change what’s been said or done. If
we spend all the time on the negative, we’ll be angry for the rest of our lives.
Why let it consume us?”

His head turns to me. “How could you just let it go? Your mother hurt
you.”



I close my eyes and inhale the burning air, letting it fill and sting my
lungs. “I hurt her just as much. Don’t you understand by now?” I whisper,
opening my eyes back up. “We get one life. One chance. One opportunity to
live. Why should I spend that in more pain than I already do? Anybody can
hurt me, but if I choose not to let them I can find some solace in what life has
given me. It’s not much, but it’s something.”

For a split second, I see awe in his features. It disappears in a blink of an
eye, but it was there. It gives me hope that I’m breaking through, like maybe
he’s starting to get it.

“Why did you come here last night?” I ask before he can say anything.
His brows furrow.
I elaborate. “There must be a reason. You could have gone anywhere,

right? To a friend’s house or something. You chose to come here.”
His eyes go back to his father’s grave, contemplating his answer. I think

he trains his focus on the chipped edges from weathered wear, because they
don’t move from that area once. “You find solace in the living. I find it in the
dead. Like I said, he can’t judge me when I come here. It doesn’t matter how
much of an asshole I am, it’s just me and my dad when I visit.”

Is that an apology? In his own freakish way, I think it is. Not that I’ll
squander the moment by asking, because something tells me he’ll deny it.

I fight off a smile. “And what did you and your dad talk about?”
He doesn’t look at me. “You mentioned a while ago that watching people

suffer from disease is tough. You weren’t just talking about my dad or your
sister, were you?”

Slowly, I shake my head. “For the record, Cam was wrong when she said
it wasn’t any of your concern. I moved into your home, your old bedroom, so
I made it your business.”

His tongue clicks. “Your sister died from what you have…”
I hear his unspoken question. “Any of us could die tomorrow, Kaiden.

People die all the time. Does that mean I’m going to die from lupus? I don’t
know. Maybe. Maybe not.”

His eyes narrow. “Lupus? That’s what you have?”
I nod.
“And there’s no answers?”
“Regarding my mortality?”
He grumbles.
Trying to give him a reassuring smile doesn’t seem to work because it



probably ends up looking more sad than anything. “You want to know a
secret? Sometimes I would think about how I’d be better off dead. I wouldn’t
hurt Mama anymore or be in pain and I could be with Lo. I won’t lie, Kaiden.
Things were really bad for a while. I was hospitalized for days, sometimes
weeks at a time. I go through depressive stages when I’m at my worst
because I have to accept my body is failing me. It’s…” Not knowing what
else to do, I shrug. “I’ve never told anybody that before.”

He visibly swallows hard. “Do you still think that?”
Do I? I have my moments where I want to escape it all. I used to think

they were moments of weakness, but I think they were just moments of
humanity. We all want peace, salvation. Lo got peace. Kaiden’s dad got
peace. Why not me? Am I deserving of all this suffering?

“No,” I answer carefully. “I think things happen for a reason. The
medicine I’m on helps the inflammation, which can be the biggest problem.
It’s about balance. Eating right, finding ways to stay active, and remembering
not to overdo it.”

He puts his hand to the top of his father’s grave. “Do you think he was
afraid?”

No elaboration is needed. “I think when he got to a certain point, fear
eluded him.”

“Like he welcomed death?”
I shake my head, stepping closer to him and putting my hand on his arm.

“Welcomed relief, Kaiden.”
Before he can say anything else, my phone goes off in my pocket. When I

pull it out, Cam’s name flashes across the screen. Answering it, I step away
and give Kaiden time with his father.

Her bubbly voice greets me. “You’ve got a spot to see a neurologist today
at one o’clock. I’m leaving work early to go with you, okay? Your dad
offered, but I thought it’d be easier since I already know him. Dr. Aberdeen is
a good man. He’ll help you.”

Dad offered to leave work for me?
I glance at Kaiden as he speaks in murmurs to his father’s gravestone.

Clearing my throat and turning my back to him for privacy, I say, “I
appreciate that, Cam.”

“You’re welcome, sweetie. I’ll pick you up at the house okay? I can call
the school and get them to allow you to go—”

“Uh, that won’t be necessary.”



There’s a pause. “You’re not at school?”
My lips twitch. “I’m sort of at the cemetery with Kaiden. He’s…he’s at

Adam’s stone right now. I think he needed it after what happened last night.
He loves him a lot.”

This time when she answers, her tone is lighter than before. “He’s not the
only one.”

Not sure what she means, I tell her I’ll see her later before ending the call.
Slipping my phone back into my pocket, I walk back over to Kaiden.

“Do you mind if we go? I’m a bit cold.”
He gives me a single nod before guiding us over to the car. After getting

in and thawing out, he turns to me. “I never bring anyone here.”
Huh?
He’s not the only one…
I thought maybe Cam meant she loved Adam too. It makes sense, since

he’s the father of her only child. But maybe…maybe she meant Kaiden loved
someone else.

But she couldn’t mean me.
Right?



Chapter Thirty-One

For the first time in months, I feel human. It’s so foreign that I cry. Not
because I’m in pain, but because I don’t remember what it’s like not to be.

Dr. Aberdeen and my rheumatologist theorized that the medication I was
on for my inflammation was causing the migraines. Between switching to a
different prescription that still helps combat my symptoms, on top of an
additional new pill to ease any oncoming headaches, I’m a new person.

To celebrate, Kaiden surprises me by driving us to a small restaurant after
school on Friday. It’s much homier than Le Sal’s, with a laidback atmosphere
that I love. The way he speaks to the hostess makes me wonder if he comes
here a lot.

He reaches down and weaves our fingers together, sending shock waves
up my arm until my heart reacts by pumping faster. When he leads us to the
back without the hostess, I know he must have planned this ahead. Our table
is separated from the rest, furthest from the subtle noise of early dinner
conversations.

“You don’t like noise,” he prompts, when he sees me looking around the
half-empty room.

Nibbling my lip, I give him a timid smile.
Shortly after opening up to him about my disease, I saw him googling it

and reading various articles on causes and symptoms. He would close out of
anything if he saw me looking over at him from my homework and give me
lip about what a nerd I am or how messy my hair looked at that moment.

Anything to make it look like he doesn’t care, when there’s no doubt in
my mind he does. It’s in the little things he does like putting an extra blanket
over me after I fall asleep, or telling Dad and Cam I can’t go out to eat at
certain places because their food isn’t something I’m supposed to eat when
I’m too shy to tell them myself. He leaves me silly pictures everywhere from
my dresser to bathroom mirror—post-its with cartoon images like kissing lips
and frozen yogurt and a sun with shades on.

He doesn’t pester me to take my medication like Dad or remind me to get
more rest on the nights I have enough energy to stay up and get ahead on
homework or read. He let’s me live my life and supports whatever I choose to



do with it.
The other night we stayed up making brownies. Double chocolate. I ate

way too much batter until my stomach hurt, and then promptly ate way too
many warm brownies as we watched a few movies. Things have been great.
Fun, even.

After a waitress gets our drink order, we’re left alone to look over the
menu. I smile when I see the array of options, debating on one of their
cheapest salads just to see what he’ll say.

Surely he won’t throw my plate on the floor here and demand I order a
pizza.

I look at him staring at his menu, the tip of his tongue peeking out of the
corner of his mouth. A light fluttering feeling fills my stomach over the
image in front of me. He’s reading the food list with such intensity and
precision, yet he looks so boyish at the same time.

Cute isn’t the right word to describe Kaiden Monroe, so why do I have
the urge to call him that anyway?

He catches me staring, but I don’t dodge his eyes like normal. “What?”
I shake my head. “Nothing. I…” My tongue feels heavy in my mouth,

tied over his attention toward me. “I, uh, don’t know what to get is all.”
“Liar,” he muses, sitting back. “You can get whatever you want. Their

chicken stuff is pretty good. I think I had the marsala once. They’re known
for their fish entrees though, and I heard that salmon is good for people with
autoimmune diseases so…” He clears his throat and rubs the back of his
neck, avoiding my gaze by staring at the menu.

My eyes narrow. “Are you…blushing?”
His brows pinch but he won’t look up.
“Oh my God.” I laugh, smiling wider than I have in forever. “The Kaiden

Monroe is blushing. I feel like I should take a picture. The school has an
Instagram account, right? Maybe I should tag them in it so they’ll share it to
their student pride story.”

He grumbles and sets down his menu, giving me a dirty look that looks
more like he’s pouting than anything. “I don’t blush. I’m just saying that I
heard it’s good for you or whatever.”

I play along, nodding. “I’m sure. Google does like to suggest the best
salmon dishes for people fighting inflammatory diseases.”

His eyes cast downward.
When the waitress comes back, I order the salmon dinner with mashed



potatoes and green beans, all while smiling at Kaiden. He gets chicken
parmesan with the same sides, but I know he won’t eat the green beans
because he always leaves them when Cam makes them for supper. He knows
I’ll eat them.

After it’s just us, I toy with the wrapped silverware. “I think it’s sweet
that you did research. Not a lot of people put in that kind of effort because
they choose to believe what they want to instead of getting the facts right.”

He doesn’t fight me on the compliment, which surprises me. “What do
you mean?”

I settle into my chair, letting go of a hefty sigh just thinking about the
ridiculous stereotypes I’ve heard over the years. “When you have a disease
that nobody can see and they find out, most of the time they won’t even
believe you. On the off chance they take your word for it, they say the
stupidest things like I can be cured if I sleep more or eat healthier.”

Grinding my teeth, I think about a conversation I had once at my old
school. My old Phys Ed teacher was trying to get me to participate in the unit,
but I’d had a note letting me sit out on my bad flare days. It wasn’t something
I did often, just when standing too long put too much strain on my knees and
hips. She told me if I cut out junk food and exercised more, I’d be fine.

Diet is always important to stay healthy, but healthy isn’t a universal
concept. Eating a carrot won’t make the swelling go down and running the
mile certainly won’t help me walk better the next day.

I rest my hands on my lap. “People have preconceived notions about
illness. Like when they assume you can’t get sick unless you’re overweight
or old or something. Do you know how many times people tell me I can’t
possibly be this sick because I’m young? Or how many times I’ve been
accused of having an eating disorder because I’m too thin?

“It’s already tiring to live the way I do because my body is attacking itself
but having everyone else attack me becomes too much. I have to deal with
everyone making their own conclusions about me when they hear I have an
autoimmune disease. Like being told to not get stressed like I’ll be cured for
life then. And don’t get me started on those who think I’m making it up.
People rely too much on what they can see because everyone says that seeing
is believing. It’s never been that way though. It’s always the other way
around.”

I lick my dry lips and reach for my water, taking my time to absorb the
silence.



“How do you deal with it?” he asks once I set my glass down.
“Honestly?” I shrug. “I don’t.”
His brow quirks.
I elaborate. “Some days it’s easier than others to just let what people say

bounce off me, but that doesn’t mean it doesn’t bother me at all. I’m just
good at pretending it doesn’t.”

There’s a tick to his jaw. “You shouldn’t have to do that at all.”
“What should I do then, Kaiden?” I ask, genuinely curious. “We’re

human. We say mean, hurtful things. We’re naïve. We’re cruel. When you’re
in my shoes, something I hope you never are, you see life differently. You
stop taking every day for granted because you have absolutely no clue if
you’ll wake up the next morning. That may sound harsh, but it’s true.”

“Don’t say that,” he all but growls under his breath.
I raise my hands up in surrender. “You want the truth? It’s not pretty, is

it? I watched Lo slip away, but there’s a big difference between witnessing
and experiencing something. She never showed her pain or fear if she could
help it. Instead, she acted like it couldn’t get to her until…”

“It did,” he finishes.
I nod silently.
“Are you afraid?”
Every single second, minute, and hour.
I whisper, “Wouldn’t you be?”
He could pretend he’s strong, act like nothing can touch him, but I see

through him. He hurts. His father’s death still affects him. The possibility of
losing his mother, even me, terrifies him. Any of us could pretend like we’re
invincible and put up a front in the public eye, but behind our masks are tear-
stricken faces.

Instead of answering, he rests his arms on the table and studies the room.
“There have been a few deaths at Exeter. One of them was from cancer.
Remember what Rachel told you on the first day? There was a girl who had
Hodgkin’s Lymphoma. She’d been battling it for most of her life, but it kept
coming back. It got worse her sophomore year and she ended up passing
away around homecoming. There was a huge ceremony and dedication to
her.”

I frown. “That’s so sad.”
He nods once. “Riley…” His voice gets raspy, so he clears it. “Riley was

an old friend of mine. She was real, but she had a lot of problems nobody



could help her with. Not even me. Shit, if I had known what she planned…”
He stops, taking a deep breath. “People gave her shit when they found out
about her disorder. No. They always messed with her. She used to be
overweight, so the bullying started then. I always heard her talk about how
much she wanted to lose weight so they’d leave her alone, and when she
started to, she seemed happier. I didn’t know that she was starving herself to
do it. Not until I realized she’d skip lunch or not snack after school like she
used to. When I brought it up, she’d eat like it was no big deal.

“And then the rumors started about her throwing up at school. She’d been
caught a few times by some girls who told everyone. At that point, she’d lost
so much weight she looked like a walking corpse. She would eat and then
disappear, but I never believed she was purging…”

His nostrils flare. “I should have done something about it, but nobody
listened to me back then like they do now. I would tell people to stop
screwing with her, but few people listened. Then some teachers heard the
rumors and contacted her parents, and it spiraled. She couldn’t take the
negative attention anymore.”

I hold my breath when I hear the sadness weighing down his words.
“Kaiden?”

Our food comes and gets set in front of us, feeding the intensity of the
moment. When the waitress disappears, Kaiden’s eyes meet mine.

“She committed suicide.”
My lips part.
I notice the slightest tremble of his hand resting on the table, so I reach

over and put my hand on top of his. He stares like he doesn’t know what’s
happening, then flips his palm and wraps his fingers around mine.

Ignoring the delicious smell of the food in front of us, I ask, “Is that why
you’re set on stopping people from giving me crap at school?”

“I don’t want anything to happen to you.”
I give him an appreciative smile.
He huffs, letting go of my hand. “Guess it doesn’t matter much, does it?”
My smile disappears.
No. I guess it doesn’t.



Chapter Thirty-Two

Christmas is in a couple of weeks. Dad and Cam ask to talk to me after dinner
one night, so I stay behind while Kaiden goes upstairs to get ready for
another movie night.

Sometimes I wish I could read Dad better, because his features almost
never change. “What is this about? Did I do something?”

Cam’s eyes widen. “Oh! No, it’s nothing like that. Your father and I were
just thinking about plans for the holidays. Usually we do a family dinner
here. You know, a big lunch after opening presents and all that. It’s tradition
to have the entire family here for it.”

Fighting the urge to wince over the idea of their entire family doing this
every year, I stare at the placemat on the table. It’s white with snowmen and
reindeer on it.

Had Dad ever mentioned inviting me to their celebration? Whenever we’d
talk around the holidays, he’d just wish me a good one and tell me he sent my
present. It was always a gift card to Amazon, which I always took the longest
to spend because I hated using anything he gave me.

Dad brings me back. “We were wondering if you had plans to go to your
mother’s house for the holidays.”

“Not that we don’t want you here,” Cam jumps in, smiling at me. “In fact,
we were hoping you’d spend it with us. I think Kaiden would love that. You
two get along so well.”

If they only knew how well.
“Uh…I haven’t really talked to her about it,” I admit, squirming.

Grandma called me the other day after I spent some time texting Mama,
asking me what we had planned here. When I told her I wasn’t sure, she
didn’t push it.

“Do you think she’d want to come?” Cam asks excitedly. “Your
grandmother too, of course. It could be good for them to see you here. You
could show them your room.”

My eyes cut to Dad. He looks a little uncomfortable, but nowhere near as
much as I feel. “I think it’s a good idea,” he admits.

I blink a few times. “You…what?”



He takes a deep breath. “Your mother and I haven’t been on great terms
for obvious reasons. We have our differences, but we also have you. If you
want to spend your Christmas with them, we’ll understand. However, if
you’d consider staying here to spend it with us, the invite is extended to
them. That way you can see all of us on the same day.”

I’m not sure what to say. Dad and Mama in the same room after all these
years? Grandma never has anything bad to say about him, but I know she
loves Mama. I can’t say she blames him for how she is, but I don’t rule it out.

“Do you think…I mean is that a good idea?” I doubt, frowning. “You and
Mama haven’t spoken in a long time, right? She’s not the same person you
knew.”

Cam rubs Dad’s arm. “We spoke to your mother last night. Your father
left the invitation open in case she wanted to come. She’s welcome here
anytime, Em. I hope you know that.”

I stare.
Dad straightens. “Cam is right. Your mother and I will always have a

past, but you’re important to both of us. She can come here and visit. I know
it’s quite a drive, but it might be good for all of us to be together for
Christmas.”

“Mama and you?”
“And you.”
“Like…in the same room?”
He chuckles, which sounds so foreign coming from someone as serious as

him. “Yes, Emery. In fact, she seemed interested in the idea. Your
grandmother thinks it’ll be good.”

“Fun,” Cam corrected. “She said it would be fun. She even said she
looked forward to seeing Kaiden again.”

I sink in my chair. They had no idea he’d gone to see me until we arrived
back together a day earlier than I was supposed to return. Dad looked
suspicious and Cam looked happier than ever. Neither said anything about it
though.

“Yeah, Grandma liked him,” I mutter.
Dad grumbles.
“So they’re coming?” I ask.
“That’s up to you,” he replies, shoulders pulled back. “Your mother and I

agreed that it would be your decision. We won’t mind whatever you choose.”
Did I want to spend Christmas there?



No.
It’s a brutal admission, but one I can’t help but make. Mama and I talk

more than before, but it’s still strained. She only calls once every couple of
weeks to tell me how support group is going or to share stories from work
about the excuses that kids make to try getting out of class just to nap in the
nurse’s office. We text more times than not, and the replies are sporadic.

Christmas all together? I should be happy for them offering, but jealousy
settles into my chest over them thinking of this now. Where was our
invitation before I moved? Did they think I wouldn’t want to come? Did they
even think about me beyond the usual gift card purchase?

Pressing my lips together, I will myself to take a calming breath and
exhale through my nose. “It could be good. I miss them.”

Cam’s smile grows.
Dad remains stoic. “Are you sure?”
Are you?
“Yeah,” I choke out, shrugging. “I think Christmas here will be fun.

Different.”
Not knowing what else to say, I ask to be excused. There’s a warm bed

and new movie waiting for me upstairs. It beats this conversation a million
times over.

They tell me goodnight.
When I get upstairs, Kaiden’s smirk is what I’m greeted with.

“Something tells me this Christmas is going to be the most interesting one
we’ve had yet.”

“Eavesdropping much,” I mumble, grabbing my pajamas and heading
toward the bathroom.

His laugh is what I’m greeted with as I close the bathroom door.

I wake up to the caress of warm kisses down my shoulder and back from
where I sleep on my stomach. Still groggy from sleep, I unwrap my arms
from the pillow I’m hugging and turn onto my side.

Kaiden stares down at me from where he’s propped up on his elbow.
Blinking, I look over at the glow of my alarm clock, yawning when I see it’s
only three in the morning. My head rests on the pillow with a sleepy smile
gracing my face.

“Why are you up?”
“Couldn’t sleep.”



“Hmm.”
He grins and leans down, brushing our lips together. We haven’t done

anything more than kiss since break. Sometimes his hands will roam, but they
never go far. The most courageous I’ve ever gotten was sliding my hands
under his shirt to feel his muscled stomach during one of our make out
sessions.

This feels different though. There’s electricity in the room as he pulls me
under him and explores my mouth. Every time his tongue does something,
mine mimics him.

He touches my side.
I touch his.
He slides his palm under my shirt.
I slide mine under his.
Before I know it, the kiss grows deeper. He groans when I arch up the

same time he lowers down. His weight feels welcoming, his body heat
radiating into me.

I wrap my arms around his neck as he nips my bottom lip before trailing
kisses down my jaw and neck. His hands push him up so he’s not crushing
me, one of them trailing down my side and then sliding underneath my shirt
and he moves back up.

“Is this okay?” he whispers against the crook of my neck.
I swallow, eyes closed from his palm against my belly button. “Yes.”
He kisses my neck before moving his palm up further, making me shiver

as he gets closer to my breast. I stopped caring about wearing a bra to bed.
Sometimes I’ll catch Kaiden staring at my chest, and it makes me feel
confident. Pretty. Wanted.

His thumb brushes the underside of my bare breast, causing me to suck in
a breath. He takes the moment to kiss me again, his tongue flicking against
mine before he cups my breast in his hand.

We both groan at the same time, my eyes rolling in the back of my head
when he squeezes me and then brushes my hard nipple with the pad of his
thumb. I kiss him harder, tightening my arms around him and arching my
pelvis up to meet his. Our breaths get heavier as he grinds against the spot I
need the most friction, his palm moving from one breast to the other until I’m
writhing under him.

“Kaiden,” I whisper, burying my face in his chest when his pelvis grinds
faster into me.



He lowers onto his elbows, kissing me softly in every angle possible
before pulling back and staring down at me. His palm rests below my bust,
his eyes studying mine.

“What are we doing?” I ask, unsure of what’s going to happen next.
He bites down on his bottom lip before pulling his hand out from under

my shirt. “We can stop—”
“No!” I blurt, before blushing deeply.
His shoulders shake with laughter, which makes me cover my face with

my palms. “Hey, don’t hide. We can do whatever you want. Or nothing at
all.”

I peek at him through my fingers. “I’m no good at this, Kaiden. You have
way more experience than I do.”

“How do you know?”
I eye him. “Don’t act like you’re an angelic virgin. It’s embarrassing

enough to admit that I’m one.”
He brushes hair away from my face. “I don’t want you to be embarrassed,

Em. Trust me, I know plenty of girls at school who brag about how many
guys they bag. It’s not attractive.”

I scoff. “And what? Virgins are?”
His shoulder’s lift. “It’s hotter than knowing someone let’s literally

anyone between their legs. To be the one person you trust enough to get
intimate with, that shit is special. Flattering, even. And I’m not saying that
just so you’ll let me go that far with you. I’m being honest.”

I blink, gnawing on my inner cheek. “I feel like it won’t be good for
you.”

He pecks my lips. “Mouse, you don’t have to worry about that. If or when
we get to that point, it’ll be good for both of us.”

Blushing, I wiggle under him. “What if I want that point to be now?”
I hear the shift in his breath.
My shaky hand goes to his face. “Let’s be honest, Kaiden. I don’t like

people knowing about my health. It takes too much effort to get anyone to
understand what it’s like. I know you’ve done research, and you’re careful
with me. I…I know that first times hurt. I know it may hurt me more because
of my condition. But the pain has been minimal lately and I don’t know how
long it’ll last.”

His Adam’s apple bobs. “What exactly are you saying? I need you to
spell this out for me so we’re on the same page.”



Locking eyes with him, I raise up and kiss his lips. “I want you to be my
first, Kaiden. There’s nobody else I trust with it.”

I think he stops breathing.
Waiting for his reply kills me, because he could decide he doesn’t want

this. Or that he thinks we should wait. Or that I’m too fragile.
After what feels like an eternity, he asks, “You’ll tell me to stop if it gets

to be too much?”
Licking my lips, I nod.
He studies me, brushing his thumb against my cheek before nodding

back. “I haven’t slept with anyone since before you moved here.”
My eyes widen. “But Rachel…”
Shaking his head, he kisses me again. “I just said that to mess with you.

I’m an asshole, remember? I do stupid shit.”
“Do you think this is stupid?” I hate how vulnerable I sound, but it’s a

question worth asking.
“Sleeping with my stepsister?” he replies, unblinking. “Probably.

Sleeping with Emery Matterson? A fighter? Someone who’s strong and
resilient and doesn’t give in to my bullshit? No. I don’t think that’s stupid at
all.”

His words warm my heart, but not as much as when he grabs my hand
gently and interweaves our fingers together. Squeezing gently, he kisses me,
trailing his lips across my cheek and to the shell of my ear.

“I think,” he whispers, his breath tickling me until I shiver, “that this is
beyond us. It makes sense. Probably more sense than anything else.”

“Why?”
“Because we fit together.”
We do?
“Don’t you feel it?” he murmurs, nipping at my earlobe.
My chest fills.
My stomach flutters.
Yes, I want to say. I’ve felt it for months.
“I need to get a condom.”



Chapter Thirty-Three

Nerves get the better of me when he’s hovering over me with wandering
hands. I’m hyperaware of the foil packet beside us on the mattress, and I
know where it goes and what it’s for. I never thought I’d ever see one or
experience this though.

“Get out of your head,” he tells me, pushing up to meet my eyes.
My palms rest against his waist. “I can’t help it. I know what’s going to

happen and I keep thinking I’m going to mess it up. You know, do something
stupid.”

He chuckles, reaching up and brushing hair out of my face. “What do you
think you’re going to do?”

“I…” I don’t know.
He kisses me, tasting me slowly, before pulling away slightly. “I promise

you’re not going to mess this up. There’s no way you can. So stop
overthinking and tell me what you want.”

What I want?
His hands travel down my body leisurely, resting just below my navel.

His thumb brushes the elastic of my pajama pants until a heat rises between
my legs and makes me squirm. “Where do you feel you want me, Mouse?”

My lips part, then close.
His thumb dips under the band, tracing my skin. “Am I getting close?”
I let out a tiny noise that sounds both desperate and nervous. His lips dip

to the crook of my neck, kissing and sucking and licking until I arch into him.
He makes an approving noise, but when his hand moves away I protest.

“What do you want, Emery?” he asks against my skin, nipping my
collarbone and then my shoulder. “Tell me with words.”

Fluttering my eyelids for a moment, I grasp his soft cotton shirt and pull it
up. “I want your shirt off.”

He reaches behind him and yanks it off by the collar, throwing it on the
floor. “Done. What else?”

My heart flips in my chest as I trace the slight ripples of his toned
stomach. He shivers when I glide my palms up his body, resting them on his
shoulders. His skin is soft and warm and flawless. The corded muscles in his



arms pop from holding himself up over me, and I trace them too with my
finger until his eyes close and his breathing hitches.

I take advantage and sit up on my elbows to initiate the kiss. He’s taken
by surprise but quickly returns it, our lips and tongues and breaths dancing
and tangling together until I reach for my shirt and start pulling it up too. He
helps, slipping it over my head until we’re both bare from the waist up.

His eyes burn my chest as he stares, brushing his knuckles against my
breast until I’m shuttering. When I move his hand to cup me fully, I bow up
until he’s squeezing me the way I want.

“Touch me,” I whisper, kissing his jaw, neck, anything to feel close to
him.

He doesn’t disappoint. Lowering onto his elbows, he shifts so his full
attention is on my chest, kneading, kissing, and driving me mad. My nipples
pebble under his touch, and when he dips down and takes one in his mouth, I
cry out until I’m covering my face with my palms to keep quiet.

“Mm,” he murmurs, tugging on me with his teeth before nipping the side
of the same breast. “Remember to keep quiet, Mouse. Wouldn’t want one of
our parents to walk in.”

Oh my God. “We need to lock—”
“Already did,” he muses, moving his mouth to the other breast and

mimicking his actions until I’m panting and needing him more.
“K-Kaiden.”
He looks up through his lashes. “Yes?”
I cup his face, brushing my thumb over his bottom lip. “Can I…would it

be okay if I touched you?”
His eyes heat until they’re puddles of dark chocolate. “You should be

more specific. Where is it that you want to touch me exactly?”
Licking my lips, I gather the courage to slowly trail my hand down,

down, down his body until it rests just above his shorts. They hang low on his
waist. All it would take is just one little movement…

“Fuck,” her murmurs, dropping his forehead on mine. “Your eyes say it
all and it’s killing me.”

“Sorry?”
He shakes his head. “Don’t be. You’re hot as hell when you go after what

you want.”
Blushing, I tug on his shorts.
“Want me to take them off?” he purrs, pulling my bottom lip into his



mouth and suckling it.
“Y-Yes.”
“Want to see my cock, Mouse?”
My mouth practically waters as I nod, getting him to let go of my wrist

and help me push his shorts down.
Eyes widening when I see him spring out of the nylon material, I can’t

help but stare. I don’t know what I was expecting, but it wasn’t something so
big or pink or veiny.

I blink. “Oh, God.”
It twitches. Twitches.
“It moved,” I whisper-hiss.
He laughs, kicking his shorts off until they land on the floor in front of

the bed. “Yeah, it’ll do that.”
I groan, realizing that thing is going to try fitting inside of me. “You’re

not going to fit. That is not going to work, Kaiden.”
“Hey,” he murmurs, lips wavering like he wants to keep laughing. “Trust

me, Em. It’ll fit. People do this every day.”
“Yeah, but…” Not knowing what to say, I shake my head.
“Do you want to do this?” he asks for the billionth time.
“Yes.”
“Do you want to touch me?” He takes my hand and slowly starts lowering

it toward the very thing I’m still enamored by. “Words, Mouse. Do you want
to touch my cock? I know I want you to.”

I choke on oxygen. “Yes,” I rasp.
He grins. “Do you want me to touch you? To take those cute little pajama

pants off until we’re both bare. I know you’re not wearing panties under
there.”

My eyes widen. “How would you know that?”
He leans in closer like we’re sharing a secret. “Do you know how many

times a day I stare at your ass? I’d know if you’re wearing underwear or not.”
My whole face heats up.
“So?” He licks his lips. “Can I?”
For a split second, I debate my answer. I’m not sure why because I know

I want this to happen—to sleep with Kaiden. To lose my virginity. To feel…
normal. I also know it’s a horrible idea for so many reasons.

But I also don’t care.
I whisper an audible, “Yes.”



And just like that, my pants are on the floor tangled with his discarded
clothes.

The nerves come back in full force now, because we’re both completely
naked. My hand is back on his stomach, his eyes are raking over me, and I’m
suddenly so self-conscious that I want to pull the blanket over me.

My stomach is flat, but my thighs aren’t as thin as they used to be. I’m
hyperaware of their sudden roundness in contrast to the ribs that decorate my
torso from the rapid weight loss I experienced before moving here. I’m no
longer proportional. Not too skinny like I was, but also not fat. The in-
between my body has shaped itself into is foreign territory.

Yet Kaiden doesn’t seem to mind at all. His eyes cut to mine before
drifting down my nakedness, taking in every square inch. “Don’t hide.
You’re beautiful, Emery. You’re beautiful and you’re mine.”

That one word, four little letters, is exactly what I need to gather the
courage to make my move, wrapping my hand around his hard length. He
groans loudly and bucks into me, twitching in my palm as I stare at how my
fingers look around him. Not sure what to do, I squeeze him a little before
moving my hand down and back up in a fluid motion.

He curses, most of the words making no sense that escape his lips. “So
good. That feels so fucking good.”

“Can you show me?”
His eyes are closed, his head tipped back, and I think maybe I don’t need

him to show me anything. I still want him to though. He’s feeding me
confidence by letting me experience this.

“Show me how you touch yourself,” I whisper, causing him to grow
harder in my hand.

“Fuck, that’s hot.” He wraps his hand around mine and starts jerking our
palms up and down faster than I was, twisting the grip to put more pressure
under the head. The sounds he makes as his hips roll makes dampness settle
between my thighs, and I feel a strong need to experience everything with
him as long as it means I can see his face so carefree and lost and beautiful in
the moment as it is now.

He moans my name, whispers it like a plea, until I notice a little bead
form at the tip of him. Following my urge, my thumb slips out from under his
palm and glides over the wetness gathering there until he chokes out my
name and jerks so hard in my hand that his forehead drops into the crook of
my neck and our hands become frantic and needy.



A moment later, I feel something wet hit my lower stomach as he repeats
my name over and over again before letting go of my hand.

His breathing evens out and he lifts up, kissing me hungrily until our
teeth are clattering against each other. “I need to taste you. Let me kiss you,
Mouse. Let me know how sweet you are between those pretty thighs of
yours.”

My whole body catches on fire, and I want to tell him no because I’m
embarrassed, but the thought of him doing that wakes something new in me.

“O-Okay.”
The smile I’m rewarded with is like I agreed to give him a million dollars,

and if I wasn’t so turned on I’d giggle.
I watch him slowly lower down my body, his hands parting my legs as his

lips kiss my inner thigh up, up, up.
“Oh my God,” I whimper when his tongue swipes my slit. I watch his

head disappear between my legs, his mouth and breath and tongue on the
most intimate part of me. I writhe under him as he gently holds my legs open
and devours me, paying special attention to the bundle of nerves that demand
release.

When his tongue dips inside, my fingers go to his hair and dig into his
scalp. Unintentionally, I arch up until his face is buried further, his nose
brushing my clit as his tongue brings me on the brink of my orgasm.

“Too much. Too much.” I shake my head as I build up, Kaiden not
relenting as he eats me out and makes noises that sound a lot like mine as I
tug on his hair and move my body to get more friction against him.

It’s an intense feeling, the way my stomach warms and tingles and my
legs tighten on either side of his head. It’s consuming and alluring and
addicting. Like I don’t want him to stop but need him to before I lose my
mind.

When I come, I come harder than ever before and have to throw a pillow
over my face because I’m afraid I’ll be heard. My legs quake and rock
against him as he rides it out with me, his mouth pressing open kisses against
me until I finally ease back onto the mattress in heavy pants and eyelids.

My hips ache from being held open, but the sated feeling washing over
my body helps me forget the slight discomfort.

Kaiden moves the pillow away from me and wipes his mouth off before
running a hand down my cheek and jaw. “I almost came again just hearing
you make those sounds.”



I swallow, not knowing what to say.
“I need to be inside you,” he says, watching me carefully to gauge my

reaction.
After a short moment, I’m nodding, realizing this is it. I’m going to lose

my virginity to the boy who’s made me feel thousands of different things
since I moved in with him.

He’s insulted me.
Picked on me.
Isolated me.
But he also gave me his room.
Cooked me omelets.
And taken me to his favorite spot.
He’s given Cam a chance for me, played nice with my father, and opened

up to me when he wouldn’t with anyone else.
“I need this too.” I put my hands on his shoulders and squeeze.
He grabs the condom and tears it open, sitting up on his knees to slide it

on. I’m mesmerized as I watch him cover himself with the latex, and feel my
heart go into overdrive when he lowers back down and kisses me.

I return the kiss and wrap my arms around his neck, holding him to me.
He tastes different, like me I realize, but I don’t think about it because all I
feel his him moving to my entrance.

Using his hand to position himself, he slowly slides in, pausing,
stretching me and causing me to gasp through the pain. Further, further, the
sharpness intensifies. Tears well in my eyes as I try taking calming breaths.

“H-Hurts,” I whimper, squeezing him harder until our chests are pressed
together. I need the pressure to ease, the pain to go away.

I knew it was going to hurt, but I feel like I’m being split in two despite
how wet I must be from what he did. He’s so big, it doesn’t matter that he’s
trying to be careful. Wiggling, I try relieving the sting, but it gets worse. So
much worse.

“No, not like that,” he comments, sounding pained in a different way.
“Fuck, Em. You’re so tight. You’re squeezing my dick.”

“S-Sorry.” My voice is hoarse as a tear breaks free and slides down my
cheek. Is it supposed to feel like this? Like someone shoved a burning rod
between my legs? Like my pelvis is on fire and demanding to be put out?

“Don’t be.” He kisses me, reaching between us and rubbing my clit in
small, circular motions. “I need you to try relaxing, okay? I know it hurts. I



can make it a little better.”
I close my eyes and hope more tears don’t spill, but even when I feel my

body loosen a little to his touch, his movements don’t make the pain lessen.
He moves out of me, and slowly back in, going further than before. Over and
over he does this. He repeats the movements, playing with my clit, kissing
me, nipping my lip and chin, until I’m saying his name in a choked plea.

Not to stop him.
I want this. Need this.
But I also want it to end. I want the pain to stop and the pleasure to begin

like in the books. I want to be able to move my hips to meet his like I know
what I’m doing. I want to feel confident and sexy and to know he can’t get
enough of me.

That’s not how it is though.
It hurts. I’m used to pain, but this is so different than the everyday kind.

My hips ache and my pelvis hurts, and I think I may be choking Kaiden with
my death grip on his neck like I’d squeeze my pillow when my hips or knees
or body hurt from a flare.

“Need me to stop?” His voice is heavy, lust ridden. He doesn’t want to
but he’s offering, and I don’t want to disappoint him or to shorten this
moment when it should be perfect.

“N-No.”
“Emery—”
“Please keep going,” I plead, kissing him the way he kissed me. Wanting.

Needing. Yearning. “I want you to get off. I want to feel you do it inside me.”
I don’t know where those words came from, but I mean them. Every one

of them.
“Shit.” The words must be the right thing to say, because he picks up the

pace and enters me faster, harder. I bite my lip so hard I think it may start
bleeding, but I do start feeling a new sensation enter the pit of my stomach
when he changes position so he’s moving in me differently and grinding
down on my pelvic bone.

I gasp as he puts pressure on my clit again, teasing it and rubbing it as he
bucks into me over and over.

He cusses, moans, makes noises I didn’t know were possible. The way he
kisses me becomes frantic and desperate and I feel every emotion he
normally bottles up pour into me. My chest swells as he whispers my name,
his sweaty hair diving into the crook of my neck until his hips drive into me



in a jerky pace.
The headboard starts to hit the wall with loud thuds, so he curses and

grabs ahold of it with one hand while he grabs my hip with the other to keep
me from sliding up as he thrusts into me.

Any control he had when he started is long gone, because now he’s
ravenous—chasing a high that he’s so close to getting. The way his body
begins moving deeper and harder until he slams into me one last time and
moans my name into my neck has me gasping and digging my fingertips into
his back. I keep my hold on his body as he empties himself, his heartbeat
racing against my chest as he comes down.

The room fills with our breathing and no longer smells of just trees and
cinnamon. It smells like us. Of what we’ve just done.

Kaiden carefully pulls out, making me wince, before dropping to the side
of me. His hand finds mine on the sheets and he wraps his fingers around me
as we catch our breaths.

“Are you okay?” he asks softly.
I swallow. “Yeah.”
He sits up and studies me, seeing my damp cheeks from the glow of the

streetlights coming in my window. His jaw ticks. “You should have told me
to stop—”

“I didn’t want you to, Kaiden.”
We stare at each other for a moment longer before he gets out of bed.

“I’m going to grab a washcloth to clean you up. Stay there.”
I take a deep breath and listen to the toilet flush and then the sink turn on.

My heart is making weird sounds, racing but not, excited or anxious
probably. I just had sex for the first time, it seems normal to react differently.

I move my legs and flinch over how sore they are from staying open.
Sitting up, I inspect my slightly bloodied thighs, but besides a few droplets of
on the gray sheets, there’s nothing else.

Kaiden walks in, noticing me looking at the aftermath.
“I thought it’d be worse,” I admit, heat creeping up the back of my neck.

“You know, the blood and stuff.”
He has two washcloths. Using the first one to clean off my stomach from

the first time he came, he sets it off to the side and grabs the other to carefully
wipe my thighs off before dabbing between my legs.

I suck in a breath at how tender I am, which he apologizes for. “I’ve
never done this before,” he admits, not meeting my eyes.



“Done what?”
Once he’s done washing me off, he uses a towel to dry me. “Taken

someone’s virginity and cleaned them up after it’s all done.”
I’m not sure what to say, so I just reach out and brush his face. He finally

glances up, his features softer than I’m used to. “Thank you. I-It hurt but I’m
glad we did that.”

He kisses me. “You should try peeing. Hear that’s important so girls
don’t get UTI’s or whatever.”

Giggling, I kiss him back and then he helps me out of bed. Passing me my
pants and shirt back, I get dressed and head to the bathroom. Pushing past the
sting, I do my business and wash up before inspecting myself in the mirror.

I’m flushed and my hair is a mess, but the smile on my face is all I can
really see. Kaiden did that. He changed the flattened or downtrodden lips I’m
so well acquainted with.

When I go back in the room, Kaiden is dressed and on his usual side of
the bed. “You know,” he says quietly, opening his arm for me to curl up next
to him, “I think it’s a good thing your mom is coming here.”

I choke. “You want to talk about her?”
He chuckles. “I just think it means she’s finally willing to put in an

effort.”
I’m quiet as I consider his words.
He’s right.
Maybe things are finally changing.



Chapter Thirty-Four

Before the sun fully rises, nausea wakes me up with its brutal clutches on my
stomach. Back and hips aching as I slide out of bed, I clutch my midsection
and limp to the bathroom. I barely make it in time before I’m emptying little
to nothing into the toilet bowl, stomach acid burning my throat and causing
me to gag worse from the cold floor.

Kaiden must have slipped out before I woke up, because there’s no doubt
he would have come in here demanding what’s wrong. When I feel a little
better, I hold a palm against my back, wash up, brush my teeth, and head
back to the bedroom.

The sheets and comforter are still ruffled from last night’s escapades,
which causes me to smile despite the pulsing sensation in my back. It doesn’t
surprise me that I tweaked it given what we’d done, so I grab some Motrin
from my nightstand and swallow a couple of pills before pulling the blankets
over me again.

I ball up and hug the pillow Kaiden uses close to me, taking in his usual
scent until sleep calls for me again.

Thankfully, the nausea let’s me be.



Chapter Thirty-Five

Christmas break finally rolls around and I’m glad to be out of school. Despite
my new medicine working to keep headaches away, the winter flurries and
stress of finals got the better of me. Thankfully, I haven’t missed anymore
school, but my energy is depleted by the time I get home in the afternoon.

Mr. Nichols announced that Book Club wouldn’t continue when school
started again in January. There wasn’t enough interest and the school felt it
wouldn’t be appropriate if it were just him with two young girls. I’m not sure
what they’re so worried about. Nichols has never been inappropriate with any
of his students, even when the female students showed him no mercy. Maybe
the school is worried for his safety.

Dad and Cam tell me that there may be a reading club I could join at the
city’s library, but I know in my gut that it’s better if I just keep reading in the
confines of my room. At least then I won’t have to argue about an author’s
point or the reason why books will always be better than the real world.

Fiction has a way of revealing the types of truths that reality obscures.
There’s nothing that books can’t talk about, regardless of how readers
interpret them. We can accept or deny what we want, but the facts are still
immortalized on paper.

Kaiden knows I’m upset over Book Club ending, but he can see the
paleness to the skin and the bags weighing under my eyes. He says it’s
probably better if I get home sooner to rest.

More time to play later, he adds. He jokes around about it, but I think
there’s underlying worry that he hides with humor.

It’s only been a couple weeks since we first had sex, and since, I’ve been
too nervous of the pain to do it again. Sometimes we make out until we fall
asleep, and other times we’ll explore each other’s bodies until he senses my
hesitation to go farther.

He never pushes.
Tomorrow is Christmas Eve, which Kaiden seems to dread. He told me

that Cam gets everyone up early to have cinnamon rolls and open one present
of our choosing.

“Mama used to ask us what we wanted for Christmas Eve,” I tell him



when he asks if our family had any traditions. “Usually we could choose
something small, like pajamas or books. Sometimes they’d let us have our
stockings too, because they were full of candy and little trinkets.”

The last Christmas holiday we spent together as a whole family, Dad had
given me both the gifts I wanted even though we were only supposed to get
one. I still have the Harry Potter series on its own little shelf, along with a
few action figures, wands, and collectables that Dad gifted me throughout the
years since. He’d also gifted me Hufflepuff pajamas that I still have tucked
away in my dresser even though they don’t fit. I wanted to throw them out
when he left, but I couldn’t do it.

I smile. “Lo got mad when Dad gave me more presents than her one year.
She kept telling him she didn’t want anything, and then threw a fit when I
opened my presents. Mama was upset at Dad the rest of the night, but I don’t
think he minded because I practically fell running up the stairs to change into
my new pjs.”

Logan had gotten Cinderella pajamas because she would watch that
movie nonstop and talk about finding her own Prince Charming. Mama
would tease Dad about how hard it’d be to see their little girls date because
there was no doubt Lo would be a handful.

Smile slipping, I lick my bottom lip and glance over at him from the
movie. “Anyway, our traditions would usually start on the night of Christmas
Eve. After dinner, we’d open our one present and then snack on cookies
while waiting for Dr. Seuss’s How the Grinch Stole Christmas to come on.
Our parents would always make us go to bed after that because Santa would
be on his way.”

Rolling my eyes, I let out a tiny laugh. “I think Lo tried telling me once
that Santa didn’t exist. She’d been snooping through Mama’s closet and
found wrapped presents that had Santa’s name on it.”

He looks amused. “You didn’t believe her? Did she show you the
presents?”

I shake my head. “I think once she realized I still believed in the creepy
guy, she didn’t want to ruin it. Plus, I’m pretty sure Mama moved the
presents once she realized Lo had been looking around.”

The arm he has around me tightens for a moment before loosening. “Your
sister loved you, huh?”

I rest my cheek on his chest. “Of course she did. Lo loved everybody. It
didn’t matter what they did to her, she looked past the bad things and saw the



good. Like when Dad left. She never stayed angry at him like me.”
“When did she…?”
Biting down on my lip, I close my eyes and let out a heavy breath. “A

year after he left, give or take. She never saw the version of Mama I did after
he moved out or when she got sicker. I kind of owed it to her to keep her in
the dark for as long as I could.”

His thumb brushes against my arm in circular motions. I sink into him
and the feeling he creates. “Why?”

I reach up and thread our fingers together, letting a moment pass before I
answer him. “She let me believe in Santa. She deserved to believe in Mama
for as long as she needed to.”

I just wish she’d got to for a little longer.

My shoulder hurts throughout the next day, making it hard to roll the cookie
dough like Cam asks me to do. After waking up draped across Kaiden, my
entire side was stiff. He tried helping me up when he noticed I was
struggling, but I kept telling him I was fine.

Now he’s side eyeing me from the other end of the island where Cam put
him to work placing the cookies on the sheet to cool off. He told me to stay in
bed and watch movies, but I could hear Cam frantically rushing around
downstairs and wanted to help. Now that I can barely flatten the remaining
dough in front of me, it seems like I’m holding them back from finishing.

Dad left to go pick up Mama and Grandma right before we started, saying
he’d take them to their hotel before bringing them here to have an early
dinner with us. I’ve been nervous about it since I woke up, the worry of how
Mama will act plaguing my conscience any time I’m not being distracted by
cookies or meal plans or Christmas music.

Kaiden appears next to me, gently nudging me out of the way and taking
over. “I can’t keep watching you mess these up,” he comments, shooting me
a wink.

Cam gasps. “Kaiden!”
I wave it off. “He’s right. I’m not doing a very good job. Maybe I can

help decorate them when they’re ready?”
Cam’s expression brightens. “Of course, sweetie! It’s Kaiden’s favorite

part. When he was little—”
Kaiden groans.
“—he would bounce in his seat until we got the frosting ready to color



and apply. He’d spend at least ten minutes on each cookie trying to add the
right amount of detail and yell at anyone who just slapped the frosting and
sprinkles on them.”

“Dad wouldn’t even spread the damn frosting around. He just put a
spoonful on top and doused the thing with whatever sprinkles was closest to
him.”

Cam laughs. “He did that on purpose.”
I grin. “Are you still like that?”
Kaiden says, “No” the same time Cam answers, “Yes.”
Glancing between them, I see how light Cam’s eyes are as she watches

her son. The holidays are meant to bring people together, and it seems like it
has here.

Cam looks from him to me. “He’s nowhere near as obsessed with
perfection, but if we put him in a baking competition, he’d win first place
hands down.”

Kaiden’s face turns pink. “Mom. Jesus.”
Cam’s eyes widen as she stares at him.
He grumbles and rolls the dough flat, not meeting her teary eyes.
I can’t help but stare though, because the watery gaze she gives Kaiden is

nothing like the one I’m used to seeing from Mama. Cam’s is full of awe and
love knowing her son finally called her something other than her first name.
It’s so beautiful I feel like I shouldn’t be intruding on the moment.

Jabbing my finger behind me, I make an excuse to go to my room. I
suppose I could be honest and admit I need to lie down, but instead I tell
them I have presents left to wrap. Considering I don’t have any money, it’s a
stupid one to make, but neither says a word.

Once I’m in my room, I play with the beaded bracelet on my wrist before
walking over to my dresser and pulling out the old pair of Harry Potter
pajamas. Running my fingers across the worn, dingy material, I set them on
the bed and stare.

If Kaiden can let Cam in, I can do the same for Dad. Mama too if she’ll
let me. The difference between them is that Dad let me in a long time ago—
when he said yes to moving in, when he picked me up, when he brought me
back to visit. He’s tried more than Mama has. It’s her turn to let me in.

After playing around with a couple items from my room, I stand back and
smile at the outcome of my makeshift Christmas Eve present. Dad didn’t ask
for it, but I think that’s what makes it more special.



Running my hand over the thick frame housing my flattened Hufflepuff
shirt with a picture of Lo and me as kids, I swallow past the lump in my
throat.

After stealing some wrapping paper from Cam, I finish taping up the end
before setting the gift off to the side. Finally taking Kaiden’s advice, I grab
his laptop from where he keeps it on my nightstand and put on a cheesy
Christmas movie before pulling the blankets around me.

Still aching, I rest on my back and feel my lids grow heavy before I
succumb to sleep.

“Emery.”
“Emery.”
Someone is shaking me, pulling me away from a nap that I don’t want to

end. I can feel the exhaustion settle into my body—limbs heavy and brain
foggy and back sore. I grumble and try ignoring the intruder, but they keep
persisting.

“Wake up, baby.”
“Go away, Kaiden,” I murmur, wanting to push him away. He usually lets

me sleep when I need it, so I’m not sure why he’s being pushy now.
A throat clears. “Not me, Mouse.”
My eyes crack open, and the first thing I see is Mama beside me. She’s

sitting on the edge of my bed with a weary smile on her face. Grandma and
Kaiden are off to the side, Kaiden leaning against my dresser and Grandma
looking amused from behind Mama.

“Does your stepbrother usually call you baby?” Grandma asks. Her
curiosity is mixed with a teasing tone, which makes me blush.

Mama squeezes my shoulder. “You look a little pale, Em.”
Em. I haven’t heard her call me that in a long time. It almost sounds off

coming from her unpainted lips.
“I’m okay,” I say, sitting up. She helps me, noticing my slowness, and

then hugs me to her until I’m breathing in her lavender scent.
“When did you guys get here?” I look at Grandma and smile, reaching

out to squeeze her hand before pulling away from Mama.
“Only ten minutes ago,” she answers.
“I’m glad you came.”
She glances at Kaiden, then Grandma, and then back to me. “Can I speak

to you alone for a moment?”
Wanting to ask Kaiden to stay might not be a good idea, because I don’t



know what she’s planning on talking to me about. Based on her distant study
of his casual demeanor, I think he is a big part of it.

“We’ll be downstairs,” Grandma says, tugging Kaiden along with her. He
relents, shooting me an amused grin before Grandma closes my bedroom
door behind them.

“Please be careful, Sunshine.”
I blink slowly, unsure of where this is heading.
She takes my hand in hers. “That boy has heartbreak written all over his

face, and the circumstances aren’t exactly ideal for you two.”
At first, I’m not sure what the feeling in my chest is, but it builds up and

up the more I replay her words. That’s when I realize that it’s anger.
“No.”
Her lips part.
“No,” I repeat, pulling my hand away from hers, “you don’t get to warn

me away from people. I love you, Mama, but you gave up that right a long
time ago.”

“Em—”
“Kaiden has been in my corner from the very beginning,” I inform her

gingerly. “He’s annoying and sometimes downright rude, but he’s also a
realist, probably more so than anyone else I know. He tells it how it is even if
it hurts. I need him in my life.”

She’s speechless.
“He’s my friend,” I continue quietly, making sure she meets my eye.

“He’s my only friend since Logan died. When things get tough here because
Dad doesn’t get it or kids at school irritate me, he’s there. Not you. You were
the reason I even came here, and I’m not blaming you for it. We both needed
this, Mama. You needed time before you could ask for it, and I needed space
before I could admit it.”

Mama and I were bad for each other.
But we could get better.
“You brought me to Dad. To Kaiden.”
Her eyes don’t glisten, but her lips falter like she wants to frown. I won’t

let her though, because I’m not sad. She shouldn’t be either.
“I’m happy, Mama.”
I mean it.
I hold her hand again. “Being here makes me happy. Now it’s time for

you to be happy too.”



That makes her smile. “I’m trying, Sunshine.”
For once, I believe her.



Chapter Thirty-Six

Dad tears up when he opens his gift. He stares at it for so long, I start to
worry that I should have chosen something else. Maybe not even given him
anything at all.

Then he hugs me. A big bear hug like I remember from when I was little.
He’d wrap both me and Lo in his arms and squeeze until we giggled and
latched onto him too.

I start tearing up too, which makes Cam get emotional. Mama and
Grandma sit on the couch watching, Grandma smiling and Mama doing the
exact opposite. Her lips are twitching downward until she’s frowning, and
Kaiden notices too.

Focusing back on Dad, I brush the frame in his hands. “It’s my favorite
pair you ever gave me. I thought…”

I shrug, not knowing what I thought.
Dad’s throat bobs as he brushes my face with his thumb. “I love you,

baby girl. Always have and always will.”
So why didn’t you try harder? I want to ask. Only, I don’t because I

remind myself that we’re trying to move forward not back.
Mama’s frown deepens when I return to the spot between her and

Grandma. Thankfully, the gift exchange is over and we’re all full from
dinner, which means Dad will take them back to their hotel soon.

Mama was relatively quiet at dinner. She asked me how school was, and I
told her okay. Cam mentioned Book Club, so I explained how it ended, and
Dad brought up my report card because I made the principal’s list with all
A’s.

Nobody was surprised.
When Mama asked Kaiden about school, there was motive weaved into

her words. I studied her as he replied something generic, while Cam
intervened and told Mama that Kaiden is graduating in June. That’s when she
asked him about college.

Honestly, I never thought about Kaiden going away. Not once has he
brought up attending college anywhere. I’m not even sure if he applied …
until Cam started talking about his early acceptance to Colgate University to



play lacrosse. Apparently a bunch of scouts were at his games last year and
he got offers all over.

Massachusetts.
Philadelphia.
Maryland.
Of course Mama would ask why he chose a college in New York when he

could have traveled, but Kaiden never offered an explanation. She can
assume whatever she wants, but he would have had to accept one shortly
after I moved here and we barely talked at that point. His family is here—his
past. Not all of us want to escape it.

Now Mama watches everyone like she’s putting something together in
her head. I’ve stopped wanting to figure out what because it only hurts me
more to guess. Grandma always changes conversation to something lighter if
the topic gets too difficult or the silence grows too thick. She’s always been
good at that.

Shortly after presents, Grandma gathers their things to get ready for Dad
to take them back to their hotel. When I go to the kitchen to grab a glass of
water and take my medicine, Mama and Dad are by the back counter with
their backs to me.

“…doesn’t need to know that.”
“How long, Joanne?” Dad whispers harshly, crossing his arms. His back

and shoulders are tense as he stares at her.
I stay hidden behind the wall, biting my lip as I study Mama from around

the doorway. Her head is down, her hands resting on the edge of the counter
like she’s a child being scolded. “I was angry, Henry. You can’t blame me
after what you said.”

Dad throws his hands up. “She’s still my daughter, for Christ’s sake. Did
you ever tell her about the terms you made me agree to?”

I swallow. What is he talking about?
“No.”
“No,” he repeats blandly. “She’s hated me for years. I’m not an idiot. If

she knew the damn truth, maybe things would be different now between us.”
A hand curls around my arm, startling me. I look over my shoulder to see

Kaiden, whose finger is pressed against his lips like he’s shushing me.
Settling into his body, I peak back over at my parents.

“One of us is telling her, Joanne. I don’t give a shit which one it is, but
she needs to know that I never intentionally avoided her.”



Drawing back in surprise, Kaiden wraps an arm around my waist. When I
gather my bearings, I try escaping his grasp to confront them. Kaiden tightens
his grip and backs us up despite my silent protests.

When we get to the living room, I turn around and glare at him.
“Seriously? I need to talk to them.”

“No, you don’t.”
“Kaid—”
“Trust me,” he says quietly, letting go of me when he sees I’ll listen.
Sighing, I find Grandma watching us with interest. Ignoring whatever she

must be thinking, I walk over and give her a hug. “I’m glad you’re here. I
think I’m going upstairs for the night though. Maybe watch a movie with
Kaiden or something.”

One of her white brows rises. “Is that what the kids are calling it these
days?”

My whole face heats as Kaiden chuckles from behind us. “It’s not like
that.”

Grandma rolls her eyes and swats my butt as I turn around. “I’m old, not
naive, Emmy. I personally don’t see a problem with it. I’m sure I’ve done far
worse in my youth, and he’s a looker. You could certainly do worse too.”

Groaning, I make my way to the stairs with Kaiden following close
behind. “I like your grandma.”

I push his arm. “She practically called you hot, so I’m not surprised.”
When we’re closed in my room, I sit cross legged on the bed and toy with my
shirt sleeve. “Why wouldn’t you let me talk to them? That seemed like a vital
time to announce I heard everything.”

He sighs and sits down next to me, flicking a piece of hair on my
shoulder. “Your dad said he was going to tell you, so let him come to you.”

“But tell me what?”
He grins. “It’s the curiosity that you hate, isn’t it?”
Staring at the wrinkles of the comforter, I shrug loosely. “When you live

every day not knowing what’s going to happen, how you’re going to feel, you
crave answers. If I knew for a fact I’d wake up tomorrow pain free with tons
of energy, I’d do things I can’t when I’m too tired to lift the blankets off my
body or walk from the bed to the bathroom. I’d get my nails done because it
wouldn’t hurt for the technician to touch my fingers or bend my hand the way
she’d need to. I’d dye my hair a stupid color that I’d probably regret because
it wouldn’t fall out or burn from the sensitivity.



“It kills me not to be a normal eighteen year old. I should be graduating
like you are, but I was held back for missing too much school. I should start
considering college, but I have no idea if…” I take a deep breath. “Who
knows if college is in my future, you know? Going to class now is hard.
Finding the energy for college classes, which is way more work, would
probably be too difficult.”

His jaw ticks. “You don’t know that for sure. If there’s anyone who
should go to college, it’s you. You love school for whatever reason, so start
researching ones you’d love to check out. I don’t want to hear any of that
other bullshit.”

Drawing my knees to my chest, I shake my head and meet his stern eyes.
“I love that you think it’s that simple, Kaiden. It’s not though. And why are
you going to Colgate instead of one of the others that made offers to you. I’m
sure it’s not too late to change your mind. If they want you for their team,
they’d probably make an exception if early admission is closed.”

“We’re not talking about—”
“Yes, we are,” I cut him off, reaching for his hand. He doesn’t move

away like I expect him to, but weaves our fingers together instead like it’s his
default mode. “I know you do just fine at school, but sports have always
meant more than academics. You love lacrosse and I hear you’re amazing at
it. At least that’s what the entire school seems to think.”

A grin appears on his face, washing away the seriousness from a moment
ago. “And the three trophies with our school name on them don’t hurt.”

I smile at him. “Does Colgate have a better team than the other ones?”
He hesitates. “No.”
“So why choose them?”
His shoulders draw back. “Mouse—”
“If I had the chance, I’d move,” I admit, squeezing his hand. “I would see

the world. I’ve always wanted to move to Virginia, did you know that?
Sometimes I even go to the University of Virginia’s website and look at their
campus pictures and study the program listings. I’ll pretend I’m one of the
students posing while the camera snaps pictures of the quad or library. You
know I’d spend a lot of time there, reading, studying, you name it.”

“Then go to Virginia.”
“And what about you?” I prod.
He doesn’t answer.
Letting go of his hand, I give him my best serious face. “Kaiden, not all



of us are so lucky in life. We have to accept what we’re given. At best, I
could attend school online. There’s less stress about missing class and failing
because of poor attendance or not getting the notes from lectures. I wouldn’t
have to worry about walking across the huge campus on days where it hurts
to stand, or get trapped in a dorm with someone who doesn’t understand that
I’m sick and need lots of sleep. I know what’s best for me. What will work.
You need to figure out what that is for you.”

His lips part, and then close.
I brush his arm with my hand. “If you could go anywhere without

anything holding you back, where would it be?”
The hopeless romantic in me wants him to say, wherever you are, but the

truth is that he may not be able to go where I end up.
So, I’m thankful when he quietly answers, “Maryland.”

Christmas Day brings a fresh snowstorm that blankets everything in white. It
takes Dad a little longer to get Mama and Grandma here, but when they
arrive, breakfast is on the table waiting, along with homemade hot chocolate.

Without asking, Dad turns the television on to A Christmas Story, an old
tradition of our own that we’ve had every year. The movie plays all day on
the same channel, background noise for present opening and lunch digesting.
I always fall asleep to it while a small smile tugs on my face for Ralphie and
his gun.

Mama kisses my cheek before sitting down beside me to eat, even though
she kept saying she wasn’t hungry. I think she feels weird being around Cam,
not that Cam has shown anything other than hospitality to her. I guess I’d feel
strange to seeing my ex-husband with his new family.

It was weird enough seeing my father interact with them knowing he left
the very same thing behind.

But did he?
After breakfast, we make our way into the living room for presents.

Kaiden and I sit beside each other on the floor, and everyone else sits on the
couches and chairs. Dad passes the gifts out one by one, and after almost two
hours, we’re all watching the movie and arguing over Die Hard being
considered a holiday movie.

The answer is no, but of course Dad always has to differ. Even Kaiden
cracks up when he hears Dad’s reasoning, which is the first time Kaiden has
even smiled when Dad is involved.



Maybe Christmas miracles are a thing.
A little before mid-afternoon hits, Mama asks if she can talk to me. Dad

glances between us, eyeing Mama like he’s telling her not to chicken out of
the conversation.

Biting my lip, I nod and follow her into the kitchen.
“I know you were listening,” she starts, giving me a small smile.

“Mother’s intuition, I suppose. Although, it’s not always the best gut instinct
to go on.”

“What do you mean?”
She wets her lips and glances behind her at the open archway. The movie

is restarting and the lingering conversations are still easily heard, especially
Cam’s light laughter.

“When your father admitted he wasn’t in love with me anymore, I was
hurt.” She takes a deep breath and nods slowly. “Even though I knew it was
coming, it didn’t make hearing him say it out loud any easier. I was so angry
over him not putting in the effort even when he was there. It seemed like
living with us was a chore to him, one that he preferred avoiding by staying
at work later and later.

“I won’t get into the details of what I thought, maybe even suspected, but
our separation was a sure thing. When he asked for a divorce, I let my
emotions get the better of me. I told him if he couldn’t bother with his
children when he still lived there, then there was no reason to bother with
them when he left. Honestly, I thought it was for the best anyway. He wasn’t
the one who noticed Lo’s symptoms or behavior changes. He wasn’t there for
the appointments. He always had an excuse. So, I took away the opportunity
for him to make it up.”

It’s hard to breathe as I stare at the woman sitting beside me. She’s still,
tight, like she knows what she did harmed so many people in the process.

“Years,” I finally choke out. “You made him stay away all this time?
When I cried and asked why Dad left, you never had anything to say about it.
Why would you do that?”

She struggles meeting my eyes. “We do bad things when we’re upset,
Emery. Our decisions are driven by emotion, and I let my hurt get the better
of me.”

“Did you tell him not to call more?”
She closes her eyes. “Yes.”
“Did you tell him not to invite us to their holiday dinners?”



A head nod.
My nostrils flare. “You knew how I felt about him, Mama. I was so angry

that he didn’t want us. Why would any mother think it’s okay for their
children to feel that kind of hatred?”

She has no good response, so she remains silent. I bet if she looked up,
I’d see golden orbs staring back. But I’m done with their color.

“Do you regret it?” I ask.
“More than you know,” she finally says, reaching out for my hand.

“Sunshine, I live with so many regrets. They’ve become so hard to bear.
Between your father, Logan, you—”

“Don’t you dare act like you lost me!” I stand up, pushing my chair away.
“You were the one who practically forced me to go. How many times did you
call me Logan? Or cry yourself to sleep before dinner? I get that things were
hard, but you weren’t alone. Grandma lost a granddaughter and I lost my
twin! We all felt the loss. Not just you.”

She drops her face into her hands, nodding because she knows I’m right.
“I see that now. Group has helped me understand how wrong I was to act
how I did. I’m so, so sorry, baby girl. If I could do it all over, I would.”

I stare at her for a long time, unsure of how to respond. “Would it be
worth it though? I think leaving the house was always what was best for me,
and if by some miraculous occurrence we got a redo, I’m not sure I’d take it.
Why relive Lo’s death all over again? Even if we could choose how to
respond differently, I never would have made it here and experienced what
having a family is like.”

I think of Cam’s willingness to help.
Dad’s silent protection.
Kaiden. Just…Kaiden.
“I miss you guys.” Even knowing what Mama did, I miss the good

memories and the familiarity that my hometown brings. I miss the Sunday
drives and the stupid traditions. I miss being picked on by Lo’s friends for not
being just like my twin.

But I know deep in my chest, without a shadow of a doubt, I’d miss it
here more.

I’d miss the banter.
I’d miss the movie nights.
I’d miss the late night cuddles.
Kaiden annoys me and cares for me and gets under my skin in every way



possible. We’re family, sure, but we’re friends too. If there was ever a time I
could plan the future, I’d risk everything to make us even more.

That’s not how my life works though.
Kaiden will go to Maryland.
I’ll be here.
“I wouldn’t redo anything, Mama.”
She blinks up at me.
“Because we can’t change anything.”



Chapter Thirty-Seven

The metal bleachers are uncomfortable to sit still on while I watch boys in
running shorts and baggy muscle shirts sprint across the gym. Mr. Jefferson
didn’t want me coming in during practice, but Kaiden said something to him
that made Coach grumble before waving me off to the side. Honestly, I
wouldn’t have minded going to the library and doing some reading in chairs
that didn’t make my tailbone hurt. I promised Kaiden I’d watch him though,
and the smile he graced me with made the discomfort worth it.

After the first half hour of practice, Jefferson changed up their drills. I
tried following along to the things he yelled from the sidelines, but got lost
almost instantly. It reminds me of the times I would sit next to Dad while he
watched football. To me, it was a bunch of men running after a ball in tight
pants. Dad loved it though.

When the boys were split into teams, I watched Kaiden in his element. It
didn’t take long to see why everyone said he was one of the best players the
school had. He dominated the floor, flying past his opponents and making the
most goals.

At almost four, I get up to go to the bathroom, slipping out while Kaiden
battles it out with one of his buddies. I smile when I hear them banter before
disappearing out the side door. Most of the people on the team are all friends,
so watching them taunt each other makes me laugh. Kaiden may be
formidable in the halls, but he’s the version I’m used to seeing when he’s
playing.

For the past few weeks, I’ve been having so much back pain that I
psyched myself out enough to Google for answers. It wouldn’t have been so
bad if I hadn’t noticed slight spotting after peeing with no period following.
Usually I refuse to use the internet to scour for answers, but worrying Dad
and Cam seems pointless if I could talk myself down from the feeling in my
gut that says something is off. The only thing that made sense was a possible
bladder or kidney infection, so I asked Dad for vitamins and cranberry
gummies and told him it was just something new I was trying.

I keep telling myself they’ll help, but the blood still shows up and the
pain, though tolerable half the time, is still present.



I’m on my way back to the gym when I see Mr. Nichols walking down
the hall. Smiling, I give him a small wave and hesitate at the gym door,
noticing the boys in an intense match against each other like when I left.

“Emery,” Nichols greets. He glances in the small window. “Ah, lacrosse
season. Kaiden plays, doesn’t he?”

I nod, rubbing my arm. “He’s my ride home, so I figured I’d watch him
play since everyone says he’s so good.”

“What’s your verdict?”
Giving him a tiny smile, I shrug. “I’m not an expert in anything sports

related, so I couldn’t say for sure. He makes a lot of goals, which I assume is
the whole point.”

He chuckles. “Not a sports fan, huh?”
“Nope.”
He watches the boys again, before turning back to me. “How have things

been going? It seems strange not to have Book Club obligations after school.”
“Seems like you’re still busy.” I gesture toward the stack of papers he

must have had copied from the teacher’s lounge down the hall.
“A teacher’s job never ends,” he muses.
We fall to silence.
I jab my thumb to the gymnasium door, clearing my throat. “I should

probably get back in there before Kaiden thinks I ditched him.”
Just as I pull the door open, he says, “I don’t know what you did, but he’s

changed considerably. I hear the other teachers talk about his behavior.
You’re good for him.”

Blushing, I brush hair behind my ear. “I don’t think it’s me. Trust me,
Kaiden is his own person.”

He just smiles. “You don’t give yourself enough credit, Emery. I don’t
believe in coincidences, and it sounds like he changed when you came here.”

Waving it off, I try thinking of a reply that dismisses his assumption.
“Maybe he just got tired of pretending to be someone he’s not. I hear that
happens when you’re graduating.”

He hums out a reply, seemingly not believing me. “Speaking of, what are
your plans for next year?”

My brows go up. “Oh, uh…” I make a face, toying with the partially
opened door. “I haven’t really thought about it honestly.”

“Have you considered taking a few college credited classes? I’m offering
one for English and I know a few other teachers are too. It could help you get



some General Education credits out of the way.”
Licking my lips, I debate on what to tell him. That I’m not sure I’ll go to

college? That I have no clue what I want to do? I would have to explain why
I don’t plan things, and it’s not something I like diving into. He may be my
favorite teacher, the one person who has been on my side since I started, but
that doesn’t mean I want to tell him that my future is tomorrow, not next
year. Not five years from now.

“I’ll think about it,” I settle on, giving him the same smile I give everyone
when I want them to believe me.

Mr. Nichols seems appeased, because he can’t read my expression like
Kaiden. He would know I’m full of it, maybe even thinking the worst.

I wave Nichols goodbye and walk back into the gym. Kaiden glances at
me from the sidelines, his hair a sweaty mess as he downs some water from
his plastic bottle. Even from a distance, I notice the narrow slits of his eyes as
they go from the door to my face. I just wave and settle back into my seat,
ignoring the pain in my back and the ache in my joints.

Stretching out my legs, I watch as their practice nears its end and the boys
head to the locker room. Sliding my backpack over my shoulder, I move off
the bleachers and wait for Kaiden by the double doors.

Jefferson walks over to me. “Normally don’t like people sitting in on
these,” he says gruffly, sliding his clipboard under his arm and crossing them
on his chest. “Distracts the boys. Haven’t seen Monroe play so fiercely
before though, especially not in practice.”

My eyes widen as he studies me. “Your father married his mother, right?”
I swallow. “Yes, sir.”
“I see them at almost every game,” he comments. “They’re both proud,

especially his mother. She’s always cheering the loudest in the stands. I
suspect you’ll be joining them from now on?”

“Uh…yes?”
I’m sure Kaiden won’t let me stay home, so the choice isn’t really mine.

When he told me I should come to his practice, I tried telling him I had
homework to do. Our argument lasted ten minutes before he distracted me
with neck and shoulder kisses that led to way more touching than talking.

And here I am.
Reddening just thinking about it, I shift my backpack strap higher on my

shoulder. “I know Cam is looking forward to the season starting, even though
it’ll be hard for her knowing it’s the last one she’ll see. I hear kids saying it’ll



be the best one yet.”
He grins, grabbing his clipboard. “You keep coming, kid, and we’ll wind

up on top for sure.”
When my whole face heats up, he chuckles and walks away. Thankfully,

Kaiden comes out soon after, freshly showered and back in his jeans and
Henley. As we walk to his car, I glance at him and play with my backpack.

Popping my lips, I ask, “Do people think something is going on with us?”
His brow quirks. “Why?”
My lips part, then promptly close.
We get to the car but neither of us gets in. He stares at me from over the

top. “Did someone say something to you?”
“Not exactly…”
“Was it Nichols?”
“What?”
His jaw ticks. “I saw you two talking outside the gym earlier. Did he say

something to you?”
Is he…? I giggle. “Are you jealous? Of Mr. Nichols?”
He looks irritated. “Don’t be stupid.”
I laugh. “You so are.” I shake my head and get in the car, setting my bag

down and wait for him to join me. “Your coach just made a comment about
coming to the games so you keep playing the way you did today.”

His shoulders loosen. “Is that all?”
Rolling my eyes, I shrug. “It was just how he said it. It’s like he assumed

you played better because I was there. I don’t know, it seemed weird. He
knows I’m your stepsister.”

“So what did Nichols want?”
“Oh my God, Kaiden. Really?”
He turns on the car and blasts the heat before pulling out of his spot. “The

guy just rubs me the wrong way. He’s always talking to you.”
“Jealous,” I singsong. “For your information, he was asking what I

planned on doing next year. He thinks I should take college courses here for
credit.”

“You should,” he agrees simply.
“We’ll see.”
“Stop acting like you won’t be able to.”
“Stop acting like you can predict the future,” I fire back, staring out the

window. “It isn’t like I think it’s a bad idea, I just don’t want to commit yet.”



“What do you want to commit to?”
The question takes me by surprise. Why would he even ask me something

like that? I want to commit to getting through junior year. It’s all I can think
about.

I know that’s not what he means though.
“Are we friends, Kaiden?” My voice is unsure, a tone I’m used to

hearing. It just wasn’t when it came to defining us.
The car slows to a stop. “Do you really need to ask that, Mouse?”
My lips part. “Well…” No? “Yeah, I guess. You said you don’t do labels.

It’s not like I expect anything. It would just be nice to know that we’re
friends, because…”

You’re the only one I have.
“Yeah,” he says softly. “We’re friends.”
I smile and ease into my seat. “Not to get mushy or whatever, but you’re

kind of my best friend. Annabel and I talk at school sometimes, but we’ve
never exchanged numbers or planned to hangout.”

“So I’m your best friend by default,” he muses, seemingly unfazed.
I reach out and grab his free hand, which rests on the gearshift. “I’ve

always considered Lo my best friend. Even all this time because she was
willing to love me for who I am.”

He squeezes my hand. “Are you going to make me say it?”
I roll my eyes. “You don’t have to tell me. It’s in the way you accept me

despite my problems. Even if you’re annoying about hot English teachers.”
He curses. “You think he’s hot?”
I just grin.
He sighs. “For what it’s worth, you’re my best friend too, Mouse.”
I smile to myself victoriously.
“Still don’t like Nichols though,” he grumbles, before holding my hand in

silence all the way home.

The weeks go on without interruption. School, practice, homework, movie
nights. I get to witness the first lacrosse game of the season, where Cam does
cheer the loudest, and Dad whoops and hollers until I get a headache. Exeter
wins the first two games and loses the third one, but that doesn’t deter
anyone’s spirit.

On nights when I’m feeling halfway human, I ask Kaiden to show me
how to touch him in every way he likes. First with my hands, then my mouth.



He always returns the favor with a grin on his face, and looks cocky when I
have to cover my face with a pillow as I come.

It’s been over two months since we had sex, and it isn’t like I don’t want
to do it again. In fact, not so long ago I thought it’d happen again when I
moved wrong over Kaiden and cried out from the pain shooting down my
back and hips. He’d grabbed me some pain relievers and covered us both
before falling asleep.

On Valentine’s Day, I find chocolate and a card in my locker. The
chocolate is some fancy brand I’ve never heard of, and the card has a mouse
on it holding a ribbon-wrapped wedge of cheese in its hands. I keep it on my
nightstand at home, smiling every time I pass it.

Not long after Valentine’s Day, I woke up to more hair on my pillow.
Kaiden didn’t freak out like Mama did, which made me feel a little better. He
could tell I wasn’t all right though, because he kissed my cheek and told me it
wasn’t a big deal. It was.

I cried while he held me, and I told him about how much I loved my hair.
My hair is my femininity. It’s what makes me feel pretty. Every flare I lost
more and more until it got shorter each time.

The day following my meltdown in Kaiden’s arms, he drove me to his
mother’s salon and the same hairdresser I usually have gave me a short pixie
cut from a magazine Kaiden and I looked at for styles. It’s one I could play
with and make messy and cute or leave to airdry and have it sleek and sexy. I
teared up when I saw the hair on the white tile, but I would have cried harder
seeing it on my pillowcase.

I got to choose to let it go, even if the choice was one I was forced to
make. Kaiden told me I looked beautiful. Cam hugged me and told me I was
stunning. And Dad kissed my cheek and told me I looked just like Mama.

Their support made it easier, even on the days I felt like everyone stared
at the way my neck and ears were exposed. No longer could I hide behind my
hair like a shield when I was uncomfortable. People could gawk at me and I’d
know it—I’d feel their eyes burned on my face. I even considered asking Dad
if I could get my ears pierced just to feel more girly, as if everyone stared like
I was less so without long locks.

Kaiden told me I was stupid.
Then told me I was beautiful again.
Fuck them, Mouse. They don’t matter.
I wanted to ask if he did, but I already knew the answer. His opinion



mattered more than my own, because I didn’t have to stare at myself like he
did. He thought I was pretty even without my long hair or pierced ears or lack
of makeup. I wasn’t the kind of feminine most people considered, but it
didn’t change his mind about wanting to spend time with me or kiss me or
watch movies with me.

Dad and I spend more time together than we used to. When he watches
TV after dinner, I’ll sit with him and comment on the show he watches,
usually sports or news related. Sometimes he’ll let me choose, and it makes
me giggle when he pretends to get into the reality show I pick. When Kaiden
and Cam join us, the guys pick on one of the girls while Cam and I defend
them, even if we sort of agree with the ridiculous behavior the guys point out.

Exeter has become the home I didn’t know I lacked. Family dinner is
always filled with easy conversation and funny banter, game days are full of
team spirit, and with every passing week I start feeling like I’m part of
something more than a fractured family.

After English class, I’m halfway to my locker when I hear giggling from
behind me. I feel a familiar tingle of unwanted attention on my back, so I
casually look over my shoulder as I put my books away and grab my coat.

Rachel and some girls I see her hanging around with all the time are
staring at me. One of them flips their hair when she catches my eyes, and
Rachel grins like the Cheshire cat. It makes me nervous when she tells them
something before walking over to me.

Closing my locker, I turn to face her.
She gives me a once over. “It looks like being in a relationship is really

becoming of you, Em. They say being in love adds at least twenty pounds.”
I gape at her. “I’m not dating anyone.”
She scoffs. “Please. I told you when you first came here that Kaiden

always gets what he wants. People still talk, even when he tells them not to.
His teammates are worse gossips than the cheerleaders.”

Pressing my lips together, I glance at her friends. They’re invested in our
exchange, along with a few stragglers. Kaiden ditched after lunch to celebrate
some guy’s birthday from the team. He told me he’d pick me up after school.

“Kaiden and I—”
“You sit in on practices,” she cuts me off, one perfectly sculpted brow

raising. “Nobody else is allowed to do that. He’s been sitting with you at
lunch with some of his teammates. They’ve practically adopted you.”

“That’s because we live together.”



“Like I said—” She steps closer. “His teammates like to gossip. Every
time he flirts with you, touches you, or looks at you a certain way, we’ll
know about it. And come on, Mouse. You look at him like he’s your savior.”

How does she know about his nickname to me? Up until a couple months
ago, he never sat with me at lunch much less spoke to me during school
hours. The first time my table was full, I was so shocked I just sat there and
stared at all the guys picking on each other.

Don’t look so surprised, Mouse.
That’s what he told me.
I sigh. “We’re friends, Rachel.”
“With benefits, knowing Kaiden.”
I don’t grace her with a reply.
“All I’m saying,” she tells me, “is that you should lay off the carbs and

participate more in gym. Regardless of you confirming or denying what
everyone already assumes, it’s no secret you’ve gained weight.”

The confidence Kaiden gives me every time he spares me a glance, no
matter how long or short, simmers and disappears with every jab Rachel
throws at me. She wants to see me defeated, just like any mean girl does. She
feeds off my reaction, especially if it makes me the inferior of us.

She warned me she wouldn’t play nice if I became true competition. I
don’t think she understands my dynamic with Kaiden though. I’m not sure he
and I do either.

Rachel stares at my face, tilting her head and taking in the layered pieces
of my pixie. “I mean, it could be the new hair. Unless there’s another reason
you’re packing on pounds…”

She cannot seriously be insinuating that I’m pregnant. “Why can’t you
mind your own business? It doesn’t matter if or why I gained weight.”

Her eyes roll, but she relents. “Whatever you say, Mouse. Give Kaiden
my best. He should really return my texts. I miss him.”

Grinding my teeth, I walk out the front doors leaving their loud laughter
behind me.

I noticed that my clothes fit me differently, especially my jeans. It isn’t
my waist that the denim hugs tighter, it’s my legs. And despite trying not to
let it get to me, my reflection does look different. My cheeks are fuller, the
bones less defined, and my chin is slightly rounder than I’m used to.

At first, I thought I looked better. Healthier. I can still fit into my clothes,
so it isn’t a huge weight change, but it’s an unwarranted one. My diet hasn’t



been anything out of the ordinary. If anything, my appetite is limited thanks
to the pulsing pain.

If people are starting to notice at school, what does everyone at home
think? Kaiden has seen me naked more and more lately, and he talks about
how much he loves my body. He’ll trace my slight curves and caress every
inch of skin like he can’t help it. Never once has he commented on me
looking different.

When I slip into his waiting car, he immediately notices my mood. “What
happened?”

“Your friends like to talk.”
“They’re idiots.”
I stare at my hands that are folded in my lap. “Do you think I’m getting

fat?”
“What the fuck kind of question is that?”
“One I want you to answer honestly.”
His reply is immediate. “You’re not fat, Mouse. Not even close. Whoever

said that is an asshole that I’ll happily deal with.”
Part of me wants to rat out Rachel, but I don’t want to deal with the

repercussions. When you have little energy to begin with, you don’t want to
waste it on the wrong people.

“It doesn’t matter,” I murmur.
“You’re upset. It matters.”
I sigh loudly. “Things have been weird with me lately. I know I’ve filled

out, but I didn’t think anyone really noticed.”
He’s silent for too long, staring out the windshield with his hand

twitching on the gearshift. “You don’t think that you’re…?”
I smack him. “Seriously? Do you not remember when I snapped at you

two weeks ago because I was moody and you bought me chocolate and
tampons when you found out I was bleeding to death? Or two months ago
when I couldn’t get out of bed because my period triggered a flare and you
gave me your Mom’s heating pad?”

He raises his hands. “Shit. Sorry.”
I shake my head and stare out the window. “I’m just…angry. I didn’t

mean to snap, but I don’t want people commenting on my weight. I used to
be accused of anorexia when I lost too much from my disease. Now…”

He reaches out and takes my hand in his, the same thing I’ve done with
him when he gets upset. Sometimes it’s over his father, or when he has a bad



day. All it takes is one little touch.
I look at our hands. “Do you care that people think we’re together? They

know who we are to each other. Rumors will get nasty.”
“They won’t say anything.”
“To you,” I counter. “But what about after you graduate? I’ll be known

for the girl that looks like she got knocked up by her stepbrother. That’s…” I
scrunch my nose. “It’s gross, to be honest.”

He snorts. “You don’t think it’s gross when I lick your pussy until you’re
crying into your pillow.”

“Kaiden!”
“To answer your question,” he says shamelessly, “I don’t care what

people think about us. We’re friends. Friends flirt. Nobody needs to know
anything else.”

“But they assume—”
“You’re not going to get tormented when I’m gone,” he promises, his

tone too determined to argue with.
If we only knew how true that was…



Chapter Thirty-Eight

March’s bipolar weather brings an odd mixture of snow storms and warm,
sunny days that has more students sick than the first week of school. Since a
lot of kids were out celebrating St. Patrick’s Day at parties together, nearly
the entire junior and senior class was out recovering. The school closed for an
extended weekend in hopes attendance would pick up first thing on Monday.

Kaiden and I spend Friday watching movies in bed. Even though he went
to one of his friend’s parties, he’s one of the few who made it out without so
much as a runny nose. If I had agreed to go like he tried getting me to, there’s
no doubt I’d be stuffed up and hacking out a lung with the vast majority of
peers.

As the credits roll on our third movie of the day, I stretch and settle into
the pillows tucked behind me. They’re toasty and conformed to my body.
“Have you thought more about college?”

April is right around the corner and I’ve heard Mr. Jefferson talk to Cam
about Kaiden’s college opportunities. Apparently, two of the schools are
holding a spot for him in case he changes his mind. He always tells them
he’ll think about it and then shuts down afterward.

Closing his laptop with pressed lips in a tight line, he glances at the time
on my alarm and then finally shrugs. “Not really.”

Liar. I saw him doing an online search on his laptop when he thought I
fell asleep. The University of Maryland’s campus was on the screen, like he
was studying it closely. He searched stats on the lacrosse team and read
articles on previous games.

Trailing my fingers down his arm until he captures my wrist and slips his
hand into mine, I say, “I think I’m going to take College English and History
next year. I probably won’t be able to do any other advanced subject because
they’re not my strong points, but it would be nice to have at least two credits
out of the way.”

For a moment, I don’t think he’s going to reply. He watches me with
slightly pinched brows, like he’s trying to figure out if I’m being serious or
just playing. When he sees that I’ve truly considered my options, he squeezes
my hand in response.



“Jefferson thinks I should accept UM’s offer,” he grumbles, resting the
back of his head against the bed frame. “I think his exact words were ‘Don’t
be an idiot, kid.’”

That makes me laugh. “He’s right. I overheard Cam telling Dad that
you’ve got a full scholarship there, the campus is beautiful, and it wouldn’t
be an awful long drive to visit. It seems like she wants you to go there.”

He won’t admit that he doesn’t want to leave her behind, because he
won’t damage his pride. He’s spent so long being angry at her and his father
that he can’t accept he’ll miss them both if he moves away.

“It’s not forever,” I add quietly, resting my cheek of his shoulder. We sit
like that for a while, holding hands, listening to each other breathing.

When he squeezes my fingers again, I wince from the sharp pain shooting
up my wrist and arm. Pushing past it, I sit up and look at him until he turns
his head. He only has a chance to smirk like he knows what I’m thinking
before I press my lips against his softly.

He’s the one who parts them, tracing the tip of his tongue against my
bottom lip before deepening the kiss. His hands go to move the laptop away
before finding my waist and helping me move onto his lap. Settling with my
knees on either side of him, I slowly tug up his shirt until we separate long
enough to toss it onto the floor. He mimics me, taking his time peeling mine
off and then unsnapping my bra and kissing my breasts with fervor.

I rock on his lap as he takes one of my nipples into his mouth and tugs on
it gently with his teeth before rolling it between his lips. Tipping my head
back, I continue grinding on him until he’s steel between my legs. Gripping
his hair as he works my other breast the same way, I’m panting his name and
building the friction I need to come undone.

“You should accept the offer,” I tell him in a breathy tone. “We all know
how much you want to go there.”

He pulls back and chuckles, meeting my eyes with humor. “Are you
really still talking about this?”

I kiss him, nibbling on his bottom lip, and then nod. “It’s important,
Kaiden. You’re almost done with high school. That means you have a lot of
choices to make.”

He flips us over so he’s hovering above me, grinning and pulling down
my leggings. I arch up to get them over my butt and watch as he strips them
off and throws them over his shoulder carelessly.

He kisses my stomach. “Right now all I want to choose is how I’m going



to get you off. Tell me, Mouse. Fingers, tongue, or cock?”
My breathing falters.
He waits for an answer.
I lick my lips. “I want you…” My chest rises and falls heavily as I spread

my legs, embarrassed but needy. “I want to feel you again, Kaiden.”
His eyes flare with heat, one eyebrow quirking inquisitively. “So you’re

choosing option number…?”
I groan, covering my face. “You’re going to make me say it? I’m ready,

Kaiden. I know it’s been months and you’re probably frustrated because—”
He dips down and kisses me hard, his hand traveling between us until his

fingers trace the seam of my slit over my cotton panties. “I can feel how
turned on you are already,” he praises, licking my lips before dragging his
teeth along my jaw and to my neck.

Biting down on my flesh, I buck up until he’s cupping me fully between
my legs. “I want to make one thing very clear, Mouse. I was never frustrated
that you weren’t ready to have sex again. If we’re going to do it, you need to
be ready. Comfortable. Are you?”

I swallow. “Yes.”
He sits up, moving his hand over me so he’s leisurely rubbing my clothed

entrance and putting pressure on my bundle of nerves with the heel of his
hand. “How are you feeling?”

“F-fine. Good. I’m good.” I choke on my words as he dips a finger under
my panties and strokes me.

“Yeah? Define good.”
I moan out his name as he circles my clit before moving downward and

entering me with one of his fingers. “Stop teasing me.”
“Are you going to tell me how you want me to get you off?” he presses,

making me want to smack him in the face with a pillow.
Digging my fingernails into his upper arms, I bite back, “Are you going to

tell me that you’re accepting UM’s offer?”
He laughs and applies more pressure on my nerve endings before adding

another finger to work me. “Give me one good reason why I should.”
I put my hand on his to force him to move quicker as I ride out the

feeling, meeting his movements with my hips every time.
“Because your family wants you to.”
“Mm. Going to need another reason.”
I cup his face with my free hand, brushing his bottom lip with my thumb



that makes his features softer. “Because I want you to. I love you, Kaiden.
I’m not saying that I’m in love with yo—” A long drawn moan escapes my
lips when he hooks his fingers in me and picks up the pace until my belly
tingles. “—but I do love you as a friend and someone I trust. W-which means
that you should go to Maryland and play lacrosse and make us proud.”

Just as I’m about to come, he stops moving altogether. “Are you saying
you love me, Mouse?”

I move my hips, trying to chase the feeling that was building before. “P-
please keep going.”

“Do you?” he whispers, not obeying.
His lips are so close to brushing mine that I feel his warm breath and

smell the buttery popcorn from our snack earlier. “Of course I do, Kaiden. I
mean it. You’re my friend. You’ve always had my back here even when I
kind of loathed you for the weird ways you showed that you cared.”

He moves his fingers just right a few more times, hard and fast, before
I’m crying out his name. Quieting the sound with a brutal kiss, he lets me ride
his palm through my orgasm, my hips jerking and quaking and aching in all
the best ways. When my body settles back onto the bed, his kisses become
softer, longer, and deeper.

Drawing back, he rests his forehead against mine and nudges my nose. “I
love you too, Mouse.”

My heart seizes in my chest as I wrap my arms around his neck. “I’ll take
option number three, please.”

He grins before pecking my lips and moving away to remove his pants
and boxers all in one shot. My cheeks heat when I see him in his full glory,
proud and confident. When he climbs on the bed, he peels off my panties and
grabs a condom from my nightstand that I didn’t even know was there.

Shooting me a wink, he rips open the package and rolls it over himself.
“Can’t be too prepared, right?”

I roll my eyes at his smirk, sitting up on my elbows and kissing him
before anything else can be said.

He takes his time, kissing every piece of skin he can. By the time he
positions himself at my entrance, I’m begging him for more.

More touches, more kisses, more time.
This is different than before. It still hurts a little, but nowhere near as bad.

He’s slow, careful, and tries not to grab my hips like I know he wants to. He
enters me from new angles that make him go deeper, causing me to gasp and



scratch and whimper for anything he’ll give me.
When he tells me to climb on top of him, I hesitate until he kisses the

worry away. His fingers go through what little hair remains on my head as he
tells me he wants this, that I’m gorgeous, that I’m his best friend. Everything.
He makes me feel everything—pretty, confident, normal.

He helps me guide him inside me, then set a pace. I have no idea how
good it’ll feel from this position, but I can’t help but quicken my movements
when he hits me in just the right way until my head tips back and a familiar,
warm feeling fills my stomach.

It isn’t until he thrusts up the same time I move down that I’m yelling his
name and breaking apart. He supports me when I turn to jello, flipping us
back around until he’s slamming into me over and over so hard the headboard
hits the wall.

The sound of the bed creaking and metal frame smacking drywall has me
writhing again as he starts twitching inside me. When he thrusts one more
time, I come with him for the third time in less than an hour, holding him to
me so tightly he couldn’t pull away if he tried.

We’re both sweaty and out of breath as we lay there. “So?” I whisper,
finally letting him pull out and roll onto his side.

His amusement comes off in waves. “I’ll talk to Jefferson about UM on
Monday.”

I smile and fall asleep.



Chapter Thirty-Nine

April and May brings more sunshine than showers, which I’m thankful for.
The warmth breathes life into everything and everyone, which adds to the
anticipation of June’s graduation. The seniors are talking about their trip to
Orlando, the staff is chatting about summer vacation, and all I can think about
is not dealing with Rachel anymore.

I know I should believe him if he says nobody will bother me when the
new school year starts, but I can’t anticipate that. Usually I could brush off
comments because they don’t matter compared to everything else, but the
malicious taunts I’ve dealt with whenever Kaiden isn’t by my side has been
brutal.

All thanks to Rachel.
I know it’s jealously. I also know there’s a chance it’ll all be better once

she graduates. Then again, all it takes is one person to start a riot before
others join in. Her friends have.

Instead of cute pictures of mice drawn on sticky notes, I find doodles of
rats and whales on my locker and assigned desks. The first few made me roll
my eyes as I balled them up and threw them away before Kaiden found them.

Then came the whispers.
The pregnancy rumors.
The stares.
Brother fucker is my new nickname.
Someone called me a dyke once when I walked down the hall, and my

fingers instantly went to my hair and played with the short strands.
At first, I expected the talk to die down on its own. When it didn’t, I

thought Kaiden would kill it because there’s no way he hasn’t heard people
say anything about me. Unfortunately for me, the same reason people don’t
talk back to him is why they don’t bring up gossip on touchy subjects.

They’re scared of him.
I can’t blame anyone. He may be more approachable, at least in my eyes,

but that doesn’t take away his painted on scowl from seven thirty to three.
They see him as untouchable in the halls and invincible on the field. It’s a
deadly combination for someone like me.



But I’m not helpless.
Not even when Rachel approached me asking if I could be part of the

school’s annual fashion show…as a plus size model. Apparently there’s a
club here that earns credit at the community college for people interested in
designing, and they pair up with local stores to get material for the event. It’s
a cool idea.

That’s why I smile and tell her I’d love to but already have plans with
Kaiden. Being petty has never been who I am, but it seems appropriate for
the situation. Giving Rachel the gratification of wearing me down by calling
me fat or something else doesn’t sit well with me.

I’m stronger than that.
I always have been.
On practice days, I’ll split my time between watching Kaiden and reading

in the library. Once, I saw Mr. Nichols and helped him organize his
classroom to make room on the bookshelves for new reading material. He
offered me copies of books that were no longer part of the curriculum, so I
went home with five worn paperbacks that I read within two weeks.

Kaiden likes calling me a teacher’s pet, but I think it’s his way of not
showing the jealousy that I still giggle over whenever he finds me in Nichols’
room.

Annabel and I talk on and off every week, but we never try hanging out.
She gets nervous when Kaiden approaches us if we’re speaking after class or
walking down the hall together. At first I thought she had a crush on him,
which made my vision filter with green. Her dodgy eyes and distant
expression tell me it’s something else. She’s uncomfortable.

We may have never become besties, but I thought we were on some
spectrum of friendship. She sat with me once at lunch but left early when
Kaiden and his friends joined. She’ll tell me about a book she’s reading and
make recommendations on what I may like but then walk with her eyes down
if someone sees us. There’s never been anything more and I never thought to
ask why.

Sometimes acceptance is easier.
It doesn’t make it less lonely though.
Kaiden says that most of the girls at Exeter aren’t friend material anyway,

but I don’t think that’s true. His perception on people is different than mine. I
try seeing the good in them. He says he sees them for what they are.

The bullies.



The fakes.
His protection is fading because people see him as something different. A

graduate. A softie. After all, he’s taken me of all people under his wing.
Someone unlike them.

When Kaiden tells Cam and Dad his plans to go to the University of
Maryland, Cam wraps him in a hug and starts crying. Dad shifts like I do,
almost as if watching it feels like we’re invading on a special moment. Cam
insists that we should all go out to celebrate, so we go to a new restaurant that
opened in town a few weeks ago. Its yellow walls and wooded counter and
stools give it a homey feel, but the light fixtures above the clothed tables
make it seem fancier. It’s a mixture of comfort and class, like my two lives
merged into one single place with people who have given me a chance I
didn’t think I deserved outside of my isolation.

Dad convinces Kaiden to sit by Cam instead of me, which throws off our
usual seating arrangement. When Dad pulls out my chair, I give him a small
smile before sitting down and watching him do the same beside me.

Our relationship has changed so much since Christmas. Mama gave us
room to build a relationship that she prevented us from having all those years
ago, and Dad and I have done a lot of talking since the holidays. About
Logan. About Mama. About life.

We’ve moved on from the bitterness wedged over a ten-year time period.
Neither one of us wants to dwell on the past, me more than him, because
there’s no point in trying to change the unchangeable. Our understanding is
mutual, we just have different justifications backing the reasons.

Reluctantly, he reads books that I suggest even though Cam says he
prefers newspapers and Reader’s Digest. I go easy on him and never force
the romance books I love so much into his hands, but fantasy novels on
wizards and fairies and dragons. He pretends he doesn’t love them, but
there’s a gleam in his eyes when he tells me he finished. It’s the same gleam I
get.

“I should take you dorm shopping!” Cam chirps once we put our orders in
with the waiter. I stifle a laugh when Kaiden shoots the man a deadly glare
after he glanced at my chest while writing my eggplant Parmesan down on
his notepad.

Dad sips his water. “I think it’s a little early to think about that.”
Kaiden nods in agreement. “Move in wouldn’t even be until the end of

August. It’s not even June.”



Cam frowns. “Time will fly by though. If we get things now, there won’t
be as much picked through when it gets closer.” She claps her hands and
looks at me. “Why don’t you come with us, Em? It’ll be so much fun! Maybe
you can get an idea of what you want for your dorm next year.”

My lips part and a polite rejection is about to escape them when Kaiden
says, “She’d love to. Right, Em?”

“Uh…”
Dad smiles, giving my arm a pat. “Sounds like it could be fun. You

should go.”
Glancing at the three of them, I realize I can’t say no. Kaiden is smirking

and Cam seems hopeful. So I tell her I’d love to and watch as Kaiden hides a
victorious grin behind his glass of lemonade.

When we get home it’s late, but we all watch a movie before going to
bed. I’m pulling on my shirt in the bathroom when sudden dizziness has me
swaying. I hold onto the edge of the vanity and blink a few times until it
passes. Taking a deep breath, I hear my bedroom door open and close quietly,
a sign that Kaiden is here for the night.

Finishing my business, I hesitate when I glance at the foamy pee in the
toilet bowl. There’s a slight pink tint to it that has my heart beating just a
little faster.

It’s the vitamins, I tell myself.
It’s dinner.
It’s dehydration.
Over and over I play the game, making excuses until they cycle back

through. It’s a game I’ve played for months.
Flushing, I walk over to the sink and wash my hands, ignoring the bite of

pain in my fingers and wrists. Giving myself a once over in the mirror, I note
my pink nose and cheeks that’s quickly forming a rash.

It’s my period triggering it.
It’s the weather changing.
It’s end-of-the-school-year stress.
When I open the door and flick off the light, I’m greeted with a shirtless

Kaiden lounging on the bed. He’s already got the laptop open and resting on
the usual spot between where we lay.

He looks up from the screen and frowns, which must mean I look rougher
than I think I do for him to notice so quickly. “You okay?”

I nod and crawl into bed, lifting the covers over my legs and wiggling my



bare toes into the soft sheets. “Just tired. I’m glad it’s the weekend. I kind of
want to try getting some homework done and then catch up on sleep.”

He grins, his eyes heating with memories of the past few nights.
“Someone keeping you awake, Mouse?”

The past two nights he’s woken me up by slowly stripping and kissing me
until I’m naked and wet. I came twice, first by his mouth, then by his cock.
He always laughs when he makes me say it, because I turn bright red.

If you can’t say it, you can’t have it.
He works me up too much to shove him off the bed, so I always

reluctantly surrender. The outcome is always pleasant for both of us, so he
never has a cocky grin on his face for long. Until he makes a comment about
my face when I come, which always makes me blush harder than when he
makes me use certain terms for his anatomy.

“You’re pale,” he notes, when I don’t answer him right away.
I swallow. “Like I said, I’m tired.”
His lips twitch. “Don’t bullshit me. I know what you look like when

you’re in pain.”
I don’t reply.
He shifts so his body is turned toward me and studies me closely. “When

you’re tired, your eyes glaze over. Sometimes you’ll have bags under them.
When you’re in pain, you’re tense, trying too hard to focus on anything else.
Your shoulders are pulled back and you do everything not to move more than
you need to.”

He points toward my hands, which are tucked on my lap. “You make a
fist like it’ll help combat things, then loosen them when you realize you’re
only doing more damage. Want me to continue?”

“Kaiden—”
“That,” he says. “Your voice is lower, tired in a way that’s not just from

exhaustion. I hate when I hear you talk like that, smiling at everyone who has
no fucking clue.”

I stare down at my hands.
“I hate this for you, Em.”
I hate it for me more.
“Can we just watch the movie?”
“Do you need me to get you Motrin?”
I debated on taking some with my other meds when we got home from

dinner but opted not to. Sometimes it’s nice to pretend not to be dependent on



the additional pain killer. I’m already taking close to twenty pills a day—
three heavy dose steroids three times a day, my birth control, iron
supplements, migraine medicine that’s upped to four pills total now, Vitamin
D tablets for my deficiency, ginger hair supplements to strengthen my roots,
and the more than occasional pain reliever. Motrin for breakfast, Excedrin for
lunch, Tylenol for dinner.

Kaiden sighs and gets out of bed, disappearing from my room. When he
appears a few minutes later, he’s got a glass of water in one hand and two red
pills in the other.

“Thanks,” I murmur, knowing there’s no point in arguing him on it.
He ignores the waiting movie. “When was the last time you saw your

doctor?”
I was supposed to have a follow up over four months ago, but she had to

cancel for some family emergency. She was out for two months and nobody
ever called to reschedule. I know I should have reached out, especially
because one of my prescriptions is close to being empty with no refills, but I
couldn’t make myself pick up the phone.

Because you know…
Swallowing, I answer, “Before Christmas.”
He swears. “You need to be seen.”
“I’m—”
“You’re not fine,” he snaps. “I wish to hell that you were, Emery. I’m

upset that you’re sitting here pretending that what you’re feeling is no big
deal to appease me. I’m not your parents though. I’m not your mother and
thank fuck I’m not your father. It’s okay to admit you’re not doing well.”

My eyes tear up as I try calming my breathing. “I don’t like seeing other
people miserable just because I am.”

He shucks my chin lightly. “Don’t you get it, Mouse? That’s what family
does. They worry. If someone loves you, they’re going to experience the
same misery because they can’t do anything for you.”

I swallow. “But Mama…”
“She’s been doing better, right?”
She calls me almost every day to tell me about group. I texted her earlier

after missing her call because I was still at dinner, and she mentioned getting
a job offer at the local hospital. It isn’t in the peds clinic like she used to
work, but she seemed excited. It’s more money and benefits, and from what
Grandma told me a while ago there’s even a man who she talks about who



works as a physician on the same floor.
“Mama is doing great,” I answer, feeling the tension ease slightly from

my body.
Getting a new job is huge for her, but if she starts dating then I’ll feel

even better. I saw her invest all her free time in Logan, and shortly thereafter,
me. There was nothing left to give anyone else. I suspected she had been
seeing someone before Lo got worse. Her mood changed, and I don’t think it
was just because of her sick daughter. She stopped doing her hair and
makeup like she wasn’t trying to impress anyone anymore.

Grandma says she wears lipstick again.
It makes me smile.
“I want to make people’s lives as less complicated as possible. I already

accept that mine can’t be so easy, which is why it has to be different for
everyone else.”

“That’s ridiculous,” he scoffs. “Em, your pain is always going to be ours.
That doesn’t have to be a bad thing.”

Confused, I give him a doubtful stare. “I don’t see how it can be a good
thing.”

“It makes it real.”
“What?”
He pauses. “Love. Life.”
I blink.
“I told you before I loved you.”
I remember.
“You don’t have to go shopping tomorrow,” he says, going to the laptop

and clicking out of the movie.
“I told Cam I would.”
“She’ll understand.”
Sighing, I watch him surf the selections before choosing a Disney movie.

“What are you doing? I thought you hated Disney.”
“I do,” he grumbles. “But that doesn’t mean you do. Plus, these are better

to watch when you’re not feeling well.”
I told him a long time ago that I used to put on Pocahontas when I was

sick. Seeing it on the screen makes my eyes water worse than before as
Kaiden opens his arms for me to curl up in his side.

Using his chest as a pillow, I refuse to acknowledge the pain from the hip
I’m resting on. It shoots up my body and causes a tear to slip down my cheek,



but all I can do is hold Kaiden tighter as the movie plays.
Right before I fall asleep, I whisper, “I love you, Kaiden.”
He brushes my hair back and kisses the crown of my head. “You’re

feeling warm, Mouse. Try getting some sleep.”

I wake up feeling my stomach churn so violently that I vomit all over the
blankets. The abrupt illness and sour taste of dinner, mouth wash, and
stomach acid has me too distracted to be embarrassed. Kaiden swears and
nearly falls when his foot gets caught as he tries getting out of bed.

Groaning and clutching my stomach with one hand and my back with the
other, I feel a second wave of nausea coming on strong. Tears stream down
my face as I lurch over the bed, this time into the waste bucket Kaiden puts in
front of me just in time.

“Jesus, Em,” he murmurs, staring wide-eyed at me. He cradles my head,
but his touch doesn’t ease me.

I empty my stomach and cry. If Kaiden wasn’t holding the bucket, I
would have dropped it. My arms feel like lead at my sides.

“S-Something’s w-wro…” I whimper when I’m finally able to breathe.
All I want is water to rinse my mouth, but my body is completely drained of
everything.

“Shit. Okay.” He looks around. “Do you think you’re going to get sick
again?”

I shake my head, letting the tears hit my thighs. The room smells horrible
and I need to change before I do puke from the fumes alone.

He quickly gets rid of the bucket in the bathroom, the toilet flushing and
the shower turning on soon after. My eyes slowly drift to the clock.

Two twenty-seven.
I groan again and feel the need to close my eyes, my body swaying to the

side that I know is covered in something I don’t want to lay down in.
“Whoa,” he says, catching me. “I need to get you cleaned up. Can you

walk to the bathroom?”
I’m barely able to nod but stand with his help and shakily walk to the

bathroom with him. My right leg drags behind, leaving Kaiden taking a brunt
of my weight. He supports me as he peels off my pajama pants and tries
getting my shirt over my head. I attempt to help him, but my arms aren’t
moving easily on their own.

“My right arm,” I cry, realizing that my entire right side is numb and



unmoving.
He keeps cursing as he practically picks me up and carries me to the tub.

He steps in fully dressed, instantly getting soaked. The water isn’t too cold or
too hot as he grabs the loofa and starts rinsing me off. My back sinks into his
front, one of his arms wrapped tight around my waist as he lets the water run
through my hair.

He’s talking to himself, but I can’t make out his muttering. I should be
embarrassed that I’m completely naked and smell, but I can’t muster the
energy to care.

That’s when I know.
“Wrong,” I repeat. “S-somethi…”
“I know, Mouse,” he rasps, reaching over to the faucet and turning it off.

We’re both dripping wet as he carefully grabs a towel and starts drying me.
I’m not sure how he manages it since I’m no longer standing on my own.

He ignores drying himself off as he carries me out of the tub and sets me
down on the closed toilet lid. Once he sees I’m not going to tip over, he
quickly peels off his drenched shirt and pajamas pants until he’s just in his
boxer briefs.

“Hold on,” he says, rushing out of my bedroom. I hear him rustling the
blankets and sheets, probably peeling them off the bed.

Closing my eyes, I rest my head against the wall, slumping down. The
bathroom is cold and the towel he wrapped around me does little to warm me
up.

Kaiden starts shouting for Dad and Cam. I flinch over the desperation in
his tone but do nothing about it but sit there.

Helpless.
Did Lo ever feel this way?
So defeated? So…
Warm hands are on my arms, then soft material slides over my head,

shoulders, and torso. He’s careful to slide my arms through the holes, then
kneels and slides sweatpants over my feet one at a time.

“Not…used…to…this…” My tongue is heavy in my mouth.
Having you dress me, I want to elaborate.
I can’t though.
Once I’m dressed, I hear Dad’s booming voice from my bedroom. Cam

gasps loudly, probably seeing the state of disaster that my room is in. Kaiden
tells them we’re in the bathroom, and suddenly everything gets chaotic.



“What happened?” Dad demands, replacing Kaiden’s position in front of
me. He puts his hands on my face and forehead, looking frantic. “She’s
burning up. Emery? Baby…”

“I tried rinsing off the puke,” Kaiden tells him, his fingers dragging
through his wet hair. His voice is hoarse as he stares, Cam next to him with
her hand on his shoulder.

“She needs to go to the hospital,” Dad says, carefully putting one arm
behind my back and the other underneath my knees. He huffs when he picks
me up, holding me to his chest and walks us through my bedroom.

Cam and Kaiden are close behind as he walks downstairs. Kaiden has the
car keys to Cam’s vehicle in one hand and my jacket in the other. When we
get outside, the night air brushes against me and feels oddly welcoming to my
overheated body.

“D-Dad,” I croak, not knowing what to say.
“We’re going to get you help,” he promises, opening the back door.
Kaiden offers to sit in the back with me, but Dad practically barks at him

to drive. I only then realize that Kaiden is in gray sweatpants and a black
hoodie with no shoes or socks on.

He and Cam take the front, while Dad holds me in the backseat. It’s
probably a funny image, a man his size squeezed back here. He brushes his
hand across my cheek as he stares at me intently, his eyes glassy until…
they’re emerald.

“Da—” I try again, but the word slurs.
“Shh. Try resting.”
My lids grow heavy. “Tire…”
“Rest,” is the last thing I hear.



Chapter Forty

My ears throb with the noise of high-pitched beeping coming from
somewhere close by. It echoes in my skull, causing me to wince and whimper
until something tightens around my arm.

Where…?
“Henry!” a different high-pitched voice calls out. It’s a mixture of

desperation and relief and…fear?
My eyes crack open to darkness. The large rectangular light above me is

off, which I’m grateful for based on the pulsing pain in my temples. A
sharpness in the back of my eyes has them watering as I try moving.

“Sit still,” Cam insists. She doesn’t have to push me down because my
body never lifted. There’s no willpower, no energy, to even fight off the
unfamiliarity of my surroundings.

The words are there, circling my mind. I can taste them on my lips, but
nothing comes out. I try opening my mouth…and nothing. Instead, I focus on
Cam, on the room, on anything that could tell me where I am and what’s
happening.

Her light hair and kind eyes greet me with the slightest comfort, though
not enough to feel like I’ve made it out of the woods. I may not know what’s
happening, but after a long moment I’m familiar with the feel of a firm
mattress and scratchy sheets. The thin white one covering me is no better.
The material is rough not soft and hurts the skin that isn’t covered by the
hideous paper-thin blue gown.

Glancing down at myself, I see wires upon wires hooked to me
everywhere. There are two different needles in my arms, a monitor attached
to my finger, and black cuffs on one of my arms and legs. Something is
coursing through my veins, a potent drug that eases a majority of the pain I’m
almost certain I should be feeling. It leaves me warm and tingly, eased but
not eased enough so I’m unaware.

My heart goes haywire with anxiety trying to piece everything together.
How long have I been asleep? How long have I been here?

Dad rushes in and pales when he sees me, his expensive cellphone almost
falling from his hands. That’s when I know something is happening, because



he lives on that. “Baby.” His voice is thick with worry as he replaces Cam by
my bedside. “The doctors are going to come in here and explain everything to
you that they told me, okay?”

“D-Da…?” His face is more wrinkled, more aged, than I’ve ever seen. I
did that to him. My slurred words and unknown state broke him.

I look around the room slowly, blinking past the tears that I know is
because of more than just the headache blossoming. “W-Where…is…K-
Kaid?”

Swallowing past the lump in my throat, I try internalizing why my tongue
feels so heavy. It’s weighing in my mouth, drowning every syllable that tries
escaping my thin lips.

Cam peeks her head around Dad’s shoulder and gives me a small smile.
“He’s waiting in the lounge outside. The ICU doesn’t allow more than two
people in here.”

My eyes widen. “I’m in the…ICU?”
I’ve never been here before. All the times I’ve been admitted, it’s always

been in the Inpatient Center where I had to share a room with angry old
people who complained about the food or the television not having anything
good on to pick from.

Dad kneels beside me, his throat bobbing and eyes a shade of green I’m
not accustomed to seeing. “Emery, you’re very, very sick. At some point
during the night you had a stroke. It’s honestly a miracle you didn’t choke on
your vomit when you got sick, because the function on your right side is
minimal. And that’s…” He chokes on his words. “That’s not all, baby girl.”

My eyes go to the hand he’s holding.
My left hand.
I stare at my right arm for too long, which has a needle in the vein on the

side of my wrist that I can’t feel. “S-Stroke?”
He nods.
I’ve heard about strokes. Old people had them whenever a call came over

the police scanner at Mama’s house. John Doe age sixty-three. Stroke. Jane
Doe age seventy-one. Stroke.

Not eighteen-year-olds. Not me.
Cam’s eyes water, and hers don’t turn any other color. Not in the

darkness. Not from the tears. They’re the same as always. “Your mother has
been called, sweetie. She and your grandmother are already on their way.”

I swipe my dry lips with my tongue. It feels lighter, but the weight in my



chest hasn’t eased as much. “K-Kaiden? He must…be worried. Plea—”
A doctor walks in, opening and closing the squealing door behind him. I

know Kaiden. He must be pacing the waiting room, his hair a mess, and
cursing out anyone who asks if he needs anything. Is he still barefoot? Did
someone get him shoes? Hospital booties? A cup of coffee?

“Ms. Matterson,” the doctor greets. He squeezes Dad’s shoulders like he
must have done hundreds of times since our arrival.

“Emery,” I whisper, taking a deep breath of relief when the word forms
correctly.

His hair is still dark. Not graying like most doctors I’ve crossed paths
with. His face is wrinkle free and kind, like he hasn’t witnessed true tragedy
yet. Does that give me hope? Or will I be the one to break him?

“Emery,” he corrects, washing his hands and drying them off at the sink
in corner. “I’m Dr. Thorne. I was assigned to you when you arrived at this
wing. After reading over your medical file and seeing the image tests, EKG,
and lab work they did on you tonight, I contacted your rheumatologist for
some additional information. I’ll need some further answers from you on how
you’ve been feeling, to get a better picture.

“Can you tell me about some of the symptoms you’ve been experiencing?
Is there anything out of the ordinary you’ve noticed over the past few
months? Every detail will help.”

Dad’s breathing is unsteady, and I wonder if he’s going to cry. I’ve never
seen him do that before and I’m not sure I ever want to. Tearing up and
letting them spill are two different things. It’s like an acceptance that things
have changed. When you tear up, you’re simply unsure. When you cry, you
know.

I don’t want to know.
I don’t want Dad to know.
For some reason, I struggle looking at the young doctor. Instead, my eyes

go from Dad to Cam to the door. I think about Kaiden and pretend he’s right
here. He should be, he’s family.

My ears pick up on the drum of my heart, which pounds in a rocky beat.
It doesn’t sound normal at all. It’s been like that for too long, and excuse after
excuse I reasoned with its abnormality as if it made a difference. It
overpowers the noise coming from the various machines hooked to me.
Thump thump. Thump thump. Thump thump. Thump. Thump.

“Emery?” Dr. Thorne repeats.



“H-head…aches.”
He nods, glancing at the computer screen I didn’t know was on. “It looks

like you came to the emergency room over the winter because of a migraine
that turned into a fainting spell?”

I don’t answer.
Dad says, “Yes. She got sick at school and fainted, but insisted it was

from the migraine.”
Pressing my lips together, I finally meet the doctor’s eyes. “I saw a…

neuro..logist right after who helped me get medication.”
“Does it?”
“Yes.” No. I don’t know anymore.
“You no longer get headaches?”
No answer. My lips tingle.
His eyes scan the screen once more before he proceeds with his questions.

“Have you noticed any changes in weight?”
I know for a fact any fluctuation is right in front of him, documented from

my many visits and check-ins. “Gain. I’m not sure how much.”
“Bruising? Bleeding? Dizziness?”
Exhaustion sweeps through me. “Dr. Thorne, I’m t-tired. I-I’m sorry, but

I want to know what’s going…I’ve never felt…I never had…”
I’m used to being here.
I’m used to the interrogations.
The assumptions.
The medical jargon.
But not in the Intensive Care Unit.
“Please,” I whisper brokenly.
Dad squeezes my hand, and I ignore the bite of pain that greets his strong

grasp.
The doctor moves the computer away from him, giving me a firm-lipped

expression. I know it too well, the distance he puts between us while he
figures out how to deliver the news.

“We’re running additional tests,” he begins, not looking at anyone but
me. I appreciate the effort he puts in that no other doctor does. I’d get worked
up when doctors talked to Mama like I couldn’t possibly understand what
they’re saying, much less be affected by the diagnosis as though I’m not the
patient. “The scans that were done on you tonight showed many alarming
things. Your brain tissue shows signs of extensive inflammation, as does the



area around your heart. And your kidneys…”
I hold my breath.
My heart drums.
The clock on the wall ticks.
His voice is so soft it’s like velvet against my skin. “Emery, your kidneys

barely showed up on the images done.”
Blinking, I shake my head.
His eyes are softer than his voice, but his body is straight and tense and

professional. “The levels of your creatine and BUN tests also drew red flags.
As soon as the radiologist read your images, the lab was contacted to do an
additional glomerular filtration rate, or GFR, test that gives us an idea of your
kidney function.”

My bottom lip trembles, but I refuse to cry. I know what he’s saying
before he even says it. After I heard Mama talk to Grandma about Lo, I
figured out how to do an online search to read about what she died from.

Kidney failure.
“The good news is, there are treatment options,” he proceeds to tell me,

though his optimism if further than I can see. “Depending on what the labs
show, we can figure out the best course of action for you. Your
rheumatologist will be involved to speak to you about the medications you’re
currently on…”

On and on he goes.
He tells me that the headaches are most likely related to my kidney

problems and asks about any issues urinating.
Bloody urine? Dark? Trouble peeing?
When my lips part to answer, nothing comes out. My brain is too

wrapped up in the months I’ve spent seeing pinkened pee. The slight twinge
of blood on the toilet paper. The foam. The back pain.

How long have I known but wouldn’t admit it? How long could I have
said something instead of pretending nothing was wrong?

You could have stopped it.
Slowed it.
Something.
Thorne must know that I’ve noticed changes, because he simply nods

before telling me about further steps.
Dad and Cam listen so intently to everything Thorne says, nodding along

and sometimes interjecting with questions.



What is a nephrologist?
Will she need surgery?
How long to you think she’ll be here?
The questions and answers are fired so rapidly, I’m not sure I absorb

them all. I think about everything that’s happened in the past twenty-four
hours.

I think about Dad.
Cam.
Kaiden.
How many doctors in my past told me I was fine? That I was too young

to experience the pain I was? How many times would I fall asleep at night
crying because I couldn’t move? How many doctors are going to be
responsible for the outcome that’s dangling in front of us?

I swallow once Dr. Thorne excuses himself, slipping out the door and
leaving us to digest everything.

“I want to s-see Kaiden,” I tell Dad and Cam. It shouldn’t be the first
thing out of my mouth, but the words can’t be stopped. I want Kaiden.

“Em,” Cam says softly. “Sweetie, I know he wants to see you too—”
“Please?” My voice cracks as I stare at her with watery eyes until her

frown blurs. “I just want to see…him. That’s all…it’s all I’m asking for right
now.”

She looks at Dad before nodding.
Dad watches her leave before turning to me, his hand still on mine. He

watches the way his rougher, darker skin contrasts my brittle paleness. His
hand is twice the size of mine, the warmth of his palm soaking into me.

For the longest time, I don’t think he’s going to say anything. He doesn’t
ask me how I’m feeling because that seems pointless. He doesn’t question me
over what I’m thinking because he knows I’ll hold back.

In a quiet tone, he says, “There’s a card of a mouse on your nightstand. I
saw it when he called us in…” He swallows and takes a deep breath. “He
called you mouse once.”

Not knowing what else to do, I nod.
When the door opens again, it’s Kaiden looking wide-eyed right at me.

He looks paler than I’ve ever seen, maybe even paler than I am right now if
it’s possible. His hair is a mess like I expected, sticking straight up in
different directions like he’s been running his fingers through it nonstop.

Dad glances between us. “I guess I’ll leave you two alone then.”



He called you mouse once.
In a blink of an eye, Kaiden is beside me, towering over me, staring down

like I’m going to disappear. Am I? Will I?
I lick my lips again.
“I was fucking worried,” he growled, scanning over the wires

surrounding me. His eyes dart to the monitor that’s showing my irregular
heartbeat before turning back to me. “I was about to risk getting arrested just
to see you. Do you know how damn hard it was standing out there while they
had you in here?”

“I—”
“The nurses are assholes,” he informs me coolly, sneering at the door.

“They kept telling me someone would be out to give me answers, and nobody
ever did. Not once did those doors open, Emery.”

Emery. Not Mouse.
“I’m sorry,” I whisper, pressing my lips together. What else is there to

say?
“Mom said…” His nostrils flare. “Mom said that you’re not doing well.

Tell it to me straight. What the fuck is going on?”
That’s the million dollar question, isn’t it? Right now, my blood is being

tested to see how screwed I am. Thorne may have had optimism that we
could slow the progression and damage based on the results, but there’s
calmness to my stomach that shouldn’t be there and it’s not the medicine
making me feel that way.

“Em.” He brushes hair behind my ear and watches me closely, his bottom
lip trembling in the slightest way.

“Are you going…to go to M-Maryland still?”
He gapes at me. “What the hell does that have to do with anything? We’re

not talking about college right now.”
“Are you?”
He blinks.
“Kaiden…” I take a deep breath and feel my own defenses completely

shattering. “I need you to go to UM, okay? It’ll make me h-happy.”
His throat bobs and his anger becomes tenfold as he studies my face.
“Cam will be happy too,” I continue, wrapping my fingers around his.

The way he looks at me is in pure disbelief. “I’ll v-visit when I can. When
you have games, I’ll…come see you play and cheer you on.”

His expression morphs into something unreadable. There’s pain lingering



in his pinched lips, that much I can see. Kaiden Monroe has never been
stupid. He knows I offer him that little bit of hope to ease the reality that’s
about to hit us whether we’re ready or not.

Swallowing past the lump in my throat, I give him a tiny smile. “Don’t
tell Cam I told you this because she wants it to be a surprise, but she already
bought a bunch of UM sweatshirts and memorabilia. I’m pretty sure I even
saw one of those foam fingers.”

His lips twitch upward, then flatten. The tiny shift of his anger for even a
millisecond means he’s trying. He’s willing to let go of his anger.

Trying to focus on what I want to say, I give myself a minute before
managing a small, sad smile. “And…I think she bought something for all of
us to wear, maybe…even customized the backs with your name.” We both
know she’d do that. I’m sure once she finds out his jersey number, that’ll go
on the back of any shirt she wears to games too.

He flips our hands so his is squeezing mine. “Your skin is so pale.”
That must say something considering we’re cloaked in darkness. Only the

glow of the computer’s screensaver lights up the corner of the room. The
narrow window on the door barely allows any of the hallway light to creep in.

I brush my thumb against the top of his hand, noticing the smooth skin
and tiny brown freckles. “I hear college food is way b-better than the stuff
they serve in high school. There are options that don’t involve…mystery
meat.”

He chuckles, but it doesn’t sound the same as any other time he’s
laughed.

“Kaiden?” I murmur, my thumb stopping in the middle of its movement.
“Yeah?”
“Thank you.” He blinks up at me. “Thank you for being my friend. My

best friend. Anyone could have stepped up and…tried knowing me and they
didn’t. It was always just you.”

He purses his lips. “Like you said, they were just blindly doing what I
said.”

I shake my head. “Annabel talked to me despite you wanting everyone to
leave me alone. Sometimes girls would try getting gossip out of me about
you. They were all willing to take and not give. Not even Annabel.”

For a while, he doesn’t answer. “I was selfish. I didn’t want you making
friends with anyone else.”

I just smile.



I know, is my silent reply.
“But you,” I add, “were always there.”
He allows himself to smirk. “Especially when you didn’t want me to be.”
That’s when I needed you most.
The door clicks open and Dr. Thorne is followed in by Dad and Cam. His

face says it all. It’s serious. Firm. I stay withdrawn, staring at the dark-haired
man standing in front of me. He looks sympathetic—his eyes drowning in
untold apologies and answers that weren’t there before.

He had hope then.
“Ms. Matterson,” he begins, “I’m sorry to have to tell you this…”
I hear his words but don’t absorb them. Instead, I try to calm down

Kaiden, whose body is shaking violently next to me.
Dad is ashen.
Cam is crying.
Where is Mama?
Kidney failure.
End stage.
Thorne tries to explain that the disease has eaten away at the vital organs,

killing off my kidney function. The headaches are from a mixture of
inflammation attacking tissue from the disease and the toxins not being
filtered correctly from my impacted kidneys. The weight gain is from water
retention building in my legs and face.

Lo hadn’t looked like she’d gained weight in the end. She was fragile,
like one touch could shatter her. Her eyes were sunken in the back of her
head and her skin was an off-white that resembled a pale yellow. They say
her liver had been impacted by then too.

When Thorne clears his throat, he looks between everyone in the room.
“There is a complication with moving forward with treatment options that
you all need to be made aware of.” His eyes focus on me. “Dialysis would be
the next step, because your body is no longer able to filter clean blood
through your system. However, it has come to our attention that your heart is
being impacted by the strain of your disease. The amount of inflammation
around the valves is putting immense amount of pressure on them, which
means your heart is working much harder to function properly. That’s what
caused the stroke and heightened your blood pressure which you’re still
experiencing.

“Dialysis tends to impact the heart for patients who are on it long term. If



patients willingly go on dialysis knowing they have heart conditions, the
chances of cardiac arrest resulting in death is very likely.”

Someone gasps.
Someone chokes out a sob.
And I just…stare.
It all makes sense.
My lack of friends. My unwillingness to settle down, to find a promising

career path, to dream. I never wanted to date—to make time for people in my
life. I make thousands of excuses that hold me back from truly living, and the
final puzzle piece reveals the reason why.

I’m not meant to.
The realization slams into me, slices through me, opens me up. But I

welcome it—the truth.
Maybe the reason I could never feel satisfied with life is because I’m not

meant to live a full one. I’m not meant to meet my future husband or have
children. The fewer people who care about me, the fewer people I hurt when
it all ends.

“What are you saying?” Kaiden growls at him, somehow getting closer to
me as if his protection can change things. “If her kidneys are failing and
dialysis is the only way to stop her from…dying, then she has to go on it!”

Cam steps forward. “Sweetie—”
“She could fucking die!” he yells, probably waking anybody in the rooms

around us from the bone-chilling tone.
“Son,” Dr. Thorne says slowly, “this is not an easy decision either way.

You’re correct. Dialysis is necessary to keep filtering the blood before toxins
take over making her worse, but the risk of death from her heart condition
while on it could also be an outcome.”

Three sets of eyes turn to me.
I just sit there, propped against pillows on a hard mattress. The machines

still beep around me, the monitors giving away how I’m feeling as my
heartrate accelerates.

They watch me silently.
I stare at nothing across the room.
An empty wall.
An open space.
Nothing important or exciting.
Dr. Thorne steps closer. “Emery, the best course of action I can think to



take is speaking to your rheumatologist as soon as possible and considering
medication adjustment. If we could lessen the inflammation and keep it at
bay, your chances of doing better on dialysis are far greater than choosing to
do emergency dialysis starting tonight.”

My lips part slightly as I blink.
Once.
Twice.
A third time.
“Where’s Mama?” I rasp, slowly turning my head to Dad. His cheeks are

damp, and his expression is bathed in panic.
“She should be here any minute,” he answers, his voice sounding foreign

to me.
I nod.
“Emery,” he says, walking over to me. I notice the way he eyes Kaiden

until he replaces my overprotective best friend. “Baby girl, there is a lot to
consider here. When your mother comes, I think the three of us need to sit
down and talk it through.”

Talk what through? That’s what I want to ask him now, in front of our
waiting audience. Does he want to talk about which choice will make me die
faster? Or make me suffer longer? Does he want to hash out Mama’s opinion
and watch her cry when I tell them I disagree?

My eyes are dry.
Why are my eyes dry?
Taking a deep breath, I turn to the doctor and ignore the way everyone’s

eyes burn into my face. “How long?”
His jaw moves side to side. “It depends.”
“Mouse,” Kaiden whispers brokenly.
“If I don’t…” I swallow, my nostrils twitching and throat closing. “If I

don’t do dialysis, how…long?”
Kaiden growls.
Dad’s jaw drops.
Dr. Thorne takes a deep breath. “You are at end stage renal failure. To be

honest, it’s not long. But everybody is different.”
I close my eyes. “So even if we try adjusting my medication first, there’s

a chance…?”
“Yes.”
The room grows eerily silent.



When my eyes open, they instantly find Dad’s. “There’s nothing to
discuss then.”

“Emery—”
“Jesus. Fuck!” Kaiden slams his hand against the wall as he storms out,

with Cam chasing after him, her palm muffling the sobs escaping her lips.
Thorne walks over to me, standing just before Dad. “We can make you as

comfortable as possible if that’s what you decide, Emery. If you want to talk
to your family further about this, make sure you press the button once a
choice has been made and I’ll come back in. Okay?”

I’m not sure if I nod or answer, but he leaves Dad and I alone. Once the
door is closed behind him, Dad shoots up.

“You are not dying.”
“I am.”
“Emery—”
“Dad!” My teeth grind. “You heard him. My heart isn’t going to take well

to the treatment. I know you don’t want to hear this, but you need to. I’m
going to die. Lo knew it right before she passed away, and I know it too.”

The calmness washing over me.
The lack of tears.
“It’s about how,” I continue, trying to make myself sound stronger than I

am. “I don’t want to keep suffering, Dad. The hassle of trying to readjust my
medicine for the billionth time is pointless. The meds should have reduced
the inflammation to begin with. And…and it wouldn’t matter if we tried
waiting it out and you know it.”

He palms his face, shaking his head and attempting to even his breathing.
“I just got you back, Em.”

I simply nod.
“I just…” Tears overwhelm him.
Feelings.
Reality.
Acceptance.
“We got a year, Daddy.”
“It’s not enough.”
There’s a knock on the door.
“Sunshine?”
Mama.



Chapter Forty-One

There’s a rainbow arched over the small patch of trees outside the hospital. I
don’t get to see all the bright colors because my view is obscured from the
wheelchair I sit in by the large window. I’m nowhere near eye level from
where the glass sits, and the brick building hides part of the calling card I
know Lo left for me.

Mama sat with me and cried for hours last night while Dad watched from
the cot someone brought in. It looks more uncomfortable than my bed, which
I tell Thorne they need to consider changing. It’s bad enough patients have to
deal with additional discomfort, but families shouldn’t have to.

He told me he’d bring it up to someone.
I doubt he will.
Kaiden was missing in action until eight this morning. I’d fallen back

asleep but never stayed in unconsciousness long. Between nurses coming in
and out, Dad whispering to Mama, and Mama hissing arguments like I
couldn’t hear, I couldn’t get settled.

There was an elephant in the room taking up the open space that wasn’t
occupied by expensive machines and my upset parents.

I’m unsettled because I know this is it.
I can’t sleep because I’m afraid of never waking up. Just like Lo. Her

body was so still when Mama came in to check on her. I’d woken up to
Mama’s loud cries as she kneeled beside Lo, holding her stiff, unmoving
hand.

Her eyes had been closed.
Peaceful.
Sleeping eternally.
When Kaiden showed back up, he was wearing jeans, a tee, and his

letterman jacket. His feet were shoved into a pair of his favorite blue sneakers
that were some fancy brand made by an ex-basketball player, which was a
step in the right direction from the bare feet he sported the night before. He
and Cam brought back Dad a change of clothes, so he could finally get out of
the pajamas he’s worn since we arrived.

I spent that time pretending to sleep and listening to Mama and Dad argue



about my wellbeing. They were trying to figure out what to do next, how to
move forward. It was only when I finally opened my eyes that they painted
smiles on their faces and acted like they weren’t trying to figure out how to
convince me to try fighting.

Internally, I scoff.
I’ve been fighting for years. I fought for Mama’s attention. For her

affection. To fit in. I’ve fought against my ill feelings toward Dad. The way I
resented Lo for leaving me.

I fight myself every single day.
I fight to pretend I’m fine.
To admit I’m not.
To survive.
So, I tell them both they can’t change my mind. What’s done is done. All

the times I’ve been denied by professionals. Criticized by peers. Questioned
by relatives. I’m not fighting anyone anymore.

It’s too late, don’t you get it?
Mama had to walk out. Her body shook so bad I thought she’d faint. Dad

stayed in my room and just watched me in silence. He wants to say
something, to argue, to make a point.

He’s learned by now that there is none.
He’s gotten to know me.
He’s figured me out.
Like when I tell Cam that asparagus sounds good for dinner, but then he

sneakily slips it off my plate onto his when she’s not looking because he
knows I don’t like it.

Or when I scrunch my face at something he chooses to watch on TV at
night and he switches it to something everyone would like.

He asks about Kaiden.
We’re friends. Best friends.
Because it’s true.
Kaiden Monroe made everything bearable. School. Home. He turned out

to be the person I could trust enough to share my firsts. In my eyes, he was
my only true ally. I lived thinking I wouldn’t experience what it felt like to be
cherished because my body was too depleted by my health. Kaiden gave me
everything I couldn’t think of asking for before moving to Exeter.

Dad didn’t seem to buy it.
But he didn’t question it either.



Because he called me Mouse once.
Now Kaiden is pushing me along the hall with Dad and Cam trailing

behind. Mama and Grandma went to get food in the cafeteria, giving us time
together as I stared at the rainbow and its pretty pastel colors.

The dull ache in my body is tolerable because of the medicine they
pumped through me first thing this morning. There’s feeling in my right side
that seems promising in the grand scheme of things. I can process my words
and talk without too much hassle. Despite the nurses giving me sympathetic
smiles and Dr. Thorne asking me how I am every hour, I’m okay.

Okay as I can be.
Calm. Relaxed. Realistic.
Much to the dismay of my parents, I convinced Kaiden to get me the rest

of my schoolwork in order to finish junior year. After quiet arguments in
between nurse and doctor check-ins, Dad relented and called the school
asking if I could take my remaining exams in the hospital. The school, even
the poor disorganized Principal Richman, knew they had no place to deny me
a simple favor.

How many other people wanted to spend their time in a hospital bed
filling in bubble sheets and calculating statistics? I only knew about one
statistic that mattered, and I’d accepted it. The answers I scrawled across my
paper, while seemingly unimportant, allowed me the mundane normalcy I
needed even now. Even considering…

Everyone helped me when fogginess made me forget how to put together
my words. Dad would put in numbers in his phone’s calculator app so I could
write down the answer on my math exam. Mama would read aloud a poem so
many times I’m sure the elderly lady next door could recite it by heart.
Grandma would try helping me figure out a chemistry question based on the
diagram, and Kaiden drew pictures on the notepad provided by Thorne. He
said there’s no art final, but he wanted to cheer me up. So, every ten minutes
I’d get a new image on my lap, distracting me from my homework. A mouse.
A pill bottle with a penis drawn where the prescription would be—that one I
hid from my parents though Grandma saw it and snickered.

But my favorite was the one tucked into the hoodie Cam had brought me
during one of her few trips home for different clothes. It was Kaiden and me
leaning against a tree with a grave between us. A grave labeled with Lo’s
name.

He didn’t say a word. I didn’t either. I just reached into my pocket and



touched the wrinkled paper when I needed a moment to collect myself.
My eyelids want to droop and close from lack of sleep at this point, but I

don’t tell Kaiden that, so we keep going down the hall. Besides some random
ramblings, he’s been quiet almost the entire time. Once in a while he’ll make
comments on the old photographs on the walls, making fun of the old
portraits of patrons and founders. He teased me when I finished all my finals,
calling me a nerd. A senior nerd. Since then, he’s barely spoken a peep.

There’s a set of vending machines by the elevators at the end of the hall.
Kaiden stops the chair right in front of one and pulls out his wallet. I watch
carefully as he inserts a dollar and presses a couple buttons before a Reece’s
falls out.

“Split it with me?” he asks, knowing I won’t say no. He wheels me over
to the closest lounge, where Dad and Cam give us space. They linger just up
the hall, glancing between the window and us.

I give a small wave to Dad.
He tries to smile.
When Kaiden unwraps the candy and passes me one of the peanut butter

cups, I play with it until chocolate melts onto my fingers. “I used to get an
Almond Joy all the time at the hospital back home. There were five vending
machines lined up in a long hallway that led to the building across the street
from underground. Lo and I used to pretend we were on an adventure. Dad
would take us down there and feed us sugar before going back up to see
Mama and leaving.”

He watches me bite the chocolate-ridged sides of the cup off first, leaving
only the middle left. “I know. I heard him telling Mom that once. You’d get
angry when the machine would give you a Mounds because you hated them.”

My lips part. “He…?” I shake my head, peeling the top layer of chocolate
off. “I don’t like just plain coconut. The almonds make it taste way better.
Did he really say that?”

He nods, rubbing his lips together. “I didn’t hear about you often from
him, but I don’t think it was because he didn’t think of you. It probably hurt
him knowing he agreed to stay away when your mother asked him to.
Anything I heard was something he told Cam. The Almond Joys, the days
you went to work with your mom at the hospital…”

For a moment, he stares at his untouched candy in contemplation. “I’ve
been to your house before October break.”

His voice is no more than a whisper that I think I mishear. “You…what?”



He sits up straighter and meets my eyes hesitantly, shyly. “Not long after
your Dad moved in, I was trying to figure out how to get him out. It seemed
like he was running from something, but he’d barely talk about his old life.
He moved hours away, I knew that much, and used to be married. Mom
mentioned that he had kids, a girl around my age, but that was the extent of
the information they offered me.

“I got some information on the town you lived in and searched for his old
address. Honestly wasn’t too hard to do, which should probably alarm
people. Anyway, I skipped school one day and drove there. I’m not sure what
I planned on doing or saying if anyone was home. It seemed safe considering
it was the middle of the week. But…”

My breathing hitches just knowing he was there, fitting himself into my
life long before we ever officially met.

“I saw your grandmother through the front window first. She was holding
a bowl of something and talking to someone, and when I moved to the other
side of the house, I saw you on the couch with a blanket over you. The one
with the blue birds on the edges.”

“Grandma made that,” I whisper.
He takes a deep breath. “Anyway, I saw you there smiling at her like you

didn’t care that you dad was gone. You seemed happy. I walked around the
town for a little bit before coming back to your house and couldn’t knock on
the door or ask anyone about you guys. So, I walked around the side until I
found you under the sycamore tree talking to someone. I didn’t realize it was
your sister’s grave until I’d come back during break last year.”

I let every word he speaks seep into me, as I play with my peanut butter
cup. The chocolate is all over my fingers, so I pop what’s left in my mouth
and lick off my fingertips.

“Your grandmother caught me,” he admits, sinking back into his chair.
My eyes widen.
He has a small smile on his face. “When I was trying to sneak back to my

car parked down the road, she stopped me and asked what I was doing there.
I lied and said I was lost and wandering around, but she saw through me. She
noticed you out by your sister’s grave and then looked at me like she was
connecting the dots.”

Grandma never said anything to me about a random boy showing up, and
not once during break had she outed him. “Did she say something to you last
year?”



His smile turns into a grin. “She told me that I was full of shit, but she
already sensed that about me. The first morning she made breakfast she asked
why I’d bothered coming.”

I wait for him to continue, wondering why he showed up the first time
and wasted time saving me before I realized I needed it the second time
around.

He shrugs, staring at the floor. “I’m not sure I have an answer, even now.
Sometimes you just know when you’re needed, even if nobody says they
need you. That’s why I came there for break. I had plenty of shit I could have
done, but I wanted to be there with you.”

We sit in silence for a long while, finishing off the candy bar. He throws
the wrappers away in the garbage can in the corner of the lounge before
gesturing towards our waiting family.

I hear Mama and Grandma talking, which means they must have finished
breakfast already. Both of them give me smiles when they see Kaiden wheel
me over to them.

Grandma winks at him.
Mama reaches out to hold my hand.
Dad and Cam squeeze Kaiden’s arm.
I look at Mama, then glance at everyone else. “Can we have some time

alone? I just want…” I just want Mama. “I’d like to be with Mama for a
while.”

Everyone nods except Kaiden, who hasn’t let go of the wheelchair. Cam
puts her hand on his shoulder and gives him an encouraging nod.

He lets go and kneels in front of me. “I expect you to be at every game,
Mouse.” His voice cracking has my heart doing the same, a big split right
down the middle. “Best friends support each other. They’re there for each
other.”

The smile I grace him with is genuine. “I promise I’ll be at every single
one.”

He wets his lips and nods once before standing, stepping back into Cam’s
hold. Mama smiles down at me, Grandma brushes my hair behind my ear,
and Dad offers me a single head bob like Kaiden.

It seems so final. Yet not final at all.
A beginning.
Kaiden will go to college.
Dad and Cam may have a child.



Mama could be happy. Date. Get remarried. Have more children.
There’s nothing that would hold them back. No excuse or emergency

would cause them from living their lives, and the thought calms me
completely until my body sinks lazily into the chair that Mama pushes.

Mama wheels me back to my room, greeting the nurses that say hello and
ask if we need anything.

Mama. That’s all I need.
Once the nurses are done checking my vitals and it’s just Mama and me,

she tells me about the friends she’s making. The understanding she’s
accepting about how it all went wrong…and in many ways right.

“I’m sorry, Emery,” she whispers, stroking my hand with her thumb.
Sorry for shutting down.
Sorry for abandoning me.
Sorry for not realizing it sooner…
“It’s okay,” I tell her honestly.
Mama brought me to Dad. To Cam. To Kaiden. Her understanding that

she couldn’t take care of me the way I needed brought back my father and
more family that I had no clue I needed. She gave me a best friend when I
lost the only one I ever knew, and an innocent love that I would have never
felt otherwise.

I love Kaiden.
Like a friend. My best friend.
Like family.
I move over and slowly pat the empty spot beside me. “You gave me so

much, Mama. We can’t change what’s happened and I don’t want to.
Everything happens for a reason, right?”

She swallows. “Yeah, Sunshine. It does.”
Mama curls up in bed beside me, wrapping her arms around my body,

careful not to tug on the wires and tubes. Her face is wet, matching my own
damp cheeks. Her head rests on the same pillow mine does.

Sometimes words aren’t enough.
Sometimes nothing has to be said at all.
Mama opens her lips…and starts singing.
You are my sunshine, my only sunshine,
You make me happy, when skies are gray.
You’ll never know, dear, how much I love you…
Her words become suffocated by fragmented shards of emotion that slice



the open air between us as the machines make pitiful noises.
“Please don’t take my sunshine away.”



Epilogue

Kaiden

Three fucking days. She lasted three days after being admitted before her
mother’s wails chimed louder than the flat lining machines. It was long
enough for her to submit finals from her hospital room and be considered a
senior in high school for the new school year.

All she wanted was to finish junior year.
Security had to escort me out when I put my fist through the wall, and

Mom didn’t talk to me until I calmed down outside.
Emery wore a fucking UM sweatshirt before she fell asleep on that too-

tiny bed, and sure enough there was a makeshift patch with my name on the
very back. Her eyes never opened back up though.

She never officially said goodbye.
I promise I’ll be at every single game.
She lied.

*One Year Later*

Rain nearly cancels our biggest game of the year, which half the
upperclassman bitched about considering it was their last one before
graduating from the University of Maryland. We worked our asses off in
practice, and won almost every game against the other college teams. I could
see their disgruntlement.

Then it happens.
The fucking sunshine.
The dispersing clouds.
The rainbow.
Once upon a time, I’d been told by a girl full of hope that her twin sister

looked down at her from the sky. I thought it was bullshit. As much bullshit
as the damn song she loved listening to that I can’t stand hearing when it
comes on.



But there it is.
The weather report told us we were done for since we woke up. Ninety-

nine percent chance of thunderstorms and rain showers. High winds.
We were fucked.
We were supposed to be fucked.
Someone slaps my back. “Is that a miracle, or what?”
Murphy was a dipshit who spent more time high than sober, but he was

still one of my closest friends. He left me be when I got moody and distracted
me with pot and girls when I sulked for too long.

He also kicked ass on the field.
I stare up at the sun. “Yeah. A miracle.”
I think about the two matching headstones underneath the sycamore tree

in Bakersfield all while staring up at the sun beaming down on my
teammates.

“Let’s kick some ass,” Murphy shouts, getting equal enthusiastic yells
from everyone around us.

*Two Years Later*

There’s a knock at my apartment door that peels my eyes off the football
game on the screen. Setting my beer down, I smack a half-drunken Murphy
and shuffle over to see if our other friend Spencer decided to show up.

I don’t expect to see a tiny little redhead on the other side of the door.
“You’re not Spencer.”
Her eyes widen. It’s dark, but the porch light makes the color staring up

at me an eerie tone of crystal blue.
“Uh…no. I’m Piper.” She shifts something in her hands to jab behind her.

“I live next door with my friend. Anyway, this was delivered to our place. It
has your address on it.”

Shoving the box toward me, my face scrunches when I see my name on
the flap. Mom must have sent another care package and wanted to surprise
me.

“Thanks,” I murmur, putting it under my arm and grabbing the door to
close it. “Well…”

Nodding, she steps back and tugs on the oversized UM sweatshirt she’s
wearing. It’s the same one Emery wore when she…

I clear my throat. “Bye.”



Her lips part when I close the door, not thinking about much except
what’s inside the parcel. Setting it on the coffee table and taking another swig
of my beer, I rip off the tape and open the flaps.

Murphy mumbles before passing back out, half draped on the couch and
half hanging off. Rolling my eyes, I pick up a glass jar full of…paper?

“What the…?”
At closer glance, I recognize some of the colorful post-its inside. When I

unscrew the top and pull one out, my jaw grinds.
They’re the post-its I left for Em.
Stupid pictures of cartoon objects and animals with sayings only she’d

get. Insults. Taunts. Nicknames.
She saved them all?
Pulling a few more out, I notice some that aren’t mine. The drawings

aren’t very good, and half of them are smudged like she kept running her
hand across the ink.

I can still tell what they are.
A lacrosse stick.
The UM emblem.
Sunshine.
One of them has words.
If you don’t go to UM, I’ll haunt you.
A choked laugh escapes me and Murphy jerks up, falling off the couch.

He lands with a loud thud on the floor before groaning. I snort and nudge his
leg with my foot.

“You good down there?”
He mumbles something unintelligent.
I nod, going back to the post-its.
The very first mouse I drew for her is resting in front of me. Brushing my

fingers against the aged paper, I manage to smile before clearing my throat
and putting all of them back into the jar.

There’s a note from Mom.
Henry found these in Emery’s room. He said you’d want them.
Palming my face, I take the jar to my room and place it on my dresser.

The Valentine’s card I got for her is resting there too, something I grabbed
before I moved.

Sitting on the edge of the bed, I stare at the new addition to my space
before grabbing my phone and typing out a text to Mom. She responds



almost instantaneously.
Mom:
Love you too, baby boy. And your little sister says hi.

Join the Spoiler Group now

https://www.facebook.com/groups/523820928351711/


Author’s Note

I know what you must be thinking. Screw you, Barbara. Am I right?
First off, I’m sorry for the emotions you’re probably feeling right now.

For the record, I loved Emery too. In fact, I am Emery. That’s why I needed
to write this book in all it’s raw, real glory. I knew how it’d end. It’s a fear of
mine that I’ve battled since I realized something was wrong with me.

When you have a chronic condition, you spend a lot of your life being
doubted by others. Not all diseases can be seen. In fact, a lot of them aren’t.
That’s why invisible diseases can be so deadly, because nobody knows
they’re there until it’s too late.

Not only do you have to suffer silently from pain and other symptoms,
but you have to watch what your misery does to everyone around you. Loved
ones. Friends. You name it.

Underneath the Sycamore Tree started as a short story called Mama’s
Eyes that I wrote for my Creative Writing class in undergrad. It was a story I
wrote from the heart about how the relationship between a mother and
daughter changes when the daughter becomes chronically ill. It’s a story I
reflected on for many weeks before submitting it, and maybe years before
choosing to take everyone’s advice and expanding it into a full-length novel.

This book was both one of the easiest and hardest ones to write. Odd,
right? I wrote this faster than I wrote any book before. When a story comes
from the heart, it’s going to gut you and cleanse you all at once. It’s
therapeutic but also painful in ways that is hard to explain. You’re reliving
moments you wish to forget.

Like the first chunk of hair found on a pillow, the first of many
prescriptions, missed classes, seeing your family look at you like you’re
slipping away, and the fear—the fear of not knowing what’s going to happen
because doctors don’t seem to believe you even though you struggle getting
out of bed, and you’re skin and bones, and your hair is falling out. After a
while, you begin believing them when they say you’re crazy.

This book is the representation of something very rarely found in
literature. Often, we’re scared of reading stories that remind us of real life. I
get it. We all want to escape reality, right? Reality always finds us though



when we finish the last page.
I wanted to write a story that was so raw it stripped the soul. Every now

and again, I think we need a reality check. Fiction can speak millions of
truths that we’re not always willing to hear in the real world.

So this is mine.
This is my pain.
This is my fear.
This is my worst nightmare.
Please keep in mind that this is fiction. Getting a lupus (or any illness)

diagnosis does not mean you’re fated to die. It means you’re fated to fight,
and that’s something you need to accept from the start in order to make the
most out of the life you’re given. It’s not easy, but I promise you’ll get
through it a day at a time.

No other book I write will be like this, and I promise you’ll get a more
traditional happily ever after from here on out. Even if you might not love me
right now, know that I love all of you.

Keep fighting my loves,
Barbara



Where The Little Birds Go Sneak
Peek

PROLOGUE
Kinley / Present
 
I never expected him to come crashing back into my life. Without

warning, without a single clue, I was face to face with my greatest weakness.
Nobody knew that I was already familiar with the silver-eyed charmer whose
face encompassed every magazine, newsstand, and Hollywood tabloid cover.

Before Corbin Callum became America’s biggest star, he was just the
new kid in the middle of nowhere New York. I knew all his secrets from the
start—where he got the scar on his right eyebrow, why he has two black tally
marks tattooed on his left pec, and who he lost his virginity to. It isn’t
information I gathered from the press or pieced together from rumors.

Long before we dove headfirst into the industries we’ve dreamed of being
big figures in, we made a pact that we’d never leave each other behind. But
our aspirations were larger than the old versions of ourselves that thought
everything would remain the same. We couldn’t keep up the charade,
pretending to be the teenagers who had the world at their feet.

Once upon a time, I was his.
Before the fame.
Before the girls.
Before her.
I accepted that we’d never see each other again, but here we are.
He meets my eyes and grins.
“Hey, Little Bird.”

 
CHAPTER ONE
Corbin / Present
 
I’ve officially lost it at twenty-eight.



Regardless of the half-naked woman sporting nothing but a white t-shirt
and black panties in front of me, I’m staring through distorted glass at one
fully clothed. The way her chestnut hair flows down her back as she laughs at
something the graying man in front of her says has me harder than the scrap
of lace over a tan pert ass five feet away. I know the husky laugh well. I’ve
even been the cause of it a time or two.

But that was before.
Suddenly, I’m not picturing the blonde in my clothes. I’m picturing a

familiar brunette with a curvy body under a thin sheet of my favorite worn
cotton. A small birthmark in the shape of a heart would peek out from the
fabric on her inner thigh where I’d be able to trace it with my finger.

The brunette isn’t in front of me though. She’s too busy talking to world
renown Tyler Buchannan as he flirts his way into her good graces in hopes
that’ll lead to a few glasses of wine and a strip show in the penthouse he
rented.

Unbeknownst to him, she doesn’t drink.  At least, she didn’t. I guess that
could have changed over the past ten years. I’d be a fucking fool to think
nothing else has.

The front of my slacks gets too tight for comfort as my head conjures old
memories of bare skin under my old AC/DC sweatshirt. That birthmark likes
to make its appearance in the back of my mind more times than not, and I can
still feel the sensation of smooth skin under my fingertip like it was
yesterday.

“My, my,” a sultry voice purrs.
Slowly, my eyes meet a pair of blue ones staring down at the hard dick

tenting my pants. Adjusting myself with no shame, I settle into the chair I’ve
been in for the past ten minutes.

“Is that for me?” Olivia asks, shooting me the same wicked grin she gave
me the first day we ever worked together. I like Olivia Davies. She’s always
easy to work with, and certainly not bad on the eyes. She referred to herself
as Hitler’s wet dream once, which didn’t go over very well with the press we
were doing interviews with. I cracked up, but both our managers scolded us
for the shitshow we created.

“Don’t flatter yourself.” Stretching my legs out and crossing my arms
over my chest, I nod toward the free chair beside me. “I wasn’t thinking
about you.”

I’m sure she rolls her eyes as she takes a seat, sitting sideways on the



chair and using the back as an armrest. “I’m sure. You were thinking about
Lena, right? Honestly, I would be too. I can admit when I have a girl crush.
She gives me a lady boner.”

I find my gaze locked on chestnut hair again, her facial features cracked
from the thick decorated glass separating us. “Uh…what?”

“Lena,” Liv repeats, snorting out an amused laugh. “Your wife?”
I roll my shoulders back and force myself to look around the kitchen.

Anything but the woman outside it. Everything here looks shiny, expensive,
and new. The counters are dark wood, the countertops white granite, and the
appliances all featuring the best of the best with brands I’m sure are helping
fund the project through sponsorships.

“Yeah.”
Except that’s a lie. The only woman who should get me this hard with a

single memory should be my wife. Unfortunately for me, that isn’t the five-
seven figure walking alongside Buchannan as he gives her a tour.

“Definitely thinking about my wife.”
Liv nudges my foot with hers and tips her chin toward the side of the set.

“What do you think Buchannan and Kinley are talking about? I doubt his new
girlfriend is a fan of her books. I’m not sure she can even read.”

Chuckling over the sad but true knock at the ditzy redhead who
Buchannan is stringing along for the time being, I shake my head. “I’m sure
they’re going over expectations of the film.”

You know, if expectations were telling her where his hotel is and what
number is on the door. I’ve worked with Buchannan before, and even if I
didn’t he has a reputation. Women as gorgeous as Kinley Thomas can’t be
ignored by men with prying eyes like him.

Olivia full on cackles now. “Yeah, sure. I thought writers were, like,
introverted hermits. You know, kinda smelly and sensitive to sunlight.”

I don’t want to tell Liv that Kinley has never fit the stereotypical author
role. That would mean I know her, and that’s far from true at this point. Once
upon a time, I knew that she loved Twizzlers, action movies, and picking
dandelions to make wishes she knew wouldn’t come true. She hated
mayonnaise and when people called her anything but her full name. It’s why
part of me thought I was breaking the ice by using an old nickname only I
ever called her.

Little Bird.
Turns out, I was wrong.



“Well?” Liv presses.
“Hmm?”
“What’s your opinion on Kinley?”
That’s a loaded question.
Besides the film industry, my oldest fascination has been the shy girl who

preferred journaling on her own over going out with friends. She has a scar
on her left cheek from when her family’s chow-chow bit her that’s only
visible in close proximity if you know what you’re looking for. Once she
tried covering it up with makeup, but it was the dead of summer and the shit
melted off and made it more pronounced. Any flaw she thought she had was
a favorite part of her in my eyes—scars, aversion to people, and all.

“She seems like the kind of woman who won’t fall for Buchannan’s
tricks,” is what I opt to settle with after thinking on it for too long.

She laughs, letting it go.
“We’re filming in two,” Buchannan yells from his chair at the other end

of the set. Next to him is Kinley’s seat, which is placed a little too close. I tell
myself it wasn’t her who put the chair there, but it doesn’t ease the irritation
bubbling under my skin.

It shouldn’t matter anyway.
Liv gets up and puts the chair back how she found it, shooting me a wink

before swaying her hips provocatively where she’s supposed to start the
scene by the counter. I roll my eyes at her as I settle on the chair as cued,
resting one arm on the edge of the table while watching her closely. My legs
are spread, my teeth are digging into my bottom lip, and I study her like I
studied Kinley Thomas before I fucked everything up.

“And, action!”
Olivia grabs a wine glass and glances over at me. Her eyes are lust-filled

as they scan down my body, landing on the slight bulge beneath my zipper.
“I have a feeling you’re going to be a bad influence,” she says, delivering

her line as she begins filling her glass with Pinot Noir.
Swiping my bottom lip with my thumb, I shift in the seat and stare at her

exposed ass. “I don’t think you have a problem with that.”
She fights off a grin. “There’s a special place in hell for people like us,

you know.”
“People in love?”
She lifts the glass to her lips. “Cheaters.” 
Add on Goodreads

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/48413383-where-the-little-birds-go


Preorder Where The Little Birds Go on Amazon

https://alsoby.me/r/amazon/B07Z2S6K5W?fc=us&ds=1
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